DERWOOD

From Canada we find classic hard rockers DERWOOD
who have a brilliant catchy hard hitting new twelve track
CD out now called ‘Renegade’, which runs in at around
forty minutes long and is the band’s debut album. This
album is hard rock to the core, full throttle pleasing light
spirited catchy tunes that are based on a classic rock
foundation. Derwood are: Derwood - lead vocals and
rhythm guitar, Justin Mercier - bass guitar, Kyle Kosedy lead guitar and Ira Dales - drums.
When lead vocals and rhythm guitarist Derwood was
a kid he lived on a farm about five miles outside of town
and they lived sheltered lives and worked pretty hard.
Some weekends his brother would go garage sailing and
bring home eight tracks, vinyl records and tapes that they
would then listen to in their tree house where they spent
most of their off time during the summer months.
Soon after he bought a new Korean made fender
guitar and practice amp then convinced his parents to
get him some lessons. Derwood had been already getting
acoustic guitar lessons and at this point, his dad being a
cowboy was hesitant about the switch but rock prevailed
for the youngster. His guitar teacher Desmond loved all
kinds of music but he started Derwood off learning with
tapes that had three different song speeds recorded
on them. “Every time I would move up a speed I can
remember feeling a sense of accomplishment. Looking
back I was learning some tough material for my age,
some Dire Straits, Eric Clapton, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and
Led Zeppelin to name a few,” he tells me.
Bass player Justin Mercier got into music back in 1990
when he borrowed a bass guitar from his close friend
who never played the thing and he began learning songs
by ear in his apartment at the time and couldn’t put it
down. Drummer Ira Dales’ musical journey started early
in life dancing to his parents records as a kid. Throughout
his childhood, he was fortunate to be exposed and
involved in many music programs and played several
different instruments.
After high school he played in a few bands
and continued showcasing
the music that he loved as
a DJ in clubs and parties.
“Now I’m lucky enough to
play again with my brother
and some friends who I’ve
played with before in
various other bands and
musical endeavours. Music
is and always will be a big
part of what makes my life
a happy one,” says Ira.
Derwood has had many inspirations over the years
including Offspring, Nirvana and S.N.F.U. who were long
runners but lately he has been collecting a bunch of vinyl
again and has been getting into a few albums such as
Prism’s ‘Young & Restless’, AC/DC’s ‘Highway to Hell’,
Alice Coopers ‘Greatest Hits’, The Rolling Stones ‘Tattoo
You’, The Police ‘Ghost In The Machine’ and some Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Fleetwood Mac, Doobie Brothers, ZZ top, Eddie
Money, Stevie Ray Vaughan, The Allman Brothers Band
and some random Tom Petty tracks.
The album started off with the song ‘Reckless’ which
Derwood wrote because of a whirlwind motorcycle trip
to Calgary, Alberta for a sold out Foo Fighters show. He
and his brother had only one ticket because his girlfriend
couldn’t make the show and he asked him if he wanted
to go to which he Derwood agreed, much to the dismay
of his own girlfriend. “I packed up my bike and made
the ten hour drive to Calgary on a beautiful summer day
it was great and so was the show. When I got back to
town I came up with a catchy riff and threw some lyrics
together and boom ‘Reckless’ was born. I then drove back
to Calgary and recorded it with my friend Jeff Muller at

Alchemy Studio’s Calgary who did all the drum and lead
guitar work on the album by the way.” he explains to me.
The guys later had the style and sound that they both
wanted for the album a sound template for the rest of
the song ideas came pretty easily. He recycled a few of
his older songs that he wrote when he was playing in
a grunge band and came up with a few new ideas. “I
would later return to Calgary for two more two week
long recording sessions and I finally had a professional
studio album… and yes I’m very proud of it,” he smiles.
Over the years Justin has been heavily influenced
by The Beatles, Def Leppard, Mötley Crüe and Ratt and
most of his time after work is spent playing with his kids,
listening to music, playing video games and travelling.
Lead guitarist Kyle Kosedy got into playing music at the
early age of seven and everyone in his family is extremely
musical. “I was just around it constantly. Guitar was my
instrument of choice and I have kept up with it my entire
life,” says Kyle.
Ira was lucky enough to be exposed to several
different musical genres as a child and growing up in
a rural area the radio played fifties and seventies rock
hits. “When combined with my uncle’s collection of AC/
DC albums really cemented my love for rock. Some of
the artists I grew up listening to and loving included the
Beatles, Buddy Rich, Michael Jackson, Bad Religion and,
George Jones to really give you an idea of how crazy
broad my love for music is,” he tells me.
In his down time away from music Derwood is a
roofer by trade and he has run his own company for the
last ten years. He also loves building and flying model
rockets, and airplane’s those are high on his list of fun
activities. “I love hanging out with friends and doing
some drinking from time to time. Long motorcycle trips
are always in the back of my mind but being a roofer
it’s always been hard to get away during the warm
summer months. I love working on old motors, heavy
equipment, cars or anything that moves or fly’s really. I
also like building and construction projects when I can
afford them and most of the time I like to be out in the
country away from all the busy city action. I’ve also taken
up acrylic painting as of late and have been loving trying
to paint mountain landscapes but it’s hard,” he says.
Kyle is a drywaller/stuccoer by trade and when he
is not working he spends his time playing sports like
fastball, pool, darts and all the other beer sports. Ira has
always enjoyed tinkering, which when he was younger
included taking stuff apart and (trying to) fix them up. “In
my teenage years, this moved to cars so I could get off
the farm and then finally into technology and computers.
I now run my own IT Company and still enjoy taking
something broken apart and fixing it or at the very least
learning more about how it works,” he explains to me.
The band is very different from most bands and
Derwood is pleased that the other guys took on this
project. “I don’t think I would join a group promoting
an album I had no creative input behind so for that I’m
very thankful,” he smiles. The bass player and drummer
commute four hours a week just to practice with him and
the lead guitar player.
This band is in its infancy and there will be member
changes over the years but he is very excited to be finally
focused on playing original music, as he has been in cover
band after cover band over for the last decade with not
many members wanting to create anything new. “I took
the initiative and did it myself. I saved and worked for a
long time to bring this album and band into existence
and am super excited for the wild ride this album has in
store for all of us,” Derwood explains.
Derwood hears a lot of bands with downer style
tunes, and he has a lyric books packed with them.
“Personally I’m done listening too and creating that style
of music. Life can be a drag sometimes and I totally get
that but over time you learn that the things you bring into
your life, well basically is your life… so chicks, booze and
motorcycles guys, right, “ he laughs.
All jokes aside Derwood and Jeff Muller have worked
tirelessly on these tracks getting them perfect and he is
almost positive that he would not change a note. “I’m
eternally grateful to Mr. Ken Kelly world renowned artist
and painter who kindly took on my art project. Ever
since I was a wee lad staring at the Kiss ‘Destroyer ‘and
Kiss ‘Love Gun’ album I was and still am in awe of his
amazing talent,” he smiles.
The album was recorded in its entirety over a six
month period at Alchemy Studio’s Calgary in Calgary
Alberta Canada. Derwood and Jeff spent three days
recording and mastering ‘Reckless’ as Derwood liked the
song style and sound so he asked Jeff if he would be

interested in working on a whole album with him. “He
agreed so I took a break from the studio and headed back
to my home town to do some more writing and a few
months later I had another five song ideas so I was back
in the studio for two more weeks,” he tells me.
They now had six solid songs and he needed a break
from the studio at this point to rest the musical part of
his brain and he headed home again and began work on
the last half of the album. It took Derwood another two
months to get some good ideas together then headed
back to Calgary to finish recording the album. The guys
worked for another week and a half together and finally
finished the recordings. Derwood took another short
break of about a week or two then drove back to Calgary
to spend three solid days mastering with Jeff who also
produced the album.
Looking forward to the future of this album and what
the band will morph into, Derwood would like to be on
tour in the near future promoting the album although
they will need a bass player and a drummer as the guys
currently in the band have family and work obligations.
“I will be sending my album to different labels to see
if there is any interest out there for our style of music
and in the meantime we’ll be playing live as much as
possible in and around our area promoting the new
album. I personally believe that with enough hard work
and touring the album will be very successful and if it is
there will be much more to come,” Derwood concludes.
Check Derwood out at www.derwood.ca
https://derwood1.bandcamp.com

LOVE N REVENGE

From Los Angeles we find the awesome LOVE N
REVENGE, who have a new twelve track CD out now
called ‘Karma’ which runs in at just under fiftyminutes
long and is the bands debut album with a new sophomore
release planned for February 2018.
Love N Revenge are: Damon Kelly - lead vocals,
backing vocals, guitars, John Lisi - guitars, bass and Vic
Rivera - drums, keys, bass, backing vocals. Joining the
live band are: Mike Ledesma - lead vocals, Greg Polcari guitars, backing vocals, Raven Blakkwell - bass, backing
vocals, Tommy John - drums, backing vocals and Johny
Shandruk - FOH engineer, backing vocals.
Music has always been in singer and guitarist Damon
Kelly’s blood and it consumes every breath he takes
from writing to recording to touring to all aspects of the
business side. “It’s infectious. It’s everything who I am
and what I do,” he smiles.
Kelly like most artists has a lot of inspirations and
influences. “My musical journey has been a vision since
I was three years old... Motley Crue essentially is the
reason who I am today but my influences range from
the entire era of melodic arena rock to Keith Urban to
Rascal Flatts to Waylon Jennings to Kenny Rogers. True
inspiration will always come from simply life experience
which is either love or revenge. It’s all about hitting that
nerve to help or heal someone around the world,” he
tells me.
In his down time away from music Damon loves to
spend time at the lake
fishing
quading
and
camping. “Just being
outside in nature and the
quiet away from the hustle
and bustle of every day life
is always important to stay
focused and regroup to
always stay fresh and keep
composure. My best songs
are written in times like
these,” he enthuses.
Love N Revenge is the resurrection of pure guitar
driven melodic arena rock emulating inspired and
influenced by the best and biggest era of rock on the
planet. “Each and every song released must be all killer
no filler and reach out to each and every one of our fans
and listeners with a tear down their cheek or a shiver
down their spine. Love N Revenge is about passion heart
and drive and feel good rock n roll. Studio albums are
one thing but our live show is definitely second to none
connecting to our audience in a way no others do. We are
very passionate about what we do and always take the
time for our fans,” he champions.

Love N’ Revenge’s new album ‘Karma’ charted nat
umber four and number three for top seller on NEH
Records earlier this and keeps getting stronger with sales.
“We are also recording the next album as we speak to
be released spring of 2018. We always want to stay on
top of what we do and keep exceeding expectations,”
adds Kelly.
Damon’s proud of the songwriting on this album and
he always take much pride in writing the best of the best
and choosing songs to make the cut that will give the
buyers and lovers of rock n roll the best possible album.
“Every song is carefully written disected torn apart
phrase by phrase word by word melody by melody and
very proud of this album for the quality of each song.
That’s my job as a songwriter to outdo myself. Wait til you
hear the next album,” he enthuses.
The live shows are going excellent for the band
and they just played a few major festivals and arenas
with Vince Neil, Autograph, Bret Michaels, Dee Snider,
Slaughter, Cinderella, Steel Panther, Firehouse, Warrant
and Dokken to name a few. “It’s always inspiring to be
out sharing the stage with the best. This truly is only the
beginning of what we have in store including partnering
up with my good friend Mike Van Velzen and Vanitee
Clothing for our Love N Revenge official clothing line,”
he advises.
The album was recorded in New York alongside Kelly’s
very good friend Vic Rivera who produced the album.
“Vic is one of the most talented individuals I’ve ever met
in my life as far as an artist musician songwriter producer
composer and just the nicest guy you could ever meet. It’s
an absolute pleasure working with him and recording the
new album with him as well. He is definitely a musical
soul mate,” he smiles.
Love N’ Revenge will be always be releasing top
quality albums with timeless music with the clothing line
growing consistently and aTV and film is underway with
Love N Revenge. “ It’s endless and we are definitely here
to stay as a staple in our family of melodic arena rock,”
concludes Damon.
www.lovenrevenge.com

MADE IN ROCK

From Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, we find hard rocking power
trio MADE IN ROCK, who have an awesome and quite
creative new fifteen track CD out now called ‘The Parallel
Universe’ which runs in at almost hour long and is the band’s
debut album. Made In Rock are: Ronald Sales - vocals and
guitars, Tiago de Castro - bass and drummer Pedro Moraes.
Since singer and guitarist Ronald Sales was a very young
boy, his family was very involved with music in different
ways. His grandpa tried several instruments in his youth,
listens to classical music every day; and his mom used to
sing in a country club when she was a teenager, and even
today she loves to sing when she’s working home. The radio
was turned on all the time in Sales house. “My father has a
very good taste for music too. We used to listen to a lot of
Vinyl’s together, of several artists from James Taylor to Stevie
Wonder, Beatles, and another Brazilian music. My brother
was very influential too. When I was a little boy I thought I
was Roberto Carlos, a very famous singer in Brazil (laughs).
And when I saw Slash playing at Rock in Rio II on TV in 91,
that time I was pretty sure about what I wanted to do in my
life,” explains Ronald.
Ronald’s inspirations include John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, Kurt Cobain and Steve Vai. “Everyone has a
special place in my heart and a way to influence myself
when I’m writing. When you listen to ‘The Parallel Universe’
you can detect some tips of them but I had to look at other
things to inspire myself,” he tells me. Sales was in awe when
he watched ‘The Universe’ doc teaching about the real
possibility of another dimensions where exists another ‘you’,
but in a totally different life based on different decisions
you made. “I used that bizarre theory to write a little story
based on facts of my life like an autobiography mixing with
fictional elements. I’ve listened to a lot of psiquedelic rock
and grunge bands to find my sound,” he explains to me.
In his down time from music Ronald loves every kind of
art and lately he has been very interested in photography
painting and drawing. “It’s very relaxing and it makes me
feel like I’m taking a breather to work my creativity.” Bassist
Tiago de Castro is very interested in history, filosofy and
ufology. “For me it’s so exciting knowing there’s infinite
possibilities of new discoveries, secrets and mysteries never

revealed before,” says Tiago. Drummer Pedro Moraes likes
cooking and he loves steak, burger, Japanese food, snacks
and every kind of candy. “When inspired I call my friends
to my place and have a good time cooking. It’s my second
passion. I like videogames too: Shooter, fight and sports.
That’s how I like to have fun,” he smiles.
Made in Rock is a power trio influenced by The Beatles,
Led Zeppelin, Nirvana and Pearl Jam. The guys like this
format because it gives each one some room to express
themselves with more liberty. “It’s a visceral band, like the
old times but with an own signature, I guess: I like to take all
that psychedelic atmosphere that classic rock brings up and
mix with the dissonant, muddy and fuzzy sound of grunge
music. Is very difficult to put that elements together, but with
the right balance we got an acid and warm alternative rock.
I haven’t seen anything like this lately. And of course, we
live in Brazil, the land of samba, bossa nova and carnival.
Although we have a rock movement here, it’s not exactly
the friendlier place to have a band. That challenge already
makes all of this original itself,” laughs Ronald.
The new album ‘The Parallel Universe’ is a conceptual
album and it was inspired
by The Goastt (one of Sean
Lennon’s bands) ‘Midnight
sun’ and Black Mountain’s
‘Wilderness Heart’. Ronald
used the parallel universe
subject to build a story
based in facts as I said
above. “It’s like a story
about a young boy that uses
the power of his thoughts to
access parallel universes to
get what he wants. His choices bring different consequences
and he realises what’s worth and what’s not. Its fifteen
songs put together to make people think about what we’re
doing with our lives. This is the album of my life. I had to live,
reflect, write about, get inspired and transform this
experience into music. For me it’s been exciting to see this
work take shape, captivating people and leaving an
important message to people of my generation. It takes time
but it’s worth all the energy we spent on,” Sales enthuses.
Most of the album was recorded in a home studio called
Estudio Matilha and some parts at Cosmos Studio and
Ronald’s own home studio, in Brazil. ‘I Want It back’, ‘How
I Feel’ and ‘Sorry’ was produced by Ronald. Everything else
was produced by Bruno Lima, a very talented musician with
good sense and great choices. “He had a crucial role giving
me important advices to avoid any excess. He was a healthy
and neutral point of view, very important to make the album
sounding like that,” he explains. He started writing in 2011
and the last song was finished when the band were already
in studio recording the album during 2014 till early 2015. It
took around six months to record it due to our busy agenda.
But the whole process from conception, recording and
release took around five years. “I really hope it doesn’t take
that long next time,” he smiles.
Now that the album is done and ‘The Parallel Universe’
is officially out it’s time to promote it with shows, webclips
(the band already have ‘No Time, Nowhere, No Way’ out on
youtube,) and some merchandising like t-shirts, guitar picks
and stuff. “I already wrote a bunch of new songs for a new
EP or an entire album, didn’t decide yet. It’s still at an early
stage, of course, but it already has a main subject to explore:
Anarchy. There’s a lot to say about that, but for now it’s all
that I can tell. I want to improve the band’s sound too. I’m
always looking for something new to not repeat myself and
bring not just new songs, but something really good. I think
is pretty natural trying to make things always better than
you done before. I Love that kind of challenge and can’t wait
to get in studio again,” concludes Ronald.
Check Made In Rock out at
www.facebook.com/bandamadeinrock
http://madeinrock.com.br

BLACK CAGE

From Austria we find hard rockers BLACK CAGE, who
have a new killer ten track CD out now called ‘Excess All
Areas’ which runs in at just over forty minutes long and is
the bands second album. Black Cage are: Kati Cher - lead
vocals/rhythm guitar, Dan Rider - lead and rhythm guitar/
backing vocals, Rickey Dee - bass guitar/backing vocals,
Casey Jean Eiszenman - drums.
Ever since she can remember lead vocalist and

rhythm guitarist Kati Cher was dreaming to become a
singer. Listening to music was very important and her
favourite song was ‘Black Or White’ by Michael Jackson,
of which she was a huge fan! When she was about two
years old she got keys for kids which Kati loved to play
on. She learned all instruments on her own first - like
the flute. “My parents never had enough money to pay
me lessons. Later on with eleven years I started to take
piano lessons for three years. But my heart always has
beaten for harder music so I decided to buy my own
drum set with my first money I earned when I started
working with sixteen,” she explains to me. Cher then
took lessons for about seven years but she was never
was a good drummer. “At the same time I took e-guitar
lessons for four years. But I wanted more. I always sang
secretly when I was home alone and recorded it to check
how I sound to other people....and one day my thenboyfriend found those recordings and he showed it to
all our friends. So this was my coming out period,” she
giggles. Cher started to take vocal coaching in 2010 and
decided to found a band. “Now I knew that THIS was the
thing I wanted to do my entire life,” she marvels.
Her musical inspirations are lots of different bands
and she enjoys listening to
Halestorm, Alter Bridge,
The Darkness, Buckcherry,
Korn and so on. “It also
depends on my moods and
what’s going on in my life
at that moment. There is
always the instrumental
part first and then I ask
myself what kind of story I
wanna tell with it. Some
are just out of my mind but
many lyrics are inspired by things I’ve experienced in
life.... And this is how the songs get written,” explains
Cher.
Kati really loves animals and if she had enough time,
place and money she would love to have her own farm
with chickens, cows, pigs and and and....”I’ve got two
chihuahua ladies which are my heart and three bunnies.
In my spare time I love to spend my time with them. But
I also love tattoos and Pizza,” she laughs.
Black Cage has existed since the winter of 2015 and
they call their chosen genre modern glam rock. “We
are four band members, my part is singing and playing
guitar,” Cher adds. Although the band hasn’t been
together that long they are really proud with what they
have reached so far. “I think what makes us different to
others is the fact that there aren’t many of that kind of
bands in that genre with a girl who’s playing guitar and
singing at the front. For us it’s really important to be
professional and to have an electrifying show that blows
your mind. We give all we have when we are on stage.
And we love what we do,” she enthuses.
The band found it hard to find the right title for the
full length debut album called ‘Excess All Areas’ which
Cher really likes the pun of it. “We wanted something
that represents us and sounds cool to. So, we thought
‘Excess All Areas’ is perfect ‘cause as a band it’s all about
‘Access All Areas’ passes when you’re playing gigs. And
the pictures in the booklet tell a wild story - rock ‘n’ is
simply wild,” she laughs.
‘Excess All Areas’ has got ten tracks on it. You might
hear many musical influences but Black Cage found a
straight line that pulls itself through every track. “We
have wild songs, groovy songs, romantic songs and party
songs. All in all, a song for every mood,” she tells me.
There are so many songs that Kati is naturally really
proud of. “I think my absolute favourite track is ‘Comin’
Home’. It was the most difficult song for me to write on
vocals,” she tells me. The band had already had that great
instrumental part written for a longer period of time,
which is very smooth and moony and then comes that
simple chorus which is just perfect and keeps stuck in
your head but Cher couldn’t find the right melody for it.
“Although I had the lyrics done, it drove me insane! When
I’m creating melodies it’s very important to me that I can
feel what I’m singing. It took me over 6 months to find a
melody that touched my heart. But now I had to take the
next hurdle. The range of the song was totally difficult! I
had to practice a lot!! Today I’m very proud to hear the
result of that hard work,” she smiles.
Back in May Black Cage had the big release show for
their album in Vienna. “It was crazy to open the show
with a kabuki system! It felt mighty when the curtain
dropped! It was a fully success.” Next, the band plays a
show at the legendary Bluesiana Club in Carinthia, and
then they plan to go on tour in October in the middle
east of Europe. “Our destiny is definitely to play lots of
shows in as many different countries as possible. We
hope to snatch some big festivals in 2018! That would be
awesome! Everybody should get to know Black Cage,”
laughs Kati.
The album was recorded in different studios. Drums
were recorded at Stamping Ground, Vienna, guitars,
bass and vocal harmonies at Kiwisound, Vienna and the

main vocals were recorded at Gold Chamber, Siegendorf,
where the album also got mastered. Everything is written
and produced by Black Cage and it took the band over
one and a half year to get this piece of art done.
Next up the band will shoot some music videos for
‘Excess All Areas’ and celebrate some big rock ‘n roll live
shows next time.”And of course, we will write lots of new
music for our second album which we plan to release in
2019,” concludes Kati.
Check Black Cage out at www.blackcagerocks.com
www.facebook.com/blackcagerocks
www.youtube.blackcagerocks.com

DYED IN BLUE

From Germany we find melodic rock duo DYED IN
BLUE, who have an awesome new ten track CD out
now called ‘Moment Of Leaving’ which runs in at just
over forty five minutes and is the band’s debut album.
Dyed In Blue are: Patrick Grehan - guitars and vocals and
Creighton Doane - drums.
The album itself is a true representation of Grehan’s
influences and a fully realized extension of himself as an
artist and songwriter. “I label it as modern melodic rock
and at the same time existing in a style much like the
AOR radio era of the seventies. A full production with
layered guitars both clean and distorted, acoustic and
even some well-placed mandolin. A conscious decision
was made not use keyboards. In their place occasional
guitar volume swells were used discreetly padding the
sound here and there.
It is a culmination of fragments of old ideas and
newer riffs developed into seven original tracks, two
songs re-worked from the past co-written with other
people as well as one cover song of a seventies am
radio hit called ‘Strange Way’. The songs are personal
and range in subject matter from the human condition
of yearning as well as misunderstandings, remorse and
the dissolution of personal relationships both romantic
and otherwise. The song ‘Ordinary Man’ is a slight
departure from the rest of the album with ‘Nashville’
style instrumentation and overtones,” he tells me.
Patrick’s highlight of the album would be the song
‘By The Breeze’. The
album’s title ‘Moment Of
Leaving’ is derived from
the lyric of the song. A
slightly progressive style
track in the 6/8 time
signature that speaks to
nostalgia, longing for
ones youth and the
mystery of how quickly
time seems to pass. “As
the lyric goes: ‘summers
of youth they were mythical, memories come rushing
my head, where was the moment of leaving’. It’s as if
to say how did I get to this point of adulthood so
quickly when it seems like yesterday I was a kid...
where was the jumping off point? Perhaps a nonconscious nod to the song ‘Time’ by Pink Floyd. David
Gilmour being another huge influence,” he adds. There
are a variety of layered guitar parts and vocal
harmonies. “One recurring refrain features a threepart guitar section with a strumming acoustic, staccato
picking and a slide part over top. I was pleased with
the outcome and how it flows. There is a video for the
song that incorporates footage shot with an aged film
effect and actual eight-millimetre film footage from
my personal family archives. It has a kind of ‘Back To
The Future’ feel,” he enthuses.
Grehan is currently retooling the band to showcase
the album. “I play solo acoustic often and despite
the fact that the album was recorded as a full rock
production, the songs translate extremely well in that
format,” he explains. “Audience response has been
overwhelming. As far as what I hope to gain, as cliché
as it is, I simply want as many people as possible to
hear these songs. I feel successful already for the fact
that even after all the time and efforts crafting the
album I can still listen to every song and enjoy it. That
was my goal at the outset. I knew way back that if I
got to this point and didn’t tire of the music then that
would be a win. In a time when the music industry
has changed drastically as a business, playing live and

gaining recognition for the songs themselves has to
be the focus.”
The album is self-produced. Day one of recording
began at Vespa Studios in Toronto Canada. A full day
was spent recording drums with Creighton Doane with
Grehan playing and recording guitar along with him.
“I chose him specifically for this, as I knew him as a
highly proficient drummer with great feel. I didn’t have
the time or budget to rehearse with him beforehand so
the idea was to record the songs in ‘sections’ i.e. verse,
chorus, bridge etc; and then take the tracks away on
Protools and piece them together at my home studio
where the clock was not ticking. That all went well and
according to plan as I spent the next six months doing
just that,” he tells me.
When the drum tracks were completed Grehan
then spent basically the next year at home recording
everything else. Starting with bass then layering
guitars, acoustic and electric as well as mandolin and
then finally vocals. Another four months was then spent
mixing; also at his home studio. “Having a background
in recording and engineering for several years working
on staff at some of Canada’s more renowned studios
like Phase One, Sounds Interchange-Toronto and
Pinewood Sound in Vancouver BC, I embraced the
task as I was able to do things undistracted and to my
liking,” he says.
Once mixing was completed it was time for
mastering. Having lived with the songs for upwards
of two years at every stage of production and relying
solely on his own instincts Grehan had no intention of
mastering himself. A ‘fresh set of ears’ with a sonically
accurate control room seemed an obvious choice. “If
nothing else just to get a different perspective on my
mixes and where I had arrived. I turned to Harry Hess,
a well-established Canadian mastering engineer with
an impressive resume. Harry is also the lead singer
for Harem Scarem a well-established Canadian hard
rock band. He also owns Vespa studios and got drum
sounds for the album on day one. Full circle so to
speak. I would upload my stereo mixes to him a song
at a time and he would send them back. That I would
say was definitely another highlight for me. Hearing
those masters for the first time was both exhilarating
and satisfying to say the least. I haven’t listened to my
raw mixes since,” he smiles.
As for the future the focus is definitely promoting
the album online and of course playing live. “I look
towards online promotion through social media and
otherwise as a means of connecting with a potential
audience who would embrace my style of music and
to possibly create opportunities for live performance
and perhaps touring ongoing. That said ‘new’ songs
are a priority. The next album will be done more
conventionally. As much as I enjoyed the process and
creative freedom I had with this album, this time I’m
determined to start with a proper band and have
that human interaction of four or five people playing
together in the studio with overdubs as needed. I’m
also very big on producing videos for most if not all
of the songs. There are three I’ve done myself but I’d
very much like to work with professional film people.
I believe video is a powerful promotional tool,”
concludes Patrick.
Check Dyed In Blue out at www.dyedinblue.com
www.facebook.com/dyedinblue
www.instagram.com/dyedinblue

SISTER SWITCHBLADE

From Perth, Western Australia we find guitar fuelled
hard rockers SISTER SWITCHBLADE, who have a new
eleven track CD out now called ‘Best Served Cold’
which runs in at just under forty minutes long and is
the band’s debut album which has had a little helping
hand from Love/Hate’s John E Love. Sister Switchblade
are: Andy Smith - lead vocals/guitar, Dylan Gallant lead Guitar, Simon Brown - bass and drummer Adam
Bannister.
Growing up, there was always music being played
at guitarist and singer Andy Smith’s house. No one in
his family were musicians but he had a cousin who
lived with them and listened to motown and disco,
another of his cousins was totally into English punk
and his mum loved pop and rock. So Andy was exposed

to a pretty varied mix of styles and the radio was
always on or there were records being played. “And of
course every Thursday night was Top of the Pops which
I absolutely loved. I was always around music but it
wasn’t quite a bit later that I actually started playing,”
he tells me.
Andy’s early influences were pretty varied and as
he started listening to, and buying music from an early
age there were definitely some dodgy albums in his
collection. “I was probably around twelve or thirteen
when I started becoming a metal head. Even to this
day my favourite three albums are ‘Shout at the Devil’,
‘Appetite for Destruction’ and Skid Row’s first album,”
he explains. These influences should give you a pretty
good indication of what Sister Switchblade sound like.
In his down time away from the band music still
takes up most of my time. If he is not gigging or
recording, then he is thinking about the next gig or
project. “I always like to have something on the go,
music wise. I am still a big follower of the English
Premier League despite having to wait up all night to
watch a match. Also, living in Western Australia I like
to spend a lot of time at the beach, but even then I’m
either listening to music or reading a rock biography,”
says Andy.
Sister Switchblade really came together very
differently than any other band that Andy has been
involved with. His previous band called it a day at
the start of 2016. He had written a bunch of songs
in preparation for the new album and thought they
were too good to waste. “So I started booking studio
time once or twice a week and gradually laying the
tracks down. If I needed help with anything I’d call up
a mate and get them in to play. Before long I had over
an albums worth of material. So I put the word out to
see if anyone was keen to take the songs out on the
road and that’s how Sister Switchblade was born,” he
smiles.
The first song that was recorded for this album
was ‘Sister Switchblade’.
Andy was in LA and
having previously gotten
to know Jon E Love (Love/
Hate), and while he was
out there on tour the
previous year the guys
agreed to book a session
and do a tune. After
returning home to Perth
he started tracking the
songs he had that were
ready to record. “I guess the difference between how
the album turned out for Sister Switchblade and how it
would have turned out for my previous band is I was
allowed more freedom to include a couple of songs,
specifically ‘Breathe’ and ‘My Midnight Monkey’ that
were sonically a little more diverse,” he explains to me.
Andy has found it very satisfying to actually
complete this album, he has recorded a number of
albums throughout his life with way bigger budgets,
using some big names from the industry but this one
really felt like a real accomplishment as he was up
against several challenges throughout the process.
“Of course, it goes without saying how great it was to
record with Jon E Love – I am a huge Love/Hate fan,”
he smiles. As far as the songs go his favourites change
all the time, he loves the riffs on ‘Twenty Three Sins’
and ‘Back To Babylon’, whilst the song ‘Sleeping With
Snakes’ was a happy accident which he was pleasantly
surprised in the way it turned out.
The live side of the band is going fantastic and
there is a really positive dynamic between everybody
and the energy is immense. “There are no poseurs in
this band; it’s a real rock band - plenty of blood and
spit and attitude. We’ve got the first album under
our belts and we’re getting some good feedback. The
official album launch is on May Thirteen at a legendary
venue in Perth called The Indi Bar. It’s a great little
room with an awesome vibe. I haven’t played there
for quite a few years but I have a lot of fond memories
of some messy nights and fun rock shows there,” he
tells me.
Apart from the song ‘Sister Switchblade’, the album
was recorded at Flatspin studios in Perth, WA. Stuart
Bishop and Andy produced it and Stu engineered. The
song ‘Sister Switchblade’ was recorded in one day at
Wolfdog studios in Los Angeles and that was produced
by Jon E Love who also played guitar and bass. The
whole process took just over a year to complete. “I
reckon if we were doing it on a full time basis it could’ve
been knocked out in a month or two but unfortunately
everybody has day jobs and band commitments so we
recorded as time permitted,” he explains.
There was an opportunity for the band to play
some shows over in the States this summer but the
timing was not quite right and logistically the guys
couldn’t make it work. “That’s something were looking
at seriously for next year and there’s also been some

chat about the UK but nothing firm. Personally I am
just enjoying the momentum that’s building and looking
forward to start writing the new album. Unfortunately
the once bustling live scene in Perth has died off a lot in
the past few years. With any luck Sister Switchblade can
give it a good kick in the ass,” concludes Andy.
Check Sister Switchblade out at
www.facebook.com/Sisterswitchblade17
www.twitter.com/sistersblade

THEM RUMBLIN’ BONES

From Melbourne, Australia we find classic rock trio
THEM RUMBLIN’ BONES who have recently released
a new catchy self titled ten track CD which is out
now and runs in at just over forty five minutes long.
The musicianship is proficient all the way through the
record and the whole feel of the album is inspirational
and flows with charismatic energy that transports
you away, the songs are massively enjoyable with fab
musicianship and excellent vocals in the Jimmy Barnes/
Steven Tyler vein, Singer Michael Stangel, has that
special characteristic magnetism, he can handle with
simplicity the up-tempo rockers though to the more
melodic soulful blues based songs, he has that perfect
pitch, hell the whole band truly rumble their musical
bones.
However, having perfect musical virtues means
nothing without songs, and these guys have produced
a remarkably sturdy album that you will be going back
to time and time again, there is a gist of naturalness
with the band’s music, something innovative about
them that makes them fascinating. With new bands
like King King, Tax The Heat and Rival Sons doing good
business, the band need to get themselves over to the
UK and Europe for some shows. Them Rumblin’ Bones
are: Michael Stangel - lead vocals and guitar, Dave
Stevens - bass and vocals and Venom on drums.
Lead singer and guitar player Michael Stangel was
introduced to music by
his uncle who played
drums at the age of three.
He went on to play in
high school bands and
professional bands before
becoming aware that he
had a knack for writing
original music. He got
involved with a producer
that wanted to exchange
expertise and he taught
Michael the art of producing and engineering music,
and that helped him with his song writing skills. Bassist
and singer Dave Stevens grew up with adoptive parents
and siblings who were very supportive of his musical
aspirations but it wasn’t a very musical family. He
started playing drums at eleven and his folks soon got
sick of that and suggested that Dave try another
instrument, so for his thirteenth birthday he got a bass
guitar and he has not looked back since. His first band
was in fact with Michael, the guys played for a couple
of years from when we were thirteen-fifteen years old
then parted ways. Fast forward thirty five or so years
later and they got back together for Them Rumblin’
Bones.
Dave played in bands all through his school years
and into his adulthood, he worked in record stores, ran
an indie label, owned a music venue, pretty much his
whole life has revolved around music. When he was
twenty two years old he traced his birth parents and
found out that his father had been Bon Scott of AC/
DC fame. “That explained a lot in regards to nature
vs. nurture and why one doesn’t exceed the other.
I received my interest and love of music through my
father’s DNA but couldn’t have done anything with
it without the nurturing and encouragement of my
adoptive family,” he tells me.
A lot of Michael’s musical inspirations were a part
of the music scene in the late sixties early seventies;
the main influences would be bands like The Beatles,
Led Zeppelin and the Beach Boys, this eclectic taste
in music, helped him to draw on many flavours when
creating original material. “That’s why this album has
so much diversity while maintaining a distinct audio
flow in my opinion,” says Michael.

Dave’s first love was The Beatles and he had been
having a John v Paul argument with Michael that began
in 1980 and has yet to be resolved. Later on he got
into the power pop word of Big Star, Teenage Fanclub,
Fountains of Wayne, Redd Kross, etc. and a lot of more
obscure indie bands. “I lean towards the more distorted
guitar power pop bands than the jangly (though a bit
of jangle is ok too). When writing the album Michael,
Venom and I were good counterweights to each
other because apart from the Beatles, we all listen to
different things. I think that shows in the songs. They’re
a distillation of many influences,” explains Dave.
Outside of music, Michael’s interests and hobbies
are related to sport - UFC, Boxing, Weight Training AFL
Football and Basketball all interest him and his kids
also take up most of his free time, which he loves. Dave
also share’s a love of Aussie Rules Football. “Although
the other two guys have terrible taste in the teams they
follow,” he smiles.
Michael and Dave formed the band after doing a
lot of soul destroying cover gigs. They all enjoy the gigs
on stage, but the off-stage drudgery and politics were
wearing them down. “With the skills I had acquired
as a producer/engineer and songwriter it seemed
the natural progression. The one thing that makes us
different is our creative process. We simply rock up
to the studio with no or very little ideas and just play
until a song comes out without any thought towards
its viability. We just create sound and turn it into songs.
We are also fucking good players,” explains Michael.
The foundation of the album was written in three
jams where the lads came up with about eighteen
ideas. Dave chose the tracks he thought had the most
potential then Michael wrote lyrics and melodies
over the top. “The lyric themes are not based on love
or current events; they portray various thoughts that
wildly run through my head from time to time. If you’re
looking for happy endings or love stories, you best not
read our lyrics too closely,” Michael tells me.
The album was recorded in a small town called
Geelong at Medici Studios which is a well equipped
studio with a great vibe. Michael recorded and
produced the album while Dave and Venom started
to learn recording skills through the process. “Next
time I’m sure it will take must less time,” he says. The
album took around a month to complete spread over
a six month period due to a significant seizure he had
mid-way. “Let’s not beat around the bush, you were
in a fucking coma for a week and out of the studio
for a month or so,” smiles Dave. Dave got a gardening
job and pulled beers at a local pub and Venom hit the
construction sites as a labourer. “If you listen carefully
to the production the last five songs song slightly
different to the first five due to a change in my sensory
perception after the two-hour seizure, not any half
sounds better, it’s just different,” adds Michael.
The future is an open book for the Them Rumblin’
Bones and they have had a great response from
overseas with some good offers coming in. “However,
at the moment we are focused on making sure when
people come to see a show they will be as excited as
when they turn the album up loud and rock out to it.
When we play, live we have a fourth member that we
use from different guitarists we know so it sounds as
big as the record,” concludes Michael. Check the band
out at
www.facebook.com/themrumblinbones
www.themrumblinbones.bandcamp.com
www.cdbaby.com/cd/themrumblinbones

HIGHWAY

From Montpellier, France we find hard rockers
HIGHWAY, who have a very catchy ten track CD out
now called ‘United States Of Rock’n’Roll’ which runs
in at just over forty five minutes long, it has been out
a while now via Demon Doll Records, but even so it
is well worth checking out and is a fun rockin’ ride.
Highway are: Benjamin Folch - vocals, Ben Chambert
- guitars, Romain Chambert - drums and bass guitarist
Sam Marshal.
Highway is a family story and when guitarist Ben
Chambert was around eight or nine years old, Romain,
his older brother and Highway’s drummer, was already
listening to good old rock stuff bands like Queen, The

Beatles, The Rolling Stones etc... So Ben has been
influenced and into rock music since he was a child.
His first love was AC/DC and their song ‘Thunderstruck’
when he was thirteen years old. He then decided to
sell my soul to rock ’n’ roll and very quickly, Romain
started playing drums in order to imitate their idols
and he then began to teach Ben how to play drums.
“One day we said: ‘Yeah! Let’s start our own band!.
But we were two drummers...so I started to learn
guitar,” he chuckles.
As a songwriter, Ben’s major influences are AC/
DC, Guns ‘N’ Roses, Aerosmith, Whitesnake, Motley
Crüe, ZZ Top and he really loves their songs and
their guitarists. “As a guitar player, and speaking of
guitar techniques, my favourites are guys like Slash,
Doug Aldrich, Michael Schenker, Gary Moore and
Nuno Bettencourt. They were important sources of
inspiration for this album and will be even more for
the upcoming one,” he says.
The guys live, we breath, and sweat rock ’n’ roll,
it’s in their blood to stay. No fake, no sampling sounds,
just four musicians doing their best. “I think we really
are a ‘live’ band. We were made to play live and to play
loud! This energy is ‘universal’ and that’s why we are
able to play in blues, rock, sleaze or even metal themed
venues or festivals,” he explains to me. The band work
very hard to create original material, great songs with
good melodies and of course a giant dose of energy.
“The best way to discover our music and to appreciate
it is to come and see us live. So you know what you
have to do,” he laughs.
The band’s album ‘United States of Rock ’n’ Roll’ is
what Highway is all
about, one hundred
percent rock, powerful
and pretty fun with kick
add guitar work vocals
and musicianship in
general. The guys wanted
to record their own ‘Dr.
Feelgood’
or
‘Black
album’, only without Bob
Rock and without a
million dollars’ budget.
“You know, our previous album is called Goodbye
Money... a true story,” laughs Ben. “Anyway, this one’s
got a big fat US kick-ass sound and we are very proud
of it and we hope you’ll like it. You can also download
it on all the major streaming platforms in the world.
The songs talk about music, good times, bad times and
freedom....All those things that happened in our life
and made us who we are now. Have a listen to their
song ‘Mr King Size’ and read the lyrics,” he laughs.
The band recorded the album at Trendkill Studios in
Frontignan in the South of France and they tracked all
the songs during two weeks, then mixed and mastered
it in the same studio during one month. “This studio
belongs to ‘Ole Duke Hill’, the guitar player of famous
French Metal bands Mudweiser (whose singer is
Lofofora’s Reno) and Eyeless.’Ole’ has been working in
the USA on a regular basis and he knew how to make
our sound harder and bigger than before,” explains
Ben. The band are their own producer and who knows
better than the guys and the sound that they want.
“I’ve been thinking about few other names but they
are too expensive for the moment,” he smiles.
The band have had a lot of funny adventures on the
road, and a bunch of misadventures, too. “I’ve got a
funny anecdote which happened during our very first
show in London and we were really excited! When we
arrived at the venue, the local organisers announced
that they had a big surprise for us... Damn! We were
in London, anything was possible, right. AC/DC played
the Wembley Stadium that evening ... Are Brian Johnson
or Angus Young coming over to drink some beers with
us after the show?? Are we going to have some gueststars on stage?? I blew a fuse! Then at mealtime, there
came the surprise...Lovely British people trying to please
French guys ... They’d cooked us snails and frogs! French
people don’t love that, that’s just an awful legend! And
Angus Young hadn’t even shown up,” he laughs.
This record is really important in the bands
career. Thanks to it, they have signed with a US
record company (Demon Doll Records) and toured
all over Europe opening for bands like Michael
Schenker’s Temple of Rock, Jeff Scott Soto, Gotthard,
Dr Feelgood, Crucified Barbara and many others.
“During these touring years, we wrote some really
cool songs to which we added some new influences
and we emphasised on vocal harmonies and melodies.
What I can for now say is that our upcoming album
will be a killer! We started recording the new album
in September 2016 and we will unleash ‘the beast’
in September 2017. It was mixed and mastered by
Brett Caldas-Lima (Tower Studios) who worked with
bands like Ayreon, Devin Townsend, Megadeth, Lacuna
Coil...It really sounds AWESOME...and we had the
chance to have a legendary US rock singer as guest

on a song...Stay tuned rockers!” concludes Ben to our
conversation. “Make sure you check it out, you won’t
be disappointed. “Check Highway out at
www.highwayrocks.com
www.facebook.com/highway.fr
twitter.com/onlyhighway

GUN MACHINE

From Oviedo, Asturias Spain, we find powerful
melodic hard rock artists GUN MACHINE who have a
fantastic and diverse new nine track guitar drenched CD
out now called ‘Balls to the Wall’ which runs in at just
over forty minutes long and is the bands second release
following an EP called ‘Addicition’. Gun Machine are:
Gabriel Fernandez - guitars, Hector Fernandez - bass,
Antonio L. Araujo - guitars, Juan Azpiroz - vocals and
drummer Victor Gonzalez.
Guitairst Gabriel Fernandez felt hooked with music
at a young age, when he was eight he was given a small
second handed bass guitar as a Christmas present, it was
a short scale Fender that he used to get involved into
all this. He is a self taught musician and now at thirty
four years of age he has passed through a few bands
playing different styles and instruments, which helped
him to get to the decision to start Gun Machine as the
most encouraging and self-involved project he had ever
been involved with. “I realise that is really difficult and
tricky to get through the world of music, perhaps more
than ever, but I also believe in the quality of what we
offer, is the first album we produce and we really want it
sound as much as possible,” he says.
Guitarist Antonio J.Araujo is inspired by a combination
of his lifetime, along with things that you find along the
road, devouring all the tapes and the LPs that fell into my
hands since he was a child. He noticed a tendency to the
more progressive sounds from Pink Floyd, Rush etc... His
uncle Toni, used to have a big collection of vinyl which he
used to bring around and play for Antonio. After that he
got into Black Sabbath and thrash bands like Overkill and
Testament... These bands turned his whole world around,
and the mix of all of them is reflected throughout Gun
Machine’s album, even though each and every one of the
tracks has its own personality and style, the influences
are there.
The music comes from both Gabriel and Antonio and
the words are usually from
Juan. “I realised the main
inspiration behind all of
this is to persevere in what
you like most, making
songs and no stopping
doing it no matter what, in
my case. I have seen a
bunch of people calling it a
day regarding music and
bands all of a sudden, and
then coming back for
different reasons: from my perspective, that will not take
you too long, you have to be steady if you want to get
something, and not taking anything for granted,”
explains Antonio.
Music completely fulfils Gabriel and one way or
another everything in his life spins around it. “I just
realised I am quite a simple individual,” he laughs. What
he really loves is recording tracks, playing instruments,
amps and gear, he also loves travelling, meeting new
people and costumes outside of band activity. “When I
am not able to travel, getting around with some fellas
and prepare some ‘stake lamb’, quite the traditional
dish from our region, and a few beers that is all what I
need, we come from a Celtic regions, and the tradition
of getting together with your friends to eat or even
rehearse after that is still quite present nowadays,”
Gabriel tells me.
What defines Gun Machine the most is a very solid
rhythmic section that gears bass lines and drums as a
paving roller, both guitars constantly weaving melodies
and riffs together that are very important part in the
composing role, defining us as a riff band. The vocals bring
the band the personality, backed by the chorus section
that they have been able to transport to the recording
with the same passion and heart we put on stage. “We
do not limit ourselves to a fixed style of music, feeling
that that may not allow us to explore other borders, every

composition is based in that idea,” says Antonio.
The band’s new album ‘Balls to the Wall’ is the
culmination of the work that they made over a three
year period, and a closure at the same time for all
the difficulties and line up changes that Gun Machine
have been through over that period. “It has been quite
relevant for us to put our live essence into the album, by
not including arrangements or ornaments that we could
not reproduce or we would not feel comfortable with on
stage. We have received some positive feedback about
this, that makes us feel really proud about it,” Antonio
tells me. In some cases where a band sound really
awesome on record but they are a different story when
you see them live playing the same songs, that was one, if
not the most concern that the band had when they stated
the recording. “We feel really satisfied with the result we
got,” he smiles.
The album was recorded between November 2015
and March 2016 at the ‘Antiproducciones S.L.’ recording
facilities in Moreda de Aller, Asturias. All the recording,
mixing and mastering process was carried out by Julio
Camba. “He is a very professional and skilled guy who
believed in us from the very beginning, and we are really
thankful for that to him, especially for his extraordinaire
patience with all of us. Big THANK YOU from here Julio,”
smiles singer Juan Azpiroz. For the distribution the band
have ‘Santo Grial Producciones’, a label form Asturias
taking the album not only to the shelves of the stores but
also for the digital world such as Itunes etc...
When the lads were in the middle of the recording
process the guitarist that they had at the time left due
to some issues with between himself and the other band
members. “The thing is that his guitar was always out of
tune, no matter which one, which led us to another delay
in the process, re-recoding, tracking his parts. I think this
is one of those ‘band things’ that happen all the time,”
explains Juan. In the end, the most important thing in
a band, apart from doing good songs, is being ‘one’,
working as a whole team that Juan considers at least
as difficult as making good songs. “We were finally able
to get it since the arrival of Victor, a twenty year old guy
who happens to be considered one of the best drummers
in our region, we got him through Juan Villamil, a friend
of ours and a drum teacher,” smiles Juan.
While recording ‘Balls to the Wall’, Gun Machine
had more than enough material to be included, so
they discarded the newest ones, and left the ones that
correspond to the aforementioned three year period.
“Now we can turn page and start a new chapter,
concentrating ourselves improving the last songs with
the line up we enjoy nowadays. The idea is to be back at
the studio in the Spring-Summer time (2017), with these
songs, so we can promote enough this record, tour for
some time to let people know it enough and get it to the
most we can,” explains Gabriel.
So far the album is getting good acceptance and the
band have received quite good feedback from media
all over the world. They are aware that in this business
you have to have a deep and consistent promotion. “We
cannot afford it by ourselves to back it up fully, but we
have faith in the quality of our job. The new tracks have
strength, and we do not stop composing and making
new things, even thought we could hook up on those, we
are quite focused in presenting this record to the crowd
and we are really looking forward to show the new ones
as well to see how they work for the people,” concludes
Gabriel.
Check Gun Machine out at
www.facebook.com/GunMachine-748549448539614

still have grunge emanation in my voice, I’ve open my
mind to other rock styles,” he says.
As well as Nirvana, Hal is influenced by bands such
as Black Stone Cherry, Nickelback, Steel Panther, Incubus,
bands which have real skilled singers. “This has really
changed my way to sing. When we have written ‘Pub’s
Calling’, we have mixed several of these influences with
stoner, heavy metal and metal to give a melted space
which suit to everyone,” says Greg.
In his down time away from music Greg does not
have a lot of time for other interests. “I have a work
which takes me a long time and we have about sixty gigs
per years for the days when I don’t work. Nevertheless,
I’m fond of history and archaeology! This is not really
obvious in our music or our lyrics but this is a large part
of my life and my short free time. For example, we have
recently toured in England and I loved the day when I
visited Stonehenge,” he marvels.
Dog’n’Style are without a doubt pretty similar with
hundreds of bands out
there, however they have
some particularities. First,
in the way to arrange their
music, they mix classic
rock with stoner, with
heavy metal and metal.
“This kind of mix certainly
already exists but it stays
original in a sense. And
secondly, we really have a
huge energy on stage that
is found in only few bands. I can say it because we have
nearly given 200 gigs with Dog’n’Style and a lots of
people said this about us,” Hal explains to me.
The new album ‘Pub’s Calling’ was been composed in
only few months. “It is the logical continuity of our first
eponym EP but we wanted to continue the process of mix
with our different influences. Robin, our bass player, has
given a real heavy metal colour in that album that we
didn’t have in the EP. Thanks to that mix, the songs have
won in depth and maturity. But in hindsight, I see and
hear the defects of that album which are certain linearity
on few tracks! We gonna try to correct this on the second
disc,” he says.
Greg’s favourite track on the album is ‘I Did
Something Bad’, the song is really accomplished in what
the band wanted to do. “The mix between stoner and
heavy metal is well balanced and the chorus is easy to
sing and to hold back. That song has all the aspects of a
single and it really work when we play it live. That track
is the direction I would like to keep for the next album,”
he enthuses.
The disc was recorded at the Boss Hog Studio in
the north of France. The guys have already recorded
their EP over there and they really liked the quality of
the production. For the vocals, they worked with their
friend Guillaume Bideau, who also was the singer of the
band Mnemic. “Vocal production is really an important
moment for the disc and that work gives the colour to the
album. All that process has taken nearly three weeks but
the result kicks ass,” he smiles.
For the next few months Dog’n’Style will keep touring
and since the album release they have already performed
more than fifty gigs in six months. “We played in seven
countries and it is to be continued! Our aim is to give one
hundred gigs with that album and then to come back in
studio to record the new Dog’n’Style ! A loud program,”
concludes Greg.
Check Dog ‘N’ Style out at
www.facebook.com/dognstylemusic
https://twitter.com/dognstyle

LAST BULLET

From Epinal, France we find classic hard rockers DOG
‘N’ STYLE who have a brilliant catchy hard hitting new
ten track CD out now called ‘Pub’s Calling’, which runs in
at just under forty minutes long and is the band’s second
release. Dog ‘N’ Style are: Greg Hal - vocals/guitar, Yan
Pierrat - guitar/vocals, Robin Robs - bass and drummer
Boub.
Singer and guitarist Greg Hal’s first love for rock music
was inspired by Nirvana and especially Kurt Cobain. That
band made him love playing guitar. During a long time,
he got the grunge feeling in a way to play music or a way
to move on stage. “Gradually, I’ve evolved and even if I

From Canada we find hard rockers LAST BULLET,
who have a new six track EP out now called ‘ 80-69-64’
which runs in at just under twenty minutes long and is
the band’s third release. Last Bullet are: Bryan Fontez
- vocals, Brenden Armstrong - guitars, Michael Silva guitars, Will Shannon - bassist and drummer Chris Galaz.
Singer Bryan Fontez got into music through a
collection of different experiences. He has always loved
music as a child, so his mother signed him up for piano
lessons at the age of eight. His older sisters introduced
him to bands like Nirvana, The Offspring, Oasis, Bush,

Green Day, Stone Temple Pilots and he was instantly
hooked.
He then started playing the drums at the age of
twelve, started vocal lessons at fourteen and joined
the school choir, picked up the trombone at fifteen in
a concert band, and then eventually graduated from
school and found himself drumming for a Black Sabbath
tribute band. “Up until the moment when I realized that
I’d rather be making my own music. That’s the moment
when I met the guys in Last Bullet and we’ve been
together ever since,” he tells me.
Fontez’s musical inspirations are all over the place
and draws on everything from Jamiroquai to Radiohead
to Queens of the Stone Age to System of a Down. “When
it comes to Last Bullet I tend to gravitate towards bands
that accentuate my own strengths. Charisma, energy,
passion and swagger are all qualities that I try hard to
produce on stage,” he adds.
The bands who convey those qualities best in his own
opinion
are
Velvet
Revolver, AC/DC, Guns N’
Roses, Stone Temple Pilots
and Aerosmith among a
few others.”Which is why
you’ll hear a lot of their
influence in the music I
write for the band. I tend
to wear my influences on
my sleeve and if you listen
to our music long enough,
you’ll eventually be able to
pick out the inspiration for every song,” he explains to
me.
In his down time away from music Bryan is a big
film buff, and a science/space nut. “I’m a massive fan of
mixed martial arts. I’ve been training in Brazilian jiu-jitsu
for the last six or seven years among other martial arts
and I really enjoy it. There’s something truly special about
learning the limitations of your own body, mind and
spirit. Pushing yourself passed the point of exhaustion
to levels that you never thought you were capable of is
extremely rewarding,” he tells me.
Most people don’t realize how little control they have
of their own body and that tends to create a false sense
of confidence when it comes to their ability to defend
themselves. “Training in jiu-jitsu has not only kept me in
great shape and provided me with the cardio to perform
harder on stage, but it’s kept me humble and helped me
realize that the only way to attain success in any area is
through passion and sacrifice. If you put enough time,
perseverance and hard work into anything, success
becomes inevitability. And music is no different,” he
explains.
Last Bullet are a filthy, sexy, heavy, powerful, style of
charismatic, guitar driven, riff rock combo that attempts
to fuse all of the most beloved characteristics of live
music that everyone holds so dear. “As a massive fan of
music myself, I know exactly what I want to see from a
live show, so I do my very best to replicate those elements
in my own performance. I believe Lemmy said it best… ‘If
you’re going to be a fucking rock star, go be one. People
don’t want to see the guy next door on stage; they want
to see a being from another planet.’ To me, the show
begins the moment you walk in the venue. How you’re
dressed, your demeanour, posture and attitude are all a
part of the show and the band’s identity. When I get on
stage I flick a switch and force myself to believe that I’m
truly on the same level as all the greats, because if I don’t
believe it myself who else will? Sometimes you have to
fake it to make it, and when you do it enough, you get so
good at it that things can turn from fake to genuine real
fast,” he enthuses.
This EP ‘80-69-64’ was a long process for the band to
complete simply because of finances. “If you want to play
this game at the highest level then it’s going to cost you
a pretty penny. Recording, marketing, tours, promotion,
videos, merch, they all cost thousands. I don’t like to halfass anything that I do, so the standards we set for the
final products are always a serious investment,” explains
Fontez. “With that said I had written about eight or nine
songs a couple years ago with the band and played them
a lot live. When we finally had the money to record we
ended up choosing the six strongest tracks, went into
the studio and what we ended up with was a really hard
hitting, dynamic, sonically beautiful sounding record that
was a joy to make and release.”
Bryan always finds the writing and recording process
a lot of fun. “Pushing yourself to get the best take or
write the best melody and lyrics you can think of is
always fun for me. Like a game where you’re constantly
trying to beat your own high score,” he smiles. “Overall
however, there are three specific tracks I love on the
EP for completely different reasons. I love ‘Sin’ for the
moodiness, aggression and production, it’s one of the
best mixes I’ve heard and stands up to anything on the
radio as far as sound quality goes. I love ‘Gimme Time’
for being a curveball and completely different than
anything else we’ve done before. And I love the track

‘Southern Lips’ for its sexual innuendo, its swagger and
its simplicity. I worked really hard to craft every word,
melody and hint of rasp in my voice on that track and
I was really happy with the way it turned out,” he says
with satisfaction.
Last Bullet’s stage show has been the bread and
butter of this band since they began. “Performing live is
what we’re known for. It’s the reason why we have the
rabid fans and the reputation we do. The live shows are
what keep me excited, motivated and coming back for
more. I love to entertain people and work hard to put
on the best show I possibly can every night. All I ever
hope to gain for the band is more fans, more respect and
unforgettable experiences.”
The EP was recorded at Rattlebox North Studios just
north of Toronto, with an extremely talented producer
and good friend of the band named Brian Moncarz. “He
also happened to work with Brian Lucey, who’s mastered
the most recent album for Royal Blood, Marilyn Manson,
The Black Keys, Depeche Mode, Ghost and more. Getting
to be included among such successful and talented artists
is an honour, let alone having our music be mastered
by the same person,” says Bryan. The band initially
recorded three of the songs late in 2015 and released
two as singles as well as a video, then went on a tour
and eventually recorded the other three earlier this year,
where they finally decided to release it as a six song EP.
The next main focus for Last Bullet is to tour as much
as humanly possible for the rest of this year and the next,
in areas of the world they have never been to as a band
before. “I can confirm that we’ll be finally touring the U.S.
for the very first time, and we might even try to make it to
the U.K., Europe or both in 2018. We’d also like to write a
bunch of new songs and get back in the studio as soon as
possible to keep the momentum going. There was far too
much time between our last EPs and I’d like to make sure
that process moves a little faster this time. Aside from
that, accomplishing more each year than we did the last
is our ultimate motivation,” concludes Bryan.
Check Last Bullet out at www.lastbulletmusic.com

KILLIT

From London, UK, we find hard rockers KILLIT, who
have a catchy new eleven track CD out now called ‘Shut
It Down’ that runs in at exactly fifty minutes long. Killit
are: Gaz Twist - vocals, Niro Knox - guitar, Byron Marr guitar, Pete Jean - drums and bass player Geos Letona.
For guitarist Niro Knox it was at the age of twelve
when he saw Guns N’ Roses playing a live show on MTV
and he remembers watching Slash thinking ‘This has got
to be the coolest thing I could ever choose to be doing
when I grow up’. He drove his dad nuts for about two
weeks until he finally bought Niro a guitar and one of his
best friends from school at the time, Danny had also just
started learning to play drums and he was also listening
Guns N’ Roses.
Influence wise Niro’s personal ‘Holy Trinity’ was
always Slash, Dimebag and Wylde. “As for this album
it’s a healthy mix of all of our influences I would say,
we share a very strong common influence while at the
same time we have secondary preferences that could
sometimes even clash but the workability we have in
place as a team turns it into a big musical advantage...
listen to the songs… some of them have crazy parts,”
he laughs.
In his downtime away from Killit, Niro is a massive I.T.
geek and he always wanted to be a family man, he also
runs a social media reach business working with bands,
artists and models. “Not much really, at least nothing
important for the long run I would say,” he adds.
The main distinction with KilliT would have to be
the band authenticity. “I
can go on and ramble
about my personal rackets
around a lot of the
successful ‘rock’ bands of
this day and age but in a
more general view, a lot of
the stuff today seems
either fake, tailored by
some production team and
very obviously lacking any
sense of real inspiration,”
Niro explains to me. “I think the main intention behind

the writing in this album apart from self-expression of
course, was to inspire. Inspire fans, other artists... people
who forgot... what it is really all about,” he says.
The band’s new album came together very fast,
mostly crafted as demos in Niro’s bedroom’s computer
desk. The guys were ‘filtering’ through riff ideas and then
they would go and try it on for real in the studio and see
what could be developed out of it. “It feels right more
than any album I personally have ever been involved in.
I think it’s safe to say that this album is dear to us. The
songs we didn’t know where each song was going until
we listen back to it,” he explains.
As a band, Killit don’t believe in producers anymore
and Niro’s last two experiences with that stuff lead him
to believe in a profound way that there is no reason to
just go for it and do what you feel, after all its art. The
guys produced everything themselves and after finding
the incredibly talented mixing engineer Phil Kinman of
‘MTR Studios’ they decided to give him some creative
freedom in terms of the production and it seemed to
payoff big time for everyone. “The dude is a rock n’ roll
expert,” laughs Niro.
As for the studios the band wanted to get the drums
right so it was a combination of using the right kit in
the right tuning in the right studio which was ‘Resident
Studios’ in London. “Of course the most important part
though was making sure Pete Jean is the one playing on
them when we record... I have never seen any drummer
play so sharp, hard and dynamic all together in my life
before I met this guy. Interesting fact, after finalizing four
songs we changed singer due to differences in future
aspects and the new man Gaz Twist saved this album
literally by opening it all up from its guts and re-writing
the melodies and lyrics to most songs,” he says.
Killit have a fictional sixth member who comes to life
on youtube ever now and again and he is a redneck Jew
called ‘Skeeter’ who is the bands roadie and usually the
one announcing the shows on their facebook page. “It
really is myself in costume,” he smiles. “I have no idea
how exactly it started but it actually became very popular
amongst our fans that 2 shows ago I dressed up as him
and announced the next band after as in character on the
stage. I recommend catching some of this hilarious stuff
on our youtube channel.. Many people say that Skeeter is
my alter ego,” he grins.
The band are are now at the process of booking the
tour and intent to hit all of UK plus a few European key
places. “Already started fiddling with some riffs for the
next album and let’s see how this album is doing. Watch
our website or facebook for updates as the tour gets
booked,” Niro concludes.
Check Killit out at: http://killitband.com
http://twitter.com/killitband
http://facebook.com/killitband

KIDDIE COKE

From Dijon, Burgundy France we find female fronted
indie hard rock band KIDDIE COKE, who have a very
catchy new ten track CD out now called ‘Medical Walls’
which runs in at just under forty minutes long, and whilst
the band have previously released a couple of EP’s this is
their first full album. Kiddie Coke are: Christelle Lacombre
- vocals / guitar, Ian Charliquart - guitar, Guillaume Dupré
- drums, and bass player Yann Ferry.
When singer and guitarist Christelle Lacombre was
a child, her parents and
family members each
played an instrument, so
she began to learn the
piano with her mother
when she was five years
old. Christelle followed
with the flute with her
grandfather and at music
school she really felt closer
to rock music when she
discovered Queen and
Nirvana. “So I decided to play the guitar and to sing and
I dreamt to be on stage with my own band,” she smiles.
Christelle met bassist Yann Ferry at high school and they
later decided to try to do something with their rock
influences. “That began, we never stopped playing
together and the fact of being supported by companies of
the music industry a few years ago has helped us to

continue our path in this crazy world of music,” she tells
me.
Christelle has been really influenced by most of
alternative rock artists from the beginning, artists like
PJ Harvey, The Cure, The Smashing Pumpkins, Sonic
Youth, Placebo and many others. “Recently I found
other inspirations with different styles of music because
I’ve always loved finding a good melody or chorus
wherever it is. My last big crush is Bat for Lashes for
example. I think these new inspirations have led me to
try something different about my vocals parts. I’m also
inspired by movies and the artistic world in general to
write the lyrics, when it’s not about my present feelings,”
Christelle explains to me.
In her down time away from the band Christelle
really loves street art, pop art and playing tennis, whilst
guitarist Ian Charliquart is interested in physics and
cosmology. “So it brought other themes in the album. I’m
also intrigued by the massive destruction of the human
condition and its environment,” adds Ian.
If you like the mix of grunge, new wave and pop,
sometimes punk and rough but always with melody and
the energy of rock, maybe you’ll find this combination or
just a part of it in Kiddie Cokes songs. “I think we’re just
making a rock band with its classical and basic form. I’ve
always wanted to keep it straight. And this queer mix of
all our different influences gives the band its identity,”
explains Christelle.
She is delighted to have the album released through
the Bad Reputation label. It’s the result of six years of
work together with Ian, Guillaume, Yann and Christelle.
It’s a various album because the band wanted to make
something different for each song and to gather their
best musical moments for their first record which took
them a while. “I hope the listeners will find the different
feelings I’ve tried to put in this album: fear, uprising,
urgency, sweetness, disillusionment, love. I tried to
write for myself and my own process, but also what my
generation might be experiencing and the questions we
ask to ourselves,” she enthuses.
In Christelle’s personal opinion, the album deserves
to be taken as a whole, with its punchy moments and its
calm ones. “Without these contrasts, the songs wouldn’t
shine the same way. But if I had to chose the highlight,
it’s logical to stress on the song ‘Medical Walls’, it’s the
last song we’ve taped and something happened naturally
and instinctively on this one, so that’s why we put it in
title of the record,” she explains to me.
The live shows for Kiddie Coke are really based on
energy and Christelle likes to give it to the audience. “It’s
so fun to meet our fans on the road. I’d like to play our
songs all over the world because playing live is the best
time for a rock band, making noise sometimes, always
playing loud. The most part of the songs like ‘Medical
Walls’ or ‘Displeasure’, take on another dimension in
live without losing the main arrangements. We hope
to share our music and emotions with a growing
audience,” she says.
The album has been recorded by two Frenchies: The
drums were recorded by Thomas Tiberi in Marseille and
the band recorded everything else themselves in their
own studio called Lacerta in Dijon, the band’s hometown.
Guyom Pavesi from Paris made additional work with
the mix process. “We had a lot of interaction with him
between the tapes and the mix, so the production took
a year. I really enjoyed working with Guyom because he
brought bright ideas into the arrangements of the pieces,
especially with these octave guitars, the “rooms” on
the drums and the use of distortion effects on various
instruments. The American Alan Douches made the
Mastering and he brought more power to the pieces and
closed the album process,” says Christelle.
The band will quickly work on new tracks because
Christelle does now want the creative process to stop.
“We’re currently working revamped versions of ‘Medical
Walls’, including acoustic versions of the pieces,” she
concludes.
Check Kiddie Coke out at
www.facebook.com/kiddiecoke
https://soundcloud.com/kiddie-coke

AS VULTURES CIRCLE

From Mobile, AL, USA we find raspy hard rockers AS
VULTURES CIRCLE who have a fantastic new ten track

CD out now called ‘Human Conditions’, which runs in at
just over fifty minutes long, and is the band’s debut CD.
The band’s new album is a gritty metal/blues album that
blends musical influences of Black Sabbath, AC/DC and
Alice In Chains to create a delta southern swamp metal
sound. It’s full of beefy riffs and whiskey cured vocals and
there is not one song on this album that singer Earl Davis
does not love and he is extremely proud of the project
and hope others will feel the same way once they hear it,
and I think you will as the whole album is full of fantastic
songs, coupled with brilliant playing from the whole case,
it’s fresh, and full of vibrant energy. As Vultures Circle
are: Earl Davis - vocals, Tony Rainwater - guitars, John
Thornton - bass and drummer Dennis Hare.
Back in high school singer Earl Davis would entertain
his friends with a pretty good rendition of AC/DC around
the weekend bonfires. He never really took his vocal
ability seriously until a few years later in the late 80’s. Like
the majority of teens during that era, metal was Earl’s
musical preference and most of the songs on the radio
conflicted with his new found faith, that is until a friend
of his turned him on to Stryper. “Those guys were my first
exposure to the very controversial Christian Rock scene
and inspired the metal head in me to express myself with
the assistance of a lot of distortion,” explains Earl.
During his tenure as a youth pastor is when it really
became serious for him when Earl and a metal guitarist
compadre both formed the hard rock band Ledfoot and
started rocking Northern California hard enough for a
label in the Bay Area to take an interest in what they
were doing. “Ninety Degree Records signed us up to
record a CD and we promoted it pretty hard until my
father’s battle with cancer brought me back home to
Alabama.,” he says.
Many aspects of Earl’s daily life inspire him as much
as musical inspirations.
“The interesting thing
about perspectives is how
they are shaped by our
individual experiences. Not
only that, but it is also
interesting
how
perspectives change with
each one of those
experiences
and
my
perspective today is totally
different than it was two
decades ago and our debut album is a reflection of that.
Inspired by things that are common among mankind,
‘Human Conditions’ addresses parental issues, rejection,
heartbreak, low self esteem, abandonment and remorse,
but we also deal with the social conflicts of a soldier and
the reality that comes with our mortality,” he tells me.
Most of Earl’s interests involve some form of creativity
and he started drawing before he could write so graphic
art and design plays a major role in most of his projects,
especially when it comes to the band with logos, album
covers, web design and t-shirt graphics are all done in
house. “I enjoy creative writing as well and I started
a blog for individuals who are involved in the insanity
of dating online which has been fun and I eventually
plan on turning it into a book. I am also a classic car
enthusiast. I recently restored an old Chevy pickup truck
and sold it to invest in my own business,” he adds. Earl’s
next project will probably be a Camaro or Firebird and
other interests would be considered pretty generic, such
as lowering his handicap on the golf course and fishing.
As the band name suggests, vultures circling in the
sky usually means that the end is near for someone or
something, when death looms, time seems to be the
most valuable asset we have. “Many individuals hardly
ever think about such things when they are young and
it is usually after we become older and wiser that we
consider our days and the impact that life has had upon
us and the band’s desire is not to only write killer music,
but to share our lives, our experiences, our challenges,
our victories and even our defeats with our fans,” he
explains to me. Earl’s hope is that some will learn from
their mistakes and avoid them completely, while others
may relate and be encouraged. “The fact is, we are
not alone in this world when all Hell breaks loose and
vultures begin to circle,” he adds.
The guys had the privilege of working with Loud
House Recordings located in Bay Minette Alabama.
Their producer, Drew Ray, was absolutely fabulous and
really captured the energy As Vultures Circle wanted
to portray on this project. “The cool thing about Drew
was his enthusiasm for the songs we were recording. He
has an amazing ear for detail and the fact that he was
a fan only made the songs better. I really can’t express
enough the value he added to this album,” says Earl. The
recording took about three months to complete, mainly
due to the fact that the lads all have day jobs. Each week
they would take turns laying tracks and from day one
the excitement only increased. “I’m sure I got on Drew’s
nerves requesting email updates every time a new track
was laid, but he was always gracious and never showed
it if I did,” he says.

Well it’s been a long adventure for the guys and Tony
and Earl started writing songs in the spring of 2013 and
enlisted a couple of buds who were fantastic musicians
during that summer and fall. About the time they were
tight enough to play their first show, these boys informed
them after a midweek practice that they were no longer
able to commit. “I never really understood why they
waited until we had jammed for a couple hours to say,
‘Oh, by the way, we quit’. Musicians are a strange breed,”
he laughs.
They replaced the drummer fairly quickly but finding
a solid bassist was a little more challenging and after
months and months of frustration and several fruitless
attempts to fill the position, Earl’s son grabbed the bass
during one practice at his house and started jamming
with Tony and Matt, their drummer. “He’d only been
playing the guitar for about a year but the guys informed
me when I arrived that they had found our new bassist
and to my surprise, my boy agreed to the hostile takeover
of his talent and was on stage with me for our very first
show as a band. JT (John Thornton) came on board last
year and now fills the position with excellent precision,
and Dennis Hare took over the skins for the band after a
year of playing rhythm guitar,” he smiles.
For the future Earl Davis would like to say that he
hopes for fame and fortune, but we all know that
takes a little more magic then recording a good album.
Realistically, the guys hope to build a strong enough
following that loves what they do enough to support
a tour schedule that doesn’t require us to flirt with
bankruptcy. “Of course we would all love to do this
full time, but we are content with doing it full-time just
because we love it. We already have an albums worth of
new material and look forward to going back into the
studio real soon,” he enthuses.
The band’s future is in the hands of super fans, a band
without super fans is like a ship on dry land… It’s not
going anywhere. “Super Fans are the catalyst that turns
ordinary guys into rock stars; they should consider the
success of the band as if it was their very own, because in
reality, it is. A super fan doesn’t just love a band’s music
but they share it with others, they spend hard earned
money on merchandise and tickets. They are as much a
part of the band as each musician is. Without them, there
is really no future, especially one that’ll make history,”
concludes Earl.
Check As Vultures Circle out at www.avcband.com
www.facebook.com/asvulturescircle

7 MAZES

From Germany we find hard rockers 7 MAZES, who
have an awesome new thirteen track CD out now called
‘Stronger In The End’ which runs in at just over an hour
long and is the band’s debut album. 7 Mazes are: Max
Roxton - lead vocals, rhythm guitar, Daniel Davis - lead
guitar, back-up vocals, Bo Jahson - bass, back-up vocals
and drummer Daniel Gravel.
Singer Max Roxton has always been a musician and
he started to sing right
before he was been able to
speak. At the age of six,
Roxton started to learn the
piano and did so until he
was fourteen years old.
Then he listened to some
CDs of his sister’s
boyfriend and for the first
time in his life he listened
to Metallica. “So my dad
bought me a cheap guitar
on ebay and I started to play the hell out of this thing. A
few years later I started studying music’s and founded my
first band,” he tells me. The band then released one
album and played several gigs. When his father sadly
passed away in October 2015, Max quit the band and
founded a new one which was the beginning of 7 Mazes.
Roxton’s inspirations include Dave Grohl and the Foo
Fighters; Mark Tremonti, Myles Kennedy/Alter Bridge/
Creed, Disturbed, Nickelback, Shinedown, Muse and
Black Stone Cherry. “The main topic of the album was
to deal with the death of my father. He suddenly passed
away caused by a heart attack in October 2015. Some of
the songs are some kind of processing all my thoughts
and emotion about that. Some others are dealing as well

with the political situation all over the world as with
medial negative - manipulation,” Max explains to me.
In his down time away from music Roxton really likes
to travel and see different places all over the world. Next
to that he is always interested in learning something
new about nature, biology, medicine, physics, psychology
and the life itself. “What I also like is good movies and
gaming. Even if I do not have so much time for that I
appreciate a good movie or game very much,” he adds.
The best way to describe the band is that they are
freaks. “We are, more than anything else, a family. We
all are from different genres,” says Max who grew up
with a lot of pop, country, rock and metal. Davy studied
jazz guitar and blues, Bo grew up with funk, reggae and
some progressive stuff and Dan did a lot of power metal.
“At this point I should tell that Bo and Davy joined as
the recordings were done. So you won’t hear them at
the album. But the combination is fitting perfectly. Our
intention as artists is to be authentic, connect people,
show them who we are and be honest in every way. I
don’t know if it makes us different from other artist but
it’s us,” he explains.
Max wrote his thoughts and emotions in reference
to his father’s death, but without negative mood. “It’s
more like a ‘stand up again’ or a ‘never give up’ feeling.
I am showing exactly how it is to lose a loving father
and how I’ve found a positive way to deal with it,” he
says to me emotionally. There are several other themes
like the global political situation, or medial negativemanipulation on the album, but the handling is always
the same. “I am telling about an individual way of
dealing with problems and that there isn’t the one and
only ‘right’ way. It depends on you and on what you have
learned, or how kind you are with yourself,” says Roxton.
Max cites ‘Escalation’, and ‘A World Beyond’ as
his favourite songs off the album because they are an
appeal to the people to stand up for their rights and
open up their eyes to see things clearer. He also loves
‘Forevermore’ because it conveys the love for his father
as it is. This song means a lot to me. ‘Stronger in the End’ I
wrote the story about me, fighting the death himself with
a lot of metaphors within it and a positive ending. Well in
fact I like every song on the album, but these are some of
the highlights to me,” he enthuses.
Back in May 7 Mazes had a sold-out release, which
was an amazing show. “Furthermore we had two
unplugged gigs and are going to play three shows in the
summer and one in September, and a tour with about
eleven shows in the end of October this year. The tour
will be in the north of Germany, such as Berlin, Hamburg,
Stuttgart and Duisburg. For the next year we want to
start bigger shows on festivals and increase the gigrange to Austria, Britain, and USA and so on,” he adds.
The album was recorded and produced at Rosenheim
Studio Suiseid by Philip Seidl and Max. The recording
took about three or four weeks, the mixing two and the
mastering nearly the same. Overall it took about two
months from the beginning of the writings to the finished
CD it took about one year and two months. 7 Mazes have
already started the writings for the second album. “There
is no release date or so, yet. But we are planning to go to
the studio in December this year,” concludes Max.
Check 7 Mazes out at www.7mazes.com
www.facebook.com/7Mazes/
https://twitter.com/7_Mazes?lang=de

From Canada we find hard rockers HEAVENS FIRE,
who have a very good new thirteen track CD out now
called ‘Playing With Fire’ which runs in at just over an
hour long and is the band’s third album. Heavens Fire are:
Rafael Bennet - lead vocals, JT Harris - guitars/Keys, RC
Ricci - bass and Alexis Von Kraven on drums.
Guitarist and keyboard player JT Harris remembers
that around age five having an intense passion for rock
music. He can still remember a school party at age nine
where they were asked to bring records in for music they
wanted to listen too. “The other kids brought in Abba,
music from the movie Grease and other disco bands…..
well, I brought in records from The Who, Zeppelin and
Van Halen...HAHA! The ‘aggressive’ nature of Rock N Roll
drove me nuts,” smiles Harris.
He knew from back then that he wanted to be a
musician and in grade five he started to play the double

bass in the school band which he really enjoyed it. By
the time Harris was sixteen, and hiss high school was
pushing him to apply to the Toronto Symphony which he
felt that was his destiny. “But as much as I’ve always
been a fan of classical music, it was Rock N Roll that
burned in my veins and drove me to eventually switch to
guitar at that age. It’s been metal ever since,” he tells me.
JT’s musical inspirations are pretty broad, from
motown to classical to symphonic metal. As for guitarists,
his biggest influences were always the guys who in my
opinion could do it all. Great riffs, great tone, feel and
extreme technique. Guys like EVH, George Lynch and
of course John Petrucci. The inspiration behind the
‘Playing With Fire’ is basically Harris’ experiences both
personal, professional and even his second battle with
cancer during this album’s production. The album name
is actually in reference to what it’s like being in love
as you are truly playing with fire when you allow deep
passionate romantic feelings to manifest themselves.
“On one hand, it can provide you with Heaven on Earth
and be your ultimate strength in life. Of course on the
other hand, when things go badly, it can turn your world
upside down and no matter how many things you have
going for you in life, it won’t matter….you’ll still be stuck
burning in your own virtual Hell for a while,” he explains
to me.
Harris’ first passion in life was not music; it was cars
and speed in general. He
graduated from GM’s
ASEP course in 2002, took
a break from the music
industry and started
working at a GM
dealership in auto-repair.
Several years later, he got
to live out another dream
of by building race cars for
Agostino Racing. “I had a
lot of fun doing that and
all the time I spent on race tracks but it still always felt
like something was missing in my life,” he says.
Eventually, he had to get back into to the music scene so
in 2013, he released ‘Judgement Day’ and retired the tool
box for good, and he has been doing music full time ever
since. “The two go hand in hand as listening to music in
my car is still my favourite place to enjoy other than
performing it on stage of course.”
JT Harris truly writes music from the heart, which
comes over in the songs when you play the album.
“By that I mean I don’t allow myself to be pressured or
influenced by society, the music industry or even by what
other bands are doing. I don’t care ‘what’s in’ because
we’re talking about music, not food. Unlike food, music
doesn’t have an expiry date. I like what I like and I could
care less when it was recorded, what the guys looked like,
if they’re gay or straight, or what their political views are.
I either have a musical connection with other artists or I
don’t and none of those mentioned details have anything
to do with me enjoying a piece of music. I feel my honesty
and genuine love for this genre of music shows within
the tracks of this album,” he explains to me.
This album’s music was written and recorded
between July of 2014 and March of 2015 while the lyrics
were written in the spring/summer of 2016. He found
lyricist/song writer Cartsen Lizard Schulz who resides
in Germany on Youtube. “I sent him my first song idea
and we instantly bonded. I was completely blown away
when I heard his first efforts on the song now known
as ‘The Real World.’ Unfortunately our last singer Darren
James Smith left to join Jake E Lee’s ‘Red Dragon Cartel.’
Carsten doesn’t currently tour anymore so the search was
on for ‘the voice’ that would lead Heavens Fire into this
2017 release,” he tells me. And yes we are all familiar
with Mr. Schulz work here at Fireworks.
Harris once again, consulted Youtube and found
Rafael Bennett doing a cover of ‘We All Die Young’ from
the movie ‘Rockstar.’ “I’m very happy that I got to also
watch him sing appose to just listen. The passion he
showed in the expressions on his face was the deciding
factor for me. I wanted a guy who REALLY loved what he
did and after watching that video I knew ‘RAFA’ was our
guy,” he enthuses.
The last album was a collection of songs JT had
written over two decades while this album was actually
all written from scratch over a six month period. “I also
feel I’ve grown as a songwriter as well and managed to
finally grasp a good understanding as how to incorporate
the piano into some songs and add a symphonic element
through the use of keyboards as well. I had just barely
touched on that on the last album with the song
‘Screamin’ and I would say this album picks up where that
song left off. I also experimented with alternate tunings.
The last album, the guitars were all tuned to Eb with the
exception of one song that was in Drop C#,” he marvels.
The new album showcases several songs inflowing three
tunings: Eb, Drop C# and Drop-B. The Drop-B tuning was
completely brand new for Harris and he really enjoyed
the impact it has. “Believe it or not, almost half the songs

on the album were first recorded in different tunings until
I found the one I felt it suited best.”
Highlights of the album for JT include proving to
himself and the fans that the last album wasn’t just
a fluke that required twenty years worth of ideas to
compose it. For the new album’s music as he previously
indicated, it was all written within a six month span.
“It was also a great feeling to finally gain a solid
understanding as to how I wanted the keyboards to
help fill the sound and writing style. I always knew I
wanted to add another dimension to the music through
keys but being self-taught on guitar, and without piano
lessons, it wasn’t easy to gain this understanding. I
finally did break through that barrier when writing the
music to ‘Children Of The Storm’ and then really let it
shine on songs like ‘Allyson Wonderland’ and ‘Restless
Sleep’ where I had multiple string sections going on
that almost gave it a Trans Siberian Orchestra kind of
vibe at times,” he tells me.
Currently Heavens Fire are in rehearsal for live shows
and they are shooting three music videos in September.
“We unfortunately were not in a position to commit
to a tour as it took me months to recover from major
surgery performed on me last Christmas time. We expect
my full recovery and the music videos to be complete by
September 2017 at which point we can plan a tour to
support the new record. Hopefully we can gain as many
new fans as possible and spread the word that this
band is actually more impressive live than the studio.
Performing for the fans is truly why I have made all the
sacrifices I have made. It’s the greatest feeling in the
world watching someone singing along in the crowd or
even another guy playing ‘air-guitar’ during one of my
guitar solos,” he smiles.
Like the last album ‘Judgement Day,’ this album
was produced and arranged by Harris but this time was
recorded in five different studios around the world. The
drums were recorded in Mexico, the backing vocals in
Germany, the lead vocals in Brazil and the guitars, bass
and keys with recorded in Canada. It took about a total
of six months to record everything. “However there
were several delays that involved surgery I needed and
lining up everyone’s schedule. All the music was written
by March 2015 but due to the delays mentioned, the
masters were not fully completed till March of 201,” he
explains to me.
Well the good news about those delays is that JT has
a strong scheduling commitment from everyone involved
to make the next album a lot quicker this time and have
all the right people needed already on board. “I also
have a head start on the writing process as during the
bands down time in 2016, I was stockpiling new song
ideas. From all the material I’ve written so far, it’s safe
to say half of the music to the next album is currently
ready to go and the rest is coming along quite nicely,” he
concludes bringing an end to our conversation.
Check Heavens Fire out at www.heavensfire.com/
www.facebook.com/heavensfireofficial
https://twitter.com/HeavensFireBand

NIGHTLASER

From Hamburg, Germany we find heavy glam rockers
NIGHTLASER, who have an awesome new twelve track
CD out now called ‘Laserhead’ which runs in at just under
an hour long and is the band’s second album. Nightlaser
are: Benno Hankers - lead vocals, Hannes Vollrath guitar/backing vocals, Robert Hankers - bass guitar/
backing vocals and drummer Maximilian Behr.
Guitarist Hannes Vollrath started playing guitar at the
age of eleven and it pretty soon became an obsession.
He was fascinated by bands like Black Sabbath, Uriah
Heep, UFO, Nazareth, Deep Purple and so on. From
that time on there was this one dream of travelling
around the world, recording great albums, playing big
concerts and becoming a professional musician. His first
band was called Gravity Sucks, and they played a style
influenced by Iron Maiden, Manowar and Judas Priest.
After graduating Vollrath studied music and founded the
band Nightlife, from which Night Laser evolved. ! From
the very beginning we had the plan to make the band as
big as possible. I moved to Hamburg and since 2015 this
is our new home base. Here we met very cool people and
made friends with great musicians and producers like Kai
Hansen (Helloween, Gamma Ray) and Chris Harms (Lord

of the Lost). Since we got here the band advanced more
and more and now I am doing interviews for magazines
from all over the world. Great,” he smiles.
On the one hand there are the basics that Vollrath
learned by listening to the bands named above. “Every
good rock musician should know the early beginnings
and roots of heavy metal, including the blues. On the
other hand there are those great Metal and Hard Rock
bands from the 80s. So my
songwriting is a hybrid of
Heavy Metal and Hard
Rock and you can always
find elements of both
styles,” he explains to me.
The
new
album
‘Laserhead’ offers a wide
range of different lyrical
themes.” The title track is
more about escaping this
boring everyday life and
finding out what really matters. At the same time it
describes the Night Laser fan, called Laserhead. Other
songs deal with political themes (‘Bread and Circus’),
love (‘Keep This Love Alive’) or the rock’n’roll business
and the struggle of becoming a well-known band
(‘Chaos Crew’),” he tells me.
Hannes is a full time working musician and he spends
nearly all his time managing band-business, writing
songs, giving guitar-lessons and so on. “Sometimes I go
boating on the Alster. In Hamburg there’s plenty of water,
so that’s one good thing to do. I like the city very much
and it’s fun to visit the different districts in town,” he
says.
Night Laser was founded in 2014, when the band
released their first album ‘Fight For The Night’. The style
is Heavy Glam Metal, because it’s some really heavy
stuff they are doing, but the band also have those glamelements inspired by eighties bands like Dokken, Ratt,
White Lion or Mötley Crüe. Some songs are pure Heavy
Metal; other songs are Hard Rock ballads. “We simply
love to do both things and found a way to combine it. I
don’t know many bands our age playing a similar style.
Most new bands we are compared to are part of the
Sleaze Rock scene and that’s one thing that is different
about us. Other bands make fun of the 80s-style. They
are offering a comedy-show rather than a serious and
musically high levelled stage-performance. I really like
what we do with Night Laser and it’s not a parody or
something like that. Too sad, this is something special
about us,” he enthuses.
Laserhead offers twelve songs and all of them
have their own qualities. They all fit the style but are as
different as possible. Compared to our first record it’s
a bit heavier. The title track ‘Laserhead’ also features a
guest performance by Kai Hansen (Helloween, Gamma
Ray, Unisonic). “We all like his music very much and to
me he always was (and is) an inspiration and so it’s a
great honour to have his unique voice on this record! His
vocals fit the song perfectly. The album has a nice artwork
as well and it looks exactly the way our music sounds
like,” says Vollrath.
The album was recorded at the Chameleon Studios
in Hamburg which is one of the best studios in Germany
and for Hannes it is just around the corner from his home,
so working there felt very comfortable. “The studio has
a special atmosphere, since so many legendary records
were made inside these rooms. Our producers are Chris
Harms and Benjamin Lawrenz. They are the perfect
team and working with both of them was easy because
they understand our style of music very well. We spent
fifteen days recording. We all had a good time and you
can hear that on each song of the album,” he says with
satisfaction.
Nightlaser now have a strong partnership with Out
Of Line Music, their new label. “We hope to record
further albums during the next years. We will play many
concerts this year, also in England and Wales together
with our friends from Kikamora! Be there! The whole live
business will be expanded, and we also are trying to get
us on tour with some well-known bands to reach a larger
audience all over the world. Party on,” concludes Hannes.
Check Nightlaser out at www.nightlaser.de
www.facebook.com/nightlaserofficial
www.youtube.com/user/Nightlaserofficial

JAY WUD

From Dubai we find diverse hard rocker JAY WUD,
who has a new ten track CD out now called ‘Transitions’
which runs in at just over forty minutes long and is his
third release. The full band line up is: Jay Wud - vocals/
guitar, Bojan Preradovic - guitar/ b. Vocals, Joe Rickard drums and bass player Eriks Dilevs.
Singer and guitarist Jay Wud’s introduction into music
had a lot to do with his parents. His dad introduced him
to Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix, however his
first encounter with a guitar was life-changing. When his
cousin Roy was gifted a guitar, Wud remembers spending
afternoons after school at his place and just looking at
the guitar and strumming it, completely unaware that it
would end up changing his life. The Christmas after that,
when he was twelve years old his mom got him his first
guitar. He would lock himself up in his room for days
and just transcribe songs. Four years later, Wud started
writing and he got a band together to participate in
a battle of the bands in his native Lebanon. “We won
the competition - the prize was a Washburn N1! This
experience definitely firmed up my passion for music, and
I was hooked beyond anything I could ever imagine. The
rest is history,” he smiles.
The guys in the band all grew up listening to very
different things. Jay’s musical inspirations were guitar
virtuosos like Vai, Satriani, Hendrix, Beck, Marty
Friedman, to name a few, while these days he listens to
bands like Gojira, Alter Bridge, Tremonti, Foo Fighters and
Nine Inch Nails. “This combination shaped the technical
nature of instrumentals on the album like ‘Deception’,
the melodicism of ‘Prisoner’ and ‘Melancholia’, and the
big choruses of ‘Empire’, ‘Juggernaut’ and ‘Low’. Seattle
grunge giants such as Alice In Chains, Soundgarden and
Nirvana served for guitarist Bojan Preradovic’s musical
awakening, while various indie, post-rock and new
millennium progressive rock acts like Karnivool and
TesseracT firmed up his approach to songwriting. It all
makes for a rich creative dynamic between him and I,”
Wud enthuses.
While writing ‘Transitions’, the guys were listening to
Tremonti’s solo albums quite a bit, which isn’t hard to
spot in some of the album’s heavier tracks. Bassist Eriks
Dilevs was brought up on artists such as Larry Graham,
Marcus Miller and Steve Smith. His rock credentials were
solidified by AC/DC and Iron Maiden, as well as System
Of A Down, Muse and Alter Bridge. Drummer Joe Rickard
came of age while playing with acts such as The Wedding
and Red, but his drumming influences include Dave
Grohl, Josh Freese, Sean Reinert and Dave Weckl. “He
has more recently sat behind the kit for Vamps, Starset,
Miwa, Islander and Korn’s Brian ‘Head’ Welch, and joined
the Swedish melodic death metal giants In Flames fulltime last year. Joe is the backbone and rhythmic soul of
the songs on ‘Transitions’, and his contribution to how
massive the record sounds is invaluable,” says ay with
satisfaction.
Jay’s life s consumed by music. He was always into
music first and everything else followed. “I’m into music
production and mixing, and comics and gaming. So is
Bojan, who is also a writer. Eriks is an engineer, and a
professional vodka drinker,” he explains.
Jay is from Lebanon, Bojan is from Serbia and the
guys met around fifteen years ago. “We’ve been very
close friends since then, and that relationship is an
important foundation for the creative dynamic. Our
bassist Eriks is from Latvia and Joe Rickard who appears
on the record as a session drummer, but is now very much
part of the family is American. “Ultimately, what sets us
apart from many bands out there is that we all come
from very different cultural and musical backgrounds, but
call Dubai home – a place that is famous as an incredibly
diverse and multicultural environment. This is both a big
asset, and one of the most important things that sets up
apart. We’ve all learned a lot from each other,” says Wud.
As the title suggests, ‘Transitions’ is a rite of passage.
Everything that the band explored on the record and the
way that the overall sound took shape are the result of
themes and experiences that are a part of everyday life
in the Middle East. Their journey to Los Angeles and the
process of getting to work with Howard Benson were
also crucial aspects in how everything came together.
Overall, the guys took a major break from the more
alternative and hard rock-driven sounds of the first two
LPs. ‘Transitions’ makes a turn into much darker, heavier
territory. It still has all hallmarks of Wud’s passion for
technique as a guitarist, as well as melody and the band
oscillate between the harsher dynamics of thrash metal
and the previously unexplored avenues of both entirely
instrumental compositions – as in ‘Deception’ and ‘I’ll
Tell You’ – and gentler, acoustic and orchestration-based
songwriting. “You can see the latter in ‘Prisoner’, which
is an ode to the tragic human cost of the civil war raging
in Syria,” he tells me.
The lead single, ‘Shine Your Light’, focuses on the
notions of death and rebirth, while the video we shot
for it showcases the symbolic contrast between new and
old in our adopted hometown of Dubai. “The important
role that this environment has played in bringing us

together, with the song’s reference to, amongst other
things, new beginnings, ‘Transitions’ is the sound of our
band diving into a new era and identity. Personal themes
such as a crisis of faith in ‘Evil In Me’ and surmounting
despair in ‘Melancholia’ and ‘Low’ are complemented by
examinations of broader societal issues, such as corrupt
power, disorder and the politics of colonialism,” he
explains to me. The album was produced by Grammynominated American producer Howard Benson in Los
Angeles, Mike Plotnikoff was engineer and mixer. The
process took around three years, flying back and forth
from Dubai to Los Angeles.
On their first trip together to California to work with
Howard Benson and his team in 2015, the guys drove up
to Santa Rosa to film a set with EMG TV, and then they
AirBnB’d in San Francisco for a couple of nights in this
really weird house full of horror movie memorabilia and
pornographic art. “It was like a razor blade with ‘EAT’
written in red paint on it and displayed as bathroom
decoration next to a piece of sculpted, vagina-shaped
soap in a bell jar. You just felt like someone was going
to jump out of somewhere and murder you the entire
time. Then Joe’s car got broken into they stole some of
his drums. He did end up getting them back because the
idiots just dumped them at some point, and the cops
found everything,” he smiles.
At the moment, the band hyped about the release of
‘Transitions’, and are working on stringing dates together
to promote the record. “So what we’re most looking
forward to in the near future is getting these songs that
we’ve worked so hard to bring to life out in front of live
audiences,” concludes Jay.
Check Jay Wud out at www.facebook.com/Jaywud/

SONIC STATE CAPITAL

From Västerås, Sweden we find melodic hard rock
artists SONIC STATE CAPITAL who have a very diverse
and energetic new eleven track album out now called
‘Save The World’, which runs in at just at under an hour
long. It is a strong diverse album with outstanding guitar
hooks and dramatic vocal delivery throughout, the band
also demonstrate a melodic heaviness in the Dokken/Jeff
Scott Soto vein, a marvellous creative rock album with
top notch production qualities. Sonic State are: Stefan
Andersson - bass, Dan Svanbom - guitar/backing vocals,
Jörgen Söderberg - vocals, Osman Ramadanof - guitar
and drummer Magnus Lindeborg.
Bass player Stefan Andersson started out with a
sudden urge to learn how to play guitar and at the age of
fourteen he was borrowing gear from his music teacher
in school over the weekends. One day he overheard two
guys in school discussing that they needed a bass player
for their band. “I thought ‘how hard can it be?’ and that’s
just what I told them, all said and done, I was in a band,”
he smiles.
Guitarist Dan Svanbom’s mother and father, hands
down got him into music
and his father always
played the piano at home
and his mother always let
the kids buy an album
when it was their birthday
and when Dan and his
brother got an electric
guitar for Christmas at the
ages of eleven and twelve
back in 1984, Dan was
hooked. “They always
gave me their support, actually, I was bullied a bit at that
time and once I did hide at my older neighbour’s home
and I found these KISS albums that just blew me away.
From that on I started to write music, play in a school
band and started my first band. After all these years I
have had a few ups and downs but the song writing and
storytelling really kicked off again when Stefan (SSC)
found me through a mutual friend at these upper middle
age years,” explains Dan.
Singer Jörgen Söderberg started out going through
his older sister’s record collection and he found records
from Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin and Deep Purple
among others. As a teen he joined his first band and no
one else in the band thought they could sing. He dared to
sing and started to evolve, shortly after that there were
loads of bands were Jörgen was the vocalist, getting

better and better. He went professional as a musical
entertainer along with the other music that he played. “I
have a cover band called Metalorgy that play old school
metal. Around 2006 I got involved with the band Griffen
from Eskilstuna, Sweden, and we got signed through the
help of Two Side Moon and released an album, ‘Life – a
Way To Die’- Heart of Steel Records, 2010. I got together
with Sonic State Capital 2016 through Pelle Saether,
sound engineer for the recording of the new album,”
says Jörgen.
When guitarist Osman Ramadanof was four or five
years old he heard this electric guitar on a record that
his parents were playing, and he remembers that it was
the coolest sound he had ever heard. He got his first
guitar in his early teens, which was a Duke Les Paul,
which he tells me is definitely the crappiest guitar that
he ever owned which held a tune for about two seconds.
“Not a good idea to learn to play on a guitar that was
constantly out of tune. Anyway, I was hooked and after
torturing that guitar for many years I played with a few
cover bands and eventually teamed up with a few guys
forming the band Seven,” he tells me. He then left Seven
when Osman started working in Stockholm and reverted
to playing by alone at home. A couple of years ago he
decided to sell his gear and retire as a guitarist when
he saw this band looking for a new member. “I googled
Sonic State Capital and noticed I knew the drummer from
my military duty and he happened to have played with
Seven after I left. Small world! I went to the ‘audition’
and the rest is history in the making,” smiles Osman.
Drummer Magnus Lindeborg’s interest in music
began when he drove his mom crazy because he always
tore up pots when he was young and beat on them. “I
thought the bass was a cool instrument so I bought a
bass guitar and began to practice and I spent many hours
in the schools music room but then realized that beating
the drums was more fun,” he says. So he sold the bass
and bought his first drum kit. “The neighbours were not
too happy about that,” he laughs. He has since played in
several bands and a few years later he started playing
with a band called Seven. “I asked Stefan, as I knew from
before, if he wanted to be the bass player in Seven and
he did. We later took Dan on guitar. But the band Seven
went in different directions and it led to us forming Sonic
State Capital in May 2013,” Magnus explains to me.
Stefan’s biggest influences are bands like Led
Zeppelin and Deep Purple. “I never forget the first time
I heard the album ‘Machine Head’,” he smiles. Dan and
Stefan really found each other when writing the songs for
Sonic State’s new album; I guess Dan. “We work together
really well and we both had a ton of ideas that needed to
come out,” he says.
Dan biggest influence is Ace Frehley and he later got
into Zakk, Zeppelin, Joe Satriani, Dream Theater, Opeth,
Alter Bridge. For Dan it is all about the song. “I really
like songs with hard riffs and strong melodies and I do
not care much about blazing solos even though I love to
play lead, the song is the main thing and I get some of
my kicks when writing lyrics. Every song on the album is
a story to me,” he tells me. Dan really tries to capture the
essence of the song when he writes the lyrics. “No matter
if it is about the First World War, addiction, fanatics,
impossible relations or environment. I guess you won’t
see all that much standard love songs from my pen. Often
I got a riff from Stefan or myself and that just gave me
inspiration to build the song further.”
Jörgen listens to all kinds of rock music ranging from
fifties rock to death metal and he always find inspiration
from great singers like Elvis who has always been an
inspiration as well as Ronnie James Dio, Ian Gillan, David
Coverdale and many others. “I’m also a sucker for great
guitar riffs and I do like rock that has a swing to it,” he
enthuses. Jörgen came in late in the process of making
the album and all of the vocal parts for the songs were
already written but he got free hands from the other
band members to put his own touch on the vocals. “I
got a lot of inspiration from what was already there; they
were great songs with great vocal melodies.”
Osman has always been listening to all kinds of
music, from classic to electronic to metal and he grew up
listening to Accept, Iron Maiden, Deep Purple, Whitesnake,
and Ozzy. He has always liked songs with good melodies
and a well built up guitar solo with amazing shredding
and melodic parts. Some of his favourite guitarists have
been Joe Satriani, Van Halen, Paul Gilbert, Yngwie and
lately Gus G from Firewind and Ozzy. “This guy just has
a great mix of technique and feeling in his play. Most if
not all songs on the album are written by Dan the man
and Stefan but at rehearsals we all contribute with our
background adding and removing stuff when it doesn’t
feel right. We’re quite meticulous with the songs and we
don’t consider them done until all details are perfect to
our ears,” Osman tells me.
When Magnus was about twelve years old he got a
tape by Rush and it was then that his interest in music
seriously began. He became fascinated by the complexity
of the music, the bass lines and drums were absolutely
magical. “I still like Rush, by the way and I also like Van

Halen, Dio, Rainbow, Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Iron Maiden, Metallica, Alter Bridge and Rage
against the Machine. The drummers that inspire me is
Neil Peart, John Bonham, Brian Downey, Vinnie Appice,
Nicko McBrain, Scott Phillips, Janne ‘Loffe’ Carlsson,
Morgan Ågren, Thomas Pridgen to name a few,” says
Magnus.
In his down time away from the band Stefan love’s
cooking and tying out new stuff in the kitchen which
he finds really exciting. “If I didn’t do music I would
probably put even more time into that field of interest.
I’m also very interested in wine and I try to learn as much
as I can about that,” he tells, me. Dan is a family man
a hard worker and he enjoys teaching social studies
and Swedish language. “I have a role in developing the
schools of my home town. It is really fun. Fishing is also
a recreational hobby of mine. Nothing fancy, just me and
a fishing rod in the home waters of my childhood. And I
am a bit of nerd when it comes to beer... odd beers. I try
to sample all the crazy stuff I find. Don’t you ever buy
me a lager! I also love chili and cooking. Chili, cooking
and beer are a good match. I have too many strange chili
sauces at home… and a beer collection,” he smiles.
Jörgen loves good movies and TV-series, fishing,
training, and he crafts stuff from jewellery to furniture and
bows and arrows. “I’m a bit of a historic nerd, outdoor
life and of course family and friends,” he says. Sometimes
Osman feels that he has too many interests going. “I
have a summer house that I’m slowly renovating and I
enjoy carpentry and working with my hands. The house
is in the middle of nowhere so I can just step outside and
walk into the forest or go hunting or fishing. I also love
food, a good movie and the company of good friends,”
he tells me. In his leisure time Magnus mostly hangs out
with his friends and he likes a good TV-series and also
fishing. “I like travelling a lot too. And of course I like to
be with my wife and my children,” he smiles.
Sonic State are not trying to create a new genre they
just write their bits and pieces of the things they like to
hear, sing and play. “You may hear influences of many
other bands and hopefully you’ll find both hard and soft
parts you like. The riffs need to be there for the hook but
the melody is just as important. If there is something I
personally hope fans will enjoy it is the stories of the
songs. Maybe find a meaning to them in some way. And
rock out to the riffs and sing along to the choruses. I
really think we have managed to blend our inspiration in
different ways in the songs,” explains Dan.
The band has found a consistency in the song writing
with its heavy riffs combining brittle and shimmering
parts. “There is absolutely no metal dogma/bias that
shapes the songs and we include parts of metal that
we like but we also find inspiration from other types of
music and we really like that to shine through in what
we do. That balance between the hard and brittle parts
along with great melodies is what makes us stand out as
a band. And also we are meticulously picky about details
and everything’s got to be a hundred percent right,”
enthuses Jörgen.
This album has been in the works for almost three
years and the band have been writing new material
during that whole time. “I believe one of the songs on
the album was written even after we had booked studio
time for starting to record drums,” Stefan laughs.
Dan is naturally very proud of the album and the
songs which reflect big and small issues of life that
he really thinks people will enjoy it in different ways.
“It’s been a long process coming to this point but the
traditional hard rock album is there. Some riffs are
really cool and grinding, there aren’t any ballads on the
album,” he says. The band did write some ballads and
there are softer parts in different musical ways on the
album. “I also think it’s cool that both me and Osman
are playing leads all over the album. We have a slightly
different tone and approach to the leads so I think there
is a healthy dose of variation to it. I think there also is a
good variation and dynamic of the songs. Not just full
throttle all the time. Heavy and soft in a classic manner,”
explains Dan.
Most of the songs on the album have been worked
on for a long time and they have been altered and
refined in stages. “The album is not a concept album but
the underlying theme is ‘Save the World’ and addresses
grand issues like war, environmental problems, hope
of a better future, ruthless leaders, trying to stay alive
and sane in a mad world, drug abuse, hope in the next
generation. You can say that it’s reflecting our life and
our world in both a wide and small perspective,” Jörgen
explains to me.
The album was recorded at Studio Underground in
Västerås, Sweden, and many of the parts were tracked at
home or in the rehearsals but everything was, reamped,
fitted and mixed together in Studio Underground.
“We all sat down for different parts of the producing
of the songs with the engineer Pelle Saether (Studio
Underground, singer of Grand Design) and altered things
piece by piece,” explains Dan. All the band members had
something to add or improve in some way and the drums

where recorded in May 2016, the guitars, bass where
added during the summer and fall of 2016 and Jörgen
added the vocals during the winter and it all was mixed
and produced heading over to 2017 so it has been a long
process to completion for the album but well worth the
outcome.
The band hopes to have some sales so that they
can find it possible to record another album. “We have
already started to write music for it. But hopefully we will
get some cool shows to play down the road and have
some fun doing it. Playing live with this band is really
starting to feel good and it is a lot of fun. It would be
great to meet some of the fans that have supported us
over the years even though we took all this time to make
our first proper album,” says Dan.
They performed a string of live shows recently and
the guys are working hard so that the gigs keep on
coming. “Hopefully, we’re going to get the opportunity to
go abroad soon to meet our fans and supporters in other
countries. That would be a blast. Right now there will be
a lot of work promoting the album. We’re also eager to
write new material as a whole of the band. It’s rewarding
when everybody is keen to get involved in that process
and it will absolutely render some really good tunes in
the end,” concludes Jörgen.
Check Sonic State out at www.sonicstatecapital.com
www.facebook.com/SonicStateCapital
https://twitter.com/so_st_ca

JÄNIS BUKUMS

From Riga, Latvia we find JÄNIS BUKUMS, who has
released a new eleven track CD which is out now called
‘Firerain’ which runs in at around forty five minutes long
and is the bands second release. The band are: Janis
Bukums - vocals, Arturs Racinskis - guitar, Arturs Liede
- lead guitar, Andrjus Januns - bass and drummer Filips
Batarags.
Singer Jänis Bukums started his musical education
very early in his childhood with some piano lessons,
thanks to his mother and father who decided to buy him
an upright piano. He spent five years learning to play,
both at home and also at a music school. Even though
Bukums did not formally finish the music school, he still
retained a lot of knowledge about music theory, which
has helped him out many times over the years, especially
when he and his current new team work on the new
material.
Later in life he played the drums in a local band
and what really propelled
Bukums into a professional
musical career was the
fact that this one time he
was in Riga (capital of
Latvia) on some business,
and saw an advertisement
in a magazine that a local
rock band was looking for
a vocalist. “So I did not
hesitate and went to a
payphone to call the
provided number. The guy on the other end asked if I had
any experience, so I bent the truth a bit and said I can
sing like Rob Halford from Judas Priest,” remembers
Bukums.
So the guys agreed to give Jänis a listen. “I was
running on pure adrenaline at the rehearsal, so even
though I had almost no experience, afterwards the guys
said that I was awesome and that is how I was accepted
into the band. Later I also learned to spit fire; I trained
with actual circus performers! We went to become the
pioneers of hard rock in Latvia. Together we travelled the
continent, playing all types of gigs from private events, to
clubs, to even stadiums,” he tells me.
Back in the day Jänis was inspired by the greats of the
period such as Judas Priest, Accept. That’s where he got
inspiration for his powerful falsetto! Nowadays he has
settled comfortably into the lower register of his natural
bass voice. “As for my current musical inspirations, I listen
to a wide range of musicians, starting from Faith No
More and Skunk Anansie, to Five Finger Death Punch and
Sixx:A.M., Static X, Hellyeah, Korn, System Of A Down and
many other bands! Often, I listen to classic rock, it gives
me power. Sometimes, I enjoy the soundtrack masters
Two Steps from Hell,” he tells me. Lyrically, ‘Firerain’ was

inspired by Bukums’ experiences and observations about
how the world works. Musically the band tried to capture
the southern sound, which you can especially hear on the
title track and ‘Wake Up.’
Jänis went sober eight years ago, a lot of unhealthy
interests magically disappeared. He is now thankfully one
hundred percent into music which is all he cares about. “I
am working on both my own career, as well as working
towards building an infrastructure that will support and
nurture the new generation of yet undiscovered musical
talent. But aside from career, family is very important to
me. I try to spend every free minute with my loved ones –
fishing, going on trips, or just being together and having
a hearty meal,” he explains to me.
The band are five skilled musicians that have come
together to put their collective ideas together to play
eclectic rock music! guitarist Arturs Racinskis and
Bukums are both the older generation of rock pioneers,
bringing their experience to the table and laying out what
works, what does not etc... Drummer Filips Batarags,
bassist Andrjus Januns and guitarist Arturs Liede are the
new breed of musicians that bring in all their crazy ideas.
“Everything we’ve done, we have done together. That is
what makes us different from other artists, we have put
together experience with raw talent, and I believe that
gives us a distinctive advantage,” explains Jänis.
The new album ‘Firerain’ is the band’s second album.
Opening with titular song ‘Firerain’, it begins the whole
musical theme, this time dictated by our lead guitarist
Arturs Liede, who composed most of the songs in this
album. “It is conceptually more solid than our debut
album, because in my opinion it is both lyrically and
musically more coherent, I sing about philosophical
ideas (Indulgence), self-imposed limitations and how to
overcome them (What You Cannot Give), also reflecting
my travels around the world, for some time, I lived in
Spain and had an existential crisis. But then I realised that
only I myself can change my world and circumstances, so
I returned and started this whole band business, this too
is heard in the songs (Unforgiven, Wake Up, Hope),” he
tells me.
There are also some ballads, one is a very special
song dedicated to Jänis’ father called ‘Father Of Mine’,
where he tells him everything that he could not tell him
while he was still alive. The song ‘Roads’ is a song about
finding your own way in life; nobody will do it for you.
‘Latvia’ is a song that Bukums dedicated to his country.
And finally, ‘Chasing Cars’ is a tradition the band started
during their first album which was to include one cover
song, this time it’s a song originally by Snow Patrol.
The album was recorded in Riga, Mints Studio and
produced by Talis Timrots, who is a very experienced
sound engineer and producer with years of experience.
The band recorded the foundation live – drums plus bass
plus guitar, to retain the live feel. The whole recording
took them about two weeks with additional time of
approx two months to record small additional details,
second voices, percussion, and to mix and master the
whole thing. “I believe its best enjoyed on a car stereo
or a large sound system! Talis’s techniques tried to avoid
compression of sound to retain dynamics, so perhaps it
might sound a bit odd to the listener accustomed to iPod
earplugs or laptop speakers,” enthuses Jänis.
The band recently signed with 7HARD, and they
have just released a new music video for the song
‘She’s Lying’. “We have several projects in the works
involving session musicians, collaborations with other
artists, also the third album is slowly taking shape –
we are currently rehearsing the new songs and writing
additional material. Live tour is also in the plans! Apart
from band business, we also continue to educate and
train ourselves individually as musicians. In conclusion,
I can say that you will definitely hear more from us – the
third album is planned for 2018, but in the meanwhile,
there will definitely be some additional news,” concludes
Jänis, bringing an end to our conversation.
Check Jänis Bukums out at www.janisbukums.com /
www.facebook.com/janisbukumsband
www.twitter.com/janisbukums

which runs in at just under forty minutes long and is
the band’s fourth release. Force are: Alexx Vafopoulos
- vocals, Bernardo Colbasso - bass, Rob Storm - guitars
and drummer Wolf Advies.
Twenty five years ago, guitarist Rob Storm became
a member of a doom metal band called Invocation.
After a few years of doing some real cool stuff he
tended to play fast music, all laced within the death
metal genre. He got the chance to join Skull Crusher in
1994 and this is where he met drummer Wolf for the
very first time. After recording two CDs and playing a
lot of gigs including a tour with Malevolent Creation,
Master and Krabathor the band split up in 2000. Their
singer quit, and the rest of the band started to write
new stuff and Force was born.
As a band, Force was always inspired by bands
like Iron Maiden, Europe, Dream Theater or Symphony
X, and also bands like Toto, Asia, Rush or Yes who
were quite important sources for the guys, especially
regarding all the progressive elements of Force. “We
always tried to find our own style and during the very
first few years of Force we experimented with some
keyboards but we moved away from the idea again,
‘cause we realized, to sound heavy it was necessary
to work with heavy guitar riffing! And, it’s essential to
have catchy refrains; they must be in your head after
listening to them three or four times. That was also
important for the album itself,” Rob explains to me.
In their down time away from Force, their
families are in the centre of the bands lives. “The
most important thing in live is to stay fit, healthy
and balanced, otherwise you can’t be there for your
beloved ones. You are not replaceable at home! A good
balance in life is essential to be successful,” he says.
Force is now a real mature team of experienced
musicians playing and singing with love and passion.
“It’s good to know you are part of a team where
everyone can rely on each other,” Rob marvels.
Their new album ‘In the name of the saint’ is a
summary of Force songs
from over the last decade.
“The idea was to collect
all the Force stuff and to
create a completely new
face of Force, including
Alexx’s new arranged
singing lines combined
with Bernardo’s bass
lines, together with Wolfs
stunning drumming and
real heavy riffing from my
side. With a few exceptions a lot of the material was
arranged in a new way, even the lyrics,” Rob tells me.
The album was recorded and mastered by Peter
Fritz from Studio 666 in Gleisdorf. “He did a real good
job and we were quite astonished what he was able to
make out of our songs,” he explains. The whole album
took the band about six weeks of intensive work
together with Peter to complete.
Now it’s time for Force to play live to promote the
album. They are going to play a few smaller gigs and
join some festivals, like the ‘Hell Hammer’ festival in
Graz in April 2017 or the ‘Feel The Noise’ festival in
Trofaiach in 2017.
“We do really hope people will appreciate to
hearing Force and they will guide and follow us
on facebook. In parallel, song writing in the entire
constellation of Force will be a challenge we are all
quite excited to jump into,” concludes Rob, bringing
an end to our conversation.
Check Force out at www.facebook.com/Force.
Official

GUTTER CANDY

FORCE

From Bruck an der Mur, Styria, Austria we find
metal rock artists FORCE who have a fabulous nine
track CD out now called ‘In The Name Of The Saint’,

From Joshua Tree, California, we find punchy hard
rock band GUTTER CANDY, who have a very catchy
and mischievous, five track CD/EP out now called
‘Come Guzzling’ that is well worth checking out.
The band are quite comical both on and off record.
But when they put their minds to it, they can really
push the boundaries on melodic ditties like ‘ Ricky
Skittles’, even though there is still humour in there,
the song is actually pretty good, maybe even a little
Poison meets Enuff Z’Nuff in style, the lyrics are pretty

good, the kings of parody, porn, everything you want
from the gutter, in fact you can almost smell the cum
splattered musical stickiness, thank god I don’t have
to taste it. The band are: Vocals: Jersey Dagger, Guitar:
Lixxx Candy, Bass: D.D. Gunz and Drums: Sin Balls.
Bass player D.D. Gunz reckons that music beckoned
him to join with its allure of cheap sex and beer.
He figured it would be an easy way to get women
to take their pants off without having to carry on a
long conversation. At least that used to be the case
with rock music. Matter of fact I’ve laid pipe in over
22 foreign countries since my first show in 1988,” he
laughs. “That’s true,” pipes in guitarist Lixxx Candy.
“I can vouch for him. All seven continents including
Saturn, New Jersey and the San Fernando Valley,” he
smiles. Singer Jersey Dagger got involved with music
because he wanted to get attacked in the streets for
his song lyrics like the Sex Pistols did. “It’s all about
the narrative not the notes,” he grins.
Lixxx Candy is musically inspired by Joe Perry,
Gibson guitars, hot licks,
pyrotechnics, Slash, dirty
socks and porno mags.
For D.D. Gunz it is the
chaos of everyday life
inspires
multiple
revolutions and so does
the desire for alcohol and
hot chicks. “Aren’t most
musicians in it for that,”
he asks. Jersey Dagger
wrote all the songs on
the album while doing whip-its. “You know, huffing
nitrous oxide from whip cream canisters. I didn’t really
recollect much of what I wrote so when the album
dropped I was pretty excited to hear it,” For drummer
Sin Balls, he suddenly wakes up. “What album? Did we
record an album,” he laughs.
Jersey Dagger is naked under his leather gear.
“I suppose other bands are naked under their stage
clothes to. Damn it! I really thought that set us apart,”
he giggles. “You’re retarded, bro,” chirps D.D. Gunz.
“Let’s put it this way, if you find criminal convictions,
narcotics use, narcissism, and erectile dysfunction
issues interesting you’ll love the guys in the band.
We’re different from other artists because we aren’t.
Don’t artists paint and draw pictures? I can’t do that,”
he sighs.
It’s an insult and you should be insulted when
people like Justin Bieber, One Direction and Miley Cyrus
are the bad boy rock stars of the day. “This album is
a big fuck you to the whole modern day mainstream
music culture,” says Jersey Dagger. There are songs
on the album about beer drinking, chick banging, and
pill popping. “With some good old fashion small town
alienation and existential self-loathing thrown in for
good measure. The songs don’t give two shits about
what you think of them. Most people can’t say that,”
he tells me.
The new album ‘Come Guzzling’ is an album that
can get it up and keep it there. “No three-pump-jump
songs anywhere on this bad boy. Just listen to my
bass line on Adult Movies on DVD,” smiles D.D. Gunz.
“The skull on the cover is pretty cool and so are my
guitar solos,” says ego man Lixxx Candy. “I used three
different amp heads – a Marshall, an Orange, and a
Bray. It’s pretty tough sounding. The album would kick
your ass in a street fight,” he enthuses.
The record was recorded at High Lonesome Studios
in Joshua Tree, California which is a two hour drive
from Hollywood. A lot of famous people hang out here
in the desert, but none of them talk to the band. “Chris
Unck owns the studio and produced the EP. He thought
we could be the next Stryper minus the bumblebee
spandex and despite the fact that none of us own a
bible,” says Jersey Dagger. “I think we’re a bit more
Punk Rock then that. Chris said to get your best five
songs together and come into the studio. Which was
perfect for us because he only had five songs.”
Sin Balls tried out for the first band Vince Neil was
in. They were called Rockandi. It was at somebody’s
house in Glendora (California). “Everybody was wasted
and fucked up. I played two or three songs then packed
up my drums and left. I told Vince, ‘Don’t call me’. A
year later I opened a copy of Penthouse magazine and
there he is with Mötley Crüe and all these hot chicks!
So when Gutter Candy came around I didn’t want to
make the same mistake twice,” he says. “That’s really
more like a story about you and not the whole band.
Or maybe it is the whole bands story? I think we all got
the short end of the fame stick. Must be that God don’t
like us very much,” adds Jersey Dagger.
Gutter Candy are all just a product of society’s
assumptions, social stereotypes. “I don’t know where
I end and the rest of humanity begins,” Jersey Dagger
adds. “Soon the perception of your ‘in-group’ becomes
your perception. We’re hoping that the fans make us
they’re number one ‘in-group’ and we all just devolve

into a common mind set of everything that’s hard rock,
metal and classic punk. Those genres rule! The rest can
go eat a dick,” he tells me. “We’re either on the verge
of a major record deal or two steps from suicide,”
smiles D.D. Gunz. “Not really sure. Either way we’ll get
the notoriety we deserve. Maybe a world tour by this
summer or a break out reality TV show,” he concludes.
Check the band out at www.guttercandyrules.com /
www.facebook.com/Gutter-Candy-252413161605972/

FOREVER ROAD

From Brisbane, Queensland, Australia we find catchy
southern rock band FOREVER ROAD, who have a
wonderful new ten track self-titled CD that is well worth
investigating. The album runs in at exactly forty minutes
long and is the band’s second album which covers an
extensive range of real life stories, as well as paying
respect to the countries Aborigine heritage, something
that is close to singer and guitarist Jake Gilroy’s soul.
Joining Jake are, Dan Vayro - lead guitars/vocals, Clem
Gilroy - bass guitar/vocals and drummer Shane Vanderee.
Singer and guitarist Jake Gilroy grew up listing to the
classic bands like Zeppelin, Van Halen, Metallica and he
also had a huge interest in other music other than rock.
He would quite often listen to Gary Moore, The Beatles
and he even searched for great world music artists, such
as Eros Rammazotti, and was even prone to listen to the
great tenors Pavaritti and Damingo. From a young age
he just loved how music took him to places that made
him forget about world. “It was a place of fantasy and
mystique for me and I wanted to be a part of that world,”
he tells me.
So his love affair for writing and playing began, and
at the tender age of six years old he picked up his first
guitar and he taught himself to play the guitar. “The boys
often give me a hard time as I can’t read music, and can’t
seem to get my head around how tablature works,” he
smiles.
Jake’s inspirations for music came from all genres and
he loves the sensitivity and
sincerity of Led Zeppelin,
and The Doors. “Jim
Morrison’s lyrics seemed
to connect with me and I
remember spending hours
and hours listening to the
doors every week, and
how he crafted his lyrics,
and the story they told,”
he explains to me. In
regards to his own writing,
Jake draws from life experiences and the experiences of
those close to him and he has always found writing songs
pretty easy. “I just came up with the guitar riffs and
chords and I found the lyrics pretty much wrote
themselves.”
Jake has three wonderful children and a
compassionate wife and he likes to spend as much time
as he can do things with them. “It is important for me
to have a great equilibrium between music and family.
I understand that the support and sacrifice they provide
is a huge part of our success as a band, I have to give it
back and as much as I love to play and write, they are still
my first love and priority,” he says passionately.
The band are like a second family for Jake and the all
have their own personalities and they are tremendously
blessed that those traits don’t clash. The guys practice
not only the music they play on stage, but they also put
a lot of time into rehearsing the show. “That is how we
look at our stage presence, the energy it creates and
who does what in each song, whether it be a guitar solo
out in the crowd, or getting people up on stage with us
in certain parts of the show, we are huge with crowd
involvement,” he enthuses.
The band has a good understanding that’s anyone
can get on stage and play music, but not all bands work
hard enough on the stage delivery. Forever Road has
a reputation for being high energy on stage and Jake
believes that their loyalty to their live audience is what
makes the band different. “We give away a guitar at just
about every show, to one of our lucky fans,” he adds.
The band’s latest album has been a work in progress
for about two years and when they recorded the album,
the guys wanted a raw sound. For some reason when

Jake produced the album he had this thing in his head
that he didn’t want shinny clean sound with the tracks.
“I wanted a sort of old school reel to reel sound and I
wanted imperfections in the album, in regards to the
finished sound quality. Don’t get me wrong the quality
of the recordings these days is impeccable with sound
quality,” he tells me.
Jake wanted to aim for an old and dirty sound with
this album. He wrote fourteen tracks and got it down to
the ten that he and the band liked most. The album has
a great cross section of topics. The opening track ‘Woo
Hoo’ is basically about a country boy down on his luck
with the ladies, and he is drawn to this particular ladies
breasts. “In the track we refer to them as Woo Hoo’s,”
he says.
Other tracks like ‘Believe’ are about the significance
of being content with each other in love, and not the
battle to see who is best with material possessions. The
track ‘Time To Meet The Aborigine’ is a song about how
the Aboriginal culture was hidden from the guys during
school. “It was like a taboo subject and it was touched
on but the true importance of the First Nations people in
this country was never a priority in our education system
when I grew up. I pay tribute to them, and I basically
wanted to apologise to them for ignoring them my whole
life. I know little about them and that’s not my fault and
I have since made it a mission of mine to get to know
their culture better, myself and the band are proud of this
album,” he says with fulfilment.
Jake naturally loves and has a lot of pride for his new
album and having it finally finished and having their fans
contacting and telling them that they love the stories
that the songs tell is something that Jake finds most
gratifying and humbling. “The song people seem to be
downloading most are ‘Believe’ and ‘You’re A Part of Me’.
There is no better feeling as an artist then to hear people
sing along to songs that you wrote,” he smiles.
The live shows for the band are also going down well
and the guys love the thrill of playing live. “We have a
steady flow of bookings up until the end of the year,” The
guys love to help out with charity events in their show
calendar and they will be playing a couple of shows for
the Cancer Council of Australia in June and then a huge
show for the Children with Special Needs at Christmas
time. “We love playing these shows and they have a real
sense of meaning to us. We should never forget those less
fortunate than us, and we love to share our talent and
songs with them,” he says firmly.
The album was recorded at Lounge Lizzard Records
in Sydney, Australia. The studio is owned by a good friend
of Jakes and he produced the album this time round. The
whole process took about five months and with full time
jobs to keep down as well as music it took a bit longer than
normal to complete. “I am not a huge fan of recording in
a studio. For me it lacks the energy of a live show and you
have to constantly channel live performance to get that
energy into the studio recording. I believe we nailed it in
the end,” he says with satisfaction.
Next up Forever Road are excited for their future and
the new album has opened a lot of eyes in the industry.
“Our version of rock/country is a little unorthodox to the
normal, but it is energetic and is appealing to those that
don’t generally listen to country music. I believe you will
like it if you like both country and rock music and we
hope to continue to play live shows, and make plans for
2018 to extend our shows to possibly the UK and the
USA,” he tells me. “As long as we are playing and writing
we are happy for us as a band it’s all about the love of
the music, playing live, and not the money. As long as we
have the passion, then the band will continue to thrill
our audiences. I am currently writing a brand new album
which we want to record in 2018,” concludes Jake to our
conversation, which I think you will find has been most
pleasant. Do make sure you check out the new album,
I am pretty sure you will like it and we look forward to
the bands third release next year, the journey down this
road continues.
Check Forever Road out at www.facebook.com/
foreverroad

OIL

From Lahr, Germany we find hard energetic rockers
OIL, who have a new eight track CD out now called ‘Feed
Your Brains’ which runs in at just over forty minutes long

and is the bands second album showing a lot of rock
n’ roll spirit. Oil are: Gert Endres - vocals/guitars, Marc
Vetter - vocals/drums and Rainer Jauch - bass.
The first song that really hit singer and guitarist Gert
Endres was ‘The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down’ by
Joan Baez at his father’s place when he was about ten
years old. He has of course heard it a thousand times
since and I still love it today! Later there was an ad for
Queen’s Greatest Hits on the radio and Endres realized
that he knew and liked every song they played, especially
the hooks and Freddie’s voice (like in ‘Bicycle’).
Drummer Marc Vetter was born in 1967, and he was
three years old when he stood in front of the stage of
brass bands which he visited with his parents. “As a four
year old I got my first little drum. Neighbours and my
family will never forget my daily practicing I’m sure” he
tells me.
When he was eight years old Vetter got lessons to
learn to play the trumpet. “In those days I was also
excited and fascinated hearing rock music by Sweet
‘Action’, ‘Fox on the Run’, ‘Ballroom Blitz’ etc... My cousin
and my two years older brother Frank and I became big
Kiss fans when I was ten and of course Queen was one
of my favourites,” he recalls. The most important band
in the world for Vetter was Deep Purple. He was eleven
and bought every album and he dreamed of playing the
drums like Ian Paice, and was still drumming on every
pillow or can. “My first drum set I bought when I was
fourteen and when I was sixteen I started my rock
drumming career in the hard rock band Acres Wild. When
I was nineteen Gert Endres became a member of the
band (he was sixteen years old) and from then on we
decided to become professional musicians,” he explains.
In the nineties the band changed into Scaramouche
and they made three albums with hundreds of gigs.
When bass player Rainer Jauch was thirteen he would
often listened to his brother’s LPs (although he didn’t
allow it). “He had a huge collection of many rock bands
of the sixties and seventies. The album ‘Ummagumma’
of Pink Floyd impressed me very much, the cover with
the numerous instruments… wow! And then this song
‘Careful With That Axe’ with that mega –scream! I
listened to that in loop” says Rainer.
Gert has always and still is inspired by Queen. “I
really love those absolutely outrageous songs; Freddie’s
amazing voice and the
way Brian plays the guitar
like no other guitar player.
I fell in love with the rough
stuff: above all AC/DC
whose music (along with a
great Bukowski story) still
can cheer me up whenever
I am down. I also like many
of the eighties metal
bands, such as Maiden,
Scorpions, Dio but also late
seventies rock like Purple, Rainbow, Whitesnake. And of
course Metallica! I remember the day when I first heard
‘Kill ’Em All’ (I was the first one to buy the album in our
small town!). I couldn’t bear those guitars that sounded
like knives in my ears, so I threw Motörheads ‘Another
Perfect Say’ back on the plate. But one day later I started
to understand and love Metallica’s style,” says Endres.
“For me our album is more than homage to our musical
youth, it is pure fun supported by gratitude of having
found such fantastic band members and friends.”
Marc has always loved seventies music like Deep
Purple, Led Zeppelin, Yes, Genesis, Rainbow, UFO, Uriah
Heep, Queen, Black Sabbath, Kansas, he also enjoys but
also Rival Sons, Porcupine Tree, Glenn Hughes who are
musical inspiration for him and influenced Oil’s album.
For Rainer it is The Red Hot Chilli Peppers. “Since the
release of ‘Blood Sugar Sex Magic’, the band has inspired
me and broadened my horizon until today. I’m a big ‘Flea’
Fan. Led Zeppelin and the Stone Temple Pilots have also
influenced me a lot. My ideas come to my mind when I
am at home. When I think of Oil something new evolves
very often. I can’t explain that. We don’t follow a trend
and have fun. The songs are created in a flow, for me this
is magic,” smiles Rainer.
In his down time away from music Gert enjoys
learning foreign languages. “Right now I am learning
Arabic, next one might be Chinese. Furthermore I have a
great family, cool wife and two lovely kids who make my
life really interesting!
Marc Vetter: Very Important for me is to teach
children Music, Mathematics, Physics...My great other
interest is watching and listening to political and other
stand-up comedians,” he tells me. “And of course my
family with two sons (seven and eleven years old). Rainer
enjoys racing bike or going to the fitness centre. “I am
very happy with my wife and my two adult daughters.
I love life and my two “musical colleagues” and mates
Marc and Gert,” he adds.
What makes Oil special is the fact that they have two
really outstanding vocalists which gives the band a lot of
opportunities concerning sounds and style. “I have to say

that our bass player Rainer has really cool and innovative
ideas. This is unusual, I think. Most bass players are
only playing a,a,a,a,a,e,e,e, but this is just a stereotype
of course. So, if those ideas get combined with Marc’s
unbelievably crazy drumming and singing and my kind
of ‘Metal feel’, we often create new moods although our
style is somehow traditional,” says Gert.
For Marc, Gert is one of the most creative musicians
he knows. “I envy his ability to write good lyrics. But
what I really love is his guitar playing, because he never
plays a solo the same again. He always sounds fresh,
spontaneous and plays with a lot of feeling. In the studio
every take is completely different from the other...so
every solo is first take...I love that very much. For me he is
a guitarist who fits in the line of Ritchie Blackmore, Brian
may, Gary Moore with the right mixture of virtuosity and
feeling,” Vetter enthuses.
Gert and Marc are very close and feel like brothers
or an old married couple with the same sense of
humour. “Imagine our first practice together was on
January the first in 1987! Gert’s guitar playing is the
best example to show that the sound is made by the
fingers and it comes from the heart and only five per
cent by the equipment... I also like his stage acting and
his entertainment skills...Rainer is the best bass player
I have ever played with. I have never met a bass player
before with so many ideas of grooves, riffs and song
ideas...and I like his great sound. Rainer is a very close
friend to me too, we are only three members, so Oil is a
perfect place for us to share all our ideas and creative
outputs...we are not twenty years old anymore, so we
don’t care about charts, success or trends...Oil is our
baby, our treasure ...a real band...not just three (very
good) musicians...smile...I’m proud and happy to be in
this band...and I think you can hear all this when you
listen to the album,” enthuses Marc.
This is the band’s first album and Gert feels that in our
times of all the Donald Trumps, Farages and Le Pens of
the world, people should start feeding their brains again.
“With sensible stuff, so that this world has the chance of
surviving for some more time. In my opinion the contents
of this album are at least a small contribution to that.
Usually if you finish an album as a musician you think
that you could have done better here and there. But
this time we really love the result. We don’t know if we
will record another album in the future or if we will just
release track after track on download portals. We think
this might be a more modern way of presenting our
music. We’ll see,” marvels Gert.
The album makes Marc proud and happy, because
it’s very honest without compromises, very authentic and
it sounds true and like Oil should sound: no computers,
no synths, no guest musicians, no backing vocals from
others, no lyrics or musical ideas from others. “Thank you
Mathias Ambs who let my drums sound like I wanted to.
I’m also happy to have the opportunity to sing a lot on
the album as a drummer...For me this is the right band
when sharing lead vocals with the guitarist...that’s what
I always wanted to do...maybe it sounds back to the
roots, but I think it’s not old-fashioned in a boring way
using clichés...The spirit of the seventies transported in
today’s musical experience...I hope and wish we made
it,” he adds.
For Gert there are two highlights on the album. He
cites ‘Absolute Pitch’, because it develops from a smooth,
slightly progressive track to a smashing bomb with a
thrash guitar in the end and he also loves the lyrics in the
chorus: ‘We Are All Nude’, we are all perfect. Doesn’t it
feel good to be alive? On the other hand I like ‘Oil’ a lot:
I think the chorus vocals of me and Marc are especially
strong and you can really feel the ‘Hell Hire’ crackling
in the verse,” Endres enthuses. Marc likes the little
progressive influence on grooves or arrangements in
songs like ‘Feed Your Brains’, ‘Adrenaline’. “On the other
hand I also love the ‘dance-music’ like ‘Not My Party’,”
he smiles.
The album was produced in a small Southern German
studio that belongs to an old friend of the bands. “We
didn’t rush, so it took us more than one year to finish the
production. But the result speaks for itself: It sounds wild
and fresh, just the way we wanted it to be. We recorded
live and overdubbed some guitars and the vocals later,”
Gert explains to me.
Oil’s live shows are wild and intense rock shows. “We
often communicate a lot with the audience so it is often
funny. Marc plays a superb drum/trumpet solo the way
you haven’t heard it before!!! He is also a real eye-catcher
behind the drums, elegant and crazy at the same time!
Rainer is cool and solid and while he is rocking on stage I
think he is already about to compose some fantastic new
stuff in his mind. I myself, try to remember all the lyrics,
play the guitar solos and entertain the crowd, so that “the
boys go wild and the girls get wet” – this is how a good
rock show should be like, one of our former managers
explained,” laughs Endres.
In the future the band would love to play some clubs
in the UK, Rainer has already made a small tour through
the UK with a different band. “I would love to have an

enormous stage in shape of a real oil rig, can you imagine?
That would be fantastic, we would climb up and splatter
‘oil’ down on the crowd – fantasies of a crazy old man…
Maybe tonight I’ll go on some crowd funding site to collect
money for that,” concludes Gert.
Check Oil out at www.facebook.com/BandOIL

LEX ZALETA

From Knoxville, Tennessee we find creative blues and
folk rock artist LEX ZALETA, who has a very good new
twelve track CD out now called ‘Made In Heaven’ which
runs in at just under forty minutes long and this is his
twenty seventh album which is well worth checking out,
it’s a listening album and will take a few spins to get into.
Right from the rhythm of those first heartbeats, there
are times that Zaleta feels as if he has been writing songs
since before the (American) Civil War. “Maybe I have,”
he smiles. Putting pen to paper came about in the early
sixties with ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’ and ever since, he has
been studying at the Bob Dylan School of Songwriting.
“Final exams are coming up sooner than expected, and
I’m hoping to graduate somewhere in the upper half of
my class,” he adds.
As a huge fan of Bob Dylan, Lex, marvels at his master
craftsman. “Aiming that high means I can miss the mark
and still fall in with some good company. Edgar Allan Poe
ranks right up there. His ability to blend sound and sense
made him a one-man band with the music being in the
words themselves. You can hear the movement of the
curtains when Poe writes, ‘and the silken, sad, uncertain
rustling of each purple curtain,’ he adds.
Like all of his albums, ‘Made In Heaven’ came from
an accumulation of tunes over time. “I’ll stop to look over
what I have, pick what strikes me, do some revising, and
hit “record.” Some of these songs have been simmering
for decades. Others may have been written the day they
were recorded. ‘The Premier Politician’ has the urgency of
the moment about it as it tries to capture the mood of
living in the Age of Trump,” he tells me.
Zaleta did professional magic for over forty years,
stage, and close up, and ESP demonstrations and he is
tempted to step back into it
and possibly blend it with
his music which could be
interesting. “That way, if
folks started to boo my
singing, I could pull out
some ropes and say, ‘For my
next trick’ … and maybe
save the day (and my life),”
he smiles. Lex has three
children with a twenty-year
age gap between the
oldest and the youngest. “They definitely keep my interest.
My daughter just got her Captain’s license, which means
she is qualified to navigate me across the Atlantic for a
visit,” he explains.
As a solo artist who has been blessed to have so
many real musicians willing to supply music beds (backing
tracks) for Zaleta to wrap his lyrics around who come from
so many varied musical backgrounds that they add a rich
level of diversity to his sound. The Internet has enabled
Lex to work closely with them, even though they are from
such distant lands as Australia, Austria, Canada, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Sweden, and Turkey. His
collaborators include: Bret Alexander, King Arthur, Jimfre
Bacal, Galen Breen, Chordslinger, Mark Cloutier, the late
Jan Destner, DiCarlo, Dusty Drake, Steve Gilmore, Kephas,
Sait Koray, Steven Page, Nigel Potter, Self Tort, Paul Sherry,
Syngularity, and Michael Winter. “I hope I haven’t missed
anyone. I may be a retired English teacher, but I still had to
put my friends in alphabetical order,” he smiles.
Zaleta tries to have a mixture of faith, love, heartbreak,
social commentary, and humour on every album and with
‘Made in Heaven’ the songs meets this criteria. There’s
love and heartbreak in the poignant ‘We Talk More Now’
and ‘Love Me Back.’ There’s some slightly heavy social
commentary in ‘The Altered States of America’ and ‘The
Premier Politician.’ ‘A Snake in Blue Denim’ has a touch
of dark humour running through it in lines like: ‘Lies fit
her so snugly; they leave no room for doubt. She’s so
inner ugly the tide won’t take her out.’ ‘Zero to Six Feet
Under’ explains why Lex is still driving a three-cylinder
Chevy Metro instead of a Porsche. Faith prevails in ‘Flood

Lines’ and ‘The Outlaw.’ ‘So Far Gone’ looks back at
different stages of his life that he now hardly recognizes.
The album is rock, folk, country, and a dash of punk that
fits around his overall description: Bob Dylan meets Tom
Petty and Weird Al – in church. “Made in Heaven is not the
superlative Queen album,” he smiles.
Zaleta is fond of the album’s title track, ‘Made in
Heaven,’ a song that stands out for him for several
reasons. His alleged vocal approach real singing on this
track. “Many years ago, a reviewer opined, ‘I would rather
make love to my dead ex-wife at the landfill than listen to
another minute of Lex Zaleta’s music.’ I would hope that
this tune would at least get him out of the landfill,” he
chuckles.
Lex has made an attempt here to do what Bob Dylan
does so masterfully. To have a song that has a man speaking
to a love interest that also works on a higher level as a
man (or woman) speaking directly to God. “Speaking of
God … if I make it to Heaven, I won’t be at all surprised to
be greeted by one of the most recognizable voices on the
planet asking me, how does it feel,” he questions.
Every day, Zaleta wakes up a different person from the
man who went to sleep the night before. “Every morning,
I wake up to a changed world. This brings so many new
songwriting ideas into the light that I could never pursue
them all. At the same time, old unfinished songs keep
calling my name. Then, there’s the motivation to make the
next album the best one of all. Right now, I am motivated
by a supremely gifted young artist, Chris Blue, who has
promised to keep me young too as we work on lyrics
together. Chris just won it all on the twelfth season of The
Voice (U.S. version), so it will take all of my energy to try to
keep up with him,” he explains to me.
I ask Lex that with a vast catalogue of music, to guide
our readers into a few releases to check out. “The first two
are easy; kind of feels like I’m cheating.’Twenty from Ten
Volumes One’ and ‘Two’ will give the listener a generous
sampling of my work in one place. ‘Volume One’ has
twenty tracks from my first ten albums, and ‘Volume Two’
contains twenty tracks from my second ten albums. ‘Take
a Good Look’ will transport listeners back to my debut
album. A Christian Compilation collects ‘religious’ songs
from ‘This Is Who I Am: Volumes 1-4’ (a kind of tithing,
I suppose, as I try to put at least one Christian song on
every album). Finally, I would choose ‘Two Souls in Flight’,
Bret Alexander’s third all-acoustic album of my songs. He
makes everything I write sound great,” he enthuses.
Zaleta wishes that he could sing and play well enough
to have a band of his own. “My musicianship is too limited
to allow me to play out. Fortunately, I have a strong ally in
Bret Alexander (formerly of the Badlees). As I mentioned
earlier, he has done three all-acoustic albums of my songs.
In addition, Bret did 260 shows last year, so he is definitely
getting the word out for both of us. Perhaps I can improve
my singing and guitar playing enough to step out on a
stage, but the clock is ticking, and I may reach the finish
line without achieving this goal,” he says.
For better or worse, Lex does all of his own recording
at his home studio. Made in Heaven’ is just Lex, his guitar,
and his harmonica, with a lot of help from that wonderful
music arrangement program, Band in a Box. Every album
has been mastered by Bret Alexander at his Saturation
Acres Studio. The process varies, but the average album
spans about a month from recording to mastering to
digital release. Life has intruded the past several years and
slowed Zaleta’s production, but not his desire. “My most
prolific period was 2010-2011 when I released eleven
albums in that two-year span. In stark contrast, 2013 and
2015 produced no albums,” he tells me.
Turning seventy has added some urgency to Zaleta’s
writing and his birthday song, ‘What Have I Done?,’ has
the line: ‘I’m not that old yet, but I can feel it from here.’
“All I can do is keep inching my way forward to overnight
success. If the first twenty-seven albums haven’t gotten
me there, maybe the next twenty-seven will do the trick.
I hope to get to work more with Chris Blue, but his star
is white hot right now, and I don’t want to get in his way.
In Dylan’s first-ever review, Robert Shelton observed that
Dylan was “bursting at the seams with talent.” Chris is
bursting too – and he can also dance and act. Watch out,
world,” concludes Lex.
Check Lex Zaleta out at www.LexZaleta.com
www.soundclick.com/lexzaleta

CIRCLES & REVOLUTION

From Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada we find CIRCLES
& REVOLUTION, a very diverse classic rock act with a
modern alternative edge, who have a new nine track CD
out now called ‘Grassland Chronicle’ which runs in at just
under forty five minutes long and is the bands second
album. Circles & Revolution are: John Bellamy - lead
vocals/rhythm guitar, Leon Fields - lead guitar/vocals, Rob
Desnomie - drums and Ian Kushneruk - bass guitar/vocals.
It all started for singer John Bellamy as a kid listening
to his old man’s records, anything from Chuck Berry, Fats
Domino to Steppenwolf, Led Zeppelin and The Beatles.
These influences instilled a root and a beat into him and
from there Bellamy was a music junkie and if he wasn’t
listening to it he was carrying around an alternate beat in
my head to it. “Then one day you pick up an instrument and
wham! Next thing you know you start physically playing
along with the beat in your head and you find yourself with
like-minded individuals jamming out,” he tells me.
As a collective, everyone in the band comes from
different musical backgrounds so it’s hard for John to put a
finger on any specific inspiration. “But what I can tell you
though is from that comes the genre confused diversity
that you will hear on our album that makes it different,”
he adds. In his down time away from music he enjoys
mountain biking and owns a motorcycle. “That keeps me
quite content most of the time! I will most definitely try
anything once though,” he smiles.
The diversity and various musical backgrounds of
Circles & Revolution as a
core unit create a different
slice of pie that make up a
pretty unique recipe for
what you hear on ‘Grassland
Chronicle’. Bellamy likes to
think that from start to
finish the album takes the
listener on a roller coaster
approach in which you ride
a variable of dynamics and
styles from start to finish.
“Some records you hear out there have eight to ten songs
that sound like one song chopped up? Like a wave file I
guess, a solid wave that only dynamically drops in and out
at the beginning and end, if that makes sense,” he laughs.
The album consists of songs that the band have had
sitting around for some time and new stuff that quickly
came together. “As far as the album title, living in the
prairies where you can watch your dog run away for
three days’ kind of has its own story to tell. The album is
essentially is that, a record of a related series of events in
one form or another,” he explains to me.
Circles & Revolution recorded the album at a very
cool little room in Regina Saskatchewan Canada called
Blue Door Recording Studio! Justin Bender was their
engineer and co-producer on the album. “We’ve known
Justin for some time now and from his local projects and
guitar playing in Into Eternity and his current band Third
Ion! That’s your cue by the way as a reader to also go
check them out as well. But seriously such a great and
talented dude though! Justin, myself and Leon mostly just
fed off each other, bouncing ideas around over and above
the already structured songs and bed tracks we had in the
can really, adding more subtleties and layers that wouldn’t
interfere with our live performance.” Bellamy explains. The
lads banged it out in a few sessions and the bed tracks on
a first session and layered instruments and vocals in no
particular order for the rest of it. “It all came together very
quickly really,” he says.
The band needed get this album out of the way, as
they have carried these songs around for a while now and
never had the opportunity to get them into the studio. “As
far as the near future is concerned, don’t be surprised if
you see another five song EP by the end of the year and
will be definitely working with Justin again! We appreciate
all the support we have been receiving and look forward
to giving you some more material soon! For now, all we
ask is you visit our website: www.circlesandrevolution.ca/
to get yourself some merch and iTunes, Spotify or Google
Play, etc. for a listen and we will see you all at a show near
you! Thanks, kids.... One Love,” concludes John.
Check Circles & Revolution out at
www.circlesandrevolution.ca/
www.facebook.com/306revolution/

From Bay City Texas we find silky classic rock/Americana
roots based singer/guitarist SAM SILVA, who has a skilful
new five track CD/EP out now called ‘The Drained’ and it
is an inspirational album ticking all the right boxes. If you
like say Timothy B. Schmidt, Bob Seger, Brad Paisley, John
Cougar Mellencamp through to for example the new Ray
Davies (The Kinks), solo album, then you will enjoy Sam’s
music, which flows with a classic rock meets Americana feel
with inspired creative playing and song writing. Sam should
be up there with these artists, he has a fab Southernish voice
and the production sound is solid, crisp and silky. Joining
Sam are: Eddie Reyes - drums, Courtney Grigsby - bass, Jake
Schultz - keys and Sam’s brother guitarist Steve Sliva.
Sam’s father played guitar in a band when he was a
kid called ‘Borderline’ and he can remember them having
rehearsals in their garage. He used to pull out his old vintage
Ludwig snare drum and beat on it until he was blue in the
face while they were rehearsing and then Sam became a
guitar player later on in life, and his voice came from my
mum. “She can sing like redbird. I’ve always wanted to get
my mom to record harmonies on a song or two...maybe on
the next album,” he smiles.
Sam’s mother and father were both always very in to
music when he was growing
up and he grew up falling
asleep to the (very loud)
sounds of Bonnie Raitt, Don
Henley, Stevie Ray Vaughan,
and Mary Chapin Carpenter
etc etc... While his parents
were entertaining friends. “I
can remember my sister
being really pissed off and
yelling at them in front of
their friends and I would be
in my bed jamming with the lights off,” he laughs.
In his down time away from music Sam has a ton of
hobbies/interests outside of music. “Fishing is my #1 thing I
like to do when I’m not on stage. I fish in some tournaments
around Texas when I get the chance,” he tells me. Sam also
enjoys adding a little competition to things, “I also enjoy
hunting, playing golf and playing slow pitch softball...all
while enjoying adult beverages of course, oh yea, and going
to see live shows is right there at the top,” he smiles.
Sam is not a fan of albums/music that all sounds the
same. “When I write a record, I tend to give each song its
own life and make it sound unlike the others that I previously
wrote. I tend to get bored while listening to a record where
it seems as if every song is in ‘G,’ or every chord change
sounds as if it is telegraphed. It’s like, throw me a curveball
man! Of course, everything has to be cohesive, though,” he
enthuses.
When he was writing ‘The Drained EP,’ Sam was on a
311 and Foo Fighters kick which you can hear on ‘Drain’,
the EP’s first track. “When I wrote the track ‘Homewrecker,’ I
remember just starting to dig in to the band Little Hurricane.
‘No Bad Days,’ came about after a not catching anything on
a fishing trip I was on, but not really caring because I was
happy just being on the water, hence the first line in the
song,” he explains to me.
The guys recorded the EP at the (infamous) 512 Studio
on South Lamar in Austin, TX. (www.512studios.com)
“Omar Vallejo (bassist for the band Vallejo) and myself
were the main producers, but my band at the time added
their own flavours on the tracks they played on,” he tells
me. After all was said and done, it took about the band
about eight months to record, mix, master and get out to
the masses.
At the moment Sam is finishing up a single that he and
Omar (co-producer) been working on. “It’s a cover of a song
by the band Cherub called ‘Doses and Mimosas.’ It’s very
much an anthem and definitely unlike anything I have ever
recorded before, so I am pretty excited for everyone to hear
it. If all goes as planned, we will be releasing it as a single
right around the beginning of the summer,” concludes Sam
to our chat.
Check Sam Silva out at www.samsliva.com
facebook.com/samslivamusic
twitter.com/samsleevuh

just over an hour long and is the band’s debut album.
MorningStar are: Tasmin Morningstar McCoy - lead
vocals, Tim McCoy- guitars and backing vocals, Reed
Hoffman - drums and backing vocals and bass player
David Efries.
Guitarist Tim McCoy often think’s that being a
musician is akin to having a mental illness. “It’s not so
much something you choose, as it is something that
chooses you,” he express. McCoy find the creation and
performing of music so satisfying that the difference is
he would never seek any treatment.
His musical inspirations are almost infinite, going all
the way back to Led
Zeppelin and before, even
literature and art, along
with day to day life, has
been musically inspiring
for the guitar player. The
inspiration behind this
album and the songs on it
was the challenge of
writing songs that could
be sung by a female
vocalist, but still retain the
grittiness of rock and blues genre. He was also inspired to
delve into the country genre and a few of the tracks on
this album are follow the country/rock path. “Gratefully,
the extremely talented vocalist, Tasmin Morningstar, was
capable of rising to the occasion,” he says with
admiration.
In his downtime away from music, McCoy is an
avid gamer and he also enjoys movies and even books.
“Current pop culture I find fascinating and I think these
interests put me in the seat of the average person,” he
adds.
MorningStar is a band constructed on a retro
archetype of the rock quartet. “Vocals, guitar, bass and
drums being the only instrumentation demands precision
and heartfelt execution from each member,” Tim explains
to me. There’s just sonically no place to hide and one of
the main things, I think, that separates MorningStar from
other artists is that the quality of the performance is job
number one, sometimes to the detriment of marketing
and promotion. Many artists have this in reverse,” he
says.
Some of the songs for the new self titled album were
actually written as far back as ten to fifteen years ago.
A few of the tracks were actually completed during the
recording process. “So we spanned the spectrum of well
refined songs and tunes that were very fresh. We also
ran the gamut stylistically, incorporating straight ahead
southern rock with ‘bluesier”’ material,” he explains to
me. When you listed to the new album you will also hear
a few of the numbers also have jazz soul feel them mixed
with the afforementioned country edged rock. “We
believe there is something for everyone on MorningStar’s
debut album,” he smiles.
The album was recorded at JackDog Records Studios
in Austin Texas USA and Tim produced the whole thing.
From the time of setting up the first mic on the drum
kit, to having a finished, packaged CD in hand, took six
weeks. “A lot of the material we had been performing
over the past couple of years and we were more than
ready to make our debut album,” McCoy enthuses.
The future looks wide open for MorningStar and
writing has already begun for the next album, which
the band are planning to record by the end of 2017 and
release in early 2018. “We do one hundred fifty plus
shows a year, almost entirely in Texas, though it looks
like we will be reaching much further in 2018. With
such an accomplished line-up of top-notch musicians,
we are looking forward to sharing our high quality
performances with as much of the world as we possibly
can. MorningStar is ready, willing and able,” concludes
Tim bringing an end to our conversation.
Check MorningStar out at www.morningstar70.com
www.facebook.com/MorningStar70

SOUTHBOUND SNAKE CHARMERS

MORNINGSTAR

SAM SILVA

From Austin, Texas we find female fronted southern
rock blues artists MORNINGSTAR, who have a new
thirteen track self titled CD out now, which runs in at

From Australia, we find electric psychedelic blues rock
trio SOUTHBOUND SNAKE CHARMERS who have an
enjoyable characteristic new nine track album out now
called ‘Rhythm ‘n’ Rust’, which runs in at just under forty
five long and is the band’s third album. Southbound

Snake Charmers are: Chris Denman - guitar/vocals, Nat
Sutphin - bass guitar and drummer Brooke Maloney. The
songs are pretty diverse and are mostly based around
an electric blues rock groove. They experiment with
raw psychedelic artistic quality consequently making
the album a varied and extremely pleasurable musical
journey where you can unmistakably hear the bands
influences as mentioned further on this article.
Guitarist and singer Chris Denman started playing
classical piano at the age of six and as he progressed
he found it very regimented, as he was seldom allowed
to stray from the composition. “I think once I was
authorized to learn ‘The Entertainer’ a classic rag time
tune, so at fourteen when I heard my first metal albums
like Iron Maiden and Metallica that were all about ‘screw
the system’ of course I wanted in,” says Chris with
delight.
He didn’t hear any piano in the music and didn’t think
that he could play guitar so he went and brought a bass
and started at what he thought was the best place to
start, teaching himself blues on the bass. After about a
year he traded the bass for a guitar and started playing to
his parent’s old forty five singles of The Stones, The Kinks
etc... Then he made the progression to learning Deep
Purple and Black Sabbath then on to Megadeth, Pantera
and started playing in some metal and punk bands that
all eventually disbanded. “I started a radio show called
The Heavy Session thinking it was too hard to keep
bands together and then out of nowhere bumped into
a group of like-minded people that eventually became
the Southbound Snake Charmers and I have been writing
music with them since,” he smiles.
Chris still listens to everything from classical to heavy
metal
today
whilst
focusing on the bands own
genre. “When writing our
songs a few of my
inspirations would be Rory
Gallagher, Johnny Winter,
Cream,
Stevie
Ray
Vaughan, Jimi Hendrix, The
Doors and Tom Waits from
the old school and from
the new school bands like
Blues Pills, Radio Moscow,
Joe Bonamassa, Left Lane Cruiser and Spiritual Beggars,”
he tells me. He is a big fan the sixties and seventies blues
rock sound so when the band started recording ‘Rhythm
‘n’ Rust’ they were aiming for their interpretation of that
sound.
Chris’ whole life revolves around music, and he also
does a hard rock / metal radio show called ‘The Heavy
Session’ that’s hitting its tenth year this year. “I still enjoy
mixing and recording bands live there and in the studio
and apart from that I have trained in Kung Fu for the last
fourteen years, I say it’s to help improve my fitness but
it’s mainly because I’ve had an obsession with martial
arts movie’s since the eighties and grew up worshipping
ninja’s, but then again what child in the eighties didn’t.
I also work on Melbourne’s fire brigade fleet so I get to
play with some of the biggest boy’s toys on a daily basis,”
he tells me.
The guys in the band all come from different musical
backgrounds, bassist Nat Sutphin constantly thrashing
Metallica tunes between songs in the jam room, and
drummer Brooke Maloney comes from a jazz drumming
background and it ‘s not unusual for Chris to try and fuse
his love of stoner rock into a blues tune. “We also all
have full time jobs so the band is our escape from the
everyday routine, it’s still a passion for us and having a
job to support our passion keeps us free to make our own
choices with what we do with the band. There is nothing
like finishing a tough week at work and then cutting
loose on stage, the energy is ecstatic,” he explains.
The new album ‘Rhythm ‘n’ Rust’ is Southbound
Snake Charmer first full length album, which they wanted
to expose their own take on the early seventies blues rock
sound. The band have been playing most of the songs live
throughout the year and just seeing what worked well
with themselves and what the audiences reacted well to
and in September they took it into the studio to lock it
down. “We tried to incorporate different elements into
this album introducing a bit of funk in some of the songs,
a swampy feel to some however still keeping with our
big chunky grooving psychedelic electric dirty blues as
an underlying vibe of the album,” explains Chris. The
song topics are quite varied too, ranging from a guy that
used to preach the end of the world in front of their local
bottle shop, to a tribute for a close friend experiencing a
great loss on the song ‘Longest Night’.
The album was recorded late September 2016, and
the guys all took off one weeks holiday from work and
did the recording in their jam room which they refer to
as the Snakehaus (a take on their favourite brewhaus).
They went with Mark Kelson from Kelsonic Studios and
frontman for the Eternal, who recorded and produced
their Dirty Blues EP in 2013. “We knew he would come in
a kick our slack butts into gear because we spent a year

on Voodoo Chicken Shack although we were pleased with
the results we wanted the album ready for 2017,” he tells
me. The band tracked drums, bass and rhythm in the first
week, followed by lead guitar, vocals and percussion
the second week after work hours. Mark did the initial
mix and Chris spent a day with him at Kelsonic Studio’s
finalising the final touches, which he then mastered the
following week.
Now that the album is out, the bands next goal is to
have some fun making some video clips for the songs.
“Sourcing more photo shoot locations, we like to build
on ideas using local sites and artists. We are also going to
be playing some festivals down here so looking forward
to introducing ourselves to new crowds. Following that
we are planning on travelling to other states in Australia
where we are receiving airplay. We are also gaining a bit
of an overseas interest through EP and album sales and
what we would love, is to eventually be able to take our
show over there,” says Chris bringing our interview to
a close.
Check Southbound Snake Charmers out at
https://southboundsnakecharmers.wordpress.com/
https://southboundsnakecharmers.bandcamp.com/
www.facebook.com/southboundsnakecharmers/

JIMMY GEE

From Germany we find hard rock/blues artist JIMMY
GEE who has a fantastic, catchy new twelve track CD
out now called ‘Rock n’ Soul’, which runs in at just at
just under fifty five minutes long and is his fourth release.
Jimmy Gee and his band are: Jimmy Gee - vocals and
guitars, Eda Schilling - keyboards, Oliver Busch - bass and
drummer Leo Sieg.
When singer and guitarist Jimmy Gee heard the
song ‘Help’ by the Beatles when he was eleven years
old when his mother came into their children’s room
with her favourite record. She asked the young Jimmy if
he wanted to hear her favourite band telling him that
the best Beatles was and Jimmy said yes and started
the record player and ‘Help’ was the first song and the
melody of this song made him crazy. “My first thought
was: I wanted be a musician, I wanted to be a drummer,”
he laughs. But he had no drum kit so the guitar was
easier, because his mother had an old acoustic guitar on
the wall. “I took this guitar and started the first steps in
guitar playing. But for my family it was horrible. When I
was fifteen years old, I had my first band as guitar player
in a small town next to our town,” Jimmy tells me.
His biggest influences were the Beatles and the
Rolling Stones when he
was very young. Later
Jimmy heard a lot of stuff
by Jimi Hendrix, Deep
Purple and Status Quo.
When he was sixteen he
fell in love with Van Halen
and he tried everything to
play like Eddie. His biggest
love however was Yngwie
Malmsteen and he was
Jimmy’s biggest idol. “I
only heard his music in my late teens and I heard it in my
car, in my practice room and every night when I was
sleeping in my headphones. In this time, I like a lot of Bon
Jovi and Richie Sambora stuff. Richie showed me the way
from metal to the blues,” he tells me.
And you can hear the influence on his new CD, now
Jimmy does not listen to so much music, because he
wants to feel his own music. “When I would to hear too
much other band, then is it possible that my next songs
sound like this. I know, a lot of musicians are looking for
inspiration, but I don’t need it,” he explains.
When Jimmy is not in his studio teaching students he
enjoys sport and going to the gym and running outside
in the nature, as well as meeting friends and my family.
Jimmy and his bands are all very good friends and this is
not normal in the music scene. “Every guy in the band
has its own job in band and is a gift from me. My guys
are very young and I like see her love to the music and we
give all for the show,” he tells me.
Whether his band play for five thousand or ten
people, it is very important that they are friends. “My
complete crew are my friends. It’s not possible to make
good concerts and clinics without friendship. Nobody

wants to sitting in a tour bus with strangers or people
they don’t like you. My job is the singing, the guitar
playing and to entertain the people. My guys in the band
make the groove. I believe, that’s the big different to a lot
of other bands,” explains Jimmy.
Jimmy’s love of the blues is why he wanted to make
‘Rock n Soul’; he wanted to make a new album with
more feeling and more ballades. “The second reason for
this album is the bad situation in the world and by the
way in Europe. This album is against the war and for love
and peace. We made the recording in my studio in Berlin
and this studio is like my living room. All takes were first
and second takes and I wanted a true album, without
thousand of effects, hundreds of takes and auto tune. I
wanted it pure with a few small mistakes we heard after
the mastering, but it was too late. A plug in cute a few
words a little bit, but I think the people know what I
mean in the lyrics. But I’m satisfied with the recording
and our fans love it,” he smiles.
Jimmy made the album together with his keyboard
player Eda who is a very nice guy and very good in
recording. They made the recording and the mix together.
“It was not easy in all times, because we have a different
taste in sound and I wanted a big fat drums sound with
a loud snare drum like in the eighties and Eda wanted a
drum sound like in the seventies. But I’m the boss and
now, we have a big drum sound,” he tells me.
The idea was, to make a crossover from blues to
modern rock and they used a Ludwig drum kit and a
lot of Hammond sounds. “In my studio I have got a one
hundred and sixteen year old grand piano and brand new
ENGL amps. And that make our sound. The mastering we
made by Masterlab in Berlin.” he tells me. It took them
one and a half years to make this recording, because they
had the time and they were only worked on the songs
when they had fun together.
A few years ago, the band forgot they keyboardist as
they drove to a gig. “He sat in front of the rehearsal room
on a stairway with a cigarette. And in Poland two years
ago, we ate a Polish soup and all got diarrhoea, thirty
minutes before the show and only one toilet,” he laughs.
For the future Jimmy plans more music, more albums
and more gigs in the world. “2017 we want to play a
lot of gigs in Germany, Poland, Czech, Switzerland,
France and UK, I hope to see you all front on stage,” he
concludes. Check Jimmy Gee out at www.jimmy-gee.com

HER NAME WAS FIRE

From Lisbon, Portugal we find fiery stoner rock duo
HER NAME WAS FIRE who have an astonishing new ten
track hard hitting CD out now called ‘Road Antics’, which
runs in at just under forty minutes long and is the band’s
debut. Her Name Was Fire are: João Campos - guitar/
vocals and Tiago Lopes - drums/vocals.
It’s kind of a cliché, but music has always been a part
of drummer and singer Tiago Lopes’s life ever since he
can remember. As a kid he was always listening to music,
whatever was available, and when he was four years old
it was his mom’s small vinyl collection of Pink Floyd’s
Dark Side of the Moon, Demis Roussos, Elton John’s
Captain Fantastic that got his attention.
Tiago came from a non-musical family, but music
grew in him naturally and instinctively. He started
learning music at school at the age of five and started his
quest for a specific sound whenever he heard something
with guitars and drums it caught his attention. “I had
to figure out what was that, I had no idea and I wanted
more,” he tells me.
Eventually he found that it was called ‘rock’ and
while studying music, he learned piano for two years
because his parents didn’t want him to play drums. Then
when he turned fourteen Tiago found that there was a
philharmonic band right in front of his school, and that
he could go there to play drums by himself and also
have some rudiment lessons. “I don’t remember my life
without being involved in music,” he smiles.
There are naturally a lot of bands/musicians/albums
that have inspired Tiago at different times throughout
and these include The Beatles, Tool, Pink Floyd, Frank
Zappa, Led Zeppelin, Jeff Buckley, Death, Nevermore,
Devin Townsend, Dream Theater, Queens of the Stone
Age (and all of Josh Homme’s projects), Alice in Chains,
Type O Negative. Tiago breathes music, and he loves to
listen to a lot of different stuff. “I get inspiration from

different places, depending on the day and mood, but it
has to come to me at the right time. Eventually that ends
up being reflected into Her Name Was Fire’s music,” he
explains to me.
Tiago does not think that there is a single source of
inspiration behind their new album ‘Road Antics’, as both
the guys are permeable to everything they come into
contact with. “All the different stuff going on in our lives
inspired us, in the sense that music is our purge. I think
it’s also fair to say that other art influenced the album
(from movies to TV series, documentaries, illustrations,
paintings, photos, you name it!) and since the songs
were composed by jamming and then developing them,
it happened in different periods with different sources of
inspiration throughout the whole process,” he tells me.
In his down time away from the band Tiago is
interested in science,
politics,
environment,
technology, travelling. Art
in general really draws his
attention and cinema is
something he finds very
special,
because
everything involved is like
his second passion after
music. “I actually studied
it and I think it helps a lot
with music as well because
I’ve always had the tendency to associate images with
music that would suit them, and also the skills that I (and
João – he’s also into motion graphics, illustration and 3D)
acquire overtime contribute to the fact that we (Her
Name Was Fire) are enable to make our own videos and
other multimedia stuff with a bit of know-how,” he says.
He also loves cooking and he is always trying to learn and
understand reactions between elements and ingredients.
“I mean man come on, food is essential and amazing,
plus it helps with the munchies,” he smiles.
At the end of the day it comes to making a good
rock ‘n roll song, that’s what Her Name Was Fire have
and they aspire to and work their asses for. “We’re just
two guys who want to make music; we luckily found we
have an awesome chemistry together that enables us to
create a lot of music and we try to find ways through
the limitations and benefits of being a stoner rock duo.
But we always aim to sound big, like a four or five piece
band,” says Tiago. The band work for their music to sound
in certain ways, they can be heavy, sleazy, gritty and also
sexy, groovy. “We’re not inventing the gun powder, but
man we love fireworks! That’s what we do. If that sets us
to be different from other artists, great, but yes, we rock
as hard as we can,” he enthuses.
Her Name Was Fire was born out of an idea that led
to a jam, from which four possible song ideas came out.
The next one the same, and so it went on in a really super
productive environment that still lasts for the band today.
Tiago thinks’ it’s fair to say that the album writing started
from day one and that the guys jam a lot and put what
they feel at the service of making music that they like to
listen to. “We try not to have many rules although we
want to find sense in things and the writing of the album
happened over a span of almost a year, so it reflects a lot
of different feelings (rage, fear, love, happiness, sadness,
anger, melancholy) and happenings (sex, death, illness)
that inspired us during that time,” he explains.
For example, the song “So Long Starman” has that
title because it was composed the day before David
Bowie died, when the chaps were talking about maybe
do a ‘Starman’ cover live which they eventually never did,
and just used it as working title for that song and the
next day David passes away. “So we decided to make it
an undeclared tribute to a great artist that influences us
personally. In the end we had around fifteen songs from
which we chose those we felt shared a common ground
and vibe. We realised there were ten songs that instilled
in us images of tar, dirt and danger, and they worked
really well together,” he tells me.
All of that made Tiago and João reach the name
‘Road Antics’ which is basically a mix of sometimes
grotesque things that can happen on the road on your
path to wherever, to which people may or may not relate
to. The guys already had an idea of what they wanted
to achieve sonically wise with ‘Road Antics’ and they
both knew that they did not want to have anything in it
that they wouldn’t be able to do live. “Having done our
proof of concept in the rehearsal spot, bringing it live and
recording the EP, gave us the confidence to give ourselves
a chance at something I personally love, producing the
songs. So we did an intensive pre-production/writing
period,” says Tiago.
For the sound the chaps wanted to try a specific blend
of old and new, and they came to Tiago’s friend Miguel
Camilo who is in the lead of G Spot Studios where he
engineered, recorded, mixed and mastered the album.
“Besides a great friend and soundman he’s also an
amazing musician, and that helped to clear some paths
here and there. We really worked hard on the sound until
we reached the end result, and I have to say I’m damn

happy with it,” he smiles. It took the band around four to
five months until they had the whole thing ready, as they
worked on it when they could as time allowed.
For the future the lads want to reach people which
is their main goal. “Music works in cycles – jamming,
writing, producing, recording, touring - and not
necessarily by that order. What we want is to be able to
go through those cycles over and over again across the
years, and that can only happen and make sense when
we can share our music with people,” he says. They are
at the moment touring in Portugal, and trying to expand
the tour to Europe. “We’re thirsty and excited for that.
We’re also about to release the second single and video
clip from the album and in the meantime, making more
new music,” concludes Tiago.
Check Her Name Was Fire out at
facebook.com/hernamewasfire
Instagram.com/hernamewasfire
youtube.com/hernamewasfire

BULL FUNK ZOO

From Dubai we find groove rockers BULL FUNK ZOO
who have recently released a catchy hard rocking, grove
based eight track CD out now called ‘Dangerous Radio’,
which runs in at just under thirty minutes long. Bull Funk
Zoo is: Assaad Lakkis aka: Bull Funk Zoo – vocals/lead
and rhythm guitars, who recorded, wrote, produced and
performed all the parts on the new album ‘Dangerous
Radio’ and his current live band line up: Assaad Lakkis
aka: Bull Funk Zoo – vocals/lead and rhythm guitars, Alan
Short – bass, Josh Bannister on drums.
Singer and guitarist Assaad Lakkis loved music since
he was really young, it was all the sounds, melodies,
rhythms and sonics that triggered something in him.
Somehow he unconsciously knew that he wanted to be
a part of it. There was a lot of motown, James brown,
Earth Wind & Fire, blues playing around the house which
rubbed off on him. One day, during that period of his
childhood, a Kiss concert came on TV which blew Assaad
away. “The whole aspect of playing the living hell out
of the guitar turned me on, and that it is where it really
started,” he explains to me.
In his teens he was introduced to Metallica, Megadeth,
Anthrax, Rage Against the Machine, The Chili Peppers
and the whole grunge movement, and he decided to put
his skateboard down and take music seriously. He was
always intrigued by song writing, singing melodies and
re arranging existing; it was something he always did.
“There were so many ideas and melodies through my
head, that I needed a medium to express it on, and what
more of an amazing instrument than the guitar,” he says.
At sixteen he bought his first axe, working mad hours
pumping gas and being a grease monkey in a petrol
station to earn enough money to get that piece of wood
with strings which later changed his life.
Assaad’s musical inspirations have been varied
throughout the years and he loves Frank Zappa, James
Brown, Steve ray Vaughn, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Jimi
Hendrix, Led Zeppelin, Rage Against The Machine, Tom
Waits, Steve Vai, The Police, Megadeth, Miles Davis, John
Scofield and many more. The inspiration behind the album
and the songs are about what the state of the world is
in socially. “I really needed to say something about that
in this album. We are so caught up in this rat race; the
false information media feeds us, and consumerism. A
lot of us have lost our sense of direction, what we as
individuals are all about and what we can achieve,” he
explains to me.
Outside of music Assaad love’s the ocean, and he
does a lot of scuba diving
and travelling. Marine life
is of high interest for him
especially
shark
conservation. He also
enjoys
skateboarding
whenever he gets the
chance which was always
childhood passion for him.
“I love film making, the
videos for my songs, I have
actually produced and
directed with my production partner Hadi Sarriedine.
Researching topics on history, politics and social
psychology are important for knowledge expansion. With

today’s at your finger tips modern library (Google) there
is so much to learn and I also do some design work and
painting,” he tells me.
What makes Bull Funk Zoo sound different is the
actual music, and Assaad has always strived to be as
original and unique sounding as he can. “I’m always
putting together, rhythm sections from different musical
backgrounds, but first and for most the attitude of the
musicians themselves and of course they need to be
proficient on their instrument. For the region I’m in,
I have Alan Short on bass and he comes from a punk
rock and rock background and he is the funniest guy
ever which translates really well in the formation. I also
have Josh Bannister on drums, a killer drummer from a
multitude of musical backgrounds and he has such a
positive approach to everything and did I mention he is
such an energetic individual that needs to be tamed.
Imagine a big bad bull rocking out, fornicating and
wildly stomping the blues to rubble. Picture Hendrix
having’ a drink with Tom Waits and Rage Against The
Machine decided to tear the place up, this best describes
the band and their album as it is in your face, high energy
rock and roll with twists and turns, based on funk grooves
with a punk rock attitude. “There are songs on the album
like the single ‘Would You’ that has a high energy rock
vibe and a tender melodic side, it is about people not
finding what they are passionate about, and have the
fear of failure. ‘Burnin’ is about today’s media and its
false manipulation. ‘Wish You’re Mine’ simply is about
lust and our wildest dreams. ‘Losing Control’ a heavy
Ozzy Osbourne vibe song, which is about addiction. ’Turn
It Around’ a high energy blues driven song about you as
an individual, turn your own luck around and no one else
will do it. ‘Hangover’ as the title depicts, it is a parody on
how you feel the next day after a big night out. The rest of
the songs have messages relatable to everyone or not,”
Assaad explains.
The album was recorded at his home studio and
Assaad wrote and performed all the parts of the music.
He also produced and mixed the album. “The process of
writing the music is scattered throughout a six month
period for this particular album, and the recording and
mixing process took about three months. There was
blood, sweat and tears put in to this, especially knowing
that it was all on me,” he marvels.
Assaad challenged himself to do it all and at times
the pressure of that was exhilarating and scary. “There
were times and I’m sure a lot of you have experienced
this, a whole session would suddenly disappear because
the computer decided to shut down and I would have
to redo all the work again or a great take would not
be recorded, there were some frustrating situations. I
decided to do the whole record from a to z, simply for the
fact that I had a particular sound in my head I wanted to
get it out, not depend on anyone and I work very long
odd hours,” he says.
Besides his typical rock and roll debauchery, stage
antics and the usual stories from on the road, which he
will not get into, Assaad has always thrown in a couple
of parody tunes on his records, “Does humour belong
in music,” he asks. “Frank Zappa, yes indeed. There has
to be a balance of seriousness with a bit of a cheeky
humour and here is an obscure incident that happened
to me which I have managed to turn into a song. I was
driving one day and next to me on the road was this
fancy red car with and old well dressed woman probably
in her fifties looked like a bourgeoisie upper class uptight
slag, and she was just digging away deep inside her nose
like she was going for the nose picking Olympics, I mean
she was on a mission,” he tells me.
“We all love a good nose picking but that was just
knuckles deep into the black hole,” he giggles. “Amidst
her excavation of the internal booger caves, she did not
realize I was driving by her until we both stopped at a
traffic light and for some odd reason the colour red also
meant for her to stop her activity. So cheeky I decided
to experiment with this incident, I looked over, caught
her attention, smiled, slowly and sensually stuck my
finger up my nose and her delayed reaction was epic. She
dropped down the window and disgustingly talked to me
like some sort peasant ‘Have you no manners? behaving
obtusely in public?!’ and I looked at her with a massive
grin on my face, and said ’Would you like to scratch my
nose?’ in calm collected manner.
She was furious, what nerve I had, to say something
like that. She huffed and puffed with frustration not
knowing how to react. She decided to beep her horn
continuously like I’m deaf or something, stuck her
finger knuckles deep into the abyss of a nose she had,
dug out whatever precious booger left in her breathing
apparatus, moulded that disgusting thing into as ball and
tried flicking at me. It kept getting stuck on her finger
tips which made her even more frustrated and red in the
face. She realized, it was not coming off of her finger for
the life of her, looked ahead with her nose up in the air,
slammed on the on the pedal and screamed off! I was
in tears with laughter,” he grins. So then Assaad had to
write a song about his little social experiment, which

later features on his first album ‘Abstrakt Collision’ and
‘Would you like to scratch my nose?’ was the eventual
title of the humours song.
For the future he is constantly working on new
material and he has a backlog of many compositions
which will come to fruition in the near future. “Depending
on what kind of album or project I’m going to do and
there will be some collaborations in the near future, plus
a lot of touring is also on schedule,” Assaad concludes.
Check the band out at
www.facebook.com/bullfunkzoo
https://twitter.com/bullfunkzoo
www.bullfunkzoo.com

MOUTH

From Germany we find psychedelic retro prog rock
trio MOUTH who have a fantastic new seven track CD
out now called ‘Vortex’, which runs in at just under an
hour long and is the band’s second release. The album
has a loose dystopian concept and the theme expresses
a time and space travel right up to a dystopian future.
Mouth are: Chris Koller - guitars/lead vocals/hammond,
Gerald Kirch - bass guitar and Nick Mavridis - drums/
percussion/hammond
organ/clavinet/piano/mellotron
and Gerald Kirch - bass guitar.
Guitarist and singer Chris Koller’s twelve years older
cousin introduced him to classic rock when he was
thirteen years old and he still remembers sitting on his
crazy waterbed surrounded by six big audio speakers.
Then he played ‘Highway to Hell’ to and Chris was
converted by the amazing what riff. “That was the initial
moment and the same day he also played the ‘White
Album’ which was like a musical revelation to me too.
Later he introduced me to psychedelic and progressive
rock, for example his present for my sixteenth birthday
was the ‘In the Court of the Crimson King’ album. Well,
this basically defined my later music taste,” says Chris.
For drummer Nick Mavridis the blame was his fifteen
year old brothers supply of music to his five year old
brother is able to trigger with a tape containing Beatle’s
epic ‘For Sale’ on the one and the Floyd’s ‘Umagumma’s’
live tracks on the other side. “I wouldn’t call it ‘influence’
but rather ‘musical scars’, he smiles. Bass guitarist Gerald
Kirch grew up in West-Berlin, and he bought Deep
Purple’s ‘Machine Head’ in 1979 and got a mix tape with
Dead Kennedys, Black Flag & Bad Brains in 1982. “There
was no return from this point,” smiles Gerald.
Chris is inspired by almost everything recorded from
1965 to 1975 with the main focus on psychedelic and
progressive rock bands and recordings. “So I’m talking
about Yes, Genesis, King Crimson, Soft Machine, Zappa,
Pretty Things, EGG, Pink Floyd, Bowie , Beatles and of
course Can and early Kraftwerk. But also movies and art
of that era inspires me a lot. Concerning literature I have
to name Kafka, Huxley, Orwell and Bradbury, so mostly
authors of dystopian literature,” explains Chris.
The album songs were mainly inspired by almost
every 1971 progressive
rock recording. “That was
also in a way the album
parameter and it should
sound like a forgotten
album from 1971. Well, to
be more precise I have to
admit that Aphrodite’s
Child’s ‘666’ and Can’s
‘Tago Mago’ had a huge
influence on the album
production. In that case
movies like ‘Macbeth’, ‘The Devils’, ‘Holy Mountain’ and of
course ‘Zardoz’ were a big inspiration too,” he tells me.
This era was also an influence on Nick especially seventies
prog album and for Gerald if the music touches him, he’s
in. “It’s pretty no matter which music I listen to, it’s also
inspiring. No matter what kind of music from 70’s monster
Rock, Bluegrass to electronica whatever,” he tells me
In their down time away from the band, Chris loves
playing and watching football, skateboard cruising, art,
politics, literature and a little bit of balcony gardening.
Nick enjoys people and their stories and opinions,
cooking, riding the mountain bike, kyudo, photography
and for Gerald his time is spent on his family and his
Triumph motorcycle.
The guys from Mouth have been doing this for almost

seventeen years and it was always difficult for people to
put the band in a genre drawer because they couldn’t
define it. “Our sound is noisy, heavy, groovy and of course
melodic. So we used to call our genre ‘garagekrautprog’
and that is the difference to all the other seventies
orientated bands: We do our own thing and it doesn’t
sound like anybody else. Also we are of course the
inventors of that new genre,” laughs Chris.
Mouth’s new album like its predecessor ‘Rhizome’
from 2009, the new concept expresses a time and space
travel and the vortex song cycle describes the journey of
an unknown protagonist to this forgotten and forbidden
place maybe comparable to the one in the movie ‘Zardoz’.
“The following songs (‘March of the Cyclopes’, ‘Parade’,
‘Mountain’, ‘Into the Light’) picture in somehow sarcastic
way the totalitarian situation in the vortex’ society most
notably the oppression and the despotism of the leaders.
In the end the protagonist escapes (after the latest public
execution (‘Into the Light’) The vortex society is helplessly
left behind and it’s still lost in eternal depression and
delusion (‘Epilogue” and the songs ‘Pedalboardtrip’ and
‘Floating (Reprise), which are both hidden tracks on the
album,” explains Chris. His personal album highlights are
definitely ‘Parade’ and ‘Into the Light’ with their powerful
and intensive endings. “They’re both one of our favourite
live songs and they really show what we are about, I
think,” he smiles.
The basic recording sessions took place between
November 2011 and July 2012 in the band’s own little
recording studio. Most of the tracks were almost created
and recorded in one take and overdubbing, editing,
mixing and mastering went on for ages due to everyday
life business like parenthood, job etc... The band’s
producer and label boss Guido Lucas did the final mix
and the mastering together with Chris last year and now
it is ready to be released this June.
The band have still got eight fine songs left from the
album sessions because they didn’t fit into the (darker)
album concept. “We’ll probably release them too, maybe
later this year. It will be a ‘lighter’ and sunnier album than
‘Vortex’, sounding more like a psychedelic soundtrack to
an imaginary, funny dystopian movie from 1971 such as
‘The King In Reverse’ with Peter Sellers,” concludes Chris.
Check Mouth out at
https://mouthprog.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/mouthsound
www.youtube.com/user/mouthkrautprog

RUN CHICKEN RUN

From Ancona, Italy we find blues based hard rockers
RUN CHICKEN RUN, who have an utterly fabulous new
ten track CD out now called ‘Open The Grill’ which runs in
at just under forty minutes long and is the band’s debut
album. Run Chicken Run are: Michele Montesi - guitars/
vocals, Leonardo Piccioni - guitar, Paolo Scarabotti - bass
and Mirko Santacroce on drums.
Music is the greatest passion of singer and guitarist
Michele Montesi’s life, the dream of becoming a musician
was born in to him when he was five years old and as a
child he was fascinated by his uncle’s guitars. “I tried to
play the sly when he was not home over time I began
to listen and learn the blues trying to play classic riffs
dreaming of being on a stage then many years have
passed before I could,” he tells me.
Montesi is big admirer of the blues, and his sound
is heavily inspired by it. “I am also a fan of the greatest
hard rock blues rock musicians, listening to the album
you clearly hear the influences of the bands I’ve always
heard, I think the biggest inspiration comes from
powerful riffs of classic hard rock, made with passion
and power, is the thing that excites me more as I play
and scream,” he explains.
Because of work and his two wonderful children,
Michele has little time for
other passions. “However,
I try to do my best and I
like to practice sports, I
play tennis quite often, I
love it with friends
sometimes we play soccer
and I have another passion
... to go ride a motorcycle, I
love to go on two wheels,
feel the great engine noise

eating the road, sooner or later I will dedicate a song to
motorcycles,” he smiles.
Run Chicken Run was formed almost by accident, the
first time that they played together they had no idea what
to do and play, and they started out with cover tunes.
“Without a singer, with a friend who was trying to play
drums with poor results,” he says. The band then started
to put together some riffs and create entire songs, and
quickly realized that it was something good and so they
decided to make an album. “Later we looked for a singer
and a drummer for some time; I think we have tried at
least six to seven different drummers and singers before
finding a stable line. We are four and all of different ages,
from other bands certainly differentiates us the chicken
logo,” explains Montesi.
Run Chicken Run’s new album ‘Open The Grill’ is
their first album. “The title is themed with ...ahahah
chicken,” he laughs. “The cover design is also our logo,
was designed by a dear friend. There are ten tracks and
one is instrumental and all songs have one thing in
common, hard rock played with distorted guitars and
rhythm part with full power, as must be done in Montesi’s
own opinion. “There are songs with bpm quite high and
other slower but still powerful. The voice is practically
continuous scream that accompanies the instrumental
part in a very rough way. We hope you like it,” he adds.
The album was recorded near our house, in Monsano,
Italy. “There isn’t a real production, but it is located at the
main online store. The label is the same studio where we
recorded, and the recording studio is called Pink House,”
he says. It took the band two days to record and the
mixing was done in a week. “We went late at night to do
it. All at a low cost, hoping that one day we will be able
to produce music even more professional.”
The band have many songs to make more albums
that they are developing and some of them they already
play live. “For the near future we intend to promote this
album as much as possible, I think we’ll try a manager to
help us do this.
In the coming months we will do concerts in some
pubs in our region, we have a two hours show where we
play the album entirely. We are still reflecting on what
songs to use for the second album that will have to be
even better than the first,” concludes Michele.
Check Run Chicken Run out at www.facebook.com/
weregonnarockyou

HEJIRA

From Los Angeles, California, we find organic rock
band HEJIRA, who have a catchy new thirteen track out
now called ‘The Path Back Home’ that runs in at just over
an hour long and is the bands second album that follows
a vintage classic rock vibe with subtle hints of Americana
and is a superb album.. Hejira are: Michael Taylor - vocals,
6 and 12-string acoustic and electric guitars; keyboards,
James Zeigler - 6-string lead and rhythm electric guitars,
James “J.T.” Turner - bass and Stephen Ping - drums and
percussion.
All the guys in the band were teen musicians who had
played in separate amateur bands prior to Hejira forming
and they were looking for a more stable and professional
situation. Not finding it in the already established local
band area, the guys came together through mutual
friends and formed their own unit playing exclusively our
own original songs.
They are all massive fans of The Beatles and these
harmonies can be heard throughout the album. Hejira
are also had very disparate musicians with seemingly
incompatible styles. Michael’s influences are specifically
John Lennon; Roger McGuinn; Phil Ochs; Simon Nicol;
and, Anthony Phillips and James’s influences are George
Harrison; Eric Clapton; Chuck Berry; Jerry Garcia; Howlin’
Wolf; and, Muddy Waters. J.T.’s heroes include John
Entwistle; Paul McCartney; Berry Oakley; Leon Wilkinson;
Harvey Dalton Arnold; and Tommy Caldwell and Stephen’s
inspirations are John Bonham; Bill Ward; Michael Shrieve;
Mick Fleetwood; and, Peter Criss.
When these influences were placed together in one
musical unit it produced an interesting mix of approaches
to music and the inspiration for the band’s new album
was simply the four guys reuniting after nearly three
decades apart. “Out of this event was born the theme of
the album which was ‘coming home’ and in the spirit of
the band’s original mission, rather than sticking to one

specific genre, we decided to traverse the path from our
more melodic mid-tempo music to the moodier music
with a lyrical purpose. In many ways, this thematic sprawl
is representative of the many stages of our lives. We also
decided to capture the band in as close to a live setting
as was possible, with overdubs only where necessary,”
explains singer, guitarist and keyboard player Michael J
C Taylor.
Michael holds a dual PhD degree in history and
political science and he is both a former college
professor and a recognised scholar of American
constitutional history. In his down time away from
the band his interests include reading, vintage films,
browsing in thrift stores and swap meets, and engaging
in historic preservation. James Turner is a long distance
truck driver and he enjoys hunting, fishing, horseback
riding and auto restoration.
Stephen Ping is a former U.S. Navy officer and he
is currently chief of security at a Georgia resort hotel.
Stephen also enjoys coin collecting and recreational
shooting and James Zeigler loves the great outdoors,
wilderness hiking, hunting, fishing, he also loves boxing
and concerts featuring classical music.
The band’s willingness to explore both lyrically and
musically without any
regard for commerciality
and they write and
perform their own music
as an expression of their
perspectives,
interests,
and curiosities. ‘The Path
Back Home’ is a reunion
celebration of the music
created by four high
school ‘best-buds’ who
came together in 1977
out of a passion for music. Rather than copying the
cover songs all the other local southeast Los Angeles
bands were playing at the time, they together focused
on the songs written by Michael and James Zeigler. “As
there were no studio recordings of that original
foursome, only rough demos and home-recordings,
when we contacted one another with the idea of a
reunion, the four of us agreed to create the album we
had always planned to make,” says Michael.
This is an ‘organic’ recording in many ways; first
and foremost, it is the sound of four friends playing
music together. “No click-tracks; no automatic tuners;
and, few overdubs other than lead guitars and strings,
with many of the backing tracks often nailed on the first
take,” he says.
The songs were specifically chosen and carefully
sequenced by the band to represent the wide range
of not only the Taylor/Zeigler song writing team, but
also of the band’s performance repertoire. “It must
also be noted founding member James Zeigler sadly
passed away on 4th October 2015, two days before the
mastering sessions for the album had begun. “As such,
this will be the sole album featuring the four original
members of Hejira and ‘The Path Back Home’ has been
dedicated to James,” says Michael with honour.
The songs were rehearsed in a former tobacco barn
at Stephen Ping’s home at Waynesville, Georgia and
afterwards recorded at Rock Studio, Brunswick, Georgia
over a period of three weeks. Overdubs were recorded,
and the tracks mixed and mastered, at a private
recording studio owned and operated by engineer Evan
Smalley at Kansas City, Missouri over a period of two
and a half years to complete.
The final track, ‘A Beer with Jesus’, written by James
“J.T.” Turner was specifically designed to recreate a
rehearsal. “After spending an inordinate time working
on a song written by Michael and James, inevitably J.T.
would offer his latest composition, normally a song
with admittedly ‘goofy’ lyrics.
As the erstwhile bassist began singing his new
ditty, Michael and Stephen laughed hysterically, while
lead guitarist James stood in disbelief, pinching his
eyes together and shaking his head, mumbling “you
really expect me to play that, don’t you J.T.?” To this J.T.
would shoot back with his Texas twang: “Well, I play
your damned songs!” The title track, ‘The Path Back
Home’, was the first Taylor/Zeigler composition in two
decades and written especially for this project, and as I
was teaching at a university in north central Minnesota
and James lived in southern Oregon at the time, the
two wrote the song during a three-hour writing session
conducted over the telephone,” smiles Michael.
Between 2010 and 2012, Michael and James
composed a song cycle entitled ‘Time Changes
Everything’ on the theme of life changes over time.
Bassist J.T. has also written his first serious song:
‘Hard Times for the Workin’ Man’ and the band is now
constituted in Kansas City, augmented by engineer/
multi-instrumentalist Evan Smalley, to record basic
tracks for an album based upon these songs for release
later this year.
Check Hejira out at:

www.facebook.com/Hejira-58329762465
www.reverbnation.com/hejirarock

THE URBAN CHIEFS

From Tamworth, New South Wales, Australia we find
groove based retro blues rock duo THE URBAN CHIEFS
who have an astonishing new ten track CD out now
called ‘Grains of Truth’, which runs in at just over forty
minutes long and is the band’s fourth release which also
covers a fusion of psychedelic styles. The new album is
a thumping ten track album that pumps from start to
finish. Catchy and intense tracks that just make you feel
good. The band tries to bring a positive message with
their music and lift people up to a higher vibration level,
when you play the album you will hear that they have
achieved this.
The Urban Chiefs are: Blake Saban - vocals and
guitars (Weissenbron, cigar box, Resonator and twelve
string acoustic) and Glendon Finlay - drums/percussion
Multi instrumentalist Blake Saban started his
adventures into music at an early age and he remembers
his parents giving him a voice recorder to enable him to
sing Michael Jackson songs into at the age of four. A few
years later he started playing piano; however he always
wanted to play the guitar in a rock band. Blake would
wrap his dressing gown belt around his head and pick up
his Dad’s squash racquet and pretend he was rocking out
on stage with his band and he would have vivid dreams
of performing in stadiums to masses of people. “At the
age of fourteen I started dodging my piano lessons and a
friend had loaned me his guitar so I could start learning
chords. I also started writing songs at the age of fourteen
and haven’t looked back really,” he enthuses.
Glendon begged his parents for a drum kit when he
was thirteen and it appeared and he became obsessed
by it. Many bands later he met Blake and then really
got serious. “We started touring almost straight away
and seven years, four albums later it continues. Music
has always been an ongoing chapter in my life,” says
Glendon.
Blake’s musical inspirations range from Ben Harper to
Tracey Chapman and
remembers at the age of
fourteen walking into his
local record store and
seeing this guy with an
afro and just being drawn
to the intensity in his face.
It wasn’t until about a
month or two later that he
saw his clip on Rage that
he realised he was
achieving his sound by
playing a Weissenborn lap steel. “I was hooked, but it
wasn’t until I met Glendon years later that I actually
started playing one myself,” Blake was drawn to Tracey
Chapman at a very early age due to his mother being a
fan. “I love her raw emotion and hard hitting, intense
lyrics. I guess I’ve always been an intense, deep thinker
myself and I’m drawn to music and artists like this,” he
tells me. Glendon’s main inspiration and influences have
been the people that he has had the pleasure to play with
which still continues. There are many drummers that he
admires but the most influential for him include: Danny
Carey (Tool), Bonham (Zeppelin), Stuart Copeland (The
Police), and Keith Moon (The Who).
The inspiration behind the album is varied, from real
experiences to observations or ideas on life or other
people’s realities. “There is a bit of anger and pain but
also joy and life in the music and lyrics of ‘Grains of
Truth’. Intense emotion is the common theme I guess,” he
adds. The inspiration for the album and songs obviously
come from Blake when he throws Glendon a new tune,
which is usually on stage. “I would also say they seem
to come from a natural progression, an evolution from
when we started to now. Each album has been totally
different unintentionally and that seems to be the way it
rolls. We don’t over think it and accept the direction the
song goes. There are obviously undertones of influences
throughout this album and the others, but I would say
first and foremost, we influence each other, which is why
we just sound like the Urban Chiefs,” he explains to me
In his downtime away from music Blake loves
anything theatrical and he enjoys photography and

cinema. “My two kids give me a lot of joy and I’m
interested in their little minds and helping them grow,”
he smiles. Glendon spends most of his spare time helping
out his crime fighting buddies at Justice League, which
keeps him fairly busy. He also runs a shelter for down on
their luck comic book heroes, which he enjoys. “I’m just
like anyone else, I like to watch paint dry, count blades
of grass and relocate homeless ants. Other than that, I
think about music, listen to music, and wait to play more
music,” he tells me.
The Urban Chiefs are a two piece band that sounds
like four piece. “We achieve this by Blake playing through
dual pickups one signal going to a clean acoustic sound
and the other signal getting split to two guitar amps and
a bass amp through a plethora of boutique effects pedals.
This combined with Glendon’s tribal, melodic drumming
style and Blake’s powerful vocals and you have a wall of
sound,” says Glendon.
The album was recorded at Music FEEDS Studio in
Sydney, Mixed at Damien Gerard Studio in Balmian and
mastered by Michael Lynch at Horse Shoe Mastering
Sydney. “We had our first recording session in May 2015
and our second a year later in May 2016, we finalised the
recording at Damien Gerard and completed the mixing
in October 2016,” Glendon explains. The process took a
lot longer than the previous two records and the guys
are naturally very happy with the results. “We’re big
believers in that if it feels right it is and that you can’t
force it, the beauty of being independent artists.”
For the future the band plans to keep touring and
making music. “We have just finished recording our first
film clip for the album and in the next few months we will
be releasing our very first Live DVD which we are super
stoked to get out,” concludes Glendon.
Check The Urban Chiefs out at
www.theurbanchiefs.com
www.facebook.com/theurbanchiefs
www.twitter.com/Blakesaban

RIVAL

From Montreal, Quebec, Canada we find classic blues
based rockers RIVAL who have a fantastic and very
diverse new thirteen track CD out now called ‘Tales From
The Bluesy Tomb’, which runs in at almost an hour long
and is the band’s debut album, the guys have also put out
an EP back in 2014. Rival are: Jeremy Helten - guitar/lead
vocals, Matt Baker - guitar, Mike Chretien - drums/vocals
and Adam Nigro, bass/vocals.
The album is a wonderful listen; the songs kinda
take you on a journey and are performed with artistic
finesse. Rival call themselves a classic hard rock band,
and whilst this is true, the band showcase a more
versatile technique, they have tons of hard hitting energy,
swagger and groove. They experiment with their songs
but not in a way that is exaggerated, and in turn you
just end up getting caught in the charismatic charm of
‘Tales From The Bluesy Tomb’. Tracks like ‘Assembly Line’,
‘’How Bad Blues’, ‘Curse’, ‘Rock and a Hard Place’, ‘Jackie
Dee’, ‘Orpheus (Play a tune for me)’, through to ‘Bluesy
Tomb’, ‘Time Out’ and ‘Gone Too Far’ all pull you in with
their creativity and diversity, Rival rock, they groove, they
experiment, they stomp, they get funky, they get melodic
and atmospheric, these guys are seriously good.
Growing up guitarist and lead singer Jeremy Helten
was always surrounded by musical people and music has
been a key part throughout his life for as far back as he
can remember. Some of Helten’s earliest memories are
of his relatives having massive jam sessions which he
found a bit frustrating. “I remember, to not be able to
play a long,” he tells me. Helten was always motivated
by the talent in his family, and in turn they were always
very encouraging of his own musical efforts. His parents
were always his best supporters. Bassist Adam Nigro
and Jeremy are both cousins and they grew up with
this family influence, and along with two other cousins,
they formed their first band in high-school. By the end
of high school the guys knew that they wanted to make
music as a career. Helten later got into a classical music
program in college and majored in guitar. A couple years
later he studied audio engineering at the Art Institute of
Vancouver and in 2013 he moved to Montreal with his
girlfriend and promptly formed Rival with drummer Mike
Chretien and guitarist Matt Baker.
Music is one of Matt Baker’s truest passions in

life. Being the youngest in the family, he was exposed
to many different styles and genres and when he was
twelve, Baker got his first guitar. “I couldn’t wait to start
sharing my music with others,” he enthuses. Matt has
been in a lot of music groups in the past, but Rival has
certainly shown him how four people with the right
aspirations and mentality could accomplish anything
Both Mike Chretien’s parents are both into some
great music, so growing up
he was always hearing the
hits and air drumming to
parts to songs from The
Eagles, Dire Straits, Pink
Floyd, MJ, Guns and Roses,
Chris De Burgh, Queen
among many others. Mike
was high energy with a
knack of being a shit
disturber through in and
out and he just enjoyed
the idea of ‘the chase’ every summer. “My Ma threw my
siblings and me into drum corps to keep us busy in the
summertime because of this. That’s where the journey
started for me with music,” he tells me today. In Drum
Corps, the guys rehearsed all winter on the music that
was selected and by late spring performed in stadiums in
Canada and the US. They then toured all summer doing
these shows and parades and got the taste early on of
the ‘rock and Roll’ lifestyle. “I was kicked out three years
later due to me being a badass and went from marching
drums to rocking drums. Been chasing the dream since,”
smiles Chretien.
Bassist and signer Adam Nigro was exposed to music
at a very young age and like his band mates he also
grew up within a musical family. “Every Time there was a
family get-together it was guaranteed that at one point
or another someone would whip out the guitar and incite
mass sing-along’s,” he explains. When Nigro was fifteen
he received a bass for Christmas and immediately started
learning all the pop-punk hits from the late nineties
and early norties, and eventually joined a band with
his cousins that was aptly named ‘Just Cuz’. After high
school he became more engrossed in the engineering
side of music and began working in recording studios,
even starting his own recording studio with a friend. “I
took a long hiatus from playing bass during this time,
however when I moved to Montreal in 2015 and was
reunited with my cousin Jeremy (formerly from Just Cuz)
he invited me to join rival and I was launched back into
playing bass full time,” says Nigro.
Jeremy’s inspirations include Jimi Hendrix, Jimmy
Page, Alex Lifeson, John Frusciante and David Gilmour,
Bach, Beethoven, Debussy, Stravinsky and Gershwin
whom he tells me always come to mind, but of course
there are many others that inspire his. When writing riffs
or a guitar solos Halten often tries to imagine how one
of his favourite guitarists would craft it. “My band-mates
also motivate me to explore new possibilities and to
always improve on my skill,” he tells me. Jeremy likes to
explore topics writing about something different every
time he approaches lyrics. He enjoys Greek legends, blues
themes, horror-fiction, and literature through to true-tolife emotional feelings. “We call it ‘Tales from the Bluesy
Tomb’ because our songs are quite different in content,
telling different stories and it was all done in our jam
room the Bluesy Tomb,” he tells me.
Growing up Matt’s inspirations include Led Zeppelin,
Black Sabbath, Megadeth and Metallica, you can hear
a lot of the darker side of Metallica in Matt’s riffs such
as on the song melodic and atmospheric ‘Jackie Dee’.
However, being open to newer artists and bands has
broadened his horizons. “Every day, new school guitarist
and songwriters are innovating the way we play our
instruments. I always found that the best musically and
artistic creations are found in the moments of pain and
blues. I’m not saying that I am sad person, but writing
music has been a great way to change the way that I
have viewed heartache and low points that we all feel,”
he enthuses.
The first people who Mike finds musically inspiring
are his band mates as they’re always challenging him and
pushing his boundaries. He also draws inspiration from
bands and artists such as Tool, Led Zeppelin, Porcupine
Tree, Tom Petty, The Eagles, Chimaira, Mudvayne, Pantera,
Metallica and Trivium to list a few. Outside of that,
Chretien draws inspiration from everything happening
that surrounds him. “I internalize it and I take that
inspiration when I pen lyrics. The Lyrics are not always
a ‘personal’ experience to me or my life, but personal in
how I am feeling at that moment at that time with what I
am watching/witnessing around me. Our song ‘Time Out’
is a direct draw from the Amanda Berry case and Jaycee
Lee Dugard, it blew my mind when I read the stories and
their escape to freedom from their captors,” he explains
with astonishment.
Adam had a brief stint in composing music for film
and TV; he studied a lot of the great classical composers
to try to emulate the orchestral sound. Beethoven,

Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky, Gershwin- these guys were his
heroes. He is also ingrained with a lot of punk music from
the eighties/nineties era, especially NOFX. Fat Mike was
not only a great bass player, but also a clever lyricist. Of
course the classics like Floyd, Zeppelin, Chillis were also
a big influence. Really you can draw inspiration from
any type of music that resonates with you and I try to
entertain all genres when it comes to the creative writing
process,” says Nigro.
In his down time away from music Jeremy enjoy
outdoors activates like camping, swimming and hiking.
“Every chance we get, my girlfriend and I take our van,
Halen and our dog and head into the woods for an
escape,” he tells me. . Being both from Vancouver and
now living in Montreal, Helten and his girl have both
made road trips a heavy part of their life-style. “In three
years we have done three cross-Canada trips, camping
the entire way. Other than that, baseball was always a
huge passion of mine. I wanted to be a pro player before
I decided to pursue music, but if I’m gonna be honest
I probably didn’t stand a chance. I also love to read. I
am a huge sucker for Tolkien and have read all his stuff
a number of times. ‘The Silmarillion’ is probably my
favourite,” he smiles.
Matt enjoys cooking, reading, video games and
movies whilst Mike enjoys videography/photography as
it’s the other art that moves inspires him. “Capturing
moments that can last a lifetime and beyond, then
editing to highlight the beauty of the captured time,
almost as good as the grooviest drum fills,” he enthuses.
Mike as been learning more and more with Jeremy with
both chaps sharing the passion, which makes it fun to
learn more for them both. He is also a big gamer and
just can’t break the fun that he has with it, when he does
though he finds himself behind the stove. “I love to eat
and I love to eat good food. Since being married, I do a
lot of the cooking and have been expanding the culinary
skill,” he smiles. For Adam his interests include music,
cooking, camping, painting, illustration, and philosophy
One thing Helten says about Rival is that the band love
a good tangent, you will hear this in the bands chemistry
and creativity as they explore a diverse range of music.
Many of the songs on this album change and evolve
to sections or bridges completely unrecognizable from
where they started and most often the guys somehow
find their way back to the song, this is one of the things
that I found interesting about Rival, because of their
diversity you end up getting lost in the experimentation,
but it’s not experimentation for the sake of it, the music
all fits together and just takes off, its organic and in itself
inspiring and real. “We aren’t afraid to put all our riffs in
one basket, so to speak,” he adds. “We also didn’t grow
up in the same place, Matt is from Montreal, Mike from
Kingston, Ontario, and Adam and I are from Vancouver
BC. An aspect that surprises some people about us, is that
up to this point, we’ve done mostly everything ourselves.
I know at one point or another we’ve each worn the hat
of a writer, arranger, engineer, producer, manager or PR
person,” he tells me.
Every song on the album was pretty much written
during Rival’s first year as a band. “It was a first for
all of us I think, to do an entire album completely
independently, except maybe Adam and all of the
songs are very different from one another and there is a
dynamic energy and attention to detail in all,” explains
Jeremy. Since Rival had relative freedom in their choice
of time spent in studio it made for a very well thought
out record. “We have literally planned every second of
this thing, probably a few times over. It’s a hard rock
album for sure, but you can certainly hear our blues and
metal influences seeping through,” he tells me. The guys
have done an excellent job of maintaining the interest
of the listener through the entire album, as I pointed out
before they keep the music interesting. “It’s definitely
a fun listen. And coming from a place before iTunes,
smartphones and playlists, I have always enjoyed a good
album that keeps me engaged till the end,” he smiles
with satisfaction.
When Rival got to their studio which was an old
building, with a sketchy elevator, they discovered that
their rehearsal room was at the end of a small hallway on
the fifth floor, cold in winter, hot in summer. “We dubbed
it our ‘Bluesy Tomb’ when we had a few songs written,”
explains Mike. As the band got underway recording the
album, they were throwing the ideas for a name around
and Mike just happened to see The TV show ‘Tales from
The Crypt Keeper’ and blurted out ‘Tales From the Bluesy
Tomb,’ it stuck around and just worked for the band
which they are all pleased with. “The songs themselves
were really quick writes. Between Jeremy, Matt and I
having licks and ideas and an openness to try anything,
the songs came to life quick. We had the same goal which
was write good songs that are as fun to listen to as they
are to play. Come see a show and you’ll see what I’m
saying,” enthuses Mike.
The band recorded, produced and mixed the album
on their own at their rehearsal space at the Sound
Module in Montreal which is just a small square room,

and by no means an ideal room for recording an album,
however Rival have made it work. They started in early
2015 and worked on it for two years and it was ready
to be mastered in January 2017. “We tracked drums by
putting up office dividers, vocals in a booth made out of
a couch on its end and a lot of other work-arounds. We
definitely got crafty. Adam is our mixing wizard, and it
was mastered at Grey Market Mastering by Ryan Morey,”
says Jeremy.
For the future the band would really like to see to do
a tour soon and they have been talking about planning
an eastern or cross Canada tour, and now that the album
is done, they have more time to plan that. “And who
knows? Maybe a UK or European tour. We like to keep
active with local shows too, so there will be a lot more of
those. Including, a CD release show which will most likely
be in May somewhere in Montreal. We are also writing
a ton of new material so another album is inevitable.
Basically, we want to stay active and keep moving
onward and upward as best we can,” concludes Helten
bringing an end to our conversation. Do ensure you check
out ‘Tales From The Bluesy Tomb’, it a massively satisfying
record filled with superb songs and musicianship, Rival
pack a mighty solid energetic groove and their musical
tale has just began.
Check Rival out at www.rivalband.com
facebook.com/rivalrockband
rivalrockband.bandcamp.com

CHILE COLORADO

From Monterey, California we find rock trio CHILE
COLORADO, who have recently put out a new seven
track CD out now called ‘Getting Restless’ which runs in
at around thirty minutes long and is the band’s debut
album. Chile Colorado are: Ron Wright - guitarist/lead
vocalist, Paul Goss - bass/vocalist, and drummer John
Ferraro.
Guitarist and singer Ron Wright became involved in
the music world thanks to his sister Leilani. She brought
home a guitar that a friend had given her and Ron
watched her and his brother learn pop songs together. He
eventually started playing her guitar as she lost interest
and moved on to start college. He began to write songs
with friends and we formed our first band called Slow
Light. “We played mostly covers and a few originals at
gigs and parties all over Mesa, Arizona and surrounding
counties during the late seventies,” he tells me.
Wright’s musical inspiration came from the albums
that were played by friends and family. He gravitated
towards the rock songs of Thin Lizzy, ZZ Top and Jimmy
Hendrix to name few. The album ‘Tres Hombres’ by ZZ Top
was just a kickass album in many ways. The songwriting
and guitar work was exceptional and inspired me to work
harder at my craft as a musician,” he explains to me.
“The song from those guitars and amps that Billy used
on those tracks were ground breaking to me at that time.
And so I bought my first fifty watt Marshall head with a
matching 4x12 cabinet and Gold Top Gibson Les Paul. To
this day it’s still one of my favourite rigs.”
Some of Ron’s other interests besides music are real
estate, construction and
travelling, martial arts, golf
and football ball. To help
make ends meet, he
remodelled and sold
homes during the day as
well as gigs with his rock
band at night. “One of
favourite
destinations
while travelling is Bora
Bora.
The
water
temperature is just about
the same the air and the snorkelling is the best in the
world. I studied martial arts with Grand Master Ji Han
Jae. I’ve had a chance to play some great golf courses in
over the years. Some of the most challenging are Pebble
Beach Golf Links, Spyglass Hill and the Cypress Point
Club. I won a few local Foosball tournaments many years
back,” he tells me.
The Chile Colorado band are three veteran California
musicians and they have spent many hours in the
recording studio refining an original Rock sound. “When
people hear our music I just want them to want to party
– to feel like they’re kind of going back a bit in time but

at the same time moving forward. We just want to bring
back the old classic rock sound with a bit of a modern
twist to it,” he enthuses.
The band’s new album ‘Getting Restless’ has the
sound of a straight up Power Rock Trio with classic rock
over tones. The record consists of seven songs evoking
many favours of emotion. “The instruments played on the
recordings were a 1957 Gold Top Gibson Les Paul, 1959
Les Paul Special, 1965 Fender Percision bass and a Tama
Starclassic Bubinga Birch drum set. We had a great time
recording this album and tried to capture the magic of
each song. Since its release in June, the album has gone
on to be played on 100’s of radio stations throughout the
U.S.A. The single ‘Getting Restless With Your Love’ scored
number eighteen on the Jambands airplay chart, and has
also made its way onto the AMA charts,” Ron explains
to me.
The album was recorded in Studio B, 744B Lighthouse
Ave. Monterey, CA 93940 USA. The producers along with
Ron were Chris Minto. “Janet Planet – notorious in her
own right within the music industry –helped with some
of the lyrics. The album was completed in approximately
four months,” concludes Ron. The album is available on
iTunes, Amazon, Spotify and all the major online music
stores throughout the world and is well worth checking
out folks.
Check Chile Colorado out at www.chilecolorado.com

From Lansing, Michigan, we find groove based blues
rockers MOSS AGATE who have a new eleven track CD
out now called ‘Stokin’ Da Boiler’ that runs in at just
under fifty minutes long and is a hugely diverse album
of hard retro rock and blues. The guys are Robert Lyon song writer/guitar/main vocals, Mike Loos - guitar/vocals,
Ed Hamblin – bass/vocals, Joel House - drums and Ted
Maciag - sax.
‘Sometimes You’d Rather Forget’ is a funky blues
based number, the guitars are fiery and the vocals raspy
complete with sax playing which gives the band a feel
similar to The Blow Monkeys, lots of energy and swagger.
‘Lines In The Records’ also features the sax, this track
however is more melodic and groove based with the sax
being a strong factor giving the song lots of purity. ‘We
The People’ throws itself back into sixties and seventies
blues rock; it’s a very catchy song with fabulous playing
and sax work, simple and enjoyable.
‘Wild Dogs’ is one of the albums longest tracks at
just under seven minutes, melodic, blues based and full of
character, tons of swagger. ‘Night Time Again’ is another
top track and one of the albums a highlights, hard
rocking with tons of groove, fab electric vibe, whilst the
fiery guitar, whilst ‘An Endless War’ has a strong Zeppelin/
ZZ Top style shuffle.
‘A Tired Old Working Man’ is another catchy vibrant
track with tons of swagger, maybe a little James Brown
style soul thrown in here and there, especially vocally. ‘In
Over Our Heads’ is a blues based melodic track with lots
of energy and atmosphere, Robert puts in a great vocal
performance for this mid paced groover.
‘If You Wanna Play’ is more up-tempo heavy and has
a slight Stones feel with
fuzzy guitars and raspy
vocals, a very catchy song
with tons of energy.
‘Woven From What You
Were’ also has a slight
Stones feel, this track is
more guitar blues based,
think along the lines of
Clapton/BB King etc...
Again there is sax
throughout this track
which gives it a classy jam feel. ‘Exited’ is a cool electric
retro ditty, catchy and straight forward rock with killer
guitar work and raspy vocals.
Moss Agate have all been performing for decades
and music is their blood. “The fun of playing and the
excitement of watching people enjoy what you’re doing
– who wouldn’t get addicted to that,” smiles guitarist
and singer Robert Lyon.
As a long time song writer Robert draws inspiration
from anything and anywhere. For this particular album
he tried to make each song a representation of different

styles of seventies to eighties style rock... with a Moss
Agate twist of course. “Even though I write the words
and music it’s the whole band that turns them into songs,
each one putting their personal touch on them,” he tells
me. Outside of music, each member of the band has
family lives and hobbies, by trade Robert is a carpenter
and he also enjoy fossils with his main hobby being
music.
Moss Agate has evolved over the years with different
members playing guitar and bass, giving each album a
sound unique to that album. “This current line-up feels
right, we work well together, get along and have every
intention of sticking together for a while,” he explains.
The guys wanted to simply put out a good rock album
and on ‘Stokin’ Da Boiler’ they added some sax, and tried
to make the songs sound a little different from what you
hear every day.
The guys recorded the album at Robert’s basement
studio. “I record, mix, master, and produced all of
our albums, as well as design album covers and such,
that’s the easy part when you have great musicians to
work with,” he explains to me. The band record as live
as possible, so that they can get their sound just like
their albums. “There are so many bands that have great
albums, but they can’t perform them live... we can, and
do, for this cover I had Denis Preston (socety6.com/
prestoons) do the artwork. He’s been doing albums and
posters for decades and I felt this was the perfect album
for his incredible work,” he smiles.
Moss Agate are currently touring and promoting this
album, but the next album is already written and ready
to be recorded, so look for more from Moss Agate soon.
Check the band out at
www.reverbnation.com/mossagate
www.youtube.com/user/MossAgate1
www.facebook.com/Moss-Agate-8071228834

From Toledo, Ohio we find classic rock artists
FLATLINE REVIVAL who have a fantastic new three
track EP/CD out now called ‘Quick ‘n’ Easy’, that runs
in at just under fifteen minutes long and is well worth
checking out. It is a mix of classic rock with modern rock
twists, fabulous vocals and musicianship throughout and
serves as a taster for the bands forthcoming album. The
guys are: Ryan Arend - bass guitar, Brian Bachler - drums,
Austin Banas - vocals, Mason Koch - guitar and Alex Zoll
- guitar.
Drummer Brian Bachler’s first inspiration for music
came from his older brother who started playing
percussion at their school. When Brian was in fourth grade
he decided to take it up himself with his main motivation
being to surpass his brother. He quickly realized how
much drumming made sense and his passion grew out of
that. He was involved in marching bands in high school
and college where he was the section leader and center
snare at both institutions. “After college I needed a new
avenue of music to pursue because I could never give up
my passion for percussion,” he explains to me. Brian took
to playing a drum set and he has been focusing on that
ever since and after a few short stints with some local
musicians, he finally found Austin, Mason, and Alex and
they instantly clicked. “We’ve been making music ever
since and with the addition of Ryan to the group, we’ve
finally completed our sound,” he tells me.
Brian’s musical inspirations go back to Buddy Rich,
John Bonham, Steve Adler, Matt Sorum and Keith
Moon, but his main
influences come from
more current drummers
like Mike Portnoy, Neil
Pert, Scott Phillips, and
Chris Adler. “I’m personally
a huge fan of Guns N’
Roses, Alice in Chains,
Alter Bridge, Slash, Velvet
Revolver, Tool, Rush, and
Dream Theater,” he adds.
The
band’s
overall
inspiration behind the album was simply to get these
awesome riffs and grooves that they had been working
on down on a professional recording. “We have been
working primarily off of these killer guitar phrases Alex
and Mason put together and building around them. All of

our songs have a heavy influence from each of our
individual idols that combine together to produce our
unique sound. You’ll hear plenty of GnR, Alter Bridge, and
Slash in our sound,” he explains.
Aside from being a musician, Brian is also a Civil
Engineer. He graduated from the University of Toledo
with a Bachelors Degree in Civil Engineering in 2011 and
has been working with a few design firms ever since. “I’m
a pretty big videogame enthusiast as well. I play mostly
RPGs such as the Final Fantasy series, the Fallout series,
the Elders Scrolls, and the Souls series. I love hanging out
and taking care of my dogs: a pitbull/boxer mixed name
Kayla and a French bulldog named Sammy. I enjoy going
out for drinks with my friends and challenging them to
games of pool. When the opportunities arise, I try to go
to craft beer festivals with my family and friends. Above
all, nothing beats hanging out my family and friends on a
free, relaxing weekend,” he explains.
Flatline Revival is your one stop shop for the classic
rock n’ roll music you’ve loved growing up but with a
modern edge not found in today’s music. The band likes
to go back to the roots of music that first got you head
banging and flashing the ‘sign of the horns’ and try to
bring that out in their sound. “We are very personal with
our fans and if you want a picture, autograph, or just
want to talk about rock we are always happy take the
time. Both of our guitarists take turns on lead and rhythm
to mix up our sound and style so you always get a unique
experience from one song to the next. Austin’s voice is
right on pitch all the time, leading to some amazing live
performances. To truly understand what makes Flatline
Revival so unique, you’ll have to come out and see us live
for yourself,” says Brian.
The band decided to record this EP so that they could
have a preview of some of their new music out to their
loyal fans before they finished up their full album. “We
had three solid tunes we wanted to put down so that we
can work off of those in finishing our next album. ‘Quick
‘n’ Easy’ is our fast, hard hitting song right out of the gate
that we like to use to pump ourselves and the crowd up.
‘Louisiana’ explores more of the bluesy side to our sound
featuring a grooving riff written by Alex. The ending to
that song was thought up on the fly while recording;
we wanted an outro that grooves and gets the listener
moving. ‘Coming Down’ is my favourite out of the group;
Mason created the main riff for that tune and each layer
we added kept bringing it to life. The song was also a
way to feature myself on drums during the drum feature
and Mason on his sick guitar solo. Austin’s hard hitting
vocals ties all of our songs together, giving our album the
unique sound our fans know and love,” he smiles.
The band recorded the EP at Blackbird Studios in
Nashville, TN. The album was produced by the original
four members of the band: Austin Banas, Mason Koch,
Alex Zoll, and Brian Bachler. “We had significant help in
the recording, mixing, and mastering process from our
close friend Joe McCarthy who moved to Nashville to
pursue his career in audio engineering,” explains Brian.
McCarthy was the main audio engineer working with
the band whilst they recorded with the help of the staff
at Blackbird, Kevin Boettger in particular. “Joe took the
time after the recording to mix our songs while working
closely with us to ensure we received the product we
wanted. Dave Towne, an acquaintance of Joe’s, did the
mastering for our tracks. The entire process took about
four to five months from when we sat down to record
to when we released the EP to the public,” says Brian.
Moving forward the guys will be finishing their new
material for the next album. “We are looking at getting
back into the studio by the end of the year. We will
continue to play gigs around NW Ohio and SE Michigan.
Follow us on Facebook for all the latest info from us!”
Check the band out at www.facebook.com/
flatlinerevival

KONSTANT SINGULARITY

From Dublin, Ireland we find instrumental
progressive rock solo artist KONSTANT SINGULARITY
who has a very diverse new eleven track CD out now
called ‘Randomnicity’, which runs in at just over an hour
long and is the band’s second release influenced by the
likes of Steve Wilson through to Dire Straits, and you can
especially hear the Mark Knopfler influences coming
though on the awesome and melodic ‘Wind Behind

The Windows’, a fine set of guitar work that you will
end up getting lost in such is the purity and soul of the
playing which is beautiful and atmospheric. Konstant
Singularity are: Konstantin Ilin - music, recording and
production, and Alex Vostrikov - drums, Alex is based
in Russia.
Multi instrumentalist Konstantin Ilin had a vinyl disc
player when he was a child and among many records,
there were albums by
Beatles, Elvis Presley and
Queen. He was listening
to them all the time and
he always loved music.
His love for playing the
guitar
had
started
because his elder brother
played and he wanted to
be like him. They then
formed a band with his
classmates
and
Konstantin has never stopped playing and performing
since then. “It was very hard to get musical equipment
back in Russia. Thanks to my great parents who always
supported me and helped to get electric guitar, pedals,
and processors and so on. Also, I was always lucky to
have friends around me with brilliant and very diverse
musical tastes. I’ve discovered a lot of new music by
their recommendations and I think that influenced me
as a musician very much,” he tells me.
Konstantin loves very different forms of music from
modern as well as old-school with Queen and Dire
Straits among his early influences. “I think I still can
see references to these great bands in my own music
and Steven Wilson makes a huge impact on me with
every new album. His influence can definitely be heard
on the record. Besides other musicians, I am inspired
by people surrounding me, my relationships with them
and emotions. I am trying to catch those feelings in
harmonies and melodies,” he explains.
When he is not involved with music Konstantin
enjoys photography and videography, he also makes his
guitar videos for youtube channel and he loves filming
and video-editing process. “I’m a professional software
developer, by the way. Fell in love with computers back
in 1998, when my parents bought me my first PC. I’ve
got a Master degree in computer science,” he says.
Since the project is a solo work, it is an expression
of Konstantin’s own personality. Hence the music is
unique as much as his personality is. He hopes that on
this record he managed to express himself well with an
instrument. “This project does not have strong stylistic
binding to a particular music genre I expect to get quite
a unique mixture. I tend to do everything myself: music
writing, recording, mixing. I don’t play drums, though,
so that is delegated. I’m lucky to have a good friend
who is a splendid drummer. Another thing I can’t do is
drawing, so the artwork was done by another friend,”
he explains to me.
Konstantin likes to experiment and write music
based exclusively on emotions, and it’s this emotion
that gives his music that soulful melodic feel. He writes
whatever he likes and whenever he likes, to capture that
moment which was the motto for the record. So as a
result, every composition is related to some very private
experience and basically is a snapshot of Konstantin’s
personal emotions. “I expect it to connect to listeners
at this level and I wanted to incorporate different
styles and genres. You will find bits of rock, metal, jazz
and electronic music on this album. The biggest step
forward on this record in comparison to the debut one,
recording live drums and it was a very good decision to
go for it” he enthuses.
he recorded the album at his home studio in Dublin,
Ireland and he played guitar, bass and piano/synth. The
drums were recorded by his dear friend Alex Vostrikov in
Saint-Petersburg, Russia. “He made a huge contribution
to the sound of this record. Brought a little touch of jazz
which I love so much. Mixing of drums as well as mixing
and mastering of the record I did by myself, so when I
say the project is solo, I really mean it,” he smiles.
Next up Konstantin plan’s to continue collaboration
with the drummer and they have previously played
together in the prog fusion band ‘Jam It!’ back in
Russia which Konstantin found to be an interesting
very challenging project on technical and musical sides.
“There was an album released in 2015 called ‘Following
the Unknown’, which was quite a solid one in my
opinion. We will try to work on a new record remotely
and I have a lot of ideas for the next Konstant Singularity
album. Besides that, I would like to try to arrange some
gigs. It is problematic since I don’t have band members
except for the drummer, who is in St. Petersburg and I
am in Dublin and I hope that opportunities will come
up,’ Konstantin concludes.
Check Konstant Singularity out at https://konstantsingularity.bandcamp.com

PI MEZON

From Finland we find progressive rock artists PI
MEZON, who have a superb new eleven track CD out
now called ‘A Lone’ which runs in at just under an hour
long and is the band’s debut album. Pi Mezon are: Jarkko
Maula - vocals, Ilja Koslonen - guitar and synth and
drummer Sami Ratilaine. Joining them in the live field are
bassist Anssi Hyttinen and guitarist Petri Tarvainen.
All of guitarist and keyboard player Ilja Koslonen’s
childhood was surrounded by music because his parents
listened to music all the time. He grew up listening
to such bands as Deep Purple, Dire Straits and some
Finnish bands. Koslonen also watched music television
a lot. Then at the age of five or six Ilja and his brother
fell in love with Metallica’s ‘One’. “That was my first
encounter with heavier sound and I was instantly
mesmerized,” he tells me.
Ilja showed signs of making his own music when
he played with his brother’s acoustic guitar. “My cousin
gave me synthesizer. I wrote my first real songs when
I was nine years old. They were mainly simple piano
instrumentals.
As I grew older I started listening to heavier and
heavier stuff until I fell in love with Children of Bodom
and wanted to play as well as Alexi Laiho. When I was
thirteen years old my mother bought me an electric
guitar and an amp so the chances of writing music got
wider than before. So far I’ve written over one hundred
songs in different musical styles and many of them have
been released as demos or EP’,” Ilja explains to me.
Koslonen get his musical inspiration from everything
that he listens to, which
varies from black metal to
mellow pop songs. For ‘A
Lone’ he mainly got
inspired by the work of
Steven Wilson, especially
Porcupine Tree. Pain of
Salvation’s style of making
theme albums inspired
him to try something
similar; write a conceptual
album both musically and
lyrically. “It was very important to compose an album
which blends many musical styles yet sounds as a whole.
You might even consider it as one fifty nine minute
song,” he enthuses.
Music consumes the majority of Ilja’s life. “I’m always
thinking about new ideas for songs or arrangements. I
try to organize my life, work and other activities by the
means of music so that I’ll always have time to sit down,
crab a guitar or a keyboard and just play and bounce
ideas back and forth. My wheels are in constant motion,”
he says.
Pi Mezon started as a one-man project sometime
back in 2007 when Koslonen wanted to write something
lighter than his bands at the time. He wrote some songs
for his own enjoyment, some were bad but some of
them started to communicate with each other. Then he
realized that he wanted to make a theme album, but
because of other musical activities, he left the album
waiting for better times. “I played some of my ideas to
my friends and at some point Jarkko Maula (vocals) and
Sami Ratilainen (drums) got really interested in forming
a band with me. Our line-up for live shows is completed
by Petri Tarvainen (guitar and backing vocals) and Anssi
Hyttinen (bass and backing vocals),” he adds.
The new album ‘A Lone’ is a theme based album
both musically and lyrically. It involves around issues and
causes that lead to feeling alone, mainly in a psychological
sense. “Though you are surrounded by family and friends,
you might sometimes feel that no-one really knows what
you are feeling or going through at the moment.’A Lone’
is description of the very low point of these feelings and
it’s something I have faced in my own life,” Ilja explains.
“Musically there are some rhythm patterns and melodies
on the album that represent certain mood and therefore
they recur in different songs.” Everything on ‘A Lone’ is
thought out carefully. But at the moment Ilja enjoys how
‘Empty Dreams’ evolved into complex, yet catchy and
emotional song. “Once we got the vocals done. I’m also
proud of the climax of ‘Another Prey’. It really has some
emotional tension in it,” he enthuses.

Right Pi Mezon we are training hard for shows. And
because they use backing tracks, they need to be pretty
precise with every move that they make. “Of course we
are hoping to reach as many people as possible and play
gigs all around the world to reach that goal. We are all
very experienced musicians so I think that goal is possible
to reach.” he tells me.
Koslonen started the recording process in the spring
of 2013 at his home studio by building soundscapes and
recording synths and some guitar parts. He continued to
construct the album little by little for years , until finally
they decided to record drums and vocals to it. Drums
were recorded at their friend’s studio in fall 2016. “As
talented as he is, it took one day for Sami to record
the whole album. During winter time I re-recorded and
added some guitar parts alongside with vocal recordings.
During the whole process I mixed the whole album little
by little at my home studio and finished the job at the
end of May. So one can say that it took four years to
record ‘A Lone’, but once we really got started everything
happened pretty fast and smoothly,” he explains to me.
Pi Mezon are going to make at least one more album,
but hopefully a lot more! Right now Ilja is at the final
stages of writing the next album which will be some
kind of sequel to ‘A Lone’. “We are focusing to spread
our music worldwide because I really think that our
honest and emotional songs have thousands of potential
listeners. When we are back with our new album there
will hopefully be wide fanbase waiting for it,” Ilja
concludes.
Check Pi Mezon at www.facebook.com/pimezonband/
https://pimezon.bandcamp.com/releases

THE TRAILS

From Nashville, Tennessee, we find progressive rock/
jam artists THE TRAILS, who have a superb six track CD
out now called ‘Embers’ that runs in at just under forty
minutes long and is the band’s second release. The Trails
are: Max Gunther - guitar and lead vocals, Robert Noble
- drums and percussion, Dan Campbell - guitar and violin
and Jim Parker - bass and chapman stick.
Guitarist and lead singer Max Gunther feels like he
has always been involved in music. He grew up listening
to classical music since his mother was a DJ at a classical
radio station and he will never forget the first time he
really reacted to a rock song. It was when he went to
go see Rocky III and heard the soundtrack with the
band Survivor play ‘Eye of the Tiger.’ Max was only six
years old but he was instantly pumped up like he has
just taken speed or steroids. “I’d never felt anything like
that. My parents bought the LP for me for Christmas and
when I unwrapped it I thought they’d made a mistake as
the never listed to rock music. I couldn’t believe they’d
bought a rock album for me. I listened to it over and over
to get that feeling back. I was hooked,” he marvels.
Guitarist and violin player Dan Campbell studied
violin from the age of five,
and his first love is
classical music. He played
in
classical
music
ensembles and at churches
throughout his youth, and
perhaps due to classical
background, the first rock
bands to enthral him were
the progressive icons such
as Rush, Yes, King Crimson,
and eventually Frank
Zappa. “I spent several years with regional prog jam
band Iratowns, and then about a decade in country music
(playing “fiddle” as it’s known in that industry), which
afforded me opportunities to perform around the world,”
he tells me.
When Max tells people about his musical influences
they usually get a really weirded out reply and they don’t
jibe. His first ‘love’ in music was Jane’s Addiction and he
was also really into a lot of bands that are like oil and
water like Depeche Mode and Phish or Tool and Crosby,
Stills, Nash. “That’s like telling people you like Oreos and
ketchup for desert. They just don’t go together but I like
what I like.
A lot of this album was influenced by what we’d
call in The States ‘jam bands’ like Phish and Umphree’s
McGee. For us, so much of the energy in music is about

improvisation and overwhelming the audience with a
level of power that you can’t get from a CD. We love to
play live and hope that we captured some of that in the
album,” Max explains to me.
Outside of music Max has a doctorate in psychology
and he is a practicing psychologist and has published
around twenty neuroscience papers. “Here in Nashville,
you’re not supposed to say anything about your ‘day
job’ if you’re in the music industry because everyone
will write you off as a musician and they’ll think say
‘oh, he can’t really be serious about music.’ I’ve seen
producers eyes glaze over as soon as I mention that I’m a
psychologist and they walk away from the conversation.
I think we’re all deadly serious about the music though.
It is just a really tough business and we’re all realistic
about the realities of paying for food and a roof over your
head,” says Max.
Dan Campbell, is a man of varied interests and he
once appeared on the iconic American game show
Jeopardy and is currently finishing a doctorate in history.
Bassist Jim Parker has been a full-time audio engineer for
two decades and drummer Robert Noble is the operations
manager for a produce delivery company. “Besides music
and ‘head shrinking’ people I love to travel. My wife is
from The Netherlands and I lived in Spain and France for
about five years,” adds Max.
As a band The Trails really try to ‘bring it’ live and to
jolt people. “I’ve seen it so many times where you’ll start
to play at a venue and everyone is just talking, milling
about and thirty seconds into the first song they’re just
transfixed through the whole set,” Max explains to me.
“People come up to us afterwards and say ‘Man… I’ve
never heard music like what you guys were playing but I
like it!’ I also think our instrumentation is pretty unusual
having a Chapman Stick (and if you don’t know what
that is look it up!). Dan is such a virtuoso violin player
too that he just leaves people mesmerized and I prefer to
call him a fiddle player though because that pisses him
off,” Max smiles.
This is the band’s first album where the songs are
mostly written by Max then for latest one; Dan had a lot
of material that they wanted to record. “Everything on
the album was material that we’d been playing live for a
while and Dan’s tune ‘Ode to Joe’ originally had more of
a mid-tempo groove,” he explains to me. The chaps then
realised that if they sped it up and really went nuts on the
guitars they could give it a high energy party vibe.
The song ‘Embers’ was definitely the most
collaborative track, which is why they made it the album’s
title track. “Jim wrote the original music specifically for
the Chapman stick. I loved the atmosphere and put
down the vocal melody & lyrics and the whole band had
input in the arrangement which really developed it,” he
adds. Another old song ‘Kavorka’ is one of Dan’s which
references a line from Seinfeld, writing about a bad
dating situation.” We really love the odd time signature
in the jam the end and how it builds,” adds Max.
Another song the band had been playing for years
is ‘New Country’ which is a classic piece by French jazz
violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. “It has some subtle odd time
signature stuff contained within a catchy bluegrassjazz hybrid groove.” The instrumental ‘Box of Wine’ is
also written by Dan and the neoclassical sound reflects
his background in classical music. “Dan and I worked a
lot on this tune in the studio to get it to sound right,
especially integrating the EDM vibe to give it that pulse,
which crescendos, peaks, and then releases near the end.
‘Folsom Prison Blues’ we played almost as a joke when
we warming up one day and thought ‘man, that actually
works.’ So we took it out live and it stuck. You can’t
ignore Johnny Cash in Nashville and it is our little wink to
the city’s roots,” says Max.
The guys found that the recording of the album
was a labour of love since they produced everything
themselves. “The brilliant thing about Nashville is that
you can absorb knowledge about production almost by
osmosis, everyone is a musician here and there is such
a deep well of sonic wisdom to draw from,” he tells me.
Max finally realised that he could do this himself and I
loved it.
Jim Parker taught him a lot on their first album which
they recorded in 2013 and Max really took the reins for
this one. “I think that we’ve all come away feeling like
we captured the spirit of the band. It took months to get
things to sound the way that we wanted. The main goal
was to try to somehow squeeze the power what people
know from our live performances onto a recording. I
think we all came away feeling like we succeed,” he says.
The band are continuing to record and write, feeling
that they have really developed a creative process on
‘Embers’ that they can build from for their next album
which they have already started recording. “Once you
have that total freedom to recor Escape To Tranzotica
d what and when you want it really starts to become
a lot of fun. I’ve also begun recording and producing
other bands and it has been a real honour to work with
some great musicians. I also started a record label called
Midsummer Media Group (www.midsummermedia.com)

to give The Trails and the artists we collaborate with a
home. I’m hoping to work with a lot more bands through
the label,” Max concludes.
Check The Trails out at www.thetrailsmuisic.com
www.facebook.com/TheTrailsNashville/

PAMELA DAVIS

Holy bouzoukis, anarchy in the ukulele, from Jupiter,
Florida we find PAMELA DAVIS, a very creative artist
with a fabulous new album out now called ‘Escape To
Tranzotica’. It is a collection of nine songs that run in with
a fabulous atmospheric new age/prog feel that charms
the listener into a relaxing glass of tropical musical
fruits. The album runs in at around fifty minutes long
and is Pamela’s fourteenth album. It is not often that we
feature a New Age album in Fireworks, but as we have
covered Pamela’s last excellent album it was time to look
in on her for her new release. Pamela handles all the
instruments including: classical, acoustic, twelve string,
tenor, and dobro guitars, keyboards, bass, timple, ukulele,
six string bass, charango, drums, percussion, sitar, tenor
and soprano mandolins, Greek and Celtic bouzouki.
Pamela started playing coffee houses as a teenager
in the Boston and Cambridge Massachusetts area. These
shows consisted of four performers a night, playing
around thirty to forty five minutes each. It was a very
exciting period for her as she was playing with much
older musicians, and got to hang with them and their
entourage.
Pamela was looking to do something different than
what she had always done
singing and playing guitar.
“I first started to compose
a couple of piano
concertos and intended to
write four movements to
it,” she tells me. Davis had
a brook running through
the woods near her house
at the time and recorded it,
with the intentions of
composing around the
sound of the water flow. “Instead I veered off into more
of a relaxation ambient mode, and that took me into
writing three parts of an instrumental, which turned out
to be my first ambient album,” she explains to me.
As she got more and more into new age ambient
music, Pamela got more and more curious about other
string instruments from over the world. On her first
album she started cross pollinating instruments from
different parts of the world and enjoyed the results. “I
took a Greek bouzouki and combined it with a ukulele,
sitar, and mandolin, and came out with a really cool
vibe. I also realized that I should just play each world
instrument in my own style rather than trying to be
somebody else. That has given me my own unique style
in the music field,” she says.
Pamela has always been known for being a rock
singer and the reason she has made an album of
instrumentals is quite simple, because she can. “I have
range, and every album I have done has always had
a different variation to it. I got hired to record some
instrumental music for a movie back in the late nineties
and that got me experimenting with MIDI and utilizing
it in a way a rock performer would not do. I still enjoy
making rock albums and have just started on my next
rock project,” she explains to me.
A couple of things were different going into the
new album ‘Escape To Tranzotica’, first she started sight
reading and analyzing Beethoven’s piano pieces. “I was
amazed to discover he had written around one hundred
and thirty-three piano opus songs. They were really his
bread and butter writings as he’d get paid for each one
of his tunes from his publisher. It was a joy sifting through
around thirty random piano opuses and deciphering, his
master’s hand. The second inspiration was composing
two thirds of the album called ‘Timple’ based on a Canary
Island instrument.”
In her down time away from music, Pamela loves
nature and the ocean and her favourite thing to do
when not doing music is taking long walks in the woods
and get to the beach as often as possible. “I also jog,
and bike ride. Yes, I do enjoy my jogging! A lot of my
‘Tranzotica’ albums are based on the movement within

nature,” she adds.
Pamela’s music has a unique vibe to it, since she
plays all the instruments herself. “I prefer playing all the
parts, because I hear them in my head and want to get
it the way I envision my music to be. I always tell people
that a painter doesn’t usually ask others to paint on their
canvas, and I do feel the same way,” says Davis.
The new album ‘Escape To Tranzotica’ is another
journey to Pamela’s mythical island ‘Tranzotica’. The first
song ‘Time Passages’ has a sound of journeying on a
boat and to her mythical place of paradise. “The second
song ‘New Horizon’ is the welcoming coming off the
boat and arriving on the island song. From there it gets
mellower, as the listener starts to relax and then gets a
bit hypnotic on the last song ‘Trance Enforcer’. On the
three ‘Tranzotica’ albums, each song is worked into the
next song, to complete the whole album performance,
as I do write that way in my mind,” she explains to me.
Each album has the name of her fictional island
‘Tranzotica’ in it, but the musical themes are slightly
different. For example the latest ‘Escape To Tranzotica’ is
joyous, mysterious, and curious. The previous one ‘Return
To Tranzotica’ is a bit more hypnotic in it sonic scenery,
which is meant to zone you out and feel rejuvenated. “All
three albums played together has my style of course in it,
a thread and character that does connect them together,
but each is different variation of joy and peacefulness,”
she expresses.
Pamela is always trying to reach for the stars and
create a variation to her music, a high mark, which she
has once again achieved. “The quality of my product
which is my music is very important to me. As any reliable
sales person wants to always strive to do their best, I do
as well.”
Whenever she completes an album, Pamela takes a
short break, and thinks about what she would like to
do next. “Then after some time I’m back on it working
very quickly, composing and playing all the instruments,
producing, and mixing. Post production comes at the
very end of the sessions for a unified sonic sound. My
favourite three albums are ‘Play To Win’, ‘Don’t Look
Back’, and ‘Return To Tranzotica’, as I like where I was
emotionally rather happy or angry, and feel it transpired
into the writing and recording giving the music a little
more kick,” she enthuses.
Luckily Pamela has her own production recording
studio where she works with many different clients, to
achieve their musical goals. “I have been producing for
many decades and have worked on a lot of albums and
songs for other people as well as for myself. So the simple
answer is I’m the producer. Each song takes on average
a week to record, in between other people’s sessions and
music lessons, as I am a music teacher too. I can pick up
each instrument and generally play the part very quickly
with little rehearsal,” she explains to me.
In between this latest album ‘Escape To Tranzotica’,
a dear friend of Pamela’s sadly got sick and wanting to
cheer him up, she mentioned that she had a project for
him to work on together when he felt better. “He called
me last September and said he was ready, so I shifted
gears and we started working on a Marlene Dietrich
tribute album. Marty Gilman is a monster player and
added wind instruments, piano on I think the first five
tracks and then I finished up the last nine tracks on my
own. So Marlene Dietrich album is completed and ready
for release and now I’m back to playing Power pop rock
as we speak,” concludes Pamela bringing an end to our
conversation.
Nicole Scherzinger would love this album. Pamela
may want to take a look at the label Canyon Records, a
new age ethnic label who signed an artist by the name
of Peter Phippen whom I interviewed many years ago
and used to be in the melodic rock band Airkraft, but
then went all new age in later years and has had a lot
of success and numerous album releases in this field, just
an idea Pamela.
Check Pamela Davis out at http://pameladavis.net/
www.facebook.com/PamelaDavis322
https://twitter.com/_pamela_davis

From Lyon, France, we find female fronted progressive
rock artists ORION’S DUST, who have a new ten track
CD out now called ‘Duality’ that runs in at just under an

hour long and is the band’s debut album. ‘Duality’ is a
concept album that tells the story of a man representing
humankind, with its pros, its cons, its flaws, its
weaknesses. Orion’s Dust are Guillaume Coplo - drums,
Olivier Lombardi - bass, Marion Andrieux - keyboards,
Fabien Bouron and Anthony Barbier on guitars and singer
Cécile Kaszowski.
In his childhood, there always was music playing
in guitarist Fabien Bouron home and he and his family
would often go to concerts. He was always fascinated
by the stage, and by the bands he listened to and their
stories, and their creativity. He first started to play the
saxophone when he was six, and then Fabien learned
how to play the guitar. Since then he had been exploring
it, and composition has become a real passion.
When guitarist Anthony Barbier was a kid, he wasn’t
interested in music at all. He started when to get into it
when he was ten years old when he first listened to the
song ‘Hell’s Bells’ from AC/DC. He then started to play the
guitar at eighteen, eager to reproduce the sounds that he
was hearing. Anthony was playing the guitar for three
years when he finally decided to make a living for his
passion.
For as long as singer Cécile Kaszowsk can remember,
she has always been singing and she studied opera
singing for eight years, obtained a masters degree in
musicology, and then she finally went to a music school
where she learned most of the vocal techniques she
had been using since then. “After I graduated from that
school, I was involved in several musical projects – Orion
Dust being the most important of all,” explains Cécile
Kaszowsk.
Fabien’s inspiration and my influences come directly
from the seventies and he
find this music has a
special colour to it.
“Everything was new back
then and a lot of rock
bands were experimenting,
and that’s what I
particularly like in this
music: it’s alive, it’s free
and without any limits of
sound, arrangement and
technique. One of my main
influences is Pink Floyd, and more recently, I find that
Opeth and Steven Wilson are artists who still manage to
innovate,” he tells me.
Fabien wanted ‘Duality’ to be in that spirit and that
is why he used the transverse flute, the Hammond organ,
the Moog and the mellotron. “That’s the thing with
progressive rock, and that’s what I was seeking for this
album: mixing up things and experiment. On the other
hand, some tracks like ‘Duality ‘and ‘Cliffs of Moher’
have more of a hard rock spirit, another musical genre I
particularly like,” he explains to me.
Anthony’s musical inspirations come from
everywhere and he loves music in general. “I really enjoy
discovering new bands/artists. If I had to name only a
few, it would be Pink Floyd, The Aristocrats, John Coltrane
and Beethoven,” he adds. Cécile finds artists like Imelda
May very inspiring and she is also interested in the work
of such various singers as Katie Melua, Youn Sun Nah,
Ninet Tayer. “Since I come from opera singing in the first
place, I happen to come back to it from time to time,”
she tells me.
As a French guy, gastronomy is really important for
Fabien and in his down time away from the band he really
enjoys a good wine, a good beer or a fine whiskey. When
Anthony is not spending eight hours a day locked in his
room with his guitar he like to hike in lost places, and
enjoy the beauty of wild sceneries. “I also like to read,
and the feeling of travelling it gives me. My favourite
books are Le comte de Monte-Cristo (Balzac) and Le
Rouge et le Noir (Stendhal),” he tells me. Cécile also loves
hiking and running, and doing pilates and sports, overall.
“But mostly, I love to cook (and eat what I’ve cooked,
which goes well with Fabien’s hobbies),” she smiles.
Orion’s Dust was set up through the process of
writing and when the guitar was written, Fabien needed
the drums to keep going, so he asked Guillaume Coplo, a
friend from music school, to join the project. “I’d rather
not write for an instrument I don’t know anything of, and
let the instrumentalist do the job under my instructions.
After Guillaume, Olivier Lombardi came next to play the
bass. Then, Anthony and Cecile joined the project, and
Cecile wrote the vocals,” he explains to me. Everything
went on very naturally and it wasn’t long until Marion
Andrieux completed the line up, and then they were
ready to present the album on stage. “I don’t know if my
artistic vision is different from others’. I usually start from
a concept or a theme to compose. I consider every new
song as an entire story, with its own atmosphere, its own
sounds,” says Fabien.
As a concept album ‘Duality’ the aforementioned
story explores a man facing his doubts throughout
depression, and his journey through hell goes by different
stages and each song of the album for a stage of his

depression, places and times being metaphorical, quite
a fascinating subject matter.
The album was entirely recorded in Fabien freshly
made little home studio. Everything is homemade and
he asked his friend Marco Bartoli to produce the album.
“He helped us while we were recording the drums, the
keyboards (played by Coralie Vuillemin) and the acoustic
guitar. I then took care personally of the rhythm guitar,
the transverse flute (played by Amélie Guyot), the
percussion (played by Jean-Louis Cuenne) and the solo
guitar on Narcotic Dream (played by Anthony Barbier).
The album was then mixed and mastered by Brett Caldas
Lima at the ‘Tower Studio’, Montpellier, France. However,
it is not done yet, since we need to do the pressings. The
creative process is definitely long for us, it’s been three
years now,” explains Fabien
The band are currently making music videos and
working on acoustic versions of our songs. “We have
several concerts to come in France, even though we’re
looking forward to perform in foreign countries. And
we’re working on our next album,” concludes Fabien
Check the band out at www.orion-dust.com
www.facebook.com/OrionsDust

ENDOGENESIS

From Minsk, Belarus, we find upcoming progressive
artists ENDOGENESIS, who have an awesome, very
catchy new CD out now called ‘Disappearance’ that is
well worth exploring and is around thirty five minutes
long. The songs on the new album are pretty long with
the shortest song around four and a half minutes long,
and the longest around just over fifteen minutes. Not
only that, but you won’t find a more down to earth and
humble bunch of musician’s who care about their art and
just regular fun people.
The album is conceptual; there is a common line
of disappearance, vanishing, evaporation of a person.
Although the theme is pretty unhappy, the band have
covered different moods: ‘Ghost’ is sad, ‘Under The
Moon’ – kind of optimistic and cheerful, ‘Left Alone’ –
raging and vicious. ‘Disappearance’ has a lot different
moods in it, combining all other songs and explaining the
sense of instrumental ‘Left Alone’.
Songs like ‘Under The Moon’ show Endogenesis
using the form, that is pretty common in Ayreon songs
and in ‘Disappearance’ you can find some similarities
with Dream Theater’s ‘Octavarium’ record. Endogenesis
are seriously good players and ‘Disappearance is filled
with riffs and majestic melodies galore that explore many
diverse musical areas.
Endogenesis are Arseny Pogorelov - guitar, Dmitry
Skobelev - guitar, Dmitry Dolgodolin - vocals, Pavel
Krylatov - bass, Darya Nikolaenko - keys and Arkady
Soloveyko - drums.
Guitarist Dmitry Skobelev’s father presented him with
an acoustic guitar on his
16th
birthday.
“I
remember, that time I was
angry with him – I didn’t
want a guitar, I wanted a
new PC! I didn’t touch it
for a year, probably,”
Dmitry tells me. But then
something changed his
mind and he started to
practice, trying to play
some songs. First tunes
that he tried were Therion – ‘Lemuria’ and Accept –
‘Metal Heart’. Also, this guitar was used for the bands
own track ‘Left Alone’. When Dmitry successfully passed
his after-school exams, his parents presented Dmitry with
his first electric guitar, and in university Dmitry found
guys who were crazy about music and also played
instruments. “And that’s how Endogenesis was born,” he
adds.
Singer Dmitry Dolgodilin has enjoyed singing since
his childhood, when he was 8 Dmitry decided to study
music, and since 9 years of age he was touring with a
child choir to foreign countries including Germany. At the
age of fifteen Dmitry started to admire rock music and
entered Brest musical college where the teenager studied
choir conducting. “After graduating I entered Minsk
conservatory for academic vocal (graduating this spring).
I am going to sing in opera (baritone). Earlier I have been

working in a few cover-bands, participating in musical
projects, and now I’m in Endogenesis,” Dmitry smiles.
Guitarist Arseny Pogorelov gathered in the
university to perform in a show for their faculty. At that
time everybody had already played some instrument,
so they managed to create a band. “We worked on a
song ‘Lonely Day’ by System Of A Down eight two hour
rehearsals (twice a week). First it seemed there was very
little time, but after the fifth rehearsal the song started
to annoy. We performed not very well, but decided to
continue playing - that’s how it started. At first we
played Metallica, Alestorm, Vicious Crusade (popular
Belorussian band) covers, and then started to write our
own songs. The very first of them are not included in
the album, because their significantly differs from the
one of the album’s, because that time our style was still
forming,” Arseny explains to me.
Keyboard player Darya Nikolaenko decided to go to a
music school and she did. “Actually, it’s not true, as I was
only three years old and couldn’t make any decisions,”
she smiles. It was Darya’s mom who always wanted to
see her as a pianist. “So, she led me to a music school
where I passed an exam and was accepted. Since then
there was nothing else but music,” she tells me. Darya
didn’t play outdoors like other children because of regular
concerts and music competitions, her hands were always
kept safe. “Even better than museum pieces. So, step by
step I became a programmer. Don’t ask me why… It’s all
about money… But now I can create and play any music
I want regardless of the circumstances and it is definitely
amazing,” she adds.
Dmitry Skobelev’s favourite bands inspire him and
they include the likes of Dream Theater, Ayreon, Pain
Of Salvation, Haken; also, there are many non-prog
performers, for example, Kreator, who give Dmitry a lot of
energy. “Talking about the album and the songs, the main
inspirations were probably Ayreon and Dream Theater.
Dmitry Dolgodilin is inspired by Jørn Lande, Russell Allen
and Hans Jürgen Kürsch. “There is their influence in vocal
parts of our album. Polyphonic elements in back vocals
are the remains of my choir education,” he explains.
As a whole, the bands main inspiration is Dream
Theater. Also, Pink Floyd, Yes, Ayreon. The song
‘Disappearance’ was definitely influenced by Dream
Theater and Pink Floyd. “The main authority among
guitarists is John Petrucci. Moreover, every musician
of Dream Theater is an authority for every one of us,”
explains Arseny. “The reason why I bought a guitar when
I was fifteen were awesome solos of blues performers
like Gary Moore, Santana, B.B. King and others. I was
slowing their songs down twice and picking their solos
aurally and then played with them in original tempo,”
he tells me.
Darya’s main musical inspiration is mostly Hans
Zimmer. “He is able to convey the character and
atmosphere of what is happening just with a few notes,”
says Darya. Even if you didn’t watch the film you may
recognize the idea of his music. “His music totally
absorbs and paralyzes. I guess that’s why my own music
themes are like the soundtracks sometimes. But the way
we play progressive-metal, I have to hold back myself,”
he smiles.
Outside of music Dmitry Skobelev is a software
developer, something that he really enjoys doing.
“Honestly speaking, I always liked interaction with
computer more than conversations with people, so, I
guess, I am in the right place,” he smiles. Dmitry also loves
billiards. “Snooker is the best option for watching, but
pool and pyramid are much easier to play. Unfortunately,
now I don’t have much time for it – I am attending English
courses, because I am not satisfied with my level. When
I’m at home, I spend my spare time cooking, watching
movies and series, playing with my two cats,” he adds.
Dmitry Dolgodilin enjoys sports. “But music matters a lot
in my life, I’ve even cut my hair recently for a rehearsal in
theater,” he says.
Arseny Pogorelov loves the movies movies from
IMDB Top 250. “It is interesting to see the best movies
of different countries rated by people from all over
the world. I have found a lot of good movies there
like ‘The Shawshank Redemption’, ‘Fight Club’, ‘Life Is
Beautiful’, ‘The Green Mile’, ‘12 Angry Men’, ‘The Pianist’,
‘Memento’, ‘The Lives of Others’, ‘Das Boot’, ‘Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind’, ‘A Separation’, ‘Before
Sunrise, Before Sunset’. I wish my favourite movies ‘The
Next Three Days’, ‘127 Hours’ were in this list too,” he
tells me. “Also, I like swimming, jogging, reading books
and playing computer games. Unfortunately, I have very
little time for this.”
Darya Nikolaenko also loves sport. “I’ve been in for
sport every day of my life! When I was a child it was
dancing, then karate, than kung-fu, then swimming
pool, then gym, and there is ALWAYS cycling in my life!!!
Movement is life, and I try to move,” she tells me.
Endogenesis have something unique in their sound,
and you can hear that they don’t try to copy other artists.
They have developed their own musicianship. “Every
band member adds something special to our songs,

because we are very different – in musical preferences,
political views, and attitude to religion and so on. It’s an
explosive mix! However, when we create music, usually
we find compromises and these compromises form our
style,” explains Dmitry Skobelev. The band are mostly
self-taught people, although many of the guys know
musical theory. For example, the band’s drummer played
accordion in music school and the bassist learned how to
play an acoustic guitar. “Although, our keyboard player
has been studying music for eleven years and our vocalist
- for fifteen,” explains Arseny.
Though most of Endogenesis have musical education,
they are a band of amateurs. Except Dmitry, their vocalist,
who is the only professional musician. “We earn our daily
bread with software engineering,” says Pavel. “We are
a band of programmers as we were once referred in a
local Belarussian e-zine. I’m not sure, but probably there’s
a little professional influence on our music, that can be
noticed from outside, maybe some attention to technical
details? At least it’s easier for us to communicate and
understand each other. Poor Dmitry, he must be suffering
from our silly internal programmer’s jokes sometimes,”
smiles Pavel.
The band wants to create complex, intelligent music
for people who want to think about how it works, not
only shake their heads. “It is difficult to assert your views
on things in modern world, but we try and, I wonder, we
will do that,” explains Darya.
Endogensis first album is their history for the first
four years of existence. “Songs are very different and
they were written at different times. The final editions or
tracks differ from the first ones. The songs were changed
radically with the ageing of musicians. The situation is
the same for our new songs, they have a lot of changes,”
explains Arseny.
The band started to write their own songs in 2010.
“Our skills were pretty poor that time, so the very first
song we wrote is not in the album and probably will never
be released. However, by 2013 we finally had four tunes,
which were almost ready,” explains Dmitry Skobelev.
The band didn’t have vocalist then, but they decided
to start recording anyway and to do it for instrumental
parts at least. “Our estimation was terrific – we hoped
to complete all drums in a day and then to start bass;
of course, this plan failed. The first day of recording was
March 9, 2013 and the last – November 15, 2014. Then
there was a long process of mixing and mastering, and
on June 1, 2015 the album was released. Many thanks
to Galapagos Studio in Minsk, where all the work was
done,” adds Dmitry.
Initially the guys thought it would take only 3 days.
“We were recording instruments on weekends because
at weekdays we were busy at work,” explains Arseny. In
fact, we had two jobs - the first one at weekdays, the
second one - at weekends. The band were recording the
album in a Belorussian studio Galapagos. “Guys working
there helped us with some parts, sound, articulation etc.
The recording gave us a lot in terms of playing quality,
understanding of sound, sense of rhythm, musical
thinking etc. It was a giant leap for every one of us.
Definitely, recording is a long and demanding process
that tests the band for strength,” he says.
Some of the band’s songs are long and it may be
confusing for those who listen to us for the first time
to recognize when the song actually ends. “When we
played ‘Disappearance’, for example, there were probably
three times, when audience thought that it was the end
and started to applaud, but it wasn’t the right time,”
smiles Dmitry Skobelev. In the summer of 2014 Dmitry
Dolgodilin was performing at an open-air with a coverband that he was with at that time. “There were pretty
many people, more than a thousand. I presented a song
to a girl I loved, and that was really great for both of us,”
he smiles. Sometimes the band record their rehearsals
(just with a phone) to re-listen them. “Sometimes you get
ideas while listening,” says Arseny. “Once, a thousand
years ago, we recorded our ‘Vicious Crusade’ cover and
uploaded it just for internal watching. But one of our
fans found this video and posted it in a fan community.
It was a disaster! The recording and our performance
were of terrible quality and we received tons of negative
comments,” he smiles. “There was a funny story with our
bassist. Once at one of our shows we noticed a guy in
sailor’s striped vest. After that show we said goodbye
to our bassist and vocalist and started searching for the
new ones. And that guy in striped vest volunteered as a
bassist and in a short time joined the band.”
The bands beautiful keyboarder Darja is very talented
not only in music, but also in getting into trouble.
“Every time she misses a rehearsal, all of us are eagerly
waiting for another awesome story from her, like her
car was robbed and her keys were stolen, like she broke
her leg, like she found a corpse in a park on the way
to studio... Maybe once, when she tells us a story about
how she was taken by UFO, we will write a book ‘Two
hundred amazing ways to miss a rehearsal from Darja
Nikolaenko,” smiles Pavel.
Last year Darya was in Prague. “This city is absolutely

gorgeous! I was walking along the streets of the evening
city when I saw an old piano right under the sky! The
polish was swollen by the rains, the keys were yellow
with dirt, the pedals were creaked and a chair that stood
near the piano looked suspiciously feeble. Nearby were
people in a restaurant. I decided to check whether the
piano was ok, and started to play my favourite play
by Grig. Surprisingly, the piano was even working, so I
finished the play till the end. When I finished, the people
who were dining in the restaurant started cheering
me, several of them tried to give me money. It was so
pleasurable and unawares. If I knew more musical plays,
I would have been playing them all night,” smiles Darya.
Endogensis are not going to stop at this point.
“We’ll continue writing songs. We hope sincerely, that
the next album will be written and recorded faster,
that ‘Disappearance’. We already have one new song
finished- it is about six and a half minutes long, pretty
melodic and catchy. Another one is still in development
and it is completely different - it’s like ‘Left Alone’ and
‘Disappearance’ combined: long, with thrashy riffs,
complex structure and odd time signatures,” smiles
Dmitry.
There are a lot of plans; the closest one is a single
recording. “I have a dream to sing with Jorn Lande
someday when I will sing better so that he won’t be
embarrassed to sing with me,” Dmitry Dolgodilin tells
me. For Arseny he wants to acquaint the world with
Endogenesis music and add some great songs into the
world’s collection of progressive music. “The closest aim
is to make the band self-financed and have more time
for music,” he says. “We are recording a new single,
written by our keyboarder Darja,” says Pavel. “It’s a little
less ‘progressive’, but far more cheery than the songs we
used to play. We hope it will warm up the audience on
concerts and let them rest from heavy prog load. Another
thing that is coming is 142% progressive fifteen minute’s
epic stuff. We can’t wait to present it to our listeners live.”
Check the band out at
https://endogenesisby.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/endogenesisband/
https://soundcloud.com/endogenesisband/

SEPOY

From Brooklyn, New York, we find alternative art rock
artists SEPOY, who have a recently put out a fabulous
and very diverse twelve track CD called ‘Impasse’ which
runs in at just over an hour long and is the band’s debut
album. Sepoy are: Anupam Burra - vocals, rhythm, keys,
Amey Rairikar - lead vocals, Rahul Ratakonda - bass and
drummer Sriram Raman.
For lead singer Amey Rairikar it all began when he
first heard and saw Slash play his magnificent guitar
solo in the ‘November Rain’ video. “Rock music, became
a way to identify with something bigger than me. It
was a channel for me to express and build identity as a
teenager,” he tells me. Rairikar then picked up the guitar
and tried to emulate all his music heroes. As he honed his
skills through the years, he began to grasp the enormity
of the power of this language as a tool for expression.
“The synergy with the audience when playing live is what
I enjoy the most. It’s a connection that’s unparalleled to
anything else in my life and is what drives me at least
to push our music out to the public,” he explains to me.
When singer and keyboardist Anupam Burra was very
young, he would listen to a Beatles or a Pink Floyd record
and be so enamoured by the tunes, that he would try to
play them on the piano that he had access to in the living
room at the time. Eventually his mom moved it into the
bedroom where it could entertain his unlimited undivided
attention. “I found myself playing more, recording fake
rock albums on the cassette recorder; it was basically a
one shot sort of thing. And then one day they decided to
upgrade me to a multi track recorder. I could go on with
this story but you probably get the idea by now of where
I ended up - in my living room with many more shiny
new toys to play with and a band that I spend more time
with than some people do with their roommates,” Buraa
tells me. “It’s hard for me to say what my life was before
I entered the crazy world of music, because it’s hard for
me to imagine a time in my life when I wasn’t already in
it,” he adds.
It is hard for Amey to point out only one particular
artist or band who has had an influence on his music.

“From the lush soundscapes of Pink Floyd, Porcupine
tree and Radiohead to the raw energy in bands like
Slayer, Metallica, Pantera, RATM my playing style has
seen influence from a diverse set of artists,” he says.
Rairikar was always fascinated by albums which tell a
story. Albums like The Who’s’ Quadrophenia’, Pink Floyd’s
‘Dark Side of The Moon’, Blur’s ‘Parklife’ and U2’s ‘Joshua
Tree’ had a big impact on his guitar work in Impasse. “A
lot of times, the sounds that went into the record were
spontaneous - inspired by a band or a musician that I had
heard live locally or in my Spotify Playlist. For e.g. : My
guitar work in songs like ‘Back To You’, ‘One True’, ‘Blue
Skies Bleed’ were broadly inspired by the sounds that I
had heard from local indie bands in Brooklyn venues like
Glasslands, Shea Stadium, 285 Kent,” he explains.
The bands that influence Anupam constantly change
over time. From Classic and Progressive rock like Pink
Floyd, Led Zeppelin, King Crimson, Rush, Genesis,
Porcupine Tree, Tool on one end of the spectrum to
eighties and nineties alternative rock bands on the other
like Blur, Stone roses, Radiohead, and R.E.M, that he has
been obsessed with over the music that these wonderful
bands have created over the years. “I discovered these
bands at various points in my life because every time I
discovered one of them, I’d devour their records and then
start searching for the next band that was tantamount. I
waited years to buy ‘Automatic For the People’ by R.E.M,
years after it had already been released in the U.S and
the U.K. And when I finally heard it, it was so much better
than what I could have imagined it would be. It was calm,
serene and melancholic all at the same time. Bands that
execute on a vision so wonderfully have broadly inspired
me. ‘Impasse’ too, I’d like to think is a collection of pieces
that paint a bigger picture,” he enthuses.
In his down time from music, Anupam is also working
on writing his first Science
Fiction Novel. “Truth be
told, even though I say
‘outside of music’, I do see
parallels between writing
a record and writing a
fiction novel. Both require
taking a concept to
fruition,” he explains to
me. In both cases, Burra
tries to maintain the right
level of attachment and
detachment to the product when trying to do justice the
original idea. “In both cases it’s a stream consciousness
in the first pass, followed by “fact-based” retrospection
in the following. But most importantly, they’re both so
much fun, which is why we even go through investing so
much of ourselves in them in the first place.” Amey is a
big cricket fan and he plays every summer in the local
Sunday league and enjoys the gentleman’s game.
While the guys were writing ‘Impasse’ they wanted
to use musical moods to express ideas. Very often this
would lead the band to strange places musically. “But
we never rushed it, we let the music come to us. We
did this during the brainstorming, songwriting and
mixing process - letting the foundation mould itself
into the product it would eventually become. And as we
journeyed through a spectrum of genres and moods, we
weren’t trying to sound like another band in that genre,
but have the genre sound like us. This inevitably lead to a
sound that had all four of our signature quirks on it and
ends up sounding quite different from many other artists,
I think,” says Anupam.
Sepoy came together as a band in 2012, when Amey,
Rahul and Sriram met at a Metallica show at The Garden.
Subsequently, they started jamming and covering
different artists. “We were searching for someone who
could help us out with Rhythm and Vocal Duties when
we connected with Anupam through a common friend.
Soon, we started experimenting with some tunes that
Anupam had written subsequently started laying down
the foundations for most of our current songs. The first
song that we completed as a band was “One True”. The
realization that we are onto something special came
when we had an impromptu jam at the Euphoria studios
in Midtown Manhattan that led to the composition of
Thoroughfare. I think every jam after that day got more
productive with time and we had a lot of material which
we could start playing to the public,” explains Amey. The
guys all think that their extensive technical backgrounds
have an uncelebrated influence on the ‘process’ as a
whole. “We do experiment a lot with our style, tempo
and meter and are not tied to a particular sound as such.
I think the eagerness to stretch our creative boundaries
along with a very objective approach helps us to produce
something that is truly unique and satisfying,” says
Rairikar.
Sepoy wanted to write an album that transitioned
in mood from light to dark as the album progressed,
giving little bias to musical style or genre. The idea
being, a musical mood could be a backdrop to bring
out the intangible emotions of person in a dilemma. For
example, in Empty Cage, Amey (The lead guitarist) took

lead (no pun intended) on adding a few subtle ambient
layers into the mix. “That really drew out the feeling of
claustrophobia and isolation of a character trapped in
a confined space, trying to lure his partner to come in,
by offering his interpretation of that same situation,”
explains Anupam. Lyrically, each song is like a short story
that talks about a conflict of interest. ‘Reno’ is about a
gambler enjoying the last roll of the die into his eventual
ruin, ‘Hopeless Romantic’ is set in the Victorian era and
speaks about a conservative nun who is confronted with
the moral dilemma of choosing between her faith and
someone she has fallen for. ‘Impasses like these are
usually nuanced with many points of view, some of which
are layered with martyrdom, cynicism and a general
sense of irony. A narration with the right musical pairing
can express these ideas succinctly,” he tells me.
This project was a huge undertaking for the guys
both creatively and logistically. “We wanted to create
something that we would feel proud of. There was a lot
of thought given to the composition and implementation
of the songs. As four friends hanging out and spending
time in New York City, there is a lot that you go through
personally as well as in a group. We wanted to put
forth and express these emotions and our collective
experiences in this Album. This project was a proving
ground of sort for our music, our influences, and our
creative backgrounds and we wanted it to be a stepping
stone towards future projects where we can expand upon
the ideas and knowledge that we obtained during this
project,” Burra explains.
It took Sepoy two and a half years to write record
and mix the album and once a song had been sufficiently
vetted by all the band members, they would put it
through the recording pipeline. They recorded guitars at
their rehearsal space. “It felt very comfortable recording
the guitars in a space that we understood the acoustics
of, and generally felt comfortable in,” Anupam explains.
The drums were recorded at the Indie Drummer Rehearsal
Studio under award winning Mr Dylan Wissing’s watch
and Anupam would then spend countless hours tweaking
every knob in the mix until he either went deaf or the mix
passed an arbitrary green bar set within the band, only
to then ship the produced wav file off to Sefi Carmel for
mastering. “Based on his vast experience in the industry
and conversations we had with him, it seemed like we
were on the same page with respect to the vision. And
I’m happy to say that he pushed the music through that
last important step to create a finished product. On the
one hand, given how long it took to ship some songs, I
wonder sometimes if we could have been more efficient
in the process anywhere, and that maybe we could have
completed most of it in a year instead of two. On the flip
side though, I’m glad the songs got as much attention as
they got, I think having a healthy level of obsession is the
fun of it quite frankly,” he enthuses.
The lads found that the recording process was
intense and fun at the same time and it gave Amey the
opportunity to tinker around various combinations of
amps, heads, mic placements and EQ settings which was
essential to getting the right guitar sounds. “We hit up
Rivington Studio’s basement on the Lower East Side to
record all the guitars. We experimented with a lot of mic
placements and line-In connections from the amps to
get the range of sounds that you will hear in Impasse.
Along with recording the pre-rehearsed parts for our
songs, some new musical ideas too were introduced into
the album during the recording process. To give you an
example - the ambient and mysterious sound that you
hear in the song “Empty Cage” was the result of me
trying to set a particular preset on my pedalboard,” he
tells me.
As Anupam mentioned, the drums were recorded at
Dylan’s studios in Hoboken, New Jersey. “It was really
amazing to see the range of hardware that Dylan keeps
in his studio. Drum snares from the 1950s to Cymbals
only found in his collection, he was kind enough to let
us try out every possible combination to give us the best
drum sound for our album,” adds Amey.
It was supposed to be eight hours in total, including
setup and teardown of the equipment when we were to
shoot our Live at the Neumann Leather Factory video
series. The time is now 9 AM and Anupam is at guitar
centre renting a fog machine for the video which is due
to begin at 1 PM on that same day. “The technician who
has handed me the apparatus has assured me that there
is enough fog juice to create a week’s worth of fog.
The time is now eight in the evening and we haven’t
even started shooting. Our project is at risk of not even
beginning let alone finishing on time,” he explains.
Luckily, the last of the technical issues with drum
mic’s have been resolved and the band were all feeling
quite good about where they we’re at. “Despite getting
a late start, we’re all in a good head space and think we
can do in a take or two. Twenty minutes into shooting,
we are done with the first of the three songs - Loved in
the U.S.A. Fresh of the victory grounds of the first song,
we are now waiting for the hand gestures from Mr Dylan
Wissing our studio engineer to count us into the next

track, and then to our horror we discover that the fog
machine isn’t generating fog any more, the fog juice has
run out it seems,” he tells me full of despair.
It’s fairly late in the day and morale is beginning to play
a bigger part in the discourse and discussion within the
studio and despite varied opinions on the subject, there
were basically two points of view. “Abandon recording
the remaining songs for another foggy day or play while
the skies were still clear. The time is now roughly 10 PM
and Dylan has reached a startling discovery - he points us
to articles that show the ingredients for fog juice, all of
which would be readily available at any walmart. At this
point the four band members are reluctant to share their
opinions on any of the three options that were in front
of them. We collectively agreed in the end to go for it, as
there was really nothing to lose in trying at the very least,
and that very simple reason set us on our way marching
to walmart close to the eleventh hour quite literarily on
a rainy Wednesday night. We finally finished shooting,
keeping the studio open only a few hours beyond their
closing time, hat’s off to them, they’re true professionals.
On an aside, the two basic ingredients for fog juice are
Glycerine and Distilled water. Mix them wisely, and
please don’t double down on the glycerine like we did,
we couldn’t breathe in there,” he smiles.
Sepoy wants to capitalize on the momentum that
they have been receiving for ‘Impasse’. The band
is already hard at work on new material. “We’re
experimenting with new tunes, new stories and new
musical arrangements. We’ve already given our audience
a sneak peek at some of these pieces - “Until the End of
Time” and “Won’t you tell me how”. More on this in the
very near term. To sum up, what’s in store for the future
is a higher volume of music, more frequently dispersed to
the public. More live shows. More ambient sounds, more
electronics, more guitar solos and much more coffee and
Creative Debates,” champions Anupam.
To quote Mattie Stephanek - ‘Even though the future
seems far away, it is actually beginning right now’. “The
album was a huge learning experience and also gave us
a solid platform from which we can explore into newer
territories. Work has already begun on some new songs
and we look forward to playing them live,” concludes
Amey, bringing an end to our conversation.
Check Sepoy out at www.sepoy.com/
www.facebook.com/0sepoy0/

FINAL COIL

From Leicester, UK we find progressive groove artists
FINAL COIL, who have a new eleven track CD out now
called ‘Persistence of Memory’ which runs in at just over
an hour long and is the band’s third release. Final Coil are:
Phil Stiles - lead vocals; rhythm and lead guitar; keyboard
and synth, Richard Awdry - backing and lead vocals; lead
and rhythm guitar; synth, Jola Stiles - bass and synth and
Tony ‘Ches’ Hughes - drums and percussion.
Lead singer and guitarist Phil Stiles was a consumer
before I was involved in making music, and even before
he picked up an instrument he was helplessly hooked.
In the late 80s, when he was eight or nine years old,
his step-dad at that time was a hobby DJ. “He had this
magical box of 7” records and man, I loved those things,”
says Stiles. In the box he had Queen, Guns ‘n’ Roses, Iron
Maiden, Duran Duran etc... Just this great collection and
all Phil wanted to do was sit and play with this box of
treasures. Iron Maiden in particular stood out because
they were pressed on coloured vinyl and they had that
that great sleeve art and for a young boy it was just
amazing. “I spent all my time listening to those records
and just absorbing every note and every element from
the packaging that I could,” he smiles.
Stiles was hooked on music as an art form from a
young age, but the thing that put a guitar in his hand
was when he got introduced to Nirvana. “To be honest,
I came to them a little later than most. Most of the guys
at school were raving about ‘Nevermind’ back in ’91, but
I was still stuck on Guns ‘n’ Roses and it was only when
‘In Utero’ came out and someone played me ‘Milk It’ that
I became utterly addicted,” he explains. The primal rage
of the vocals, the skewed, vaguely atonal guitar work and
Steve Albini’s production – it was awe-inspiring and after
that Stiles fell tragically in love with that whole scene,
which he still adores to this day. He was heading into his
teenage years and he spent all his time chasing down

rare and imported records from the likes of Soundgarden,
Mudhoney, L7, Sonic Youth, Screaming Trees and Alice
in Chains and, if he wasn’t poring over the liner notes
and listening to them until the needle wore the groove
out, Phil was playing along and driving everyone in the
vicinity mad. “I wasn’t very good, but I really wanted to
play and I literally played my first guitar into the ground.
Actually, I still have that, but pretty much everything on
it has been replaced apart from the body. Anyhow, from
then on I guess it was only a matter of time before I
formed a band,” he marvels.
Stiles has a very broad taste and influences come
and go. However, the main influences for ‘Persistence of
Memory’ (in no particular order) are Tool, Alice in Chains,
Deftones, Pink Floyd, Katatonia and Paradise Lost. “As
you can see it’s an eclectic mix and it makes for an album,
I think, that is varied across its run-time, although we
worked hard to make sure that the overall sound and
flow was coherent,” he tells me.
Lyrically, there’s a loose conceptual theme of
lost communication, unspoken regret and the gentle
melancholy of memory (hence the title, ‘Persistence of
Memory’) that runs across the tracks. “The specifics vary,
for example ‘Spider Feet’ (which was written by Rich)
looks more at the influence of technology whereas ‘Alone’
takes its inspiration directly from Hemingway’s ‘for whom
the bell tolls’. So, there is lyrical variety, but, at the same
time, there is a contiguous theme that helps to give the
album its ebb and flow. I think I’ve said elsewhere that it
was always very important to me to make this an album.
The records I grew up loving had this amazing sense of
taking the listener on a journey and that was absolutely
what I wanted to do here and I know that Rich, whose
tastes are broadly similar to mine, is of a similar mind-set.
There’s something so special about a record that draws
you in, giving you the opportunity to leave life behind for
a short while and just let your imagination run riot. I have
no idea if that’s something we’ve achieved – I’m not able
to be that objective at this point – but it’s certainly what
we wanted to achieve,” he says with satisfaction.
In his down time away from music, Phil primarily
loves reading. “I absolutely love good literature and
can get lost in a book for hours with no problem. Like
a great album, you can get lost in a book and even
feel a sense of loss when it comes to an end. I admire
anyone who has the power to stimulate another person’s
imagination in that way and if I find a book that can do
that, I treasure it and will often return. Two such books
are ‘The Magus’, by John Fowles (which partly inspired
me to head off to another country to teach) and Dickens’
‘Great expectations’, a book which I can never read too
many times,” he adds.
He also enjoys reading historical texts and spends a
lot of time happily engrossed in books with a record on
in the background. History is an amazing thing, we can
learn so much from the past and it frequently surprises
me when people say they have little interest in what
has gone before – history explains who we are and
it’s fascinating to dig into our past and draw parallels
with the modern day. It’s a deeply unfashionable thing
to admit, I’m sure, but the pursuit of knowledge for its
own sake (rather than for professional development or
whatever) is a wonderful thing and I like to think that I’m
always open to new ideas. I also love to travel whenever
time and finances permit and I try to head to new places
every year. That’s just one of the reasons why I was so
excited to have the opportunity to record in Italy – it
was a chance to combine music and travel and it was
an amazing experience. The next step, of course, is to get
the band playing abroad – certainly we’d like to play Italy
where our label, WormHoleDeath, is based and we’d also
love to play Poland which is like a second home to me,”
he explains.
Like all artists, Phil is far too closely related to the
material to have an
objective view of what
Final Coil do. “However, I
will say this: we have
never tried to sound like
anybody else. The music
that I write is written first,
foremost (and perhaps
somewhat selfishly) to
satisfy what I always
wanted to hear. I never sat
down, for example, to
write like Tool or like Alice in Chains and, of course, the
songs are further filtered through the very diverse
influences of the other musicians in the band,” he
explains to me. “Because we write selfishly and because
we have such a wide range of influences, we stand, at
least to a certain extent, outside of genre stereotypes. The
juxtaposition of clean, harmonised vocals with huge riffs,
the addition of synth elements; particularly on ‘you waste
my time’ and ‘alienation’; the ebb and flow of longer
tracks like ‘Moths to the flame’ and ‘failed light’ – I can’t
think of another album with such a range of elements
drawn together and, I hope, that it makes for an album

that is something of a journey for the listener.”
The album is the result of two years’ worth of preproduction, writing and development. It is something
that the guys had talked about doing for some time and
they were in the process of gathering songs when they
were contacted by Wahoomi Corvi (the album’s producer)
who had heard their ‘Closed to the light’ EP and who felt
he could offer something to Final Coil’s work.
It was Wao who put the band forward to
WormHoleDeath and, when the label accepted us, it was
Wao and (label manager) Carlo who guided the band
through the process of whittling down their collection of
songs. “It’s not always easy, because when you write a
song it’s your baby and it can be difficult to take when
somebody says that it’s not good enough or that it needs
changing in some particular way, but I had faith that
both Wao and Carlo knew what they were talking about
and, listening now to the demos and then the album, it’s
clear that the suggestions they made (and there weren’t
that many) were the right ones and they made the music
better,” he smiles.
Final Coil started with about twelve songs and then
Stiles wrote a further eight, all of which were demoed on
his home equipment, before the band finally settled on
the track listing. “Of the remaining tracks, one was really
strong and is very likely to be on the next album, one was
too heavy and will possibly appear as a standalone track
in the future, and the rest probably deserve to remain
unheard. They may get re-worked down the line, or they
may live forever on my hard drive unloved by all but me!
Time will tell, but I am certain that the songs we chose for
the record were the right ones,” he tells me.
Finally, with the track list in place Richard Awdry and
Phil and spent days sequencing the record – just working
to get a running order that worked and then deciding
which tracks would segue into one another. “It’s a time
consuming thing, to be sure, but it’s the difference, I
think, between an album and a collection of tracks that
happen to be on the same CD. I wanted this to be an
album in the traditional sense – that was amazingly
important to me,” he adds.
Once the lads had all the pieces together, there
was the logistical nightmare of shifting an entire band
(plus gear) to Italy. “Once we got there it was like a
dream. Langhirano is a beautiful town with an amazing
atmosphere; Wao and his team (including Luca and
Ciccio) were so friendly from the very start and the studio
was top notch. We spent eighteen incredibly happy days
tracking and mixing the record. I am a total music geek
so I was in heaven watching Wao work, particularly as he
has a faithfully restored, vintage mixing desk; and it was
a truly wonderful experience. I trust and respect Wao and
he helped us so much to get this record right. I know that
not everyone enjoys the process of recording, but for me
it’s a pleasure to have the opportunity to work as part of
this band, not only recording my parts, but also watching
the others put their elements together. It’s something
that I find endlessly exciting and I very much want to
head back out there and do it again,” he enthuses.
Finally, the band contacted the amazing Magnus
Lindberg (of Cult of Luna) to master the album. “He’s
done amazing work, not only for his own band, but
also for Heads and Closet Disco Queen – two bands I
absolutely love – and it was a genuine honour for me
that he was willing to work with us. He totally got
that we wanted to have a rich, organic sound and he
mastered the record just right. It’s quieter, perhaps, than
you might expect, but turn it up and you’ll hear all the
instruments separate and grow… that, for me, is how an
album should sound,” says Phil.
For Phil one of the records high points is the song
‘Failed light’. There’s actually a story behind the track:
Phil woke up one Saturday morning and he had this
crazy dream where he was playing this riff over and over
again. “Anyhow, I woke up and leapt out of bed (much to
the irritation of my sleeping wife), and got the riff down
before my memory faded and, from that, I spent the next
eight hours locked away in our studio hammering out the
song. I had never written a piece that was so complete
before and yet it just poured out of me. What you hear
on the record is pretty damn close to that original demo,
much closer than any of the other tracks, and I am so
proud of it. It’s a touch melancholic, perhaps, but it’s
also full of hope and I’m really happy with how the song
turned out - the band did it full justice and I don’t think it
could have turned out better,” he marvels.
Playing live for Final Coil is always a lottery. “We have
played only a handful of shows since the album release,
and we’ve clocked up a fair few miles, heading north
to Catterick (where we played with our good friends
Nobody’s Heroes) and also playing much closer to home
in Nottingham with the amazing Beckon Lane. The shows
have been a lot of fun and some of them, particularly the
Nottingham show, were absolutely packed. Others were
a bit more variable, but then that’s part of the game. As
for what we hope to gain, that’s always a tough question.
I’d be lying if I said I didn’t want this music to reach the
widest audience possible - of course I do - but as an artist

I know that the odds are stacked against me. It’s not
just the sheer number of bands out there, it’s the sheer
number of great bands and I would never argue that we
deserve more of a shot, or more of an audience than
they do. So, although I would love to play to a packed
out venue every single time we head out, the truth is
that if you give me the space to play it’ll be the same
performance whether there’s one person or a thousand.
It’s the act of playing that is the most important, not any
adulation that may go with it. There are many reasons
for making music, but for me it’s about the emotion and
the passion and the feeling that you get when you’re on
stage with people you love and respect,” expresses Stiles.
For Stiles the most important thing for him is the
music. “That’s first, last and everything in between and
I’m always writing. So, we’re going to be out on the road
promoting the record, but I’ve already laid down what I
believe will be the basis of the second album and we’re
starting to think about developing and learning that
material. Ever since coming back from Italy I’ve been
inspired to write and I have, I believe, fifteen or sixteen
tracks fully demoed out, much to the surprise of the label
who probably thought I was going to leave it a little
longer! So, that’s the distant future, but in the near future
we’ve got the launch of the physical version of the album
(out on Sept 22nd) and then we’ll be heading out to any
venue that’ll have us, both in the UK and (I hope) abroad,
to promote the record.
We’ve also just finished filming a second music
video and that’ll be ready to go in September in time
for the album launch. We worked, once again, with the
super-talented Jay Hillyer (of Cabin Boy Jumped Ship)
and I think it’s going to look very cool. We chose one
of the album’s heavier tracks and Jay did a great job of
capturing the energy and intensity of the track for sure.
As with anything, the future is unwritten, but there’s so
much that I want to do and I can say for certain that this
is just the beginning of Final Coil’s journey,” concludes
Phil.
Check Final Coil out at www.finalcoil.com
www.twitter.com/finalcoil
www.facebook.com/finalcoil

JONATHAN SEGEL

From Stockholm, Sweden, we find rock, experimental,
psychedelic, alternative artist JONATHAN SEGEL, who
has a new seventeen track double CD out now called
‘Superfluity’ that runs in at just under two hours long and
is out now via Floating World Records here in the UK. The
songs are spacey and atmospheric and range from three
minute numbers right up to sixteen and twenty three
minutes nuggets of prog and psychedelic tripping. The
music is experimental and perfectly captivating, songs
like ‘Strawberry Sun’ pull you and you end up getting lost
in the far out atmopshere.
The band are Jonathan Segel - guitars, vocals, bass,
violin, keyboards, Kelly Atkins - vocals, Sanna Olsson vocals, Mattias Olsson- drums (tracks 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 12,
13), Chris Pedersen - drums (tracks 7, 10, 15), Andreas
Axelsson - drums (tracks 1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 16), Mats Burman
- bass on tracks 9 &16 and Stian Grimstad - trombone on
tracks 11 & 14.
Multi instrumentalist Jonathan Segel has been a
musician for his entire life. He started playing piano, then
guitar as a child, and tried to learn violin later, he started
playing in bands as a teenager and forgot the violin for
awhile because pot was involved, and then went on
to study composition in the university, (University of
California at Santa Cruz) which is where he met the other
guys in Camper Van Beethoven, and he started playing
violin again. CVB’s first album came out the very week
that Jonathan graduated in June 1985 and he has been
making albums and writing music ever since, both rock
music and music for film and dance companies, as well
as being involved with a lot of improv, both on guitar and
violin, as well as computer-based electronic music.
Jonathan is long-time rock music listener, since
getting that clock radio when he was four or five years
old back in the sixties. “The electric guitar has always
been a prime mover for my ear. I’m also very into the
avant-garde of 20th century classical and jazz; I love
improvisational music of all kinds, from totally outside
to highly idiomatic. Also I’m way into baroque and earlier
music,” he tells me.

His new album is difficult to pinpoint, but the ideas
started after a point of depression wherein Jonathan
just could not see the point of continuing to make music
in the face of worldwide environmental and political
catastrophe. “I think we’ve probably blown it, human
beings, and where I used to try to make music as a small
piece of some ever-expanding spiral of human culture,
if we’re not going to last much longer, then what? So
the phoenix out of that ash-pile was yet again learning
to enjoy being alive and appreciating what I do simply
because I do it,” he says.
The album, as a whole, is somewhat of a concept
album, but not in a rock opera sense because it has no
strict storyline that essentially rails against humanity’s
inability to see beyond their immediate surroundings,
to see time in larger scales that just what they need
now. It starts in the present but as the ‘character voice’
starts calmly describing the present; he becomes more
frustrated and tries to see people in a continuum of
thousands, millions of years. By the track here, ‘Sleep for
a Hundred Years,’ he wants to sit it out and wait for things
to get better or die off. After this, there are instrumentals
examining the passage of time, and finally more of an
outside-of-time viewpoint for songs like ‘Strawberry Sun’
and the title track, ‘Superfluity’. Superfluity, of course,
means superfluousness, or overflow. Everything is that,
really. Humans are superfluous to the existence of the
sun, life itself, as amazing and improbable as it is, is just
a product of a little extra, an overflow. And eventually it
all evens out.
Even as much as he has used everything that he
has learned over his life
about how to write, play
and record music, some of
the musical inspiration
goes back to re-listening
to old Jefferson Airplane
albums like ‘Volunteers’,
and hearing what intense
political commentary they
were making for the time,
as well as the music
stretching out, out of the
genre of just folk-rock band.” I’ve always loved the malefemale vocal duet thing, from Fairport Convention and
JA, to X and Game Theory (a big one in my pantheon),
and I’ve used this technique on all of my solo albums
starting at Storytelling in 1988. Working with Kelly Atkins
on vocals for this album was incredible, I started by just
asking her to do backing vocals, she took it and ran with
it to places I could not have known,” he explains to me.
Besides old guitars Jonathan has a lot of interests and
he enjoys reading, mostly fiction and science fiction and
he used to collect comic books, of which he sold them all
at some point in the late nineties while moving between
cities. “I still read comics and I paint and draw, and write,
though currently just a weblog,” he says.
Musically Jonathan is not that easy to pigeonhole as
he brings a lot of stuff to the table. “I’ve been working
as a musician in many different worlds for a long time
now, so you’d have to expect that elements of these have
rubbed off in some unique way,” he tells me.
Throughout the album you will hear tracks that
are very rock, some that are more psychedelic, some
more prog, some more psych-folk, some that are just
guitar jams. “There is a lot there, over two hours, and
I’ve tried to present it in a way that rewards repeat
listening. As much as I’ve learned to play better over
the years, I’ve also been working mixing albums over
this time,” he adds.
His last album ‘Shine Out’ was recorded in one
summer in a cabin by a lake, there were no drums, except
a drum machine on one track) and so with this new there
is a much bigger and wider endeavour. This album was
recorded in Stockholm, over the course of two years and
Jonathan had recorded with Øresund Space Collective
and was working on mixing the tracks that became the
‘Different Creatures’ album. He started thinking about
recording new material of his own and the very first
recordings were improvisational sessions with Andreas
Axelsson playing drums; they resulted in the long pieces
on the album.
He also had some song ideas at that point, and began
some basics for them also, but then Jonathan took the
tracks from that studio and went out to the cottage in
the woods for the summer to work it all out. “At this
point the lyrics started and the whole idea coalesced.
We I came back to the city (Stockholm), I booked time
with Mattias Olsson at his Roth Händle studio and we
recorded basics for many more songs, and improvised
several as well. I worked on these for several months at
home in between recording with and then mixing albums
for Øresund Space Collective from Copenhagen, the
‘Different Creatures’ album,” he explains.
The following fall, Mattias was on tour with
Necromonkey, so Jonathan got the keys to the studio
and did final overdubs, and recorded more as yet unused
and also got Mikael Tuominen on bass (the guitarist/

vocalist from Kungens Män) and Andreas Axelsson on
drums to the studio to record. They also play together
as a band called Sista Maj and they recorded what
became that band’s first official release, ‘Series of Nested
Universes.’
Jonathan then spent the following six months at
home finishing the mixing while Kelly Atkins finished
working on her vocal arrangements. He mixed and did
some overdubs at home both ‘Superfluity’ and ‘Series
of Nested Universes’ at the same time as mixing ØSC’s
‘Visions Of...’ ‘Visions Of…’ and ‘Series…’ came out in
December 2016 on Space Rock Productions/Sapphire
Records from Germany, and ‘Superfluity’ came out in Feb
2017 on Floating World from London. “It took a total
of two years to finish all of these albums, but I have
never felt more fulfilled by music that I was personally
responsible for and I feel like this represents a great leap
forward for both me and my world of music. It’s great to
see that the Camper Van Beethoven fans like the space
rock stuff also, I brought Sista Maj and ØSC discs on tour
with this past winter CVB to sell at the merch area and
people loved them,” he says with satisfaction.
A couple years ago Jonathan was on tour with the
band Camper Van Beethoven in the UK, and the last gig
was in Glasgow and then they were flying to Germany to
start tour there the next day. “We were having a beer in
the airport hotel lobby but they decided to kick us out, no
having a good time, boys and so we went out to the tour
van. We were sitting there and somebody had pot, so we
carved an apple into a pipe (can’t take it on the plane,
now can we?) and smoked it,” he smiles.
Then there was a knock on the side door, and the
guys opened it and the resulting cloud exited the van into
the faces of two policemen. “They seemed to be worried
that we were drinking and might drive away drunk, no
officers, we are staying at this hotel, and they kicked
us out of the lobby. In the process of getting our names
and addresses, which was difficult not only because we
were high but I live in Sweden and had to spell the street
names out very carefully, one of the police asked what
we were doing there if we were all from different places.
I said, we had just played at King Tut’s Wah Wah Hut.
‘What band, sir?’ ‘Camper Van Beethoven.’ ‘Take the
Skinheads Bowling,’ replies the older policeman. ‘Yes
indeed,’ I say, ‘have you heard our latest album?’ They
put away the notepads, and came up to get a promo
copy,” he smiles.
Right now he is trying to figure out how to promote
the album. “I’ve been head-down working on all this
music for so long, I hadn’t thought about what to do
next, write a book,” Jonathan concludes.
Check the band out at www.jonathansegel.com /
www.floatingworldrecords.co.uk/albums/superfluity/ /
https://jsegel.wordpress.com / http://music.jsegel.com

MIGUEL TORRES

From Buenos Aires, Argentina we find solo artist
MIGUEL TORRES, who has recently released a new nine
track CD out now called ‘My Element’ which runs in at
just under fifty minutes long and is Miguel’s debut album
of which he handles all the instrumentation himself. The
album has a fab sound, it is melodic and atmospheric
and quite complex and played with colossal sensitivity.
This is not a shred fest album, this is an album of musical
splendour and creativity with so much going that mixes
progressive and melodic rock along with a diverse range
of up-tempo catchy styles. ‘My Element’ is well worth
checking out and the track ‘Spiritual Ways is one of my
fave songs which has a marvellous texture to it and the
playing is superb, think along the lines of Steve Vai’s
‘Sisters’, that kinda vibe, lots of groove and atmosphere.
It all started for Torres when he was eleven years old,
after the youngster spent
years soaking up his
father’s album collection.
Miguel also had a school
friend that played guitar
and his brother was a
drummer, and together the
guys started a little band
playing covers, trying to
figure out how to
ensemble the whole thing.
That band didn’t last long

but it was a nice way for Torres to experiment and learn
about making music. “I discovered my main interest was
the instrumental genre, after that it was all about finding
a voice,” he ardently explains.
Torres’ main inspirations are Joe Satriani and Steve
Vai and you can unmistakably hear these influences
blistering through the album chops such as on the
melodic up-tempo and catchy ‘Let’s Play This Game’. He
enjoys listening to a lot of music that is not solely guitar
orientated, like for example Prince, Hall & Oates and
David Bowie to name but a few. “My main inspiration
was being able to make the album with total musical
freedom, that means nobody telling me what to do so
I could create without any kind of criticism surrounding
me,” says Torres. Songs like ‘Let´s Play This Game’ came
together because he wanted to make a boogie vibe or
‘Reaching Destiny’ which was about a rock ‘n roll vibe. “I
took those styles and add something innovative from my
own to set my songs apart from other players.”
In his down time away from music Miguel enjoys
spending time with his dogs, and he also has a great
interest in cars. “I’m no expert but it’s something that
really goes with me, classic movies from Kubrick to
Carpenter to Scorcese and of course video games, from
eighties to our modern hyper graphics era.”
The most distinctive thing about Torres is that his
music is not some generic shred thing as previously
mentioned; his music has arrangements and great
production not just a guy playing some Djent riffs and
soloing over it... you will find plenty of that on Youtube
that you can check out.
The new album ‘My Element’ is a diverse album
and Torres’ musical goal was to make it interesting to
the listener. “You have lots of melodies, rhythms and
situations that reveal a fresh approach to what the
instrumental genre can offer you these days,” he explains
to me. “Every song is different like the great albums,
those times where you bought the record at the CD store
trying to get home as soon as possible to hear it and the
album was a musical odyssey, that’s how I feel about it,”
he enthuses.
The album was recorded in Buenos Aires, with Miguel
in the producer’s chair. The recording process took him
seven months to complete because he wanted to make it
right. “First the music had to be finished and then there
was the mixing process and my skills were not on par
with the project so I had to spend a lot of time getting
better at mixing to deliver my vision,” he tells me.
For the future Miguel would love to keep growing as
an artist making more albums and performing shows, but
let’s see what happens.
Check Miguel Torres out at https://migueltorres1.
bandcamp.com

ART OF SIMPLICITY

From Attika, Athens, Greece, we find experimental
progressive metal artists ART OF SIMPLICITY, who have
a new six track CD out now called ‘When Fables have a
Bitter Taste’ that runs in at just over thirty five minutes
long, it is a concept mini album about childhood trauma
and unreached expectations and you can read more about
the album in this article. The album covers a diverse range
of styles all within the prog spectrum and singer Chris
Kounelis has a powerful range that lies somewhere in
between Geoff Tate and James Labrie. Art Of Simplicity are
Chris Kounelis - vocals, Matthew Dakoutros - violin, Dim
Koskinas - guitars, George Pagidas - bass and on drums
Nikos Miras. Keyboard player Giorgos Sideris has recently
joined the band maxing the band a six piece.
Violinist Matthew Dakoutros’s father was a composer
so music was always around him growing up and he
remembers growing up with the likes of Beethoven, Mozart
and Pink Floyd. So classical music was the inspiration for
him to choose the violin and follow a carrier in music. By
the time he was twelve years old Matthew discovered his
father’s ‘other’ vinyl’s and he entered the rock music world
with the aforementioned Pink Floyd, as well as Janice
Joplin, Steppenwolf to name but a few.
Sometime later he was deep into metal but everything
changed when he discovered progressive metal bands like
Pain of Salvation, Psychotic Waltz and such which gave him
a direction on what kind of music he really want to play.
So Matthew started a band with some school mates and
after some time he found the right partners and along with

Nikos Miras, their drummer, they formed art of simplicity
in 2003.
Matthew’s ‘classical’ side is largely inspired by the
romantic and contemporary
era, however for rock and
metal, he inspired mostly by
progressive metal, post
rock/metal, gothic rock,
new wave and such. “It’s
not easy to pinpoint our
influences as a band; since
our goal is to merge them
and produce something
different, however for our
new album the lyrics guided
the music into darker sounds. There are ambient or even
drone elements that are combined with bittersweet
melodies and harmonies. At the time I was listening to
bands like Isis, Fields of the Nephilim, Russian Circles, Battle
of Mice, In the Woods…, and Magazine,” he tells me.
In his down time away from the band he tries to be
as politically active as he can and Matthew spends time
in assemblies and demonstrations. He also reads a lot,
from non-fiction to comic books, and he has a collection of
about five thousand comics. “I also write stories that may
one day be published as a book or comic book, and I also
like to watch movies and TV series. If I had to sum up my
interests in one title I would say art and politics. On a side
note, the way we are perceiving fiction is part of the lyrical
concept of our new album, hence the title ‘When Fables
have a Bitter Taste’. That’s why in the very end of it we put
some quotes from people whose writing had an influence
on us such as Mikhail Bakunin, Alan Moore, George Orwell,
Emma Goldman and others,” he explains.
Art Of Simplicity tries to merge their different influences
and create the music that they personally like to hear, as
well as experiment and produce something different. Their
debut was released in 2007 and after quite some struggle
they recently released ‘When Fables have a Bitter Taste’.
The guys have labelled their music ‘progressive’ because
they follow the mentality of the genre rather the technique
showcase and other clichés. “Also the use of the violin
gives a unique twist. I believe that art of simplicity can be
enjoyed from anyone who searches for an atmospheric,
intense listen to someone looking for a more cerebral
approach,” says Matthew.
The new concept album narrates life events of certain
people and questions how stories that they have heard or
created as kids reflect in a more mature age, how their
worldview was in the age of innocence and in which ways
has it changed today. “The song structures are simpler than
our debut and the arrangements tighter. We experimented
with atmospheric sounds and electronic loops in a gothic
mood, but it is still a metal album. Also our new line up
debuts here, consisting of established members of the
Greek rock and metal scene,” he explains.
The band started recording in 2010 but they stopped
due to line up changes, and issues the financial crisis in
Greece brought. After some time for regrouping and finding
a new purpose, they started working again in 2015 at
Uprising Studios with Yiannis Fasoulakis, in Athens and he
is mostly responsible for the production of which he made a
great job as you will hear when you play the album. “It was
not an easy task, mixing all the weird sounds we have put
in our songs, but he understood what we wanted to do and
helped us show it in the best way possible, it was a great
experience working with him and we want to collaborate
again for our next effort,” Matthew explains.
At the moment Art Of Simplicity are planning their live
performances for the current season, and they are hoping
to take part in some festivals. “We really believe in our
new material so we will support it as much as we can. We
have however started writing lyrics and music for our next
album, and probably it won’t take long but at the moment
we will focus on our new release and see how it goes. The
plan at the moment is to have a new album in about a
year and a half. We are also working on our first video with
George Chras who created the artwork for ‘When Fables
have a Bitter Taste’, which will most likely be released by
the time you read this article,” Matthew concludes.
Check out artofsimplicitymetal.wordpress.com
https://artofsimplicity.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/ArtofSimplicity /

From Rome, Italy we find progressive metal artists
FROM THE DUST RETURNED, who have a new six
track CD out now called ‘Homecoming’ that is well
worth exploring and runs in at just over thirty minutes
long. The new album was born at a very hard moment in
singer and guitarist Alex De Angelis’ life and it exposes
exactly the seesaw of his mood, of his mind, and of his
determination, it covers a lot of compassionate ground
work covering for example mental disorders. The tree on
the album cover represents the human mind and each
branch represents nuances and facets of mind. Joining
Alex in From The Dust Returned are: Marco Del Bufalo vocal, Miki Leandro Nini - bass, Danilo Petrelli- keyboards
and Cristiano Ruggiero on drums.
When singer and guitarist Alex De Angelis was a kid
he used to listen some of his father’s vinyl’s, like Pink
Floyd, Emerson Lake and Palmer, Jethro Tull, Van der
graaf generator, Deep Purple and many others and he
was captured by their music. He dreamed of being like
them and then when he was sixteen his father bought
him his first electric guitar in France, because he had
seen his cousin’s boyfriend play and Alex wanted to try
to do the same things. “So I started with my first bands,
we played from Elvis to Deep purple, it was very funny,”
he smiles. Two years after he enjoyed his first real band
the Reinwen, a power metal band and he started to be a
singer. They recorded a demo called ‘as time hides’ and
they played live with some international artists like Eric
Norlander, Lana Lane, Ed Warby and before the current
experience Alex was a tenor for four years, and he loved
to try performing different kinds of music.
His musical inspiration comes from some band of
the past like King Crimson,
Pink Floyd, Emerson Lake
and Palmer, Gentle Giant,
Jethro Tull and some
current bands like Opeth,
Pain of salvation, Devin
Townsend Project. Behind
the new album there is his
will to merge the musical
background
of
each
member of the band to
create
a
musical
individuality and personality. “In fact when I write first
the songs and then during the arrangements I need to
think to the attitude of each one of us. Behind the songs
there is my great interest for several inner problems like
schizophrenia, clinophobia, depression. I have always
been attracted by the dualism hide in each one of us,”
Alex explains to me.
In his downtime away from music Alex enjoys so
many things, he likes to train in the gym for example, and
he spends three/four days in week training. “I think this
is a good way to turn off the brain for one hour and half,
but at the same time I love the good food and first of
all, beer and whiskey,” he smiles. Alex has some friends
who own a pub and at least once a week he meets up
with them to drink something. “They reserve the best
bourbons for me and this is the best way to turn off the
brain. Most of my time I have to work and to write music,
but in free time I need to be with my family and mostly
with my sweet wife. They give me the best time in my
life,” he says.
Alex thinks that all bands are different from each
other and that a band born with an identity and if anyone
goes straight on his way, every band could show his own
personality. “I’m sure about this, we all have something to
say, we all have a way to express our emotions, feelings,
thoughts, ideals. When I talk I use my personal way of
speaking and I think that it’s the same with the original
music,” he tells me. Obviously Alex is influenced by his
musical background, because he has inside every single
note of his favourite band and all these notes grew up
inside like man and musician. “My band is a confluence
of different musical background and individuality. Miki is
a black metal fan, Marco is a singer of the grindcore band
‘Sumera’, Danilo loves old prog like Marillion, Oldfield,
Genesis; Cristiano is a hard rock drummer. All together
we make From the dust returned sound,” he adds.
The new album born at a very hard moment in Alex’s
like and he was working all the days and spending the
nights alone within the walls of a room. He needed to
write some songs to give voice to his mind always so
full of different thoughts and the constant change
of atmospheres. Apart from his personal affairs Alex
wanted to talk about a theme that he particularly likes,
the several inner problems. “I was always fascinated by
the mental disorder and I think that human mind is an
endless source of amazing ideas, it is incredible what
the brain is capable to do without we can realize it,”
he explains to me. The song ‘Harlequeen’, the first song
on the album, talks about selfishness, ‘Echoes of faces’
about schizophrenia, ‘Glare’ about fear to love, ‘Wipe
Away the Rain’ about depression and ‘Sleepless’ about
clinophobia.
The album was recorded at Zengarden Production in
Rome by Danilo Petrelli, the band’s sound engineer. Alex,

Danilo and Miki made the arrangements, the mixing and
the mastering of the album. “The recording was a little
bit tortuous,” says Alex. “It began in October with the
first band line up at the Dream music studio in Rome
with Flavio Nobili as drummer and sound engineer and
when we had to change our line up for some members’
personal problems we changed the recording studio, but
unfortunately all the records were been lost. So we had to
restart again from zero and Danilo has a lot of patience,”
he tells me. The band then started the recording session
in January and they finished in August and then were
dedicated to the mixing and mastering of the record.
Alex has a little surprise for the fans and the friends.
“It will be ready this December for a special night but
I can’t say anything about it. I’m writing the second
album, and I think that could be recorded and mixed in
about one year not more. This album will be different in
the sound, harder than the first for sure and it will be a
concept. In this album I will talk about a character of the
first album ‘Harlequeen’ and the principal theme of the
concept will be the double personality of this girl. Once
again the schizophrenia will be the principal theme of
the album. For sure I will go on with the presentation of
the album sponsored by VGS guitars and Optima strings
and maybe the band will start some unplugged shows in
June, stay tuned,” concludes Alex.
Check From The Dust Returned out at
fromthedustreturned.jimdo.com

THE MAGNETIC SOUTH

From Los Angeles we find progressive metal duo THE
MAGNETIC SOUTH, who have a superb new seven track
CD out now called ‘Sea Level’ which runs in at around
forty five minutes long and is the band’s debut album and
is well worth checking out. The Magnetic South are: John
Sperger - vocals, guitars and Steve Giles on bass.
Bass player Steve Giles got the rock music bug when
he was in high school. He started off as a bass player
in cover bands in Eugene, Oregon way back in the day.
His old band would tour the Pacific Northwest and play
Holiday Inns six nights a week, five hours a night. “I
loved it at the time, getting to travel felt like an adventure
for a teenager who had never really been away from
home. It was also such a great way to get my chops up
to speed, playing every night, learning about how songs
work and what makes people react to certain beats and
melodies and everything else that goes into popular
music. Eventually I packed up everything I owned and
moved down to L.A. to get into the scene here, which has
worked out really well for me,” he says.
Singer and guitarist John Sperger grew up in
Connecticut and graduated from Villanova University
(PA) with a degree in economics. At the age of twenty
two he was working at a financial firm in New York City.
“I remember hearing Lithium (Nirvana) for the first time
in a dingy old rock club in Washington DC. That was my
fuck it moment. It was overwhelming. So I headed for
the beautiful west coast and pursued my true passion music. I worked in studios as a runner, second engineer,
and engineer and studio manager - House of Blues, A&M
and Fox. Fox Family Channel was nuts. We recorded
music for kid’s cartoons by day and by night we recorded
music for metal and rock bands (including my band). It
was great to be surrounded by a group of insanely driven
musicians, engineers and composers pursuing their craft
(A&M and Fox). Definitely burning the candles on both
ends,” says Sperger.
Growing up Giles was a Rush junkie and he is still a
complete nerd about that
band. “Geddy Lee is my
guy; I probably never would
have picked up a bass if
they had never released
Moving Pictures. As far as
the band goes, John
(singer/guitarist) and I cowrote this record top to
bottom after we discovered
that we had similar
interests in heavy prog
bands like Steven Wilson and Tool as well as a fascination
with some of the mellow but still dark guys like Elliott
Smith. We’re always turning each other on to new music
we find too. John just hyped me to a really cool band called

Elder recently, for example. There’s so much great stuff out
there these days, inspiration is everywhere,” he enthuses.
For John there are so many influences. However, the
following artists shaped his guitar playing, singing, writing
and music work ethic and they are Mike Patton, Chris
Whitley, PJ Harvey, Miles Davis, Debussey, Eddie Van Halen,
Trent Reznor, Kurt Cobain and Chris Cornell. “Patton is my
musical hero. I think he’s a musical genius and would love
to work with him someday,” he dreams.
In his down time away from music Steve has been
getting pretty heavily into the world of game design
of late. “I’ve always made games since I was a kid and
we needed stuff to do in my old neighbourhood. Lately
I’ve been exploring the idea of getting into the game
industry for real. I’ll be in Indianapolis in August for Gen
Con, the biggest game convention in the world, doing my
best to learn as much as I can. I’ve got a few games in
development, a couple are pretty close to “ready”, with
prototypes made and lots of hours spent play testing and
working out the kinks. I can get into this fugue state with
game design, similar to what I do with music, where I
completely lose track of time and just work for hours and
hours on a project without stopping. I love that sense of
being ‘in the flow’, neurons firing, creative juices boiling
over,” he tells me. John enjoys practicing hot yoga six to
seven times a week and recently took up surfing again.
“Both provide needed balance - work and personal life.
It’s an active meditation. Highly recommended for type a
maniacs like me,” he smiles.
The coolest thing about The Magnetic South is this
really interesting collision between heavy, progressive
metal and dreamy, ambient, almost folky introspection
which you will hear when you play the album. John came
to the table with all these killer, huge riffs and after the
guys put everything into the blender of their creative
partnership they ended up with all these songs that go
from crazy heavy sections into the most spaced-out,
atmospheric bits, with some interesting non-standard
meters and forms to add tension. “We have these really
extreme dynamics where your face gets melted one
minute, then you’re floating on a cloud the next. We also
decided early on that we were going to make a conscience
effort to challenge our listeners by stretching sections out
and really letting the music breathe. We’re not interested
in keeping things concise, we wanted the album to really
feel like an emotional journey when you listen from top to
bottom,” Steve explains to me.
Originally the guys were thinking that they might be
working on an instrumental record, but slowly they started
adding more and more vocal sections. “I had been working
on this really long form poem that was cantered around
these themes of decent. It was about a man who was living
this lofty, pristine life but was still existentially unhappy. He
goes on this journey downward to discover who he really
was, eventually arriving at a metaphorical ‘sea level’ at
his very bottom,” explains Steve. John took this idea and
ran with it, taking bits from the poem and bits of his own
lyrical exploration of this theme. “It’s definitely a concept
album of sorts, although the narrative isn’t explicit, it’s very
surreal and dreamlike in the way the story is told. Which is
to say, it’s not really “told” at all, and mostly it’s implied.
We’re both very curious to see how people respond to it
and which elements of the story get picked up on by folks
who are hearing it for the first time,” says Giles.
Steve gets most fired up about the way the record ends.
“There is a great shift at the end of the final track, Sea Level,
where there is so much crazy shit going on. We’ve got a Nine
Inch Nails-ish industrial beat, while John gets into a great
Tony Iommi style guitar riff, I’ve got these crazy soundscapes
flying around on the bass from my ring modulator and
several distortions and a huge, long delay, it’s just absolute
madness. The whole track slowly disintegrates and you
eventually hear the sound of the ocean, the story has ended
with an arrival and self-discovery at a metaphorical sea
level. There’s a cool lyric in there from the poem we started
with that I really dig: )I crawl like a newborn turtle, across
this final, terrifying rocky strand, back into the cold wet belly
of forever,)” he tells me.
The Magnetic South are finally getting a band together
to play the material live. “We found these three great
musicians and have started jamming on the material. It’s
so new that I literally don’t know everyone’s last names,
but they are all fantastic musicians who came to LA via
the Berkeley school of music- Cuni on guitar, Jackie on
keyboards and Carlo on drums. We still need to do full band
photos and get everything worked out to perform, but it’s
in the works and we’re confident the live performances
are going to be really special! Our main goal is really just
to perform the music and find our audience. We’re not in
this for fame or money, it’s a passion project and we’re
sincerely doing this for the joy and love of bringing the
music to life,” he tells me.
The recording of ‘Sea Level’ was a really elaborate
process that took several years to complete. The guys
literally started with a white board of ideas, then moved
on to spread sheets for the song forms. Eventually they
put together their scratch tracks and took those to their
super talented mixing/mastering buddy Doug Heffernan at

Guest Room Studios here in LA. “He helped us program
the drums and we layered final tracks on top of that. I did
my bass parts at my home studio and John did guitars/keys
and vocals at his studio. Slowly we started working with
Doug getting the mixes happening, going in several times
for revisions to make sure it was perfect. We had a great
dynamic between the three of us and eventually I think we
nailed it. The music is very dense so it wasn’t easy getting
all those layers to sit where they are supposed to, Doug
was a champion sticking with it like he did, he brought a
ton of passion and talent to the record,” Steve explains to
me with a sense of satisfaction.
For now the band are trying to get all their ducks in a
row so that they can be a functioning band. “The website
is being made, we finally got some photos done (but still
need full band photos), the live show is in rehearsal, all that
infrastructure is getting worked out. We have a Facebook
page and the record is about to be up and available on
iTunes, but other than that our internet presence is very
much under construction. It’s kinda weird to finally be
done with the recording and now we have to do all the
other stuff that goes along with being a band these days,
it’s a long, long list of stuff, but definitely fun in it’s own
way,” concludes Steve.
Check The Magnetic South out at www.facebook.com/
The-Magnetic-South-1337170699711368/

STASIS OF SEASONS

From Denver, Colorado we find alternative progressive
rock artists STASIS OF SEASONS, who have a new seven
track CD out now called ‘In The Last Days Of Autumn’ that
runs in at just under forty minutes long, the album is a
story about loss, the turmoil in dealing with it, and the
eventual redemption and healing that takes place after
closure. The musicianship is proficient all the way through
the record and the whole feel of the album is inspirational
and flows with charismatic energy that transports you
away, there is a lot of passion here. Stasis Of Seasons are
Benjamin - vocals, guitar, Stefan - drums, Andrew - guitar,
Heather- bass guitar and Hunter - keyboards/synthesizers.
Singer and guitarist Benjamin grew up loving music
and his mom said it was one of the few things that calmed
him down enough to actually take naps. He has always
been drawn to music, from being in choir to picking up
his first guitar when he was eleven. When Benjamin was
seventeen a tragic event happened that made music even
more important to him as a tool for first coping, and then
healing. “I started by joining a few other random different
bands and during all that I was always writing my own
stuff,” he tells me. One day he decided that was what
he wanted to do and he met up with some friends, and
together they started working on what is now Stasis of
Seasons. “Some of the songs we play have roots going as
far back as 2003,” he says.
The band members all listen to so many types of music,
and they pretty much meet in the middle somewhere
between all of them. Writing this album the guys listened
to a lot of stuff like The Cure, Joy Division, Pink Floyd, Tool,
and Nine inch Nails. Benjamin has always been a big fan
of David Gilmour’s playing, and in the way Gilmour shows
so much emotion. The inspiration behind the album and all
the lyrics are very personal for Benjamin and drawn from a
lot of different past experiences he has had. 2Basically the
whole album is a story of that journey through loss, grief,
and finally healing. It’s been a long road, but the evolution
of the band has mirrored my own personal journey,” he
explains to me.
The band’s sound stems from a very organic place
and they like to focus on
building a local scene, and
also keeping their music
personal and almost like
they have invited the
audience to be a part of
their lives and vice versa for
the entirety of their set.
“We’ve gotten to play with
some amazing bands, and
have built some strong
relationships
in
the
community. As a result we have gotten the opportunity to
play some amazing shows with some incredible artists. Not
too long ago we hosted an event at an art studio, and look
forward to doing more of the same. It’s what we’re about,

good music and sharing that with as many people as
possible,” explains bass player Heather.
For the new album ‘Last Days Of Autumn’, the scope
and the material has morphed and changed over the
experience of writing and recording. Some of the songs are
older songs that the guys have reshaped and some were
very intentionally written to fit certain parts of the story.
“Some are new songs that replaced other songs because
they fit the story better and the artwork was put together
by my talented brother Toph and the photography was
done by our very own Andrew. It was designed with the
story in mind, and took a lot of inspiration from classic Blue
Note jazz records,” explains drummer Stefan.
Stasis of Seasons were fortunate to come in contact
with Josh Mackey, one of the audio engineers at House in
Motion studios in Denver. “House in Motion takes pride
on making the services of a recording studio accessible
to local music talents who are starting out and don’t yet
have a lot of financial backing,” explains keyboardist
Hunter. The process for their album took almost a year off
and on, and they typically ended up laying down all the
tracks for each song in a day. “We produced and mixed it
all ourselves with the assistance of Josh. I think it was a fun
learning experience for all of us,” smiles Hunter.
The band are naturally very excited about the direction
they are heading and they have come a long way in their
evolution as a band and are continually challenging each
other and growing as individual artists, as well as a group.
“We pretty much have our next album ready to record,
which we’re really looking forward to. Much like ‘Into
The Last Days Of Autumn’, it will be comprised of some
old material in addition to a lot of new stuff, which I find
is a fun way to appeal to both old and new fans alike,”
guitarist Andrew explains to me.
The guys want to continue to connect with other local
bands in the community and they look forward to branching
out and creating new friendships with like-minded artists
and fans. “That’s one thing that I really like about playing
gigs, getting to know new people and making new friends
in the industry. I really like the interaction between us and
the bands we’ve gotten to know. We help each other out
with booking shows and support each other,” concludes
Andrew. Check the band out at www.stasisofseasons.com

TELERGY

From Hampton Falls, New Hampshire, USA we find
symphonic progressive rock outfit TELERGY, who have
an astonishing new seventeen track concept CD out now
called ‘Hypatia’ which runs in at just over an hour long.
Telergy is the innovation of Robert McClung a talented multi
instrumentalist who handles the guitar, bass, violin, viola,
mandolin, piano, organ, keyboards, flute, balalaika, ukulele,
sitar, lap steel, bodhran, percussion, tenor and baritone
vocals, mob vocals. The album also features a huge number
of guests, of who I will list at the end of this article. ‘Hypatia’
tells the story of Hypatia of Alexandria (~ 350 - 415 AD)
who was the daughter of Theon.
Robert McClung’s grandfather was a country singer/
guitarist in the early 1950’s. He gave him his first guitar at
age ten and he became very involved in musical theater
during his teens, playing in pit orchestras and writing music
for children’s theatre productions. After high school he
jumped headlong into the world of rock and roll, touring
with a string of different bands.
His influences include Pink Floyd, Kansas, Tran-Siberian
Orchestra, Yes, King’s X, Spock’s Beard, Symphony X, Dream
Theater, Rush, Jethro Tull, etc... “I enjoy any band that
pushes the limits and breaks out of the typical pop mould,
particularly bands that have the vision to explore bigger
concept albums and use connecting themes,” says Robert.
“I’m very honoured than many members of these bands, the
people who inspired me to do what I do, has become part
of Telergy. It is amazing to work with them,” he marvels.
In his down time away from music Robert has few
interests. He has no interest in sports and he does not drink
or party. “I guess I’m somewhat unsociable like that? I
don’t own a television, or even a couch. I do enjoy going
out to movies, the theatre, the symphony and museums
occasionally. I’m a history buff, always looking for a good
story. So I’m always reading history related things. But most
of the time, it’s all about the music,” he tells me.
Telergy is a project, lead by Robert and featuring dozens
of incredible musicians from around the world. He writes
and produces everything, picking and choosing all the

different players for various parts. “It is a large collective,
creating something massive and unique that is bigger than
any one artist can do themselves. It’s a huge musical circus,
and I’m the ring leader,” he explains.
The album tells the story of Hypatia, the daughter of
Theon, a guardian of the Egyptian library of Alexandria,
the greatest repository of knowledge in the ancient world.
Theon trained Hypatia in astronomy, mathematics and
philosophy. She quickly grew to be a great scholar and
teacher in the library herself, widely renowned for both her
wisdom and her striking beauty.
Alexandria was a place of great political and religious
conflict during this time. “These struggles for political power
and control lead to significant destruction of the library of
Alexandria in 391. Hypatia continued to teach with what
fragments could be saved until mounting tensions over
political power erupted between rivals Orestes, the Roman
governor of Alexandria, and Cyril, the Catholic Bishop of
Alexandria. Cyril was incensed by his perception that the
educated and Pagan Hypatia was a confidant of Orestes on
matters of state against the church. In 415 a group of Coptic
monks, presumably incited by Cyril, viciously attacked and
murdered Hypatia,” explains Robert.
Nearly all works affiliated with Hypatia were
destroyed. “Much of what
we know about her comes
from
correspondence
between her and one of her
students, Synesius. Many
scholars throughout history
have
borrowed
and
expanded on the work of
Hypatia, regarding her
amongst the greatest minds
of the ancient world
alongside Plato, Aristotle,
Socrates and Pythagoras. Cyril was canonized as a Saint,”
he adds.
Robert had the opportunity to explore some new
concepts for the album, like bits of electronic and even
jazz. “I think I also made some good improvements in the
production elements this time around as well. But it can
always be better. I’ll never stop aiming for perfection,” he
says.
The bulk of the album was recorded at Robert’s home
studio here in New Hampshire and some of the players
recorded their parts in their own home studios, or in studios
near them, and then emailed their tracks back to me for
final mixing. The entire album took two years from start to
finish and Robert produced it.
Mattan Klein is the amazing flute soloist on all the
Telergy albums. “He lives in Israel and only makes it over to
the states a couple times a year when on tour. Getting him
up to my studio is sometimes impossible, which means I
have to go to him, wherever he is, and try to find someplace
quiet to record him using mobile gear. This has lead to us
ending up in some very unique and humorous places at all
hours of the night,” he chuckles.
Robert has been very busy playing on other people’s
projects and doing production work for other artists lately.
“I have also been busy searching for the next Telergy story.
Once I finally decide on it I will begin the process of laying
out how the story will play out within musical pieces,” he
concludes, bringing an end to our conversation.
Artists performing on ‘Hypatia’ include: Durga
McBroom: Hypatia, Bryan Hicks: Theon, Corey Glover:
Synesius, Blake Carpenter: Cyril, Peter Kelley: Peter the
reader, Almus Kenter: The Professor, Chris Bonito: drums, Kyle
Wybranowski: drums, Mike LePond: bass, Oliver Holzwarth:
bass, Kristen Miller: cello, Adam Nunes: cello, Tim Nunes:
violin, viola, David Ragsdale: violin, Anna Phoebe: violin,
Angus Clark: guitar, Chris Caffery: guitar, Parker Lundgren:
guitar, Connor Wybranowski: guitar, Oliver Wakeman:
keyboards, Oliver Palotai: Keyboards , Mattan Klein: flute,
Scott Page: saxophone, Laura Sanscartier: soprano vocals,
Tamara McShea: soprano vocals, Stephanie Slabon: soprano
vocals, Angeliki Theoharris: mezzo vocals, Joshua Collier:
tenor vocals, Jaimee Joroff: harp, Jennifer Lanter: French
horn, John Cardin: trumpet, Steve Workman: tuba, Jan
Halloran: clarinet , Barbara LaFitte: oboe, Mac Ritchey: oud,
Mike Dolan: mob vocals, Tim Clark: mob vocals and Gary
Wheaton: mob Vocals.
Check Telergy out at www.telergymusic.com

ONE TIME MOUNTAIN

From Boston, Massachusetts we find the awesome
ONE TIME MOUNTAIN, who have an fabulous new
eleven track CD out now called ‘Seasons’ which runs in
at just at around forty five minutes long and is the band’s
debut album following some EP’s. One Time Mountain
are: Alex Nekrylau - vocals, Brian Murphy - lead guitars,
Jeff Blute - rhythm guitars and drummer Matt Valliere.
Guitarist Brian Murphy started playing piano when he
was seven or eight years old. That went on for about six
years, and he had a very patient teacher. However, piano
didn’t interest him the way guitar did and when he was
around twelve years old he got a guitar for Christmas.
“I was on cloud nine. I thought being in a band would
be the coolest, so for the next few years I was playing
for local bands and by the time I was eighteen I was
travelling across the country playing music a lot in LA
and Vegas. Then in the end of 2012/early 2013, OTM was
born,” explains Murphy.
Singer Alex Nekrylau started piano lessons when he
was six years old which he did for a couple years and
switched to painting for a while. Later he did some hiphop and started playing guitar when he was thirteen or
so. “I played in a couple of bands when I was in high
school, started singing in my darkwave band when I was
in my early twenties,” he tells me.
Drummer Matt Valliere has been playing drums for
as long as he can remember. His earliest memory is of
a small drum kit that he used to play at a very young
age. “A childhood friend of mine had a junk kit in his
basement and I would find myself down there banging
on the snare while all of my friends were outside playing
sports or whatever else kids did before cell phones,” says
Valliere. “According to my parents, I was a shy boy who
loved to make noise with a wooden spoon against a
variety of kitchen accessories. I was gifted my first drum
kit in middle school and I would play that thing every
day for hours. I performed a drum solo in sixth grade (my
first public performance) which led to an invite to join
my first band. Since then, I have been in various local
bands and played with many musicians. I suppose I’ve
been musically gifted for the entirety of my life and it’s
rather difficult to reach that far back in the memory bank,
but I think that sums it up.”
Brian’s influences include John Petrucci, Herman
Li, Johnny Ohlin, Mike
Orlando, Paul Gilbert,
Steve Vai, Jun Senou,
Michael
Romeo, Joe
Satriani, Kiko Loureiro,
Sam Totman, Bill Hudson,
Jason Becker, and Synyster
Gates. Those were his main
influences once he got
more established with
guitar. “Shout out to
Singers/Masterminds
Tobias Sammet and Russell Allen! Inspiration for the
album? Probably everything; Life, Death, Conspiracies,
the possibility of extra terrestrial life, getting through a
shitty day,” he tells me. Nekrylau mostly listens to Alice in
Chains, Slash’s stuff, Alter Bridge, Linkin Park, Depeche
Mode, Korn, STP, Papa Roach etc.. “I would say inspiration
behind the album is what’s inside me, my feelings and
emotions,” he says.
Matt’s musical inspirations have evolved and
expanded over the years and his earliest inspirations
were Creed, Linking Park, Disturbed, System of a Down
etc.. “I’ve always been inspired by cinematic, orchestral
music and soundtracks as well. I was introduced to Dream
Theater approximately ten years ago and that band has
since changed the way I play drums. It was the first time
in a long time that I felt truly challenged behind the kit.
These days I find myself listening to many artists of all
genres including but not limited to Periphery, Killswitch
Engage, Sara Bareilles, Twelve Foot Ninja, Utada Hikaru,
Symphony X, Girugamesh and so much more than I can
possibly list. As for the album, most of the material was
presented to me by the guitarists in the band in the form
of riffs and melodies. I then experimented with different
beats and grooves until I found what worked with the
material. Most of the songs originated from existing
ideas that we just needed to refine and arrange,” he
explains to me.
In his down time outside of music he loves hanging
out with Kate and Albus, playing Shenmue, the greatest
video game series of all time. “Other than that,
exercising, and hanging out with friends and family. It’s
kind of hard for me to pick because music is such a huge
part of my life. I am a part time DJ at Boston Rock Radio,
an excellent and growing online radio station. I am also a
huge marvel cinematic universe nerd and I can’t wait for
Infinity Wars. I also love Lord of the Rings, and think it is
far superior to Star Wars,” he smiles.
Matt has always been interested in film and
storytelling. “Movies and art have had my attention
almost as long as I’ve been a musician. I got my first
camcorder when I was about eight years old and with
it I would create short videos and horror films with

friends. Before I joined One Time Mountain, I was very
active on YouTube creating various skits and drum cover
videos which I would shoot, direct and edit. So in short,
all of my time goes to creative activities such as graphic
design, video, and writing (when I’m not making music or
gaming.)” Whilst Alex tires to spend more time with his
wife and daughter.
One Time Mountain are a bunch of guys that play rock
and roll but with a lot more shred. “I think that brings a
different level of fun to the band because I don’t think a
lot of bands do it like we do. Also our album consistently
changes style from beginning to end which is something
I think a lot of bands definitely don’t do like we do,”
explains Murphy. “We don’t take ourselves too seriously
and I think that goes a long way with playing the kind
of music we play because having an elitist attitude gets
old after a while, and we just want to have fun.” Besides
the fact that all of Alex’s band mates are very talented
musicians, they’re also awesome friends and lads that he
a lot of fun spending time with. “Great people who are
at the same time great musicians – that’s the formula of
success, I believe,” he enthuses.
The best thing about this album is that it is very
diverse. “We put in a lot of effort working on the songs
and I’m sure the result is pretty fantastic. We all worked
on the album together as a real team and I can hardly
name any song that I would choose as the highlight, I
think that it came out consistently great,” explains Alex.
The band are playing some shows here and there
and are currently looking for a bass player at the same
time. “Can’t wait to book our first tour. I think it’s gonna
happen really soon,” smiles Alex. The band recorded
most of the parts at their home studios and the process
took something about a year and a half to complete.
For the future the guys are planning to start touring in
support of the album really soon. Hoping to get to Europe
as well. “The main thing about all this is bringing fun to
people and having fun at the same time,” concludes Alex.
Check One Time Mountain out at
www.onetimemountain.com
www.facebook.com/onetimemountainrgb /

ACTIVATE JETPACK

From Canberra, Australia we find energetic modern
groove based artists ACTIVATE JETPACK, who have a
superb new and very interesting creative ten track CD out
now called ‘Ctrl+Alt+Defeat’ that is well worth exploring.
The album runs in at just over thirty five minutes long and
the band’s third release. Activate Jetpack are Chaz Lewis guitar, vocals, Eva Bruce - synth, vocals and Daniel Cooke
- drums, vocals.
The albums open up with ‘Words As Weapons’, a
modern energetic and groove based song with enough
melody to capture casual listeners. This is just right for
summer weather, bubbly, hard hitting and covering a
lot of interesting musical ideas. The title track ‘Ctrl Alt
Defeat’ immediately charms, groove based and laced
in electronica. You can visualise the band at any of the
big outdoor festivals, and you know what, they would
go down storm.
‘The Philosopher’ is a marvellous song and shows
just how dominant and tight this trio can get with each
member giving it all they got, a good solid mix of rap n
rock funked up with tons of heavy groove. ‘You Can Stop
This’ was a track written towards the end of the sessions,
and is a catchy up-tempo ditty reminiscent of Bring Me
The Horizon and Shinedown with a more melodic groove.
‘Anarchy’ is where the band mix up electronica, metal
and rock, it’s a fun catchy
vibrant song making me
think a little of Bowling For
Soup and Faith No More
and should be all over
radio, superb. The guitar
fuelled ‘The Darkest Path’
is another strong catchy
song and one of my faves,
a lot more melodic and
straight forward modern
hard rock, the whole band
sound tight, the playing and vocals are immaculate and
one has to also give kudos to the band’s self produced
work, they have certainly captured the lively
determination of the band.

You can hear more electronica on ‘Bit Betrayal’, this
is a really effective song, I love the whole feel and the
way in which each band member swap vocals, very cool,
almost progressive in its own vigorous way, you can’t
help but get pulled into the sheer joy, the harmonies
are superb, very creative. ‘The Disposable Man’ features
a more modern melodic fun groove, and ‘The Life You
Can Save’ is where the band get creative with the
electronica ideas, very atmospheric and catchy rapcore
styled song, grooving, fun with lots going on. Ending the
album is ‘Never Enough’ which is another creative hugely
enjoyable song, this one has a more of a rave style feel
to it, can see this one going down well at festivals like
say Glastonbury.
Eva Bruce grew up on a fairly large rural property in
Australia; it would take an hour on a push bike to get
to the rest of civilization which naturally meant that Eva
spent most of her time at home. Fortunately their house
was full of instruments, her parents were musicians and
luckily they were also hoarders. Living on a large property
also meant that they didn’t have many neighbours close
by, so Eva was inclined to play these instruments rather
loudly and quite late at night, drum kits and guitar amps
up to eleven. “Being the angsty teen I was, heavy music
is what I gravitated towards. Ever since then it’s all I’ve
known,” she marvels.
Eva grew up listening to first wave pop punk, with
bands such as Greenday, Blink 182, Jimmy Eat World,
Weezer etc... She was also a huge fan of the heavy
industrial stuff like Nine Inch Nails, Rammstein, Marilyn
Manson. Even as a naive teenager she knew that
combining elements from these two genres would be an
ambitious undertaking. “Of course it could be done, but
could it be done well. My career goal as a musician is
to attempt to answer that question. There isn’t a huge
demand for rock electronica, but it’s worth realising
that there wasn’t a huge demand for rock music at all
before it existed as a genre. A few modern bands (that
we love) have toyed with electronic elements such as
Bring Me The Horizon and Falling In Reverse and they
do it incredibly well but I think there’s still a lot of room
for bands in the rock/metalcore genre that incorporate
electronica,” Bruce explains to me.
In her down time from music Eva has a deep
appreciation for the works of the great philosophers
through western and eastern history and she follows a
lot of modern philosophers as well. “Regular meditation
keeps me calm and focused on my goals. I’ve also had a
career as an IT systems engineer and back in the day I did
some military service. I still make an effort to maintain
my personal fitness (healthy body healthy mind) and I
keep myself very up to date with modern technology.
Technology opens up a world of opportunities for artists,
at times I think modern artists are too sentimental about
how things were done rather than consider methods of
expressing themselves through the tools of the modern
age. Not that I lack an appreciation for the traditional
mediums, but that seems to be the emphasis a bit too
often,” she tells me.
Working with the other guys for Eva is something that
she finds satisfying. Everyone in the band is really open
minded about how to approach a project and they are
all willing to embrace new technologies to use on stage,
or borrow from other genres when they are writing. As a
result when you listen to the album, you will hear that
Activate Jetpack have got a little something for everyone,
heavy rock ballads, rap, catchy melodies, metalcore
breakdowns, electronic dance beats and grooves.”
A rapping drummer isn’t something you see too often
either! It’s a lot of fun,” she smiles.
The new album ‘Ctrl Alt Defeat’ is the band’s third
album, the musical structures are very much new terrain
for them and it has been inspired by the implications of
emerging technology and its impact on modern society.
“We wanted to incorporate current themes like activism
with classic philosophical ideas. We also wanted our
choice of instrumentation to reflect that concept as well,”
says Bruce. “Traditional rock instrumentation like electric
guitars and drum kits with modern electronic tones and
samples, exchanging a bass guitarist for synthesized bass
and using quite a bit of sampling. Overall we’re really
happy with how the whole thing came together,” she
says with pride.
Eva likes to record as she writes and then come back
to each track and tweak it accordingly to make the whole
project feel homogeneous before the band release it.
They have their own humble studio that affords Activate
Jetpack that flexibility, which is great because she is
incredibly picky about every detail and she will often sit
on a track for months before deciding to roll with it or
cut it if it can’t be tweaked to satisfaction. “So effectively
the album ends up being self produced, which is a matter
of practicality more than anything. There are some great
producers we’d love to work with in the future though,”
she tells me. The overall the process took about a year
and a half including writing. There were a few songs
that the band cut at the last minute and a few that were
written to replace it only months before the albums’

release. Their second single ‘You Can Stop This’ was
actually one of these tracks.
The band had been booked for a private show, and
when they were on stage and the crowd was really
getting into it. “The host of the event found out my
favourite whisky beforehand and kept a steady supply of
them coming my way while I was on stage. Typically I
wouldn’t drink much while playing a show but this was
a reasonably casual event. I was downing one or two
glasses per song. One moment I was on stage having
an awesome time, the next thing I know I’ve woken up
the next day with a black eye. I remember feeling pretty
nauseous by the time I was about fifteen whiskies deep...
Apparently I had attempted a spontaneous stage dive
(mid song) as it was the fastest route to a bathroom. I
remained in the bathroom for the rest of the evening and
needless to say the gig was cut short,” chuckles Bruce.
The band have played a few shows since the album’s
release and they will probably play a few more soon but
more than anything Eva is excited about writing again. “I
just really love the writing process and testing the limits
of my creativity. The whole band is constantly growing
and refining our abilities and continuously keeping the
creative process alive is part of that I think. So expect
some more new stuff from us soon,” she concludes,
bringing an end to our conversation. What is intriguing
about Activate Jetpack my friends is that the trio have
mass appeal, ‘Ctrl Alt Defeat’ is one of those albums you
just end up playing over and over as it gets under your
skin, essential listening, soak it up and enjoy.
Check Activate Jetpack out at www.facebook.com\
activatejetpack

COAL CREEK

From Germany we find alternative rock band COAL
CREEK, who have a new self titled eleven track CD out
now which runs in at just under forty minutes long and is
the bands second release. Coal Creek are: Julian Breucker
- lead vocals/guitars, Rolf Hering - drums, Hendrik MüllerSpäth - bass and Simon Kempner - guitars.
Singer and guitarist Julian Breucker got into music
pretty early in life. He started playing piano at the age of
nine and did this for almost three years. He then switched
to drums at the age of twelve and then started playing
in several bands. He really got into rock music after a
friend of showed me System of a down. “I do still see
this as the point where it all really started for me. I was
so amazed by the crazy sound of their music. I taught
myself some guitar skills and started playing Soad songs
day in day out. I slowly started to write my own songs.
The songwriting quickly became some kind of addiction
for me. So today I am constantly working on a new song
and System of a down are still my biggest heroes of all
time” says Breucker.
System of a down has always been one of his big
inspirations and he loves
the mix of aggression and
soft melancholy in their
songs. “This kind of
suffering vibe of their
music definitely influenced
the way I write songs
nowadays. Besides that I
am a big fan of Billy Talent.
I think you can really hear
it when you listen to the
songs of our new album.
Especially regarding the clear and simple structure of the
songs. It is pretty hard to pick out other specific Bands
that inspired me when I wrote this album. I normally just
start writing a song and often it happens that I realize
that this song was influenced by a band that I haven’t
listened to for quite a while. It appears that some songs
just get stuck in my brain and influence the songwriting
in an indirect way. I would be super curious how such
processes work out because it is something that I am not
doing without any intent,” he explains to me.
In his down time away from music Julian is a
psychology student and he has a large interest for what is
going on in other people’s minds. “Studying psychology
(for almost three years now) really shifted my perspective
on conflicts and relationships. Many people are not aware
of the importance of empathy and reflection and thus
run into unsolvable conflicts with others or themselves.

Psychology really made me understand this. These topics
are also a big inspiration for the songs that I am writing.
Other than that I am a big fan of travelling. I try to push
myself out of my comfort zone by travelling to places that
are completely new for me. I went on a huskyfarm in the
north of Sweden last summer. Planting trees and training
with the dogs was a challenging experience for me. I
definitely learned a lot about myself in the three weeks
that I spent there,” he smiles.
Coal Creek’s are lyrics about real life problems that
Breucker faced. “I guess nearly everyone faces sometime
in life. I think you can find yourself somewhere in these
lines if you listen to it. I would describe this band as being
a pretty straight rock band. We are not beautifying the
songs with needless details to make them look bigger
on the outside. I think that nowadays, a lot of bands are
using more and more additional effects on their songs.
One gets easily distracted from the real meaning of
those songs since you are just overwhelmed by the vast
variety of different sounds in a song. We try to keep our
songs playable. If we have to guitars we won´t have ten
different guitars on the record,” he enthuses.
Julian wrote the album over the course of around
three years. The long writing period lead to the interesting
fact that the album is some kind of reflection of different
life periods that he went through. “Thus more personal
songs like ‘Dreaming’, ‘Till we Can Forget’ are reflections
of certain periods of my life. There is also a bunch of
songs which are more about observations that I made in
my surroundings,” he explains to me. When writing lyrics,
Breucker’s likes to take a certain topic that is currently
affecting him and then start to build a huge picture
around it. “So you would not immediately understand
what the song is about but definitely will if you look
into greater detail. For example the song ‘White Eyes’ is
aimed at the loss of emotions and real affection through
the vastly growing digital life that people led. I had the
picture in my mind that people would look up from their
smartphone having their eyes completely turned into
white so that they are not able to see or feel emotions
of persons they meet in the real life. Songs like ‘New Wa’
and ‘Black Dream’ have the same kind of metaphoric
writing,” he explains.
The album was recorded at a studio in Muenster,
Germany owned by the bands friend Phil Kamp. Julian
had already worked with him many times before and
they decided to record this album together. “We went to
an extra studio for the drum recordings to have the best
sounding room. Guitars were recorded via Kemper and
then reamped in another studio. After the recording was
done we started searching for the perfect audio engineer
to mix and master the album. The search took us quite a
long time. After several test mixes we decided to team
up with Aljoscha Sieg of the Pitchback Studios who is
located in Cologne, Germany.
Aljoscha is one of the most well known metal
producers in Germany. He already worked with bands
like (Eskimo Callboy, Nasty, Any Given Day etc.). So we
were actually pretty confident that he would meet our
expectations. The first mix literally overwhelmed us and
we are more than happy with the final sound of the
album,” he says with satisfaction.
Coal Creek are currently writing a new record. “We
will definitely try out some new things. Especially trying
to get a stronger contrast between dark and aggressive
vibes and a soft melodic style. We might go a bit lower
with our tuning for the next record but by now these are
only pretty blurry plans. Other than that we are trying
to play live as much as possible. At our current level of
awareness this is a pretty hard goal to achieve. So we
spent a lot of time in front of our computers bombarding
promoters with e-mails. I think that the album layed
proper groundwork for the future. So I hope we will
be able to put out new music as soon as possible,”
concludes Julian.
Check Coal Creek out at www.coalcreek.de
www.facebook.com/coalcreekband

MAYBURN

From Vienna, Austria we find up beat modern power
hard rockers MAYBURN, who have a new ten track CD
out now called ‘No Horizon’ which runs in at just under
forty five minutes long and is the bands second release.
While Mayburn’s debut ‘When Worlds Collide’ was

marked by finding their own style and incorporating
different influences, the new record ‘No Horizon’
sounds much more mature and homogenous. It has
driving tracks like ‘Surrendering’ and ‘Remedy’ and also
catchy and melodic parts like ‘Hear Me Calling’, ‘Lift Me
Higher’ or ‘Relieve’ as well as social awareness about
today’s society and greed. Mayburn are: Peter Janda
- vocals, Vlastimir Dimitrijevic - lead guitar, Stephan
Wimmer - rhythm guitar, Vladimir Shibanov - bass and
drummer Bernhard Henkes.
Singer Peter Janda has been singing since he was
a child. He has always been into rock and metal, so...
he joined his first band at the age of sixteen and since
then he has nearly always been in a band, but none
of these ever got as serious as Mayburn, which Peter
started together with Stephan and Andi, their first
drummer. Things have never worked out as well as with
Mayburn and the feedback that the band get from their
audience and fans which they call ‘Mayburn Family’ has
so far been incredible. “Every gig is a huge party and we
love to celebrate with our ‘family’. We love playing live,
interacting with the audience and getting in touch with
our fans,” Peter smiles.
Mayburn’s music covers a broad spectrum of styles,
as you will hear when you listen to the new record.
Their influences come from various directions, Dimi and
Bernhard are into metal, Stephan, and Peter are more
the melodic rock types and Vladi enjoys the progressive
stuff. This variety defines the band and their music, it
is not simply metal or rock and they tend to call their
music powerrock as they take bits of everything that
they love and merged it into Mayburn’s own style.
“We’re not in a specific box, we’re Mayburn. Just
listen to our CDs and you’ll know what we mean,” he
enthuses.
The lyrics on their second album ‘No Horizon’ are
influenced by the current mood in the society, where
no one is satisfied, everyone is complaining and in
most cases, Peter has no idea why. “We’re a blessed
generation and we have everything you can imagine,
but still we cannot stop envying each other and the
things others (claim to) possess. These are times of
jealousy, where everyone is begrudging everyone,”
he says firmly. The record title however is kind of a
tribute to the band’ own way of merging the different
musical styles they are coming from without setting
themselves any limits or borders and just doing what
they love. “Of course it’s also been influenced by the
lyrics which describe the hopelessness when we don’t
change the way we’re acting and what we’re longing
for nowadays.”
In his down time away from music Peter has got
many different interests, but due to the fact that
making music is challenging in every way, there’s not
much time left for him to explore activities. “I like doing
graphics, playing disc golf and of course last but not
least, I always take time to spend as much as possible
with the people I love and meeting new people, which
influences and affects me in many ways,” he says.
One big difference about Mayburn is in the way they
perform live, the guys love
to interact with their
audience. “We’re putting
much effort in writing
catchy phrases for the
crowd to sing along with
us on our concerts. We
don’t only want to play
for our audience; we want
to play with them. That’s
what defines us. That’s
what we love, and of
course, as I already mentioned before, the fact, that you
can’t just put us in a box like, ‘Yeah Mayburn are a
metal band’. Every one of us brings his own piece of
dedication to each song and completes the style that
defines us,” Peter explains to me.
The band put much effort and time in the song
writing and production. “We can’t exactly say how long
the song writing process took us, as we started after
the first album was released. All songs have ripened for
months, as we wanted to get the best possible output
out of every single song on the album. That’s the reason,
why every one of us loves every song on the new record.
Sure you have your favourites, but there’s not a single
track we don’t want to play live, because it’s weaker
than the rest. Sometimes you have to take a step back
and change the direction you intended to take,” he
explains.
They recorded ‘No Horizon’ at Cosmix Studios
Vienna with Rainer Spänle, who was the co-producer
for this album. “We owe him a lot. We love working
with this guy, he put so much sweat and tears in this
record and of course he didn’t always have an easy
time working with us. We share the perfectionism,
that’s why we spent a lot of time in the studio together.
But now we’re swapping the studio for the tour bus.
We’re looking forward to a whole bunch of ‘tour life’

experiences, although we doubt they will be suitable
for all ages. There are great instrumental parts in every
song, driving riffs and beats, soulful vocal lines and
interesting lyrics. But that’s enough vaunt for now,” he
smiles.
The band are planning to release more records
as well as more touring. “We want to reach as many
people as possible, so we’re always working on our
performances, on our music. We’d love to hit big Stages,
play bigger crowds, and write new songs. Just doing
what we love and what keeps us going. Music, we’re
already working on our third long player, so stay tuned
for more,” concludes Peter.
Check Mayburn out at: www.mayburn.at
www.facebook.com/mayburnmusic

From Wasilla, AK, USA we find diverse female fronted
hard rock artists 3 KISSES, who have a superb new ten
track CD out now called ‘Read ‘Em & Weep’ which runs
in at just under forty five minutes long and is the bands
tenth album. 3 Kisses are: Tish Meeks - lead vocals/
rhythm guitar, Drew Owens - lead guitar/ backing vocals,
Zach Adams - bass/ backing vocals and Dale Payne on
drums.
Singer and guitarist Tish Meeks has played music
most of her life. She started on piano when she was
seven, and she found that she had always wanted to play
guitar. There were no guitar teachers in the small West
Texas town that Meeks grew up in, so piano had to do.
She didn’t pick up guitar until she was twenty four and it
then took Meeks ten more years to start 3 Kisses. “I was
quite a late bloomer. I started getting into hard rock and
metal when I was a teen and went to every concert that
comes through town. I loved standing on the railing and
watching the lead guitarist shred. I didn’t plan on being a
lead singer. It just kind of worked out that way. I could not
imagine not fronting the band now that I have been at it
for fourteen years. I love singing,” she smiles.
Bass player Zach Adams first got involved in music
when he went onstage with his dad’s band for his
seventh birthday. “They were performing at Sturgis in
Alaska and as a gift, had me do backup vocals on a cover
of ‘Three Little Pigs’ by Green Jellÿ. I always wanted to
learn how to play music after that and finally picked up
the guitar in ninth grade,” Adams tells me.
Meek’s musical inspirations are vast and she is
inspired by Joan Jett, Pat Benatar, Rob Zombie, Halestorm,
Avenged Sevenfold, Volbeat, Andrew WK, Shinedown,
Thrice, Ghost, Rise Against The Machine. “There are so
many. Everything I listen to inspires me in some way and
I have quite an eclectic taste in music. I could hear a
random song on the radio or Pandora and it might inspire
something in an entirely different direction. That is the
beautiful thing about music. It is fluid and alive,” she
champions. The band’s new album ‘Read ‘Em & Weep’ is
largely inspired by life experiences as are most Meeks
songs. “Life in Alaska has been challenging for me and
many of the obstacles I’ve faced became song fodder.
Those songs tend to be the most relatable because
everyone has their own demons to battle,” she explains.
Zach’s biggest influences on bass are Paul McCartney,
Krist Novoselic, Chris Wolstenholme, Shavo Odadijian
and Robert Wynia. “I also
play guitar, drums, vocals,
piano, harmonica and
wood flute. My other
major influences include
Kurt Cobain, Matt Bellamy,
Jack White, Serj Tankian,
Daron Malakian, Layne
Staley, Jerry Cantrell, Billy
Corgan, Brian Aubert,
James Hetfield, Alex Turner,
Norah
Jones,
Justin
Timberlake, Gerard Way, Trent Reznor, Steven Wilson,
Freddie Mercury, Brian May, Corey Taylor, Julian
Casablancas, Jim Morrison, Vitas and Andy Kaufman. I’m
a little all over the place,” he smiles. When Adams is
writing songs, influences also can be anything from world
events, personal experiences, or stories that he enjoys.
Outside of music Tish’s kids, family and friends are her
priority. She loves to travel and along with her best friend
she spent two weeks in the Dominican Republic last

summer which she found was heavenly. “This summer,
I will spend three weeks in Milwaukee, WI, hanging out
with my music producer and then two weeks in Nashville,
TN. I don’t get to travel enough. I also enjoy reading and I
am working on an autobiography,” she adds. Zach enjoys
writing fantasy/sci-fi and he is currently working on a
series of books. “I’m also interested in acting. I spend
a lot of spare time reading (my favourite series are the
Dresden Files, Harry Potter, and the Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy. I also like biographies, comic books and
anything about space/ science), or playing video games
(Final Fantasy, Pokemon, Fallout),” he tells me.
Meeks started the band in Austin, TX, in 2004, and
her ex-husband was in the band at the time. “I have
managed to keep the band alive for over a decade and
after moving from Texas to Alaska. My commitment to
putting out quality music year after year sets us apart.
We are not a fly-by-night operation,” she says firmly.
As previously mentioned ‘Read ‘Em & Weep’ is 3 Kisses
tenth album, so it is very special for Tish. “It is heavier
and darker than previous 3 Kisses album. Drew brings
a lot of that new direction, but he also challenges me
to write more poignant lyrics. This album is raw and
authentic lyrically. I reached into the deep recesses of my
soul on this one,” she explains to me.
3 Kisses recently shot a video for the song “Kill
Shack” and that song is a highlight for Meeks. “We
played a show once on a floating dock in the middle of
Big Lake, AK. The lake lives up to its name. As we travelled
back to shore, we noticed a creepy, dilapidated shack in
the middle of the woods. The title just came to me. I
nudged Drew and said, ‘We should write a song called
‘Kill Shack’ about a female serial killer’. The song came
to life from there. It is one of the few songs that is not
based on personal experience. I have yet to delve into
serial killing and will probably avoid that line of work
altogether,” explains Tish.
3 Kisses have also had some great shows in Texas
during SXSW back in March. “It was refreshing to get
out of Alaska. Shows are hit or miss here. The population
is small, so it is much harder to navigate than a city. I
do miss living in a large city. We do have a great little
German bar called Schwabenhof that we play at regularly
and there is always a great crowd who truly support live
music. We were set to go on a thirty six date national
tour this summer, but it had to be postponed due to
circumstances beyond our control. That was a real drag
for all of us. We hope to get out there and get our music
heard by as many people as possible. It is worthy of being
heard and I think music fans all over would enjoy seeing
us live,” she champions.
Tish has have recorded seven 3 Kisses albums along
with Eric LaBrosse at Cherry Pit Studios. He has a studio
in the Milwaukee, WI, area, but also has the capability of
mobile recording. The band flies him to Alaska to track
the albums and he does all the mixing and mastering in
his terrestrial studio. 3 Kisses spent about eight months
writing the album and it took two weeks to do the
tracking. “We write constantly, so there is always new
material stored up. Eric has been working with me for
such a long time; he has a deep understanding of me as
an artist and a singer. I’ve recorded singles here and there
for compilation albums and no one is able to capture the
essence of 3 Kisses like Eric can,” explains Meeks.
Next up the band plan to go on tour as soon as things
can be reconfigured and they will continue writing and
recording music. ‘The goal is to get the music out to our
loyal fans and make new ones. I love touring because
you meet so many interesting people along the way. I
have made lasting friendships from being on the road
and it is one of the most special parts of being an artist.
Relationships are everything, especially in a chaotic
world where empathy, understanding and compassion
are severely lacking,” concludes Tish.
Check 3 Kisses out at www.3kisses.com
www.facebook.com/3kisses
www.twitter.com/3_kisses

SEEK IRONY

From Austin, Texas and also Israel, we find groove
based alternative rockers SEEK IRONY who have a
brilliant catchy new eleven track CD out now called ‘Tech
N Roll’, which runs in at just over forty five minutes long
and is the band’s debut album following an EP and single

release. Seek Irony are: Kfir Gov - vocals, Alex Campbell guitars, Adam Donovan - bass/misa tri bass and drummer
Rom Gov.
Brother singer Kfir and drummer Rom Gov family
moved a lot around Europe when they were both kids
and they grew up living in Italy, Israel, Germany and
France, and in the midst of all that they were introduced
to rock and metal music. Kfir remembers Rom at the ages
of eight and twelve he and Rom listening to ‘Sad But True’
by Metallica and that was it, the brothers were hooked.
He began learning the guitar at the age of twelve and he
remembers Rom at the age of eight pounding on every
possible pot in the house, trying to convince their parents
to buy him a drum kit. On his ninth birthday they finally
caved in and agreed to rent a drum kit to see if he was
serious about it.
About two months later, they bought him his first
kit. “We placed the drums in my bedroom and naturally
he and I began playing music together. A year later we
began writing our first songs. Fast forward a couple years,
we started our first band in Israel, had our first recording
experience in a professional recording studio (I was
fifteen years old and Rom was ten) and a few months
later we were already playing gigs in adult venues in
different cities in Israel and we’ve been pretty much at it
ever since,” explains Kfir.
Kfir was always most attracted to artists that
developed their own unique signature sound. On the
rock side, a few of his main musical fathers range from
classics like Metallica, Aerosmith, Megadeth, ACDC,
Nirvana, Alice in Chains etc... to more modern rock artists
like Nine Inch Nails, Rob Zombie, Muse, Rage Against
The Machine, Tool, Disturbed, Sevendust and so on. “At
the same time, Tel Aviv always had a really strong EDM
scene so I also grew up going to a lot of Rave parties,
listening to electronica dance music. To name just a few
of my musical inspirations on the EDM side would be
Pendulum, The Prodigy, Infected Mushroom, Deadmau5,
Skrillex, The Qemists, Modestep and more,” he says.
Kfir thinks that lyrics of a song are meant to
communicate a message that people can relate to and
hopefully feel empowered by. The lyrics of the songs on
‘Tech N Roll’ vary, some are very deep and meaningful,
and some are just light and fun, for example ‘Ravelution
(Push)’ is about how religious, political, racial or
nationality based narratives divide between people.”
A few years back, I was approached to participate
in a youth leadership program between Israelis and
Palestinians,” he explains.
The program flew fifty youth leaders in the fields
of arts, politics, law,
medicine, science etc,
twenty five Israelis and
twenty five Palestinians,
and they took them all to a
neutral country where they
were brought together to
discuss
the
issues
revolving the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. “Just
to clarify, without a safe
neutral zone, such a
meeting could never occur. Going through that
experience, I felt like every time we weren’t discussing
our political narratives, like when we were out playing
soccer, travelling or just hanging out, we all really had a
great time together. Potentially we could be best friends.
On the other hand, every time our historic, religious or
political narratives were brought into the picture, we
couldn’t agree on anything and each would go back to
their familiar corners,” he explains to me.
That pretty much means that if the guys were to
grow up on the same side of the border, they might
have been best friends, but because they did not, they
are now brainwashed to think that their fate is to
forever be enemies. “As a kid who grew up in multiple
countries, that thought blows my mind,” he sighs. The
song ‘Running Towards the End of the World’ is a about
the excessiveness of social media in our lives and how
sometimes it feels like we’re losing our human connection
by trading real active communicative relationships for
sitting all alone for hours in front of a screen. ‘Tech N Roll’
on the other hand is just a fun light song describing the
band’s musical style, a combination of Techno and Rock
N’ Roll, and ‘Skin 2 Skin’ is about casual sex and freeing
yourself from religious or social boundaries.
In his down time away from music Kfir loves football,
and by that he means the REAL Football where you actually
DO use your feet. “I used to play for a Football team in
Paris when I was a teenager and my favourite Football
team is Barcelona. I also love Texas Hold’em Poker and I
actually participate in quite a lot of Poker tournaments,”
he says. Kfir doesn’t really watch TV much but he does like
going to movies, and some of his favourite movies include
The Matrix, Inglorious Bastards, Inception etc and I follow
some TV series like Game of Thrones, The Walking Dead,
Black Mirror, Man in the High Castle, West World and Mr.
Robot. “I really dislike politics and politicians but I do think

it’s important to be knowledgeable about the subject
and get involved wherever possible to try and make a
difference,” he tells me.
The album brings hard rock music and electronica
dance music into one. “Our fans best describe Seek
Irony as a big live rock show, featuring real musicianship,
mixed with an EDM rave dance party. Imagine highly
skilled musicians playing roaring loud live drums and
guitars mixed with dance flavoured electronica beats
and grooves powered by subs and bass driven sounds,
all structured into songs with meaningful lyrics. Add to
that a unique light show, special midi based instruments,
dancers in costumes and you’re at a Seek Irony live show,
“ Kfir explains to me.
As mentioned before, growing up the guys always
loved both styles of music and lifestyles and they felt that
both styles of music are pretty much the same, intense
energy emotionally driven music styles, that are simply
divided by different worlds of sounds. “Our goal was to
bring them together but make them sound as one, and to
add to that a multi senses live performance experience
that is mix of both lifestyles where you find yourself head
banging and dancing at the same time, a special live
experience that is not just meant for your ears but also
for your eyes and body,” he smiles.
‘Tech N Roll’ is pretty much an international record
and apart from being the lead singer in Seek Irony, Kfir
is also a full time music producer and he used to own
one of the leading recording studios in Israel called
‘Keoss Studios’. The guys began writing this album in
‘Keoss Studios’ while they were still located in Tel Aviv,
Israel. Then they relocated the band to Austin, TX and
Rom and Kfir started a new recording studio in Austin
called ‘Evil Snail Studios’, in which they continued to
write and record some of the other songs on this record.
“Once we finished recording all the tracks in our studios,
we sent the tracks to be mixed by a great Canadian
mixer named Phil Anderson at ‘Powersound Studios’,
Edmonton, Canada. Then, these final mixes were sent to
be mastered by our long time friend and colleague Maor
Appelbaum at ‘Maor Appelbaum Mastering Studios’ in
Los Angeles, California. All in all, I think this album was
written, recorded, mixed and mastered over a period of
seven/eight years,” he explains.
The guys have recently released a new music video for
‘Running Towards the End of The World’ so go check it out
online. It’s a very special music video about social media
behaviour, it is half animated based on the Facebook
design and half filmed with real actors. “We have plans
to Tour quite a lot in 2017 to support the release of ‘Tech
N Roll’, including some festival appearances. We’re also
already writing and recording our next album which is
coming along really great so far so we’re super excited
about that! Definitely plenty of cool stuff coming up to
look forward to in the future,” concludes Kfir.
Check Seek Irony out at www.SeekIrony.com
www.facebook.com/SeekIron
www.twitter.com/SeekIrony

THE BABOON SHOW

From Stockholm, Sweden we find politically electric
high energy driven modern punk hard rock artists THE
BABOON SHOW who have a new utterly brilliant eleven
track album out now called ‘The World Is Bigger Than
You’, which runs in at just over thirty minutes long and
is the bands eighth studio album. Political affairs are
important to the band and they incorporate a lot of
opinionated ground in their lyrics throughout the album.
Lately I have heard quite a few releases where social
awareness has been the concept of a bands record, so
it seems right now, the world where Trump is president,
and right in the middle of Brexit, May calls for a snap
election, there is a lot of social unrest out there, bloody
Governments eh.
However, whilst the bands must be congratulated
for doing something through music championing what
they believe in, let it not over shadow the songs and the
music, regardless of which side of the fence you sit on,
the songs and the playing all over ‘The World Is Bigger
Than You’ is passionate, the songs are catchy and hugely
addictive, if you have not heard these guys before, then
you should waste no more time in checking them out, as
they mean business and are here to stay.
They have also released four EP’s over the years and

a couple of compilations. The Baboon Show are: Cecilia
Boström - vocals, Frida Ståhl - bass, Håkan Sörle - guitar
and drummer Niclas Svensson.
Drummer Niclas Svensson’s parent’s listened to all
kinds of music when he was growing up and it all started
for real this one time when he went with his dad to visit a
friends. That friend had a son that was about the same age
as Niclas, maybe one or two years older. “He had his room
in the basement and he had these really cool posters on
the walls. Kiss, Mötley Crüe, W.A.S.P. and bands like that.
They all looked so cool and after I got my first own albums
I was completely hooked. Since around that time music has
always been a big part of my life,” Niclas tells me.
Niclas listens to all kinds of music, pop, indie, rock,
punk/hardcore, heavy metal, black/death metal. “Good
music is good music and that goes for everybody in the
band,” he says. His musical inspirations for the band
are AC/DC, especially the Bon Scott era mixed with the
sounds of early punk such as Dead Kennedys, Buzzcocks,
Toy Dolls, bands like that. We live in a world full of
egoism, individualism and neo-liberal politics, and the
new album ‘The World Is Bigger Than You’ reflects this.
“That kind of politics is also the reason why there is so
much racism everywhere. Therefore that album title and
people need to understand that the world is bigger than
the bubble they live in,” says Niclas.
In his down time away from music he collects
old
communist
memorabilia like army
hats,
uniforms,
propaganda posters and
stuff and he also collect
vinyls. Niclas is an ice
hockey fan and a supporter
of the team Luleå Hockey
from up North Sweden,
through thick and thin. He
is also into movies and TVseries as well. “Especially
Star Wars and the original Dallas series,” he tells me.
All the guys in the band like to have fun with their
art and their live shows and they are not that concerned
with appearance, nor do they give a shit about being
cool. “We play around with clichés and we really like
to do things that can be annoying to other people,”
he laughs. “We’re also huge fans of doing unexpected
things, especially during live shows. Politics is important
to us and both our lyrics and our visual expressions is
socialistic and we wanna say something and to us that is
an important thing, and if you don’t wanna hear it, that’s
your problem,” he says firmly.
The band are a democratic band which means
everybody in the band is involved with everything that
they do and got an equal say in everything. “We’re fifty
percent females and fifty percent males in the band, just
like in society. As a live band we are wild, aggressive and
intense, full of power and energy,” he tells me. In short,
The Baboon Show is an explosive live act and when you
see them live you will never get bored.
The band recorded the album at Ingrid Studios in
Stockholm with producer Pelle Gunnerfeldt who has
done work for The Hives, Randy among others and he is
also the guitar player in the Swedish band Fireside. “We
have been working with him for the latest four albums
and he always do a great job,” smiles Niclas. “The studio
is professional and very nice and if I remember it right I
think ABBA used that studio at some time back in the
day. We recorded all the basics in one week and then we
did some additional recordings in our own studio before
the mixing and mastering.”
For the future the band will be performing at a lot of
festivals this summer, mostly in Germany and Spain. “A
new album will be recorded in the autumn and released
in spring next year. After that more touring and we will
keep busy for sure. Keep on rocking in the free world,”
says Niclas bringing our interview to a close.
www.thebaboonshow.com
www.facebook.com/thebaboonshow

THINGS NOCTURNAL

From Sarasota, Florida we find energetic alternative
groove based duo THINGS NOCTURNAL, who have
a twelve track CD out now called ‘Ujjayi’ which runs
in at just under fifty minutes long and is the band’s

hugely inspirational debut album. Things Nocturnal are:
Shayne Bench - vocals, guitar, bass and drummer Jeff
Thal.
As a teenager Things Nocturnal main man Shayne
Bench decided that he was passionate enough about
music to learn to play guitar. By the time he was in
college, he was good enough to play in a band. He
learned very quickly after playing in a couple of cover
bands that the tedious nature of learning to play cover
songs (some of which he didn’t like) just wasn’t where
his passion lied. “I liked to create new music. My heart
was in the art, not the technical nature of playing. I
wanted to rock the house, and for me to do that, it had
to be music that I was part of creating. My first original
project was a band called Curved Parts in Oklahoma.
We made some great music,” smiles Shayne.
Bench’s first real memory of music was when he
was four or five years old listening to Kiss. He knew
the lyrics to every song and in kindergarten; he would
sit at the table at lunch and sing Kiss songs. “The
other kids thought I was weird. In the eighties, I was
a Prince fanatic. And in the nineties, it was the band
Live, lyrically, that has been my biggest inspiration…
very powerful and poetic,” he explains. Musically,
Shayne fell in love with Nirvana and Grunge music
and he is still a huge Foo Fighters fan. “I’m sure that
shows on this album. In writing the songs for Ujjayi, I
tried to blend powerful, thought-provoking lyrics with
a musical styling that is very reminiscent of nineties
grunge.”
In his down time away from the band Shayne and
his wife both love to work-out and keep fit. “Golf and
Stand-Up Paddle-boarding are two of our biggest
interests. Also, our two German Shepherds keep us very
busy,” he smiles. Musically, Things Nocturnal does what
a lot of bands do today; they can punch you in the face
with heavy, guitar-driven songs that get you pumped.
“Where I feel we are different is in the passion and
attention to detail we have to our lyrics, words are
important. I want a song to say something; to have
meaning,” he explains to me.
Every time you hear Bench scream on this album,
you know there is a reason for it; passion or pain, and
you end up sitting up and thinking that was intense,
and you end up getting lost in the songs throughout
the album, examples of this are within the groove
atmospheric melodic groove of songs like ‘Loathe’,
which show Shayne’s influences coming through,
whilst staying true to his own creativity.
The album is lyrically dark, from the opening line
of ‘Savannah’, the lyrics show personal themes. ‘Dead
baby in her arms, she rocks in her chair’, through to
the last song, ‘Halo’, which is a fast-rocking song is
about losing my father to PTSD-induced alcoholism,
the album is full of human emotions,” explains Shayne.
The title track is an anthem-style song that
proclaims ‘In ujjayi, I find the answers inside me.’
As such, the album is a journey in finding a way to
overcome pain, loss, and social injustices. “To me, it’s a
spiritual journey that moves us away from religion and
into our own hearts and minds. Because it is there that
we live,” says Bench.
The band recorded ‘Ujjayi’ in a small non-commercial
studio in Sarasota. Drummer, Jeff Thal, produced and
mixed the album. The album was recorded over about
a three month span in the fall of 2015 with the mixing
and mastering being done in January 2016.
During Shayne’s stint in his first original band many
years ago, Curved Parts,
the guys would show up
for their first gig without
a name for the band. “We
see a sign hanging on the
wall that was an
advertisement from the
fifties or sixties that said
Curved Parts For Sale. So,
we said that’s it; we will
call ourselves Curved
Parts. We had a set list of
about six originals and maybe two punk covers. The
crowd liked us so much that they asked us to keep
playing the same songs over and over again. I think we
went through the set list about four or five times during
that evening,” he chuckles.
The band have just finished the video shoot for
the track titled ‘She Will Not Forgive’. “Now, we are
rehearsing and preparing for some live shows. Also,
I have begun the writing process for the follow-up
album, titled ‘The Plague Doctor’. I’m in the process
of building my own commercial studio. We hope to
be back in the studio recording this fall,” concludes
Shayne, bringing an end to our conversation. Make sure
that you check ‘Ujjayi’, you will find a superb album of
passionate energy driven songs with tons of soul.
Check Things Nocturnal out at
www.facebook.com/thingsnocturnal
www.thingsnocturnal.com

https://soundcloud.com/thingsnocturnal

THE GLAZZIES

From Sag Harbor, NY, we find energetic alternative
rock duo THE GLAZZIES who have a new eight track CD
out now called ‘Kill Me Kindly’ that runs in at just under
thirty five minutes long. The Glazzies are Peter Landi vocals and guitar, and drummer David Horn.
Singer and guitarist Peter Landi got into music at a
young age and he started playing drums when he was
seven, and then he eventually started playing guitar and
writing songs. Dave and Peter started their first band
together when they were fourteen and after that band
broke up and they formed The Glazzies just before they
were out of high school. Peter has also been the drummer
for couple of other bands, but the Glazzies has always
been his main gig.
Peter inspirations are Josh Homme, Dave Grohl,
Jack White and J Mascis. “All of them started out as
drummers, which is something I can relate to,” he adds.
The main inspiration for the band’s new album ‘Kill Me
Kindly’ was to make the best Glazzies record possible.
Certain songs were written with a lyrical idea or topic in
mind, but most of the time when Peter writes he tries to
mask the meaning of the song in abstract lyrics. “That
way the listener can think it’s about something totally
different or relate to the song in a more personal way,”
he tells me.
Peter wrote the song ‘Spill’ on a flight to the U.K. a
couple of years ago. “I originally had two separate versions
of lyrics and melodies that weren’t working and while I
was on the plane the lyrics and melody came to me,” he
explains. “I finished it the night Lou Reed died while I was
staying at my friend’s flat.’Foggy Paradise’ and ‘Mind Your
Head’ were some lines I came up with while I was there,”
he says. With the song ‘Save the Queen from herself’ Peter
decided to give a nod to the Sex Pistols.
Most of Peter’s time is taken around music. He works
at a record store, he loves to go to shows, and he tries to
write as much as he can. “All of my energy goes into the
band whether it’s booking, coming up with new merch
ideas, running our social media sites among many more
things. I do enjoy watching a good nature documentary.
David Attenborough is the man,” he enthuses.
Even though being a duo is nothing new, most duos
these days are playing heavy blues driven rock, while The
Glazzies are trying to make two guys sound like a full
rock band. “Originally we wanted to be a three or four
piece but couldn’t find anyone who wanted to play bass
or guitar so, it’s out of necessity more than anything,” he
explains to me. The other thing is that Peter and David
are both drummers. “Dave and I have been playing music
together for almost 15 years, so we know each other’s
playing style extremely well,” he says.
The band’s new album ‘Kill Me Kindly’ is their
sophomore album that was released on Old Flame
Records
this
past
September. A lot of people
don’t know this about the
album, but Peter recorded
all of the instruments.
After high school Dave
took a break from the
band for about three years
and in that time he also
recorded their first record
on his own. “I had written
a lot of these while I was
on tour with other bands and stock piled them until I felt
ready to make another Glazzies record. Dave and I
started playing together for the first time since he left the
band the week before I was supposed to go into the
studio. We thought it just made sense for me to go in and
record it and then he would re-join the band and learn all
of the songs,” Peter explains.
Peter recorded the record with Justin Pizzoferrato
at Easthampton, Massachusetts at his studio Sonelab.
The album was recorded in four/five days between two
separate sessions in December of 2013, and March of
2014. They tracked the drums and bass for all of the
songs on the first day, and then the guitars and vocals
and the process was really fast and exciting. Peter had
these songs in his head for years and finally got to hear
them for the first time, which he found was amazing.

“Compared to our first record, it is exactly how I wanted
one of our records to sound. I experimented with a lot of
different guitar tones and did a couple of guitar leads,
which is something I was never that comfortable with.
I am extremely proud of this record and I hope people
enjoy it has much as I do,” he says with satisfaction.
At the moment the guys are taking some time from
shows to work on new material for their next record. It
took a long time to release ‘Kill Me Kindly’ and during
that time they compiled a lot of material. The goal is to
have another record out by the end of 2017. “I think we
are going to start demoing in the middle of December,
so that is the main goal. We want to be as prolific as
possible,” he says. The Glazzies are also planning a US
tour for the spring, and would like to get over to the U.K.
sooner than later. “At the beginning of every new year I
make a list of all the things I want us to accomplish, then
look back on it and see what is crossed off. Hoping to
cross off ‘U.K. Tour’ by next year,” Peter concludes.
Check The Glazzies out at www.facebook.com/
theglazzies

COVAN

From Madrid we find alternative prog rock groove
based artists COVAN, who have an inspirational new
thirteen track CD out now called ‘Spiritual Mistakes’ that is
well worth exploring and runs in at just under an hour and
ten minutes long and is the band’s second album. Covan
are Roben Crow - vocals and guitars, Jesús Díaz - piano
and organs, Sergio Salcedo - bass and Edu Olmos on drums.
‘She Dances Alone’ comes in two formats; there is an
wonderful orchestral version and a full main version. The
main version starts off with dark and melodic enthralling
piano work, the song then builds into an almost theatrical
styled workout, seriously this is a wonderful song, close
your eyes and just soak it up, this song is full of character,
subtle with evocative vocals from Roben.
‘Strangers in the Grave’ is one my favourite songs on
the album, this is a song that is pretty much ‘out there’,
the musicianship is amazing and complex and the vocals
are soulful and driving, its more up-tempo and a song
that takes you on a journey back to the retro psychedelic
progressive days of the sixties and seventies and this
track has bags loads of character, most enjoyable.
‘Witcher Child’ screams at you with super cool guitar
work, its up-tempo and complex with an almost spacey
experimental feel, and again singer Roben Crow sounds
like Ian Astbury from The Cult, very cool guitar edged
ditty. The groove based ‘Isis Unveiled’ is another mind
blowing complexed number with tons of energy and
outstanding musical work.
‘Darkened Lady’ is melodic based with a blues and
retro edge, a little like Nick Cave and The Bad Seed
jamming with The Cult, the song has a lots of character
and flows with energy and groove coupled with powerful
vocals and musicianship. As the song grows the groove
gets deeper and almost progressive, very diverse stuff.
The title track ‘Spiritual Mistakes’ is a dark and heavy
song, with tons going on musically, it is quite stimulating
and progressive, lots of synths and groove throughout
the song, maybe even some Bowie influences running
through with its synth drenched 70’s retro edge, very
cool song and mid way through there are some parts that
really get under your skin, it gets faster with the guitar
and is overall superb and diverse.
‘Die for a Song’ is majestic, melodic and magnificent,
with oddball power. ‘Street Boy’ is groovy and fun, lots
going on and full of energy, whilst Covan offer a little
bit more fun with the quirky ‘Never’ that will get the
feet tapping, retro in feel with strong vocals and diverse
guitar work throughout. ‘Last End is fun and psychedelic
in a Zappa kinda way, up-tempo and madcap with lots
of groove and ‘Alexander’ is another song with a retro
alternative groove based vibe.
Singer and guitarist Roben Crow has found that
music is something that runs in his family, particularly
with his parents most of all. His mother played Spanish
guitar since he can recall and Roben’s father is a crazy
music lover, mainly blues and rock, from whom he
learned plenty. At the age of ten they signed him up in
a school near home for Spanish guitar classes. “At first
I was intermittently autodidactic, and then at the age of
fifteen years old I studied for a couple of years in one of
the best music schools of Madrid,” he explains. Roben

has been in several bands since he was fifteen and he
can’t picture his life without music. “It’s like a living,
breathing thing that forms a key part of me,” he adds.
Roben listens to a wide variety of music and he
believe that variety is what enriches anything you do
in art and he is influenced by The Doors, Led Zep, Black
Sabbath, Hendrix, SRV and most 60’s & 70’s rock and
blues and his main intention was to bring that 70’s rock
to a new level. “I believe that the relevance of a message
is inherent to rock music; having something important
to say, if you don’t, you just can’t do it,” he adds. The
new album if proof that you can still sing about: religion,
death, love, time, etc… from new perspectives and
Roben invites people to hear all this for themselves and
make their own minds up.
Outside of music he has a close family relationship
with art, and unavoidably, this influenced him positively.
He studied baccalaureate of fine arts in ‘La Palma’ school,
and Film & TV in the ‘CEV’, both schools in Madrid and
he has written scripts and stories of every kind. “I paint
every now and then, and write something similar to
poetry,” he smiles. “The album’s entire artwork is of my
making. As you can observe Covan’s music has plenty of
innuendo and plenty of poetic devices. Any and all of my
interests outside music end up having an influence on it,”
Roben explains to me.
Roben is a highly creative person, for good or ill and
he all these ideas that demand expression, and Covan
has been floating about for some time until it was
inevitable. With this band he wanted to bring back the
essence of rock without simple songs that were, versechorus-verse-chorus ‘yeah baby’ and so on. “I wished to
create a personal and band exclusive structure for the
songs, with a progressive aspect that enabled them to
increase in intensity more and more. The first album
sowed a fine seed despite having recorded half of it
drunk in the depths of Carabanchel, in a street called
‘Felicidad’ (Happiness). But with ‘Spiritual Mistakes’ I
think we’ve managed to outline our style, our essence. As
of yet, nobody has been able to identify a clear similarity
between us and other bands and that I think is very
positive,” he enthuses.
Roben believes that an artist must listen to criticism
from whom he trusts, only then may he master his art
and learn to hold himself to a higher standard. “Its how
I work, I think that ‘Spiritual Mistakes’ is proof that it
works. It’s a voyage through the frontiers and depth of
rock, both lyrically and musically. The meaning of our
acronym (Cult of the Oneiric & Vast Art of Night) becomes
clear once you allow yourself to become submerged. I’d
rather not analyse in depth for the time being, I prefer
people be surprised and enjoy,” he explains to me.
Covan recorded the album in CRONOSOUND studios,
led by Sergio Salcedo and Gonzalo Corrales; they turned
the home-made recordings of the first album into
something rather dignified, which has merit which you
will hear when you play the album. “It was especially
after this second ordeal, and when recording there from
scratch, that we saw them for the true professionals they
are. We’re very happy with the results,” he smiles. They
helped Covan find their sound and the process took place
over six months, because Roben has to pay for the whole
process. “I had to earn money slowly, gradually, to pay
for the recording, if not, we’d probably have recorded it
within a month,” he tells me.
Covan are currently working hard and making some
music videos for the songs ‘Last End’ and ‘Isis Unveiled’
and apart from that, they are trying to attract the labels.
“We’d love it if one of them would bet on us firmly; to
allow us to keep touring and continue producing records
of the calibre of ‘Spiritual Mistakes’. I’d like to see the
doors of night open for everyone,” he concludes. Indeed,
any label looking for a new professional and very good act
could do no worse than offering Covan a deal, I hope they
land one soon as they are too good a band to be ignored.
Two things are certain, Covan have put a lot of energy
into making ‘Spiritual Mistakes’, there is so much to soak
up and enjoy that you will need time to appreciate what
they are striving for, the other is, they simply sound like
they having so much fun, and so will you, enjoy.
Check the band out at
www.facebook.com/covanofficial
www.youtube.com/covanofficial

MINDLESS

From Vöcklabruck, Austria we find alternative
modern rock band MINDLESS, who have a superb new
eleven track CD out now called ‘Good Advice’ that is well
worth exploring and runs in at just over forty minutes
long, the band previously released an EP back in 2013
and a set of demos in 2012 and ‘Good Advice’ is their first
full release. Mindless are Corinna Capello - lead vocals,
Sebastian Sachsenhofer - guitars/backing vocals, Florian
Sachsenhofer - bass guitar/backing vocals and Martin
Koll - drums/backing vocals.
For leading front lady Corinna Capello music seems
to be in her families genes. Her father is a blues and jazz
musician and has studied music and Corinna’s mother
sings in a choir and is involved in classical music. She
grew up with a lot of music around and in her teenage
times she was a lot into Nirvana and grunge stuff, which
her older brother was listening to. She first started singing
in a band at the age of twenty three and has blossomed
ever since. The band was called Between Minds and they
played pop punk based in Hannover in Germany. When
she went back to her birth country of Austria, Corinna
joined the band Mindless and here they are now.
For guitarist Sebastian Sachsenhofer it began his
musical adventures began when he was young. “There
were always instruments around me (flute, violin, guitar,
piano, etc.) and some I got hooked to, even if not for
too long. In the end it was the guitar that gave me the
feeling of having found my instrumental home. Over the
last fifteen years it was quite a ride through the musical
genres of the bands I played with, but I always had my
fun with writing music, playing live and hanging out with
my band mates,” Sebastian tells me.
Sebastian and his bass playing brother Florian
grew up in a very musical home. Their parents were
deep into classical music and their mother is even a
music teacher, so music was all around them growing
up. Florian started singing when he was six years old.
As he got older he practiced some instruments like the
violin or the piano but was never got really good in it.
When he was fourteen he visited the UK for the first
time and came to London. “Somehow I ended up at
a record store and I was overwhelmed! I bought my
first CD there – and fulfilling another stereotype, it
was from the band Nirvana. From that point on, I was
infected by rock music. I bought CDs, went to concerts
and only two years later I founded my first own band.
Some years and bands later I found myself playing the
bass guitar within the band Mindless,” he says.
Drummer Martin Koll’s parents both played musical
instruments and Martin’s
brother started piano at a
very young age. So at the
age of six he had already
taken violin lessons,
unfortunately after three
years he lost the
motivation for that great
instrument. After a few
years, Martin discovered
the guitar was his
favourite
instrument.
“After playing as a guitarist and singer in a band for
several years, I wanted to learn a new instrument, this
is the story of how I become a drummer,” he explains
to me.
One of Corinna’s greatest Inspirations is Nirvana
and the grunge music from the 90s. There are other
bands like Offspring, Guano Apes, Nickelback which
are not from the grunge scene but inspired her a
lot. Later on she discovered the world of metal, like
Drowning Pool, Korn, Five Finger Death Punch and so
on. “But there has to be some kind of clean singing
and melody within the songs. The inspiration about the
lyrics of the album ‘Good Advice’ was to take normal
life situations and feelings which everybody has and
give some kind of good advice. But when you read the
lyrics it’s always with a wink, so don´t take them too
serious,” she smiles.
Sebastian get’s inspired by a lot of things; even
visuals can give him some inspiration. “Musically it
goes a long way from classical pieces over the area of
Rock & Metal to electronic and pop music even form
Asia. I rarely leave out a genre, for there is almost
everywhere good and inspirational music. But the
most influence I got from the many years of listening
to 90s prog, melodic, symphonic and classical metal,”
he adds.
Florian is inspired by so many bands because
he is into so many genres and not just rock’n’roll.
“Sometimes I even listen to ska or some classical music
(although I can´t stand the opera: the high voices are
so annoying). On the other hand, I like the high voices
when listening to true heavy metal,” he tells me. “So
you can see it is quite a mixture of a plenty of genres
and much more bands. There is not a single band I
would call my favourite but lately (and especially when
we were writing the songs for our recent album ‘Good
Advice’) I was listening to Motörhead, Queen and a

German band called Guano Apes – what an awesome
mix, isn´t it,” he smiles.
Martin grew up with a lot of punk and rock music
and he always preferred to listen to rock or metal
music. Some of his favourite bands were for example
Blink 182, Metallica, Green Day, The Offspring etc...
“In the band we all have different influences and that
makes a good mix for our handmade music. We have
partial pop influences but also for example inspiration
from metal music. Therefore we can offer the people
who listen to our music a huge range of alternative
rock music,” he explains to me.
Corinna Capello and her boyfriend live to make
music and they have got their own recording studio
where their produce the bands and of course other
bands from their town. “My boyfriend has got a few
bands, and beside our day jobs there’s only music. We
run a little live venue where we host live gigs once a
month to support the local music scene. I work in an
IT selling business which takes the most of the time. I
am also a professional riding instructor but only at the
weekend when we are not on the road with the band.
To be honest there are not many other interests beside
music and horses,” she tells me.
For Sebastian there are several interests outside of
music that he is into and one of the biggest is probably
astrophotography, as it combines two of his favourite
spare time activities - photography and astronomy. “I
really enjoy the stunning view under a clear night sky.
I also travel as often as possible, as I am interested
in the different cultures around the world. Another
interest is movies. I admire the film art and the artistic
qualities of the cinema beyond the pure entertainment
value of the film,” he adds.
Besides music Florian does not have much time for
any other interests. “I like gardening a lot because you
can take a break from everyday life. Out there in the
nature you feel so damn free. You can move things,
remove things again or plant new life. This can be
quite inspiring, by the way. When doing so, sometimes
it happens that a little idea grows in my head: perhaps
lyrics for our next song,” he enthuses.
To play in a rock band and to manage the band
as well already a lot of time up for Martin leaving
him with not much time left for other interests. “For
example a passion what we share within the band is
eating. We all love to go out and taste us through all
different food. Travelling through the world is a real
passion for me. Fortunately I can travel a lot with my
current job, which is very convenient for me. The little
rest of my spare time I use to ride my Vespa in summer
with some friends,” he smiles.
There are not many bands that devote themselves
to heavy rock music and you can find a lot bands that
are into some kind of pop rock or indie rock, which
is pretty popular at present, you can find even more
bands that are into a sorts of metal or core, but real
rock bands grew seldom in this times. “What’s more
we have a female front singer,” says Florian. “OK,
there are lots of bands with female singers but on
the one hand most of them are squeaky pop starlets
or fancy opera singers. Where are the Joan Jett’s, the
Bonny Tyler’s of the present age,” he asks, “With
Corinna we have a real powerful female front singer
and what´s more, all the rest of the band is doing
backing vocals on nearly every song, which makes it a
lot more interesting to listen to our songs,” he explains
to me.
The new album ‘Good Advice’ is the final step of a
long way and it took Mindless a long time to create this
masterpiece but in the end it was worth all the effort
as you will appreciate when you listen to the album.
The band started writing the songs back in 2014 and
reworked them over and over, always checking out
some alternative lines and melodies and for the album
they chose only songs that fitted together the best way.
“It is a rough rock piece, made to listen to it several
times without getting bored. Some elements are even
hidden, so you will get it only, when you listen to the
song a bunch of times. Even the lyrics are focused on
the main topic, our good advices – but don´t take them
too seriously, by the way,” Florian smiles.
The album was recorded at Rockhouse Studios in
Laakirchen, Austria by the band’s friend and companion
Jack Weber. “He is an awesome dude by the way and
he produced the whole album and took his time to
make this album just as gorgeous and powerful as it
is.,” enthuses Florian. The whole process took Mindless
months; they started with the preproduction already
in late summer 2016. Then they figured out the final
changes and started recording in early autumn 2016.
The recording of the drums took them only a weekend,
bass guitar followed on some days in September. “The
guitars were recorded on several different amps and
cabinets so it took some time to check out the perfect
sound and get all tracks recorded but finally we could
go on with recording Corinna’s vocals. Backing vocals,
gang shouts and the funeral-choir for ‘No Time For

Revolution’ were recorded on a rainy day in November.
Mixing and mastering the whole thing took nearly a
month but finally we made it on time for our release
show,” he adds.
At the moment Mindless are touring through whole
Austria promoting the new album and later in the
summer they will do some local festivals shows, which
they do every year where the band have a lot of fun. “This
summer we will also shoot our first music video and we
are really excited about it because we don´t really know,
what will expect us. Meanwhile we have started writing
songs for the next album which will be released in 2019,
hopefully. Maybe we will take a timeout somewhere in
the mountains (yeah, we have a lot of them in Austria)
and focus on song writing, who knows?! There is no
rest for us because we love what we are doing and try
hard to make it to the top, or at least get close,” Florian
concludes. Check the band out at
www.mindless-music.at
www.facebook.com/mindless.at

AMBROZA

From California we find heavy rock duo AMBROZA,
who have a new eleven track CD out now called ‘Lethe’
which runs in at just under an hour long and is the band’s
debut album. Ambroza are: Faith Conti - vocalist/bassist,
Devyn Harris - background vocals/lead guitarist/rhythm
guitarist/drummer/pianist.
Main man and multi instrumentalist Devyn Harris’
musical journey started at around the age of eight when
his mother forced him to take violin lessons. He enrolled
for about two months or so and then quit to join the
school band. Harris wanted to play percussion because
he was very interested in the drums at the time, but his
band director wanted him to play the saxophone. It was
then that he learned to play Tenor, Alto, and Baritone
sax, which eventually led him to quit because he disliked
carrying the behemoth all the way home just to practice.
“It wasn’t until around five months later that I picked
up learning bass guitar so that I could play in basement
jams with my dad. My dad being a drummer eventually
opened the door to me being able to learn the drums
thus dropping bass (no pun intended) and focusing
on drumming. It wasn’t until I learned the drums that
I became interested in polyrhythm’s and changing time
signatures. This ushered in a new phase of music for me
known as Progressive. I was later introduced to guitar
hero where I became instantly hooked and wanted to
switch to learning the guitar. I have been playing the
guitar ever since and am now the Guitarist of Ambroza,”
he enthuses.
Singer and bassist Faith Conti’s musical career
started when she was seven and her mother was singing
in a local church choir. “I would join them randomly on
Sunday mornings and sing along with the Sopranos. My
mother then noticed that I was actually pretty good so
she kept helping me learn to sing. As I grew up, you could
always catch me singing along to something. My dad got
me into rock when I was eleven and that really started
my interest in being in a band and travelling with them,
making a difference by using our talents,” Faith tells me.
Devyn’s musical inspirations vary greatly across
instrumentation as well as
ideals. ‘Lethe’ was mostly
inspired by two different
albums that he loved the
idea and ingenuity behind
them. “The story element
was largely influenced by
Black Clouds and Silver
Linings. The living element
of the music was inspired
by Constellations,” he tells
me. These albums always
gave Harris a sense that there was something more to
music than just what the lyrics can tell you. “It felt like
the musicians also had a story to tell within the
instrumentation. The songs usually vary widely between
inspirations. I try to emulate a story for the songs to be
based upon. I feel that when a song has its own story, it
makes it harder to write a song that will sound the same.
For example if one song is about a man trapped in a cave
it will sound vastly different than a song about a man
that is drowning in an ocean. In the end this creates a

more original sounding package overall and also forces
me to vary my playing style and composition,” he
explains to me.
In his down time away from music, Devyn is a huge
nerd. “Usually outside of practicing I am either playing
video games, watching tech videos, or reading up on
the newest pieces of gear (musical and non- musical).
I really enjoy the world of electronics which is probably
why I was drawn to audio engineering and computers. I
mostly game on Playstation products and slightly on PC.
RPGs are the way to go, but I do like to play all flavours
of games as long as the story and game mechanics are
there. I actually use to be in a phase where I loved rhythm
games. So games like Dance Dance Revolution, Guitar
Hero, and Rockband use to take up a large part of my
social life. The studio on the other hand is a fun bridge
that allows the inner nerd in me to have a playground
of electronics to use, while simultaneously stimulating
the artist and musical side of me. I like to think of it as
a compromise between the two differentiating sides of
me,” he says.
Just like Devyn, Faith is also a great fan of video
games. “I mainly play on the computer with RPGs or
casual gaming. When I’m not doing that, I am getting
ready for conventions as a cosplayer. I cosplay all sorts
of characters, be it anime or Marvel based. I have been
making cosplays for about four years now and am still
going to continue. Another thing I love doing is writing
stories for my party in a campaign tabletop game called
Dungeons and Dragons. As you can see, I am also a nerd
who uses her creativity to produce a physical rendition of
my hobbies,” she smiles.
When Ambroza was founded Devyn and Faith had one
rule for the band. They wanted to sound and feel original.
This of course lead to the development of the Ambroza
sound being a progressive jazzy rock feeling, but also set
some other ground rules in place as well. The guys try to
avoid the standard song structure (verse, chorus, verse,
etc…) and they also try to vary the instrumentation
between the different parts of the song. “When we use
one riff for the verse we tend to not go back to the same
riff, but instead create either an entirely new riff or a
variation of the riff. This creates a feeling that the song
is a living breathing entity that has its own story to tell:
we felt that music as well as lyrics should try and be story
based. When you tell a story the story always has to go
somewhere it can never go back to the same point that
it had just crossed (unless you count flashbacks) this idea
is also true in music which gives it its interest. The other
interesting tidbit about our band is that the band is only
comprised of two members,” explains Devyn.
The album is a collection of songs that Harris had
written over the past year. This collection was attributed
to different points in his life and that’s why the songs vary
between each track. “Each song however is associated
to the reoccurring theme of memories. See we chose the
name to be ‘Lethe’, because in Greek mythology there
was an ancient river known as Lethe that was linked to
memories or rather the loss of memories,” he explains
to me.
The interesting thing about the album as well is that
it is split into three different ‘periods’ of Ambroza. The
songs ‘Life Cycles’, ‘Stop, Drop, and Roll’, and ‘Karma’ are
from the first period where they had a full line up. “These
songs were actually written and recorded before Faith
had joined the band as the permanent singer. The next
period is known as the ‘Forsaken Warriors’ period. There
was a brief period where I had left Ambroza and started
a band with my roommate known as ‘Forsaken Warriors’.
The songs ‘Seduction Theory’, ‘Decay’, ‘Changes’,
‘Starting Over’, and ‘The Ocean’ are all from that period
which was more in your face and metal centric, he adds.
Then lastly is the New Ambroza period which is when
Faith and Devyn reinstated the band with just themselves
as the only members and created the last songs for the
album. “The songs ‘M16’, ‘Utopia’, and ‘The Autocratic
Vaticide’ are from this period, which has a more
progressive and story driven side to the music. The album
had to be completely rerecorded with me playing all the
instruments (except for some drums) and Faith doing
the vocals. Overall the album is a nice taste of what we
envisioned the sound to be and we can only go bigger
and better from there,” explains Devyn.
Devyn’s personal favourite song on the album has
to be ‘The Autocratic Vaticide’ and he enjoys the heavy
medieval influence that the song gives out as well as
the varying time signatures, key signatures, and tunings
mid song. “The point that I like to bring attention to are
the triplet feel over a standard 4/4, the classical etude in
the soft bridge, and the 11/4 solo that was an absolute
nightmare to try and write,” he points out.
The song overall is a medieval sounding song that is
about a man who wishes to murder the Vatican of a church
to stop the spread of its religion. By the end of the story
he ends up killing his target, but in the process poisons
himself thus ending his life, really compelling stuff. “The
song not only tributes to around the time frame of when
the events take place but also has elements within the

song that contribute to the story as a whole. It’s kind of
like a rock opera that is only about six minutes instead
of being three hours. The Acoustic Etude is an original
classical guitar piece that I had created specifically
to give the feel of a man who was dying. This is why
the man is giving his dying speech during this section.
The section directly afterwards is an 11/4 motif that is
suppose to give off the feeling of a struggle signifying a
sort of fight scene being told off screen. Overall I enjoy
this song the most, because it embodies everything that
I wanted Ambroza to be about with originality and living
music,” explains Harris.
At the moment Ambroza currently do not play any
live shows. The line up is still lacking and they only
release play through videos, rendition videos, and albums
or EP’s. “Once we get a full line up we hope to move
forward to playing shows all over our local area. We
would love to be a fully functioning touring band, but
that is something that will have to happen in the future
and hopefully it is in the near future. We have explored
the possibility of using session musicians, but overall we
felt that it wouldn’t be the same experience for the fans.
We want a dedicated line up that cares about the music
as much as we do and wants to contribute to the music
industry as much as we want to. The band as a whole
really just wants to bring forth music that is different.
We aren’t saying that we want to change the industry as
a whole, we do however wish to create a style that will
hopefully catch on and bring forth a new age of original
music with so many bands that sound the same. So I
guess in a way we hope to gain not only a community of
fans but also other musicians as well,” he tells me.
The album was actually recorded in Devyn’s bedroom
in an apartment and he wrote all the music as well
as producing, recording, mixing and mastering. “The
apartment wasn’t too keen on loud music and well I
didn’t have any digital options at the time. So using my
trusty 4X12 in my bedroom I had to try and record guitars
in blocks. The drums were recorded in the periods that I
had mentioned before with half of the songs recorded
in a studio that was at my school at the time and the
other half being recorded in a home studio,” he tells me.
The writing process over all was about a year with the
actual recording, mixing, and mastering taking a total
of about six - seven months. “The hardest part was just
getting schedules to line up and get in the studio even
though the studio was owned by me. Luckily we never
gave up and were able to bring forth a finished product
even though this album is the first album that I have ever
produced, mixed, or mastered.”
Devyn and Faith have many plans for the future of
Ambroza. “In the next year or so we are hoping not only
to complete the line up, but are hoping to put out another
album that ventures more into ‘living music’ and have an
even more progressive feeling. Within the next five years
we are hoping to have built up a clientele and fanbase so
that we can start going on tours on a national scale. We
don’t exactly have any plans to hit world tours, due to our
lack of knowledge of our world fan base and funding, but
are just as enthusiastic about doing international touring
as well. The band is really hoping to expand and reach
out to audiences all over the world. Building a fanbase,
travelling around the world, meeting fans, and creating
music for all to enjoy are the main points that we want
to address. Even without support we do plan to keep
going as a hobby band, but would love to make this into
a career. Be on the lookout for new music as well as news
on the band and hope that you get to watch us grow
not only as musicians, but as people as well,” concludes
Devyn.
Check Ambroza out at
www.facebook.com/Ambrozabandofficial
https://music-ambroza.bandcamp.com/releases
https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/ambroza

SACRABOLT

From Nimis (Udine), Italy we find alternative hard
rock band SACRABOLT who have a fantastic fast and
furious catchy new twelve track CD out now called
‘Litros’, which runs in at just under fifty minutes long.
Sacrabolt are: lead and backing vocals - Luca Hellfo
Bressani, guitar and backing - Daniele Falco Miconi,
guitar - Gilberto Sexygil Monai, bass - Fabio Bombi
Rovere and Matteo Fauno Siega on drums.

When guitarist Daniele Falco Miconi was a
teenager, he fell in love with this girl who loves rock
music, so in order to seduce her, he decided to become
a rockstar, or something to that effect and opted to
play the guitar. Falco simply asked all of his friends to
learn to play an instrument. “Some of them answered
yes to the request, ant that was the first step of ‘the
cjosui’, the earlier band of Falco, Matteo and Bombi. A
few years later Sacrabolt born with the inclusion of Gil
and me,” he tells me.
The guys in the band don’t all listen to the same
music. Falco loves stadium rock and glam rock, Gil
prefers the psychedelic scene, Luca like grunge and nu
metal, and finally Matteo and Bombi listen to modern
rock. “Throughout the album you can hear the music
written by Falco or Gil, that’s more like hard rock style,
while my vocal lines are more oriented to alternative
rock. Some songs are like Brandon Boyd of Incubus
singing Slash’s riffs, even if the songs are rather
heterogeneous,” explains Luca.
Luca graduated in political science, so in his
down time away from the band he interested in
macroeconomics. “It’s an interesting discipline,
especially now with the euro zone crisis,” he tells me.
Falco’s surname tells his passion, the word means
‘hawk’ in Italian and he is a falconer and trains
haunting birds. For a long period he worked in Trieste
Airport with his hawks to guarantee a safety landing
for the airplanes, kicking out the pigeons form the
airspace. Gil is a good soccer player and he is artistic
also with the ball, ‘cause he has a great dribbling!
Matteo is a cross fitter; this is the reason of his
struggles less with performances in the bands live sets,
as he is very fit. Finally Bombi is a bricolage expert and
he can do literally everything. “He’s the practical side
of the group,” smiles Luca.
Apart from drinking way too much Sacrabolt try to
compose songs that
sound very different one
from each other. “You can
hear a song with
screaming parts, with a
little bit of violence,
another with a funny riff
and a catchy chorus, or a
classic ballad. We like to
surprise the audience. For
the live matter, we are
more focused on the
empathy with the public than concentrated on the
technical side. This doesn’t mean that we don’t pay
attention to be good musicians, but we prefer to write
songs that leave us free to jump around the stage or
head bangin’, than compose ‘one million notes’ solos,”
Luca explains to me.
The guys have noticed that once they have finished
the album that there are a lot of guitar solos. “This was
not estimated in the beginning, but we are satisfied of
the result. Also I can tell you that we have composed
the songs progressively with a harder sound, but we
have mixed up them in the track list. Knowing that,
I guess if the audience can tell what are the first and
the last song to be written,” he tells me. Luca can also
tell me meaning of the title track ‘Litros; which is a
Friulano word. “The language we speak in our little
part of Italy, it means ‘litres’. It refers to the fact that
we were able to overcome some relational difficulties
between us with a lot of beers and open discussions
one in front of another. This is our first album, we’re
really proud of being a part of our little rock scene,” he
says with satisfaction.
The album was recorded at Boiler Studio, with
their sound engineer ‘home’, Fabio Tomasino. “He
had mixed, registered and mastered it. It is a selfproduction of ours,” says Luca. It took the band just
under two years to complete ‘Litros’ between the first
written note and the final mastering. The band has
an amusing story about their fog machine. “The first
time we used it, during a sound check, we’re not very
satisfied of the amount of fog produced.
Falco came to me saying: ‘This machine doesn’t
work fine, too little smoke’. During the concert,
however, at a certain point all the small venues were
full of fog. No one can saw a thing; we cannot literally
see our instruments. After the end of the concert, Falco
and I were talking about how great does it worked,
but maybe a little too much, while our sound engineer,
Fabio Tomasino, listening to us said: ‘I didn’t tell you
before, but that machine is for external use’. We still
use it inside,” he smiles.
Sacrabolt are evaluating to write some songs
in their own language, because Italians generally
cannot speak English very well. “We want the public
understand what I’m singing. However now we are
concentrated to organize a tour in our territory, we’re
going to play various gigs in Italy after the summer,”
Luca concludes.
Check Sacrabolt out at www.sacrabolt.com

BURNSEER

From Seattle, Washington, we find alternative hard
rockers BURNSEER who just recently released their
debut album. This self-titled album is comprised of ten
tracks which clock in at just under thirty-five minutes of
run time. The album is chalk full of catchy songs which
contain lots of summery energy, bursts of sub pop a ‘la
Cheap Trick, and maybe even Hey Hello or The Pretenders.
The album itself is fabulous and massively addictive. The
band is comprised of: Frankie G - guitar and vocals, Eric
Norberg - bass guitar, Norman Scott - drums, and special
guest guitarist Kurt Bloch.
Bass guitarist Eric Norberg began playing instruments
at an early age. His first instruments as a child were the
piano and saxophone which he played for several years.
By the age of fifteen his musical proclivity began to lean
towards the acoustic guitar as well as the electric bass.
He attended Roosevelt High School in Seattle which is
well known for its music program. Eric managed to make
it through one whole semester of guitar classes, and this
was his only formal study of the instrument. “I wish I
had stuck with it more,” he regrets. “Maybe things would
have come easier, for better or worse I suppose I can say
that I’m self-taught.”
Frankie G, the band’s vocalist, and guitarist, says that
her musical journal began at the age of eleven. “I sang
the song I’ve Seen All Good People by Yes, in front of
400 people for a camp performance. It happened to be
the last song of the night, and the crowd went crazy.
The emotion I experienced that night and the sense of
connection I felt with that audience was overwhelming.
I’ve kept those feelings with me my entire life. That night
was the reason I have devoted my life to playing rock
and roll.”
Eric was born and raised in Seattle and was fortunate
to be tuned in to the local
music scene in the late
80’s just before it spiraled
out of control for a few
years. “That window of
time was very special and
inspiring to me on many
different levels. My friends
and I spent a lot of time
consuming and discussing
music. The Seattle music
scene has given me a lot of
things but the clarity to see the guitar as more than just
a camp fire toy is firmly at the top of that list. Once I had
made that realization I started playing music with others,
practicing, and began challenging myself to try and
compose original music,” he tells me.
Frankie is a native of New York City and grew up
just a few short blocks from Madison Square Garden. “I
landed my first real job at the age of fourteen. That first
year was spent working for several ticket scalpers in the
shadow of ‘the Garden’. The perks of that job were that I
got to see a ton of great rock shows.” Inspired by those
shows and the NYC music scene overall, Frankie began
playing in several East Coast rock bands. After touring
extensively with several of those bands she eventually
settled on Seattle as her permanent home.
Each member of Burnseer has very different and
diverse tastes in music. Being from New York City, Frankie
cites influences such as Patti Smith, Yes, and her favorite
band Dinosaur Jr. Eric and Scott cite bands such as the
Screaming Trees, Ramones, Jane’s Addiction, and Queens
of the Stone Age as huge personal inspirations. “The
bands I connect with emotionally always have massive,
aggressive rhythm sections. That’s what gets me excited
particularly in a live context. More times than not bands
in that vein will also have bass lines that I find exciting.
I hope that this amalgamation of our influences is what
makes our songs sound familiar but unique at the same
time,” he smiles.
Burnseer do their best to write songs that musically
have a strong sense of melody and purpose. Music that
is dense, diverse, and by most accounts, positive. “We
aspire to. The subject matter we try to keep relatively
simple and we try to write songs about everyday life.
Songs about the things we all need to deal with but may
not necessarily want to, at least that’s how I look at it,”
Eric explains to me.

“Music is a medium where it’s possible to articulate
a feeling or a message without necessarily having to be
painfully obvious about it. That’s probably my favorite
thing about music. I don’t like being force fed feelings
or messages. Seattle is also a city with a rich tradition for
creating groundbreaking music. We try to be true to our
roots and uphold the things that inspired us to want to
learn how to play instruments in the first place. None of
us have any interest in replicating what somebody else
has already done,” he tells me.
Much like the band’s musical influences their interests
outside of music are also diverse. “I would say that our
collective interests would include things such as sports,
travel, yoga, the outdoors, reading, cooking, fishing, and
film. The winter time in Seattle tends to be dark, gloomy,
and overcast, with a high probability of rain. Most people
tend to stay inside which is probably why so much great
music in Seattle seems to be authored in the winter.
When the weather is warmer sensibilities shift and the
outdoors become a priority. Things like camping, fishing,
boating, and hiking become options,’ he says.
Burnseer’s debut album was released by Green
Monkey Records on November 18th. Green Monkey
Records is a local independent record label in Washington
State and they have released all sorts of legendary stuff
over the years. “We are very fortunate to be working with
them and have them in our corner. There are ten songs
overall on the album. I feel that the songs are diverse.
They span a lot of different genres but are firmly rooted
in the rock tradition,” Eric enthuses.
All the songs were recorded, produced, and mixed
by Conrad Uno whose previous work includes The
Presidents of the United States of America, Mudhoney,
The Fastbacks; countless others. “We worked with
Conrad here in Seattle at Egg Studios. The album took
a little over two weeks to record and mix. We did two
separate one week recording sprints and the mixing
was completed over the course of a few days. Kurt Bloch
plays on a few of our songs. He came in and recorded all
his parts in a single afternoon. Kurt is a monster player.
I’d say the hardest part about making the album was
choosing which of Kurt’s guitar takes to use. There were
so many! Kurt was also kind enough to master this album
for us. We are really proud of the result and humbled by
the collective talents of everyone who played a role in
making it,” says Eric with satisfaction.
In retrospect, it’s been a lot of hard work for the
band to get to this point but its work that has been
tremendously rewarding and they seem happy and
enthusiastic with the results. “We took a significant
amount of time off over the holidays to just enjoy
ourselves. That said, we have continued to rehearse, and
we’ve played a bunch of shows. We are expecting to play
consistently throughout 2017 in support of this record.”
Burnseer is also a band that loves being in the studio
and they have a lot of riffs and ideas laying around for
new songs. “They just haven’t been fully vetted and
explored yet. Getting to work on those ideas and writing
new songs will also be a priority in 2017. I’m genuinely
excited to hear what those new songs are going to sound
like and where those ideas will take us as a band. Staying
busy in 2017 is assured,” Eric concludes.
Check Burnseer out at: www.burnseer.com
www.facebook.com/burnseer
www.twitter.com/burnseer

D-WALL

From Hannover, Germany we find female fronted
rockers D-WALL, who have just released a superb
new five track CD out now called ‘Waste Of a Bullet’
which runs in at just under twenty minutes long and
is the band’s fourth release. D-Wall are: Sandra Barclay
- vocals, Tim Pillukat - guitar, Olaf Sylvester - drums,
Martin Duncan - bass.
Singer Sandra Barclay simply wanted to be a rock
star and she has the desire to play rock and metal
music. Before that she joined a gospel choir when she
was fourteen years old, for four years. Then one day
her best friend took her to the rehearsal of her band.
“It instantly was like a legal drug and that was it;
shortly afterwards I had my first band and this passion
for making music never stopped until today,” Barclay
tells me.
D-Walls inspirations derive from many different

musicians and bands and they do not necessarily have
to be hard rock or heavy metal musicians. “Every time
when you feel that a musician or band does what
they do with all their heart and soul, then it can be
inspiring,” explains drummer Olaf Sylvester. “It doesn’t
matter from which kind of genre they are or how the
quality of the sound is. So I can be inspired by a high
budget quality production as well as by someone sitting
next to me in the tram singing along to his iphone. A
Tarantino film, the book you read or a picture you look
at can also be inspirations. The inspiration for ‘Waste of
a bullet’ emerged during the work on it and a changed
line-up also meant new influences on the songwriting!
In the course of working on the EP, we slowly but surely
got further and further to its completion - so it was a bit
like working on a beautiful mosaic,” he tells me.
In his down time away from music Olaf enjoys all
kinds of boarding. “In the summer I enjoy wakeboarding
and in the winter I love to do snowboarding.” Sandra
enjoys working out with weights or being at home with
DVDs to shape and strengthen her body. “Actually I
never thought it could be so much fun and apart from
a few nice muscles showing up (no bulky ones though),
it’s amazing how your posture changes and my back
problems are nearly gone. Apart from that I really enjoy
reading true stories about expeditions, mostly arctic
expeditions. I really admire the willpower and strength
these people develop in almost desperate situations.
That e.g. inspired the lyrics to the song ‘Shackleton’
from the last album,” she enthuses.
Just like most other bands, D-Wall also had its ups
and downs. It was not always easy to balance out
everything (music, characters, skills, time, family etc.)
and shortly before the release of the album they needed
to make the decision, if they wanted to continue as the
‘good old buddy’s band’ or if they wanted to go a step
further. “Well we chose to go the step further! What
certainly makes us different from other artists is that
we have a female front singer (Sandra). But also that
our songs have been written by two different musicians
with a totally different style and musical background
and then being transformed by the whole band. This
of course gives us a greater musical diversity, though
it sometimes makes it harder to describe our style or
genre,” smiles Sylvester.
The new album ‘Waste Of a Bullet’ is a bit more
contemporary and D-Wall
allowed much more
modern influences to
come in. “Overall it’s still
a D-Wall album, of course
especially
the
characteristic voice of
Sandra is still there,” he
smiles. “Last year we
gave one song ‘Fist To the
Sky’ to a mixing and
mastering studio and the
results were just amazing!!! So we decided to get all
five songs mixed and mastered there! We are absolutely
thrilled with the result, because it has a very thick and
powerful sound,” adds Sandra.
For Olaf the songs written by Wahsner/Pillukat
demand a much more challenging drumming than all
albums before. “II was able to get the quality of my
drumming on a much higher level,” he champions.
“Sandra’s highlight is actually the song ‘YNGMA’
which she had extreme difficulties to find a proper
vocal melody for as well as to sing such a nearly thrash
song in a style that still fits to her vocal style.”My vocal
coach helped me with it and he also showed me how
to greatly enhance my singing abilities,” says Barclay.
The EP sounds a lot more modern and the whole
recording and production is much better than the last
time. The music on the album is much heavier, which
D-Wall did not do intentionally as they will surely also
have one or two more quiet songs in the near future.
“It just happened during the process of writing and
developing of the songs! But this time all five songs on
the EP together are a tough punchy piece of music which
hit the listener right between the eyes,” explains Olaf.
D-Wall are out on the road again in Germany to
present the new album. “Playing live and being in
touch with the people has always been one of the best
adrenaline kicks you can get,” he says. “It would be
great to maybe also play some shows in the UK as we
experienced with the feedback from the last album
‘Black Tree’ that the British crowd is really fond of our
style of music. Maybe we could play a small tour with
a British band and spread the D-Wall music a little
further,” says Sandra.
The album was again recorded at D-Wall Studio.
The whole post production took place at a studio called
‘Institut für Wohlklangforschung by Hannes Huke’. This
time the recording of all instruments and vocals was
not stretched over nearly two years. “We basically only
recorded one-two months and the post production
took another one month. The tight time schedule and

compact recording time surely also contributed to a
much more consistent sound,” Olaf explains to me.
For the near future the band will play lots of very
interesting gigs which give them the possibility to
reach a much bigger audience. “We will soon have out
first merchandise (starting with T-shirts and base-caps)
as well, which we will sell at the concerts or which
can be ordered over the website. And of course we
are already working on new material for another fulllength album,” adds Olaf. “I am really excited about
everything that lies ahead of us, because altogether
from our musical style, over the website appearance
and the style and live performance of the band it’s all
on a very professional level now. So....give it a go, get
the EP and bang the D-Wall tunes with us,” concludes
Sandra.
Check D-Wall out at
www.facebook.com/DWALLmusic
www.d-wall.de/
https://alster-records.lnk.to/Wasteofabullet
www.youtube.com/watch?v=D149pkUkwOs

RHINO

From Catania, Sicily, Italy we find groove based stoner
rockers RHINO who have recently released a cool and
very diverse ten track CD out now called ‘The Law Of
Purity’, which runs in at just under fifty minutes long and
full of fabulous musicianship that pull the listener right
in with its magnetic hard to ignore musical charms, the
band have previously released an EP. Rhino are: Marco
‘Frank The Door’ - bass guitar, Seby ‘Red Frank’ - rhythm
guitar, Alfredo ‘Lord J.Frank’- drums, Luca ‘Frank Real
Tube’ - lead guitar, Niko ‘Frank The Doc’ on lead vocals.
The atmospheric alternative moody melodic feel of
‘Bursting Out’ is a wonderful up-tempo song, catchy
with fabulous vocals, this one reminds me a little of The
Cult and the song has tons of groove. Singer Niko ‘Frank
The Doc’ sounds great and the bass playing from Marco
‘Frank The Door’ is also worth a mention, his playing here
is almost hypnotic. If you listen to Niko’s voice closely on
this song, he resembles a similar raspy vocal edge to that
of Tesla’s Jeff Keith and Cinderella’s Tom Keifer, although
Rhino are not in the style of those bands, but you get
the feeling they could experiment that way such is the
diversity of their music.
The album’s title track ‘The Law Of Purity’ again is
groove based, atmospheric and slightly psychedelic,
it’s one of those songs that takes you a journey where
you can just get lost in the organic feel of the music.
The Kyuss and Sabbath influences come into force for
psychedelic rock of ‘Nine Months’, which has a more
modern alternative feel mixed in, lots of good solos and
energy with this track. We get a little grooved n’ funked
up for the guitar heavy ‘Nuclear Space’, this is a super fun
up-tempo track with so much going on, the vocals are
once again amazing. ‘Grey’ is a longer song at over six
minutes, and this shows Rhino at their full stoner groove
based melodic excellence. There is much to enjoy with
this track, it’s catchy, vibrant and bursting to be heard.
‘Eat My Dust’ is a catchy groove based melodic
track with tons of driving power, fab guitar work and
killer vocals from Niko ‘Frank The Doc’. ‘A.&B. Brown’ is
another catchy up-tempo guitar fuelled fun ditty with
tons of groove, and one Rhino should submit for radio.
‘Cock Of Dog’ is catchy with lots of grit, a slight retro
feel to the music with driving raspy vocals whereas ‘I See
The Monsters’ is where the stoner dynamics and musical
experiments go for a more moody darker vibe, slow
burning with tons of energy and swagger.
Rhythm guitarist Seby ‘Red Frank’ started listening
music when he was a
child, making use of the
family stereo. At first he
was listening to bands
from the UK, such as
Beatles and Led Zeppelin,
and then he turned to
punk rock and the indie
noise scene from the east
cost of USA. He always
had musician friends,
attended many gigs of
underground bands, but he never had a band of his own.
“The real flash of inspiration, that pushed me to buy an

instrument, was the listening of the Californian stoner
rock scene, and especially Kyuss: I’ve never heard a sound
like that,” Seby explains to me.
His principal musical inspirations include the
Californian stoner rock scene, with bans such as Kyuss,
Unida and Fu Manchu influences his style and the band
that started everything for him however Black Sabbath.
“What inspired the whole album was surely the fuzzy
sound of the bands; however, each member of Rhino
gives his contribution to make the songs unique,” he
tells me. The founder members of the band try to resolve
and reread the genre and try to maintain the fuzzy fat
sound of its musical origins. “Every song is a story and
it has a different background; they take inspiration from
everyday life and so some are serious and some funny,”
he smiles.
Seby is a man who enjoys long lasting friendships
and what better than to spend your free time with some
friends, speaking of music and drinking beer. “Friendship
is also the basis of the band; first of all, before being
musicians, Rhino members are friends and they often
meet together with their respective families,” he tells
me.The band was formed in 2012 by Seby and bassist
Frank ‘The Door’, as a result of a common fascination for
nineties desert stoner rock. The guys were immediately
joined by the drummer ‘Lord J. Frank’. After the release
of their eponymous EP in 2013 and a following line-up
change, Rhino found its balance with the inclusion of two
new members: singer Frank ‘The Doc’ and guitarist Frank
‘Real Tube’.
Since the band started, Rhino has stood out as one
of the most active band on the Southern Italian stoner
scene, with a remarkable number of gigs, also supporting
band of the calibre of Red Fang. At the end of 2016 the
band signed a contract with Argonauta Records; this led
to the release of the new album on February thirteenth of
this year. “I think that the listeners have to say that they
makes Rhino different from other bands,” he advises.
“Wwhat I can state is invite people to attend one of our
live sets and enjoy the wall of sound coming from the
cabs,” he says.
Rhino’s new album “The Law Of Purity” is a full
length album made of songs written over a four year
period. Some of the tracks were composed when the
band started its way, other ones are more recent. When
you listen to the album, you notice the development and
improvement of the writing and arrangement ability of
the band. The album was written by different members
of the band, so each song mirrors the soul of its author.
“You can find songs with a more marked and direct hard
rock attitude, and other ones connected to the desert
stoner tradition with psychedelic lines and polished
arrangements,” he explains to me.
The album was recorded in Catania, at Morning View
Studio, by the band’s trusted sound engineer of the band
Giacomo Iannaci. It was co-produced by the band itself
and the label Argonauta Records and the whole process
of recording, mastering and production took Rhino
almost one year to complete.
At the moment the band is preparing the promotional
tour that will land many Italian cities, and also evaluating
the opportunity to take part to some festivals; you can
keep up-to-date visiting the web site www.rihnostoner.
com. “At the same time the band is working at new
stuff for the next album, the writing of new songs is
proceeding nicely and some of these will be a surprise. I
hope to come in recording studio at the end of the year…
so stay tuned,” concludes Seby.
Check the band out at www.rhinostoner.com

From Gothenburg, Sweden we find energetic groove
based stoner rockers DESCARADO, who have a new
nine track album out now called ‘Odd’ which runs in at
just under fifty minutes long and is the bands second
release following an EP and is well worth checking out.
Descarado are: Jimy - bass, Uno - guitar, Drev - vocals
and Kiff on drums.
Guitarist Uno believe that everybody has the need
to express themselves and for him, music was the
natural choice. He has always had instruments close at
hand growing up so it was an easy decision for him
to make. Bass player Jimy has always been interested

in music and knew at an early age that he wanted
to play an instrument and be in some kind of band.
“I’ve always appreciated what the bass contributes to
in music and wanted to be part of that contribution,”
he tells me. Singer Drev got a guitar when he was
ten years old and he never really got the hang of it.
“Singing just felt more natural and it gets me to the
front of the stage,” he adds. For drummer Kiff he has a
lot of extra energy so drumming helps him get that out.
The band all have a very diverse taste in music
and they all enjoyed the old seventies rock but after
that it goes in all directions. “We are also very good at
telling each other when someone has the wrong taste
in music,” smiles Drev. The album is inspired by years
of everyone’s struggle to find their true sound, and
together Descarado have achieved their musical goal.
“Obviously, drinking helps,” he smiles. Drev personally
finds it extra important to inform Jimy when his taste
in music is just wrong and awful. “He appreciates it,
a lot,” he giggles “For me inspiration comes from the
need to express myself, and music helps me do that,”
he grins.
Outside of music Kiff likes to ride his ATV and not
exercising is important for Uno. “Food, beer, wine,
travelling, the regular stuff I guess would cover Drev
and also the rest of us. Uno also likes to sit quietly
and think about things, I don’t know what goes on in
his head,” smiles Jimy. “Kiff is kind of crazy, always a
million projects going on and Drev is just busy stroking
his ego. I’m only interested in music really, just love
music, and beer, craft beer, and dogs and animals,”
Jimy tells me.
Descarado is a band that plays excellent stoner
rock, they wanted to combine slow and heavy riffs with
more up tempo songs and also bring a lot of energy to
the stage. “It’s important for us that each instrument
plays an equal part in building our songs and that you
can clearly hear it when listening to us. We want people
to say ‘Oh that sounds like Descarado’. We like making
heavy music without the heavy attitude that so often
goes with it. It’s ok to tune down and still smile! Our
music doesn’t follow a set template, if it sounds good
it’s gonna be on the next album. It has to be fun, if it’s
not then it’s not worth doing,” enthuses Drev.
The first song that Descarado ever wrote is on the
album, alongside the last
one which their studio
guy stressed the band to
finish because he needed
to move the drum kit, and
then there is everything in
between. “That might
explain why the album is
a bit incoherent, but then
again, if it sounds good it
sounds good. It was
important for us that our
diversity showed on the album, and we hope that there
is something on there for everyone. Fun fact: My
brother painted the album cover based on listening to
the track ‘Memorandum’. Disturbing fact: Drev was
naked while recording one of the songs, you can
probably hear which one,” explains Uno
The album was recorded at Grand Recordings in
Gothenburg by Sven Jensen, who also mixed and coproduced the record. The tracking added up to about five
days, but the process took a bit longer. “Unfortunately
we still have day jobs, we had some issues with the flu
and we were quite anal about the mixing,” says Jimy.
“I think we did four mixes on one of the songs before
we got it right.” he adds. The studio was the same
one where the band made their first EP back in 2014.
“This allowed us to walk in and just be comfortable
right from the start. For me, it was extremely important
that not just the bass sounded perfect but that every
member of the band performed their best. This was
especially difficult with Drev,” smiles Jimy.
The guys are currently planning gigs and hoping to
do some shows around Europe throughout 2017. “We
just signed with a German label to release ‘Odd’ on
vinyl; this should be out by the end of the year. Writing
new songs and working on old riffs takes up most of
our time and of course we’re planning a new release
of something in the not too distant future! I also have
one million projects, some for the band, some for me,
some I don’t know about. The future is very exciting! I
like future,” concludes Kiff. The Vinyl release is now out
and can be purchased at Kozmik Aritfacts
Check Descarado out at:
facebook.com/descaradoswe
https://descarado.bandcamp.com

TRIBULANCE

From Tucson, Arizona, we find metal artists
TRIBULANCE, who have a superb new nine track CD
out now called ‘The Aftermath Of Lies’ which runs in at
just under forty five minutes long and is the bands third
release. Tribulance are: Mike Vidal - lead vocals, Gino
Silva - bass, Sal Flores - guitar and drummer Brandon Lee.
Music is something that just naturally happened for
drummer Brandon Lee and it was the traditional pots and
pans, and couch pillows that got him started. “I know it
sounds cliché, but it’s the truth. It was something that
was just natural; it wasn’t anything I set out to do. I didn’t
sit back and say “I think I’ll play drums,” it’s something
that just happened and has been in my blood from day
one! It just evolved as the years went on,” he tells me.
Bassist Gino Silva remembers hearing his older
brother playing music he picked up from friends; early
Iron Maiden, maybe Black Sabbath; even Rock N roll like
REO Speedwagon or STYX. “I was a lot younger then,
when hearing those but when the 80’s came around, I
was really kicked in the head by Motley Crue; the ‘Shout
At The Devil’ album was a turning point for me. Granted,
Iron Maiden, Ozzy, Judas Priest were on top, something
about Motley Crue set it off for me. Nikki Sixxi was, and
still is, a huge factor in why I play till this day,” he adds.
As a little kid guitarist Sal Flores was always
mesmerized by the sound of a distorted electric guitar.
He grew up listening to songs from groups like Queen
and Boston and, for that time, those were heavy guitars.
“Rock guitarists always looked like soldiers or barbarians
holding machine guns or battle axes in their hands to
me. So when the opportunity came up to mess around
and learn how to play guitar, I jumped all over that,” he
marvels.
When singer Mike Vidal was twelve years old, a buddy
of his had an older brother, were in his room and there,
leaning against the stereo in his room, was the Ozzy
Osbourne, ‘Speak of the Devil’ album. “That album cover
captured my curiosity! So my buddy put it on, and once
that record started playing, I was hooked! From this point
on I was a Metal Head. Now, fast forward two to three
years later; I had some class mates that were looking for
a singer for their garage band. Now, I had never sung
outside of the shower, said to them “I’ll try out”. So
they handed me a tape that’s labelled ‘Take Hold Of The
Flame’ by some band named Queensryche. Of course, I
had not heard of them at the time, and they said learn
this song and you can try out on Saturday, which gave
me four days! Come Saturday and I give my best version
of the song; not sure if it was good enough or they just
needed a warm body to sing the songs but I made it. Ever
since that audition I have had a passion for performing
and creating music, explains Viddal.
Brandon grew up on Tommy Lee of Motley Crue and
Robert Sweet of Stryper.
“Those two guys have been
my most musical inspiration
as far as drums go for sure!
You can then factor in
Shannon Larkin, and Frankie
Banali of Quiet Riot. For
Gino, he cites his influences
as David Ellison from
Megadeath, Nikki Sixx from
Motley Crue, Steve Harris,
Rex Brown from Pantera.
“There are so many that to name them all would just take
so much time,” he smiles. Sal could also spend all day
talking about artists that he has admired and still look up
to. “I even admire artists who are new and just coming
out with music. I can name some bands who I’ve looked
up to: Boston, Van Halen, Dokken, Judas Priest, Metallica,
Beastie Boys, Fear Factory and Enya to name just to name
a few. As for my inspirations for writing music, it mostly
came from my own personal life experiences,” he adds.
Mike’s influences in no particular order are: Ozzy
Osbourne, Geoff Tate of Queensryche, Rob Halford of
Judas Priest, Vince Neil of Motley Crue, Warrel Dane of
Nevermore, John Arch of Fates Warning, Bruce Dickinson
from Iron Maiden, Ronnie James Dio, and the list goes
on and on.
His inspiration for ‘The Aftermath of Lies’ was his time
away from the music scene and how he missed creating

songs and missed the feeling of performing live for the
fans. “From 1998, until Gino talked me into doing it
again in 2012, I had stepped away from the music scene
completely. When the opportunity came about to write
with the original members of Tribulance again I jumped at
the chance. I wanted to prove to myself that I still had the
fire and the passion that it takes to perform and create
music. When it came time to record the album, I wanted
to give each song its own energy and uniqueness in a
way that the listeners could relate to the music and at
the same time feel my passion for each verse and song!
Hopefully, I was able to accomplish that,” he wonders.
In his down time from music Brandon loves dirt
track racing (Sprint Cars/Late Models/Dirt Modifieds).
“I actually race a dirt modified; as well I’m also into
Mountain Biking and do about 20 miles most days.
Outside of Tribulance musically, I play acoustic guitar,
sing, and have an acoustic CD that is more along the pop/
ballad/country side of things,” he tells me.
For Gino he enjoys being a family man, watching his
kids grow, riding his Harley, and hanging out with family
and friends. “Listening to music, all kinds; I’m a huge
music lover. In all truth, I’m a simple guy.” Sal is also a
simple guy, and just enjoys spending time with his family
and his kids. “They do love watching movies, so we do
see a lot of those,” he smiles.
Mike is a bit of an outdoorsman and his other passion
is hunting. “I love to hunt white-tailed deer, Mule deer
and Javelina here in Southern Arizona and hunt Elk
in Northern Arizona. I also love to fish the lakes of
Southeastern Arizona for Rainbow trout, such as Hawley
Lake in particular, which is located on the Apache Indian
Reservation in the White Mountains. I also enjoy quad
riding in the sand dunes of Gordon’s Well, California and
camping in any of the mountain ranges in Arizona,” he
explains to me.
Tribulance are just a straight, in your face, nonone-sense metal band that does what comes to them
naturally, and they rock. The band never set out to sound
like anyone in particular or write in a specific style to form
to any specific genre, and whilst their roots are rooted in
metal, it’s their individual influences that come through
when they write as Tribulance that makes the band what
they are. “We just do what we do; we’re not trying to be
anything other than who we really are; what you see is
what you get. What makes us different from others these
days is we’re trying to bring the whole package to each
show with us. While our music is important, our live show
and visual aspects of our live show is something we try
hard to bring to the forefront as well. We want people to
leave feeling that they saw “A Show!” We want to give
them something to look at as well as listen too. We want
to bring an arena type show wherever we go! Even the
smallest of clubs, we want to try and cram in as much of
a visual show as possible,” explains Brandon.
The album is about as straight forward as they
come. Many people are touching on their ‘old school’
roots and stating that maybe Tribulance bang to bring
back the ‘old school’ metal sound of the early eighties.
“As for a theme about the album, well, ‘The Aftermath
of Lies’, overall, is mostly about lessons learned through
trial and error. Lessons on what is right and wrong. It’s
about redemption. It’s about holding close the wisdom
and using it with the second chances you’ve been
given. As for some words from others about the album,
we’ve gotten many great reviews on it. We’re getting
lots of radio air play and have been played in between
such heavy hitters as Iron Maiden and Ghost. Now, I
believe our Marketing Team and our PR teams are
looking into the next stages of publicity. Our manager
and our Band Rep are also working their asses off to try
and get this album out to as many people as possible.
We’ve got some great people working for and with us,”
he explains.
For Brandon, the highlight of the album is ‘Oblivious’.
“Not only is it a great song and really represents what
we are musically, but it’s also one of the first songs we
started working on together as a band when I first joined
in 2012. For me to see and hear it come full circle, make
the album, and it be our first single is pretty cool. It just
shows what hard work and dedication can produce and
proves/shows that we are on track with what we set out
to do as a band. In 2012, we had a bunch of ideas and
a vision on where we wanted to take this band, and so
finally seeing those things start playing out in 2017 is
proof we’re still on track for what we set out to do,” he
says with satisfaction.
The bands live shows are also going great. “The
crowds seem to be growing with each show. We’re in
the process of branching out and looking into a west
coast tour; it’s time to take our show to other areas
outside of Tucson. We’ve been working with many
people outside the Tucson area so we’re hoping to
gain support in these towns and bring our music to
the masses. Possibly looking into jumping on a tour
somewhere along the way as well, if everything else
works out for us! Looking to hit Europe next year as
well; talking and trying to make that happen as we

speak,” says Lee with an excited passion.
The album was recorded at ElastickLabs Studios here
in Tucson, Arizona. The guys worked with a producer by
the name of Alex Best who is just a beast! They spent
around seven to eight months recording the album,
which is longer than most, but in the end, Tribulance
got themselves a really strong sounding album. “Alex is
a great producer and let us have as much input in the
recording process as we wanted,” adds Lee.
The band are working with a great marketing team
out of New York, and a great promotions team out of
New Jersey, so they are just trying to push the album as
much as they can. “I think the overall goal is to get the
Tribulance name and music out there to as many people
as possible of course. In truth we’re just looking to take
things to the next level really. We’ve got a great crew
working for and with us now so that takes a little of the
work away from us band members so we can concentrate
on what we need to do for the music and show wise,”
he says.
The guys are penned to jump back in the studio with
Alex Best here shortly to record a short four to five song
EP before their next full length studio release. “It’s great
to see the momentum going, in fact it’s gotten to the
point where our Rep will send out texts with times and
dates of those that need to be at specific places, or have
specifics interviews, calls in, etc. It’s getting hard to keep
up with and do everything ourselves as band members,
so much love and mad props to our team; we couldn’t
do it without them at this point! They’re working just as
hard, if not harder, than we are,” concludes Brandon.
Check Tribulance out at
www.facebook.com/Tribulance2012
https://twitter.com/Tribulance_
www.instagram.com/tribulance

SHARK INFERNO

From Detroit, Michigan we find energetic garage
punk rockers SHARK INFERNO, who have a new fifteen
track CD out now called ‘The Black And White Album’,
which is the band’s sixth release. Shark Inferno are:
Paulie Danger - bass guitars/guitars/lead vocals, V-Raven
- percussion, Emmeline Gasoline - vocals and singer
Sonicvespa Anguissola. Whilst the band are from Detroit,
they are currently living in Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
Multi instrumentalist and singer Paulie Danger is
from Detroit, where there has always been a thriving
music scene since long before he was even born. Paulie
has always loved music, and he knew a lot of people in
bands. Back in the day he was one of the ‘local scene
guys’ in Detroit. But the past few years he couldn’t find
any new music that he liked or that touched him, so he
decided to start his own band so that he could play the
music that he wanted to hear. After a few failed attempts
to find like-minded musicians, a friend of his married a
drummer with half-decent musical taste, and the rest is
history, a drummer from Mars called V-Raven.
Paulie’s inspirations include: The Stooges, The MC5,
The Velvet Underground,
The New York Dolls, Curve,
The Cramps, Dead Boys,
Lunachicks,
Cosmic
Psychos, L7, pre-keyboard
ZZ Top, Mick Taylor-era
Rolling Stones, Black
Sabbath, Led Zeppelin,
Mudhoney, and more
besides. Shark Inferno has
always made complete
albums as opposed to
singles, which isn’t particularly suited to the modern
world of one-song streaming. “We create songs that fit
into the framework of the album concept. For this album,
the concepts were black and white (of course) Andy
Warhol’s Silver Factory of the early 1960’s, and the Sixties
themselves. Well, my twenty-first century retro nineties
version of them anyway. I am inspired to write about the
things I love and the things I hate. This album is no
different,” he tells me firmly. V-Raven is into The Dandy
Warhols, Brian Jonestown Massacre, Monster Magnet,
Roky Erickson, Johnny Cash and Miles Davis ‘Kind Of
Blue’.
Shark Inferno is basically a two-man band and they
don’t have a guitarist. Once upon a time they were known

as Wasabi Chocolate, and they had a guitar player called
Arc Link. “But he was in Japan for the 2011 tsunami and
subsequent nuclear disaster (that will kill us all), and we
never heard from him again. We didn’t think the lack of
a guitarist should keep us from making music, so we just
continued on without one,” smiles Paulie.
Having only two members led the chaps to a sort
of special relationship with the number two, duality,
juxtaposition and so on. “This is a recurrent theme
running though all of our albums. Black and white, bipolar disorder, bunny island and kitty island, songs about
what I love and hate, wasabi and chocolate, and so on.
We also like the juxapostion of deep, meaningful, even
depressing lyrics set against happy music. I should also
mention our lovely background sometimes foreground
singers Miss Emmeline Gasoline and Miss Sonicvespa
Aguissola. I like Detroit rock. I like a good groove and a
poisonous guitar tone. I don’t think anyone else is doing
what we are doing,” he champions.
In the bands own vision ‘The Black and White Album’
is the best album of 2017. “That’s all you need to know,”
laughs Paulie. “But seriously… the album has songs
about things I love, like Poison Ivy of The Cramps, Warhol
Superstars Ultra Violet and Edie Sedgwick and The
Factory. And songs about what I hate about the modern
world: politics, pollution, mistreatment of minorities by
the police, etc. It has grunge, garage, stoner, rock, punk,
funk, experimental, psychedelic, melodic, and some
sick wah-wah waction. To be honest I don’t like labels,
and our albums are actually fairly eclectic and hard to
describe. I think this album is a bit less full-on hard rock
assault than the first two albums.
“International Velvet Silver Factory Blues is rather
interesting… we made it up in the studio. Only played
it once, ever. This was also the first time we went out
of house for CD booklet artwork, brilliantly provided by
Candy Wild and Stephen Blickenstaff,” he explains.
Danger really likes the song ‘Full-Spectrum Time Warp
Baby’ and in general, he is not really used to playing sixstring guitar. “We have slowly been integrating it into
our albums. The guitar on that song came out really well,
if I do say so myself. I only played it once, and after the
playback in the studio I said “I love it” and that was it,
done deal. White Moloko Plus is pretty bitchin’…. but I
like the whole album really. The experimental numbers
came out quite nicely I think,” he enthuses.
Well, like any band Shark Inferno are hoping to gain
total and complete world domination! “Actually, our goal
has always been underground popularity. Mainstream
popularity is the kiss of death, who needs it,” he wonders.
“We don’t play live that much because there’s no music
scene where we live, so we feel that our money is better
invested in making albums than wasting in on playing
live for an unappreciative public. When a worthwhile gig
comes along, we do it.”
Shark Inferno are amazingly fast and efficient in the
studio. “We blast in like a hurricane and lay down the
tracks before the engineer even knows what hit him.
By the time he manages to take a breath, most of the
album is recorded, and he is sitting there covered in shark
burns and bites,” he chuckles. The album took five days
of recording, five days of production for the entire album.
After recording the first five albums at the same place,
the guys moved to a different studio for this one, which
was recorded at ZAP! In Rotterdam by Peter Kanselaar,
who was also a great help with the production, which the
band basically did themselves.
For the future Shark Inferno plan more album release.
“I still have a lot of things to say and I’m not dead yet. I
already have several new song ideas percolating around
in my head. We usually practice new songs for about
a year then record them. So far we have been pretty
successful in adhering to what I call the Soundgarden
Syndrome; every release better than the previous one.
We’ll try to keep that up. We make albums that I want to
listen to. Then we hope that other people want to listen
to them too. That’s all an artist can do, really,” concludes
Paulie.
Check Shark Inferno out at www.sharkinferno.
bandcamp.com

CROWD UNDER PRESSURE

From Visp, Switzerland we find modern groove based
rockers CROWD UNDER PRESSURE, who have a superb

new eleven track CD out now called ‘Lost Memories’ that
is well worth exploring and runs in at just under forty
minutes long, the band previously released an EP back in
2014. ‘Lost Memories’ covers are an assortment of styles,
up-tempo, catchy and melodic ditties with a modern rock
edge. The song writing and musicianship is first class, and
the songs are full of personality. The guys are Martin lead vocals, Aaron - guitar / backing vocals / screaming,
Adrian - guitar, Damian - drums and Sebastian on bass.
Drummer Damian Lengacher’s grandfather’s biggest
talent was music and he played lots of instruments and
enjoyed each moment when someone danced for him.
Every time when Damian sat at the piano, cello or drums
he clearly remembers the moment when his grandfather
said that he would become a great musician. “Whether I
would learn percussion or a symphonic instrument, that’s
why I always wanted to do something special, something
individual. I decided to play drums when I was ten years
old, started to play piano in my age of twenty two and a
few weeks ago I started playing cello,” he tells me. Music
is for Damian a kind of valve, something that he can use
for shouting and screaming out all his pain but happiness
as well.
His musical inspirations came along from a lot of
different musicians and bands. He started with bands
like Slipknot, Linkin Park and Limp Bizkit. The more he
grew the more he found other genres and lots of bands
like Porcupine Tree or Archive. A big advantage of Crowd
Under Pressure is that each band member listens to
different bands of different genres. “Adrian came along
with Lamb Of God, Martin grabbed some Nickelback CD’s
and in the end the guys picked up the inspiration from
Aarons’ favourite music from Alter Bridge, mixed it with
hardcore bands like While She Sleeps and Of Mice And
Men and so we built our own genre,” he says.
Damian’s life is based around music and he writes
lyrics, plays the Cello, Piano and drums. “These hobbies
take a lot of time and I still enjoy it to learn something
new every day,” he smiles. For Aaron he has been playing
football for many years but now it’s only music and
hanging out with friends that he gets involved with. “I’m
studying guitars at a specific music school in Switzerland
and that’s why I’m practising every day,” Aaron tells me.
Martin also enjoys sports and plays games. “My balance
to music is doing muscle training in the fitness centre,”
Martin adds whilst Sebastian is an author and he spends
most of his time in writing theatres.
Crowd Under Pressure is not interested in writing
songs for doing commercial music and following similar
artists. The special thing with this band is that they don’t
do sound for a special audience, they do sound for the
whole crowd. “Crowd Under Pressure’s songs and its song
texts don’t follow theories of specific people in singing
about religion or politic themes,” explains Damian. This
album has got a few songs for very different people, who
are interested in completely different genres, something
for everyone. “On one hand it includes songs like ‘Living
In A Box’ or ‘Resolution’ which are as fictitious as realistic
but still they have a message. In the other hand we do
have songs like “’Beg For Attention’ and ‘Walking’ which
have a story and describe specific subjects,” he enthuses.
Martin, Aaron and Damian are writing song texts
that deal with the normal
course of life. Every
member of Crowd Under
Pressure has got many
things to say because they
all walked through pain
and peace. “A surgery, an
accident, and the fight
with the death change
every one in the world.
Scars remember that we
always have to get up and
resist the pressure. That’s why we called the album ‘Lost
Memories’. I guess there are many moments in the life
where each person has to say to himself ‘Let all these bad
things behind and look forward’, and that’s what the
album is about,” Damian tells me.
The album was recorded and produced at the
Q-Lab Basel Studio in Switzerland by Daniel Platisa,
a well-known and successful producer and musician.
“During the time in studio new texts came along and
so we changed some sentences. We spent two weeks in
recording and Daniel P. spent almost one month in mixing
and mastering,” he says. Once it was a dream, now it is
a musical goal and passion for the band. “One day we
want to earn money with music and travel around the
whole world to shout out our texts and feel the energy
from the audience. That means to us to always work on
new songs, touring with known bands, working together
with promotion-specialists to gain more fans and always
keep going in enjoying our own music. And this last
sentence is what this band is about,” concludes Damian.
Check them out at www.crowdunderpressure.com

BAT CHAIN PULLER

From Bloomington, Illinois we find heavy progressive/
psychedelic trio BAT CHAIN PULLER, who have a new
CD out now called ‘The Anatomy of Thera Macula’ which
runs in at just over an hour long and is the bands second
release. Bat Chain Puller are: Bill Wyant - vocals/guitar,
Jed Guthrie - bass and drummer Dennis Flynn.
Imagine if you will, a seventies hippy record store
slash head shop staging a sidewalk sale. Cluttered
album bins with refrigerator sized speaker bookends
and then imagine a skinny twelve-year old kid being
slammed by Deep Purple’s ‘Machine Head’ at root canal
volume, that was bass player Jed Guthrie. “I no longer
had a choice. I would not be a spectator,” he adds. For
singer and guitarist Bill Wyant music has always had a
profound effect on him. “It’s the only art form that can
really got into my head, dig into my life and shaped the
world around me. I have no choice but to be involved,”
he tells me.
Being in Middle America in the seventies the access
to music was either what older kids turned Jed onto, or
what he would pick up off the radio. “Looking back; it
was a real fusion of flavours. Floyd, Santana, War, Steely
Dan, Sly Stone. That being said; Sabbath, Rush, Yes,
and Zeppelin are all part of my DNA, as are the Seattle
bands of the early nineties. I’m also a nonstop note taker.
Whether I’m listening, checking out a live show, or even
just watching TV. I have a pile of notes, which is its own
logistical nightmare, because of my habit of writing
on sticky notes or scraps my wife finds in the glove
compartment,” says Guthrie.
For Wyant it’s all about the song and the atmosphere
it creates. “That’s what I’m after. To make connections
to others to feel like I feel, which is usually lost in a
daydream wondering where I could be if could be
anywhere but where I’m at. I’m just trying to figure out if
I’m alive or dead and which is which. I think most people
have that need to connect and a good song is a great
way. As far as inspiration goes, it’s really just everyone
and everything. Anything that enters the five senses can
be considered for inspiration,” he explains to me.
In his down time away from music, Jed enjoys
watching Game of Thrones. “Is there anything else? I like
to think, if I had nothing but time, I’d probably dabble
in far more things than I do, as it is, most of what I do
revolves around music, with the exception of cooking
and travelling. But then to, most of the time I’m travelling
music is involved, one way or another,” he says. Bill does
not have too many interests outside of music except
food, sex and natural history.
Creating any art is a complimentary caricature of
the art you most relate to. For Jed the band’s music is
an open expression of himself in the form of a musical
snapshot. “I think we’re honest. We don’t follow trends
and as much as we want listeners to hear what we have
to offer, we don’t want them to listen to us just because
we sound like someone else,” he says.
Jed thinks’ that the band’s dark libido surfaced
and clings to these tracks. “If a listener is looking for a
“Walking on Sunshine”, this is probably not the album
you want to seek out. Not that it’s a downer, just a lot
of shadowy hallways,” he adds. “Icy, lonely, cold and
vacant. If you were exiled from earth to live on Europa,
this album would be your soundtrack,” enthuses Bill.
Bat Chain Puller’s first album was such a mixed bag.
“We had grand plans, but
lacked execution. We
basically
just
threw
everything that wasn’t
nailed down, into that
project, not knowing if we
would ever make another
one. This time we really
focused on nailing down a
sound to give the album,
at least what we hoped,
would be continuity. The
albums we admired, always seemed to have had a thread
that ran thru them, so, the highlight for me is feeling like
we achieved what we had originally set out to do,”
explains Guthrie.
Because of other commitments, this has only been a
recording project. “I would like to think that if we can

get a snowball rolling, we would take BCP on the road.
The ambiguity of that being, if we would play live, the
album would certainly get more attention. What to do,”
asks Jed. “We hope to be forced out of our studio hole.
Contact your local congressman,” says Bill.
The band’s record company is called Mesolithic,
which the revisionist in Guthrie will say that’s a homage
to when Bat Chain Puller first decided to record and
produce on their own. “It was like chiselling on a cave
wall. Things have come a long way. I do foresee a more
streamlined process, which will hopefully, translate to a
healthier output,” he says. The band worked off and on
for about five years to completion. Bits and pieces here
and there. “It was really chaotic for a while and hard to
get any traction, because it was recorded in garages,
basements and anywhere we could set up a mic or two.
We have since acquired a permanent location and hope
to be more productive. Moving around from place to
place takes its toll,” explains Bill.
The band definitely plans another album. “I know
myself; I want to explore more challenging time
signatures, and maybe even some ploymeter. I recently
saw King Crimson, and the way they desynchronized
themselves was insane. Not that I have that kind of
ambition, but a guy can dream. And, I know I might catch
some shit for this, and I’m assuming Bill would agree,
but trying to maintain broad musicality and listenability,
I do think is important. I don’t think an artist has to
compromise their integrity to throw out a wider net,”
concludes Jed.
Check Bat Chain Puller out at https://batchainpuller.
bandcamp.com/album/the-anatomy-of-thera-macula /
www.facebook.com/BCPMusic

MAN THE DESTROYER

From Toronto, Ontario Canada, we find modern hard
rock trio MAN THE DESTROYER, who have a cracking
catchy ten track CD out now called ‘Indulge’ that runs
in at just under forty five minutes long and is a superb
album. Man The Destroyer are: Pj Bahramian - vocals,
Matt Maclean - bass and Mike Jones - guitar.
Bass player Matt Maclean became involved in music
as a way to cope with how the world runs around us.
“Like minded individuals coming together to create a
unique voice which helps express ourselves through our
music,” he tells me. The band’s musical inspirations are
varied and span many genres and generations, most
notable or in their top ten would be, in no specific order;
The Beatles, Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Guns’ n’ Roses,
Nirvana, Tool, Alice in Chains, Metallica, Queen, and Pink
Floyd. “The inspiration for the album, Indulge, comes
from our experiences and feelings with life that we have
witnessed or lived in our own way,” says Maclean.
When the band members are in downtime they
have varied interests. Singer PJ Bahramian likes to
collect comic book memorabilia, old issues Spider Man
and X-Men preferably. Matt likes to collect Masterpiece
Transformer action figures, and guitarist Mike Jones is
huge on conspiracy theories and the entire band all also
likes sports, movies, video games and some TV.
Man the Destroyer is made up of three individuals
who all hail from the Greater Toronto Area in Canada.
“We love to express ourselves through music and hope
that we can speak the truth for anyone who is willing
to listen,” says Maclean. He finds that most artists are
similar in most aspect to do with their art. “We are all
very critical or our own work and find it very difficult
and emotional to share that with other people for fear
of rejection or simply being told you are no good. What
makes us different is that we can be very serious about
what we do and at the same time be able to laugh at
ourselves and mistakes we have made,” he tells me.
The album ‘Indulge’ is a coming of age story for
Man The Destroyer. This
album deals with the
search for the band’s voice,
the struggle to accept it
and the final acceptance
that this is what they have
to say. “It is definitely the
same sound you would
expect from Man the
Destroyer but with more
layers. Since we had more

time to work on this album compared to the last two, it
gave us a good opportunity to get even more creative
with the melodies and harmonies,” he explains.
One big difference the new album and the bands last
one is that this album is definitely a lot more melodic
both instrumentally and vocally. “I would say this album
is more brighter because of some added elements such
as more guitar harmonies. Rhythmically it’s more upbeat
but you can rest assure that you will still hear the heavy
sound you can expect from us,” says Matt. Both albums
are still relevant and help to get you through the way the
world is run today. However, with this album the band
lyrically explores the human psyche more and speaks
more to within than looking outwards. “We are always
trying to learn more about our human behaviour give
our interpretations of it through music. The last one was
focused of that aspect to broader terms, where as the
new one is more with one self.”
For Maclean the highlight of this album has to be
the dynamics. “Allot more dynamics and mood changes
take place sometimes within the same song. Holding
true to our method of writing we all contributed equally
to the chord progressions melodies and harmonies
giving it a very unique mix of influences and ideas since
we’ve always been a band to use our different musical
backgrounds as writers,” he explains. The guys were
much more relaxed and easy going with the writing
process and did not shy away from putting new layers
to our sound to make it progress. “That’s where the
dynamics come to play. You will hear all sorts of emotions
and mood changes on this album guaranteed to keep you
guessing,” he enthuses.
Matt loves the albums first three songs. “The opening
track ‘A New Voice” is all about rising up and getting up
and never giving up. Musically it does well at grabbing
the listener’s attention and giving them a taste of what
is to come. We love to start our albums with a very heavy
track that carries lots of energy which is why ‘ A New
Voice’ would be my top pick but the rest are right behind.
It’s also about having a voice and never being afraid to
speak up and letting your voice be heard. Also tracks
such as ‘Live Through the Pain’ and ‘High Water’ bring
a message of hope and trust within oneself. Believing in
yourself and at the same time recognizing your faults are
themes that are visited through different moods within
songs,” Maclean explains.
The guys recorded this album at their own studio,
owned by Mike, which they all call home. “It is a
very comfortable setting in which we tracked all the
instruments. After which half of the songs were sent
to Austin Texas for mixed and Mastering and the rest
were mixed and mastered by Mike himself,” says Matt.
The studio is located in Brampton Ontario which is just
outside of Toronto. “I would say that when tracking, the
best place to do so is somewhere where you feel most
at home, however I understand that the circumstances is
not always available but when it is I definitely prefer to
do it in our own place with us behind the controls. Mike
did an amazing job tracking it and it allowed for allot of
creativity,” he says with satisfaction.
When Man The Destroyer were on their American tour
with former Iron Maiden singer Blaze Bayley, they did a
show in Los Angeles, California at the Key Club. “Blaze
had a bad experience there in the early 1990’s so he was
on edge and warned us of that, which meant we were on
our best behaviour. Well needless to say, when we played
our most crowd pleasing song ‘I Believe It Was All Form a
Line.’ and our singer, PJ, ripped the crotch out of his pants
and I mean really bad. So after the song he was behind
the speakers taking a drink of water and called out to
me ‘hey what can I do’ and I just looked at him and said
‘go with it’. So he ripped off the rest of his pants and
performed the rest of the show in his underwear. I think
you can still find the video of it on YouTube,” he laughs.
The band doesn’t want to wait too long for their next
album so they have already been working on it. “We will
be playing a lot of shows around the GTA and possibly a
tour or two. We always like to meet fans and new friends
and try to stay active and present on facebook and all our
social media pages,” concludes Matt.
Check Man The Destroyer out at
www.facebook.com/manthedestroyer
www.sonicbids.com

GALAXY

From Raipur, India we find alternative groove based
artists GALAXY, who have a superb new ten track CD
out now called ‘Dark Reality of Life’ that is well worth
exploring and runs in at just over thirty minutes long
and is a very diverse album full of catchy songs with
tons of energy and character. Galaxy are Jake Lovett vocals, Kulbhooshan devanagan - bass, Aabhash - drums,
Reyshep Gani - guitars.
Bass player Kulbhooshan devanagan has been
listening to music since he was kid but when it comes to
involvement with music he recalls that it was the senior
year of high school. He was listening to a lot of songs and
he just loved the sound of the guitar and out of curiosity
Kulbhooshan started to learn about music and learn the
instruments with one thing in my mind. “I wanted to play
music that’s all. I am still growing learning and playing
and listening to music and creating music and loving
every part of it,” he tells me.
As a teenagner singer Jake Lovett was passionate
about music as was from a from small town. “I had
limited music to listen to because that time internet was
not that much popular and yeah curiosity made listen
to so many artists and a lot of music as I got to know
more about music but I wanted to create music but I did
not know anything but yeah time and determination of
learning music made me involve in music and we are
still learning and growing,” he explains to me. Drummer
Aabhash has always loved music and he enjoy’s every
part of it. Ever since he was a teenager when he started
listening to a lot of different music that inspired him “I
am still learning, playing and listening music with so
much passion, so my passion for music made me want to
be involved, live and breathe it” he adds.
Kulbhooshan’s musical influences are Metallica,
Megadeth, Pentera, Alice in chains, Breaking Benjamin,
Greenday, Nickelback, Alterbridge. The story behind
and inspiration behind Galaxy’s album tells itself as a
story. “This album is about a struggle of anyone who
wants to do things differently and see things with other
prospective but get judged by society and the things that
they wanted say out loud it is inside, so logic behind that
album was create something we also feel in our lives
the life itself is not always bright most of the time it’s
the darkness which shall take a place in anyone’s life
anytime they would feel and that was the moral behind
the album,” he explains to me.
Jake’s influences are the classic bands from 90’s era,
and before that ge loved
metal and he is also a fan
of punk and rock n rolll
citing bands such as Alice
in chains, Stone Temple
Pilots, Megadeth, Nirvana,
Pantera, Obscura, Death,
Blink182, Judas Priest,
Startovaious, Angra as
some of his favorite bands
whilst
Aabhash’s
influences
include
Nirvana, Slipknot, Megadeth, Metallica, Iron Maiden
and Green day.
Outside of music Kulbhooshan loves sports and he
loves going on a long drive as well as dancing, whilst
Jake enjoys sports and movies, for Aabhash his pleasure
is reading and hiking. As a band, Galaxy try to keep it
simple and use the things that they know they do not
to try and not over do everything. “We try to create
something new in own a way . That you can feel when
you listen to our record. That we did not follow a
particular genre we played what we know and decided to
go with it. That makes us little different but to be honest
every musician and band is different in his own, It is all
about creativity and passion,” explains Kulbhooshan.
Jake think’s that thei album has mix of everything as they
did not follow the particular genre and try to do what
was the best for the songs, “that makes us different from
other bands we have our different sound,” he enthuses.
The new album is about the reality we face in our
lives every day and that’s what the guys feel too, It’s
about sadness and pain, revenge and madness. “It is
about every second person who wants to do different but
society would always something to say so it’s like the
truth of life,” says Kulbhooshan. The name of the album
says everything and the music is dark and kinda positive.
“When I wrote the lyrics I was feeling the same things
and we shared thoughts and life experiences which
helped to write something realistic. As I said it is dark
and it is the reality,” Jake explains to me.
The album was recorded in Trinity Audio Lab here
in the band’s hometown and it took them eight to
nine months to make it because they had make a lot of
changes. For the future Galaxy are currently working on
new songs for the upcoming album they are working on.
“We are focusing for live shows and attending gigs and
all. But there are more things coming very soon and we
are excited about,” concludes Kulbhooshan.
Check the band out at
www.facebook.com/galaxyaofficial

SCOGGINS

From Atlanta, GA, we find modern folk artists
SCOGGINS, who have an awesome new ten track CD
out now called ‘The Power of the Air’ which runs in at
just over thirty minutes long and is the band’s debut
album. Scoggins are: Matthew Scoggins - lead vocals,
guitars, mandolin, synths, Adam Higgins - background
vocals, bass guitars, hammond organ, guitar, melodica,
synths, Paul Wagner - drums/percussion, Johnny Bearden
- electric guitar and Nancy Kaye Hill - background vocals.
Main man Matthew Scoggins earliest memory is of
his great grandmother Lois playing ‘Amazing Grace’ on
the piano and singing beautifully. Matt became involved
in music when he was a baby and he has been making
up songs since he can remember, and watching his
family chuckle at his singing, dancing, and goofy acts,
which is a major part of who he is. Scoggins learned to
make something of it when he was about seventeen
years old, and started writing it down. “Music is a crazy
world. I guess I became mostly involved as teenager.
Like any goofy teenager, I wanted to be a rock-star,” he
remembers.
When he attended school at Young Harris College
in the North Georgia Mountains, he met a bass/keys
player named Adam Higgins who shared his musical
aspirations. “Partying was a bit of a side effect. Adam
Higgins is another story for another day. I received the
news that I was to be a father. I married the girl, and
started a family. Dylan, Carter, and Liam came into my
life,” he says with pride. Matt scored a great job teaching
music and a graveyard shift job barely worth mentioning
just to try and make it. He is completely convinced that
love like that transforms and grows songwriting ability.
“The marriage ended. I guess that’s when I decided to
go for it. I called Adam who was one of the only people
besides my boys and family who had every really known
about my songwriting,” he adds...
That’s when the guys ended up at The Green House
Atlanta studios where
Adam and Matt were
given a team of killer
musicians
including
drummer Paul Wagner,
singer Nancy Kaye Hill and
the sound-making genius
Aaron Hill. “I finally was
able to release the album
after one of the most
difficult times in my life. I
can only make more music
and albums if people hear this one, and that just takes me
getting involved. It just so happens that the world of
music is just as crazy as I am,” he smiles.
Matt’s great-grandmother would have to be the
first of his inspirations and his great uncle Bobby played
in a band with some good ole country boys, and that
intrigued Matt. John Denver was what his mom played
when he was a kid and he still loves his happy songs.
“Led Zeppelin has to be my all-time favourite band. Pink
Floyd still gives me chills. I definitely did the Maiden,
Priest, Sabbath, Megadeth type thing as a teenager. I love
ole Merle, Waylon, Jerry Reed and those boys.
They remind me of home. I got heavy into The Band,
The Dead, and The Allman Brothers when I was eighteen
or so. Paul Simon is probably my favourite song/rhythm
writer and show I’ve seen. I love Yes, ELP, King Crimson
and that list. Prog rock is so much fun. I’m also a jazz
junkie. Miles Davis, Charles Mingus, Thelonius Monk.
I’ve been humming Beethoven’s 6th symphony pastoral
in my head as long as I can remember. I’m fascinated
with all kinds of music. With power of the air, I just did
my feeble best to connect musical worlds and put my
thumbprint on it. Some people say you gotta pick one
genre and stick to it. They say you can’t be a rocker, a
hillbilly and a sweet heart. I wanted to be different in
that sense. In another sense, I just write what I feel at the
time,” Scoggins enthuses.
In his down time, Matts family are his pride and joy.
“Dylan, Carter, and Liam are my favourite things about
my life. They are my little boys. We love watching Star
Wars together, riding four wheelers; hiking is my favourite
thing to do with them. We go camping, trout fishing, and
I love cooking for them. I think Carter’s favourite meal

in the world is my homemade jambalaya,” he tells me.
Much like music, Matt considers cooking to be an art
with a bit of a vast and complicated science behind it. “I
find a great sense of purpose and belonging cooking for
my family. I like to read the Bible. I’m very interested in
comedy, even my own children have a hard time taking
me seriously sometimes when I need them to, but I love
to laugh and do impressions of all of the goober heads
I know. American football is a gathering thing for family.
I had a reputation for partying at one time, but I think
its best that that particular interest has dwindled some
due to life’s experience. I grew up with four siblings,
and through the seemingly constant nonsense, we’ve all
managed to remain best friends. My older brother is a
raft guide on the Ocoee River. I enjoy hanging out with
the raft guide family and whatever shenanigans they’re
into if it’s playing disc golf or waterfall hunting. I love my
job, but that happens to be teaching music so I’ll stop
there,” he chuckles.
The band is essentially Matt’s own writing, singing
and playing, with Adam Higgins on bass and keys, with
Paul Wagner’s percussion. They have been fortunately
surrounded by a tight knit group of killer lead players
like Landon Jordan and Johnny Bearden on guitar, and
Wes McElmoyle on fiddle. “Two of our school mates
from Young Harris College played on the album, Rolando
Fernandez on trumpet, and Daniel Shirley on tenor banjo.
Nancy Kaye Hill also known as Rosey, sings with us on
the album and some when we play out. We’ve picked
up a blues guy named Alex Gannon to jam with us on
guitar. I honestly love to jam with whoever will. We all
have different styles and approaches in musical taste.
The songs and the way we try to colour them with a
wide variety of style is something I love about working
with these guys. We always have good energy with one
another whether out performing or working in the studio.
Adam has been my best mate for almost a decade. He
and I argue like brothers sometimes, but when it boils
down to it we’re always about making the music,” he
tells me.
As a writer, he is a mountain boy with a rock’n’roll
spirit; an angry sweetheart. He tried to make an album
for people who love all kinds of music. “The human
experience is very emotionally complicated. Music to me
is all about emotion. My intention was to capture more
than just one mood. I think the music even without the
lyric paints a picture of life’s ups and downs. Genre is like
a collection of boxes and all of them are beautiful in their
own way. I consider it all to be folk rock music that’s not
afraid to jump from style to style. It was important to
me to try and accomplish a common thread that flows
through the album as far as the songwriting, and yet
have unexpected twists in genre and style to help keep
the listener on their toes so to speak. I wanted every
aspect of the album to be taken to the extreme as far as
it being an eclectic work of art even down to the album
cover,” explains Scoggins.
His favourite song on the album is ‘Sticky Wicca’ as
it captures a side of rock’n’roll mysticism that he has
always been obsessed with. “The last measure of ‘My
Father’ is my favourite piece of music because it takes me
to that magical place I imagined as a kid. There are many
musical areas of the album that stand out to me and
make me grin a bit. I consider the album itself to be one
of life’s great highlight’s in my own personal experience.
The best feeling that I remember having concerning the
album was after it released, and my little six year old son,
Carter, heard it and said, “Daddy, you’re a rock star.” Who
wouldn’t want to hear that,” he asks.
The album was recorded at The Green House Atlanta
studios and it was produced by Aaron and Nancy Kaye
Hill. “There’s a fine line between being great friends, and
‘responsible business people’ at The Green House. I am
convinced that they had nothing but the best interest of
the music at heart. Adam Higgins introduced me to Aaron
and Nancy after my divorce out of a true excitement for
what lay in store musically. It took two years for us to
record and release. Most of that was due to heavy issues
in my personal life involving the courts and my children.
These things take money also, and I’ve experienced tight
financial situations from time to time. Album art was
another interesting aspect. I finally met a watercolour
artist who painted for Disney named Max Muller who
cordially agreed to ‘help a fellow artist in his aspirations.’
I had no earthly idea when I began this process of making
an album that it would be so challenging and extensive…
even with the most competent help,” he explains to me.
Matt has completely written one hundred and twenty
five songs to date, with about eight or ten incomplete
riffs and lyrical ideas to further develop. “I want to
keep recording and playing for as long as I can. I plan
on surrounding myself with as many good and unique
musicians as I can and just give it all I’ve got. The future
is quite impossible to predict, but as long as I can still
hit notes, I want to sing. On a personal level, I want
for my songs to be my legacy to my children and their
children and so forth. As long as people smile at the
music and continue the love and support, I believe that

the possibilities are unlimited. I think it would be cool to
play my music all over the world and to travel and learn
how to incorporate an even wider variety of style into my
own mental writing threads. I have many high hopes and
aspirations for the future. ‘The Power of the Air’ is my first
album. I want to make more,” he concludes.
Check Scoggins out at scogginsmusic.com
facebook.com/scogginsandhiggins

CONCORDEA

Based around Ekaterinburg and Russia and Veron,
Italy, we find power prog artists CONCORDEA, who have
a new ten track CD out now called ‘ Over Wide Spaces’
which runs in at just under forty minutes long and is the
band’s debut album, following an EP. Concordea are:
Daria Piankova - rhythm, lead, acoustic guitars, Aleksei
Turetckov - keyboards, Filippo Tezza - guest vocal and Ilya
Reyngard - guest bass guitar.
Keyboard player Aleksei Turetckov started playing
the accordion when he was about eight years old; it was
popular instrument in his family a long time ago. Then he
got into jazz and learned to play the saxophone, which
was a spontaneous decision. This experience became very
useful later for writing music arrangements. By that time
Turetckov already listened to rock, started with classics
like the Beatles. By the end of the school he listened to
Scorpions and some Russian heavy metal bands and then
went out and bought a guitar to play from time to time
their music, which later again helped him and gave the
ability to think like a guitar player for composing guitar
parts. “When I was at university, my friend asked me to
be a keyboardist in his band and they introduced me the
world of progressive and power metal. As a keyboardist,
I grew up on bands like Nightwish, Sonata Arctica and
Dream Theater. I had no real keyboard teachers to show
me how to rule the sound, compose parts for metal and
so on. I just watched how they work on stage, what gear
they use and listened how they write their music. So that
how I was involved in this crazy world of music,” explains
Aleksei.
Rhythm and lead guitarist Daria Piankova started
playing piano when she
was ten, however back
then he wasn’t really into
music and didn’t have any
favourite artists. “I liked to
listen to some random
songs of random bands,
although since my very
first steps my father liked
to put some vinyl playing,
so I was listening to Pink
Floyd, Queen and Deep
Purple. This was sort of my early years,” she tells me.
When he was twelve, Piankova’s brother gave him the
second album of Italian band Rhapsody, which he found
was a real ‘explosion’ of feelings and passionate love
from the very first sight. “Or, better to say, from the first
hearing,” he laughs. “I haven’t heard any power metal
before and this fantastic combination of symphonic
sound, choirs and epic power metal enchanted me.”
Turetckov grew up on the power and progressive
metal bands and their music inspired his own creativity.
“There is a lot of music I listen besides metal and the
whole world of music inspires me. As for the melodic
side, I can be inspired by some accidently found keyboard
sound or some riff, real life events or even some ideas
even may come in a dream. Also the lyrics themselves
can inspire so you write the music that emphasizes the
lyrics,” he explains. “As I have said before, my passion
for music has started from Italian power metal, and once
Rhapsody enchanted me I discovered a whole world of
the beautiful musical creative works with different bands
of different genres and states of soul,” says Daria. It’s
hard to say where my inspiration for our album found me,
but for some songs firstly I had a vague idea of sound,
mood and combination of texts and music, but the real
inspiration came when I started my work on it. It was like
exploring my creative possibilities. And my life experience
pushed me this way,” she adds.
I his down time away from music Piankova enjoys
travelling, cooking, teaching Italian language and
spending his time studying something new. “My last
hobby was Finnish language, sometimes it sounds like a

beautiful double bass drum fill! But I had to suspend my
lessons for the album and recording sessions. Let’s see,
maybe I will start it over again, though I do it only for
my pleasure and don’t wait for the splendid results in the
near future,” he says. Besides producing music, Aleksei is
also an engineer in big company. “Engineering is rather a
hobby for which there is no much time and the music is a
real job. So it’s hard to find some time for other interests
except those mentioned actually. But travelling, that was
mentioned by Daria, is a good interest for me too when it
happens,” says Turetckov.
Concordea was founded in 2011 by Daria and
another guitar player. Turetckov joined the band in 2012
and by the summer the first line-up was completed.
“Then we had our first concert in Ekaterinburg. In 2014
we released debut EP that showed the trend of our work
with Italian musicians. In 2016 we decided to continue
this cooperation and it resulted in the album ‘Over Wide
Spaces’. The fact we have Italian vocalist on the CD
makes this project very special, since all the lyrics and
music were created by Russians, but Italian touch and
vocal interpretation gave a particular ‘spice’ to the final
sound,” explains Aleksei .
The album is a combination of different contrasts. It
harmoniously combines cold northern atmosphere with
hot southern, which was the result of joint work of the
musicians from Russia and Italy. Also this expressed in the
weave of heavy guitar riffs and airy keyboard melodies.
Many people consider Concordea’s work interesting and
creative, they note well-written lyrics and variety in the
songs which are not long and do not bother the listener
despite the progressive component. “Although it is the
first full-length album of Concordea, it is not the first
one for band members because everyone has experience
under owns belt,” Aleksei explains to me.
From the musical side ‘Between Two Worlds’
became for the band such an ode to progressive metal,
you can hear it. “Also I think the arrangement of the
‘Portrait’ is well done,” says Aleksei. “It was the first
such acoustic experience inspired by folk music with
beautiful cello and a flute, which makes this song
standing out against the other tracks on the album.
Opening track ‘Wings’ motion’ turned out well-built and
memorable. Also I would like to mention the lyrics’ side
that can deeply touch your soul. There are very ‘vital’
songs like ‘Confession Of My Pride’ and ‘When They
Want You To Die’. They are about suffering, but moving
forward in spite of pain and fail. The most aggressive
and various is ‘Rejected and avowed’. It’s about destiny
of an artist’s song behind his life and the ‘eternal glory’
which an artist can have if his song is of a real talent,”
he explains.
Concordea had been playing live since 2012 when
they completed the first line-up. “Our first songs
were in Russian language and there were shows in
Ekaterinburg and Ural region. Then there were some
line-up changes but despite of it we continued to play
live,” he says. The last complete line-up lasted until the
end of 2015. Since that moment the band decided to
take up studio work for the album ‘Over Wide Spaces’.
Now the guys are hoping to play live several shows in
Russia and abroad, despite the fact it is not easy for an
international band to organize it. “But all members are
experienced with live shows and some new songs were
played live in Ekaterinburg long before the release of
the album,” says Aleksei.
All the work for the project, including producing and
financing, was done by the band to control everything.
The instrumental part of the album was recorded in
Ekaterinburg, the vocal was recorded in Italy. The mixing
was done by Anton Vorozhtsov at TA Production in
Ukraine. “It turned out a great geographic coverage of
all the participants and the title of the album ‘Over wide
spaces’ is talking about it as well,” he smiles. The whole
process took a lot of time, at least six months, because
Daria and Aleksei are only two in the official line-up
and besides their music they have to deal with everyday
office work and sometimes business trips to keep their
project alive.
For the future Concordea hope that their album will
be a successful work and listeners will find it interesting
and feel the joy. “We hope that our music will be better
noticed. Now we keep receiving positive reviews from
all over the world, we see the interest of other people
towards ‘Over Wide Spaces’ and it gives nothing but
happiness. Also we are hoping to complete the line-up,
play our music live and have some good luck,” concludes
Aleksei.
Check Concordea out at www.facebook.com/
concordea

From Austin, Texas we find the very diverse and
powerful female fronted hard rock band LEATHER
LEAF, who have a new seven track EP out now called
‘ Desecrated Minds’ which runs in at just under forty
minutes long and is the bands second releases which has
been mastered by Harem Scarem’s Harry Hess. Leather
Leaf are: Melissa Madnezz - lead vocals/keyboards,
Maximillian Montiel - guitar, Jeff Straub - bass, and
drummer Russell Joly.
Singer and keyboard player Melissa Madnezz was
born to do this. Her first choir began when she was six
years old when she was in kindergarten. It was a Lutheran
Choir in Houston, Texas. From there she spent twelve
years singing as she went through school. Throughout
her life Madnezz spent time singing and sitting in with
other bands in Houston. She finally decided it was time
to start her own original band so she started writing
and creating Leather Leaf. “I love old rock and roll, but
I love modern music as well so I wanted to create a little
something that everyone could relate to. I wanted to
combine old world and new world ideas. So this band
has been a great opportunity to move things forward and
be a real part of the music world,” she tells me.
The women of rock inspire Melissa in general and she
has always loved Stevie Nicks, Heart, Alanis Morrisette,
and other female artists. “I also, love Evanescence and
other new modern bands that are female driven as well.
I also love big bands like Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, and
Mötley Crue so I didn’t want to ignore that part of me
as well. At this point, I am looking to the female fronted
rock/metal bands such as Nightwish, Lacuna Coil, In This
Moment, and others. I am starting to think more on those
bands and so that was a turning point for this new EP. My
goal is to head in that direction,” she enthuses.
Outside of music Melissa is actually a Registered
Nurse, and she has been a nurse for several years. “I am
always checking out things in the nursing and medical
community. I like to keep up on the latest nursing and
medical trends. I am always interested in learning how
I can help others. I have done everything from floor
nursing, hospice, helping veterans, and more. I will say
most of my time is spent on music, nursing, or trying to
stay active. I like going to the river and climbing rocks, or
enjoying nature. There is a certain inspiration I get from
being in nature. It’s a great opportunity for mental clarity,
or thinking about things to write about,” she explains
to me.
Melissa Madnezz thinks that the world itself has
always seen her as
different. When she was
growing up she was
always
this
strange
‘singing chick’, and kids
always made fun of her.
She would sing in talent
shows, choir shows, or
with some local guitar
player.
She
dressed
different so she was
always seen as different. “I
don’t think a lot of that has changed. The only difference
is that I grew up. But I will say that some people now
respect me a bit more for my songwriting and for my
stage performances. I think we are different because we
still appreciate classic rock, and old metal, but we just
want to add our own ideas and twist to it. We want to
appreciate the old music and newer sounds so everyone
has something they like about Leather Leaf. We remain
open about learning new things, and not staying locked
into anything,” she tells me.
The new EP ‘Desecrated Minds’ is a bit different than
the ‘Aggravated’ CD that Leather Leaf released about
two years ago. Melissa wanted to communicate about
different things than just party songs, such as depression,
anger, and deeper issues. The song ‘Barely Alive’ is about
struggling with such feelings. “Also the song ‘On the
Radio’ deals with social attacks I received stemming from
a local radio station in my home town, KLBJ. I find it odd
that we are called the ‘live music capitol of the world”’
yet, somehow a popular Austin radio station thinks it is
funny to disrespect one of its own locals, even though
we are suppose to be supporting live local music here.

Despite circumstances, musically I think I am pressing in
to connect with others in a deeper way. For this EP I hope
to connect with more fans. I want to know them more.
I will continue to press on,” she says with enthusiasm.
This new EP now achieving more of a female fronted
hard rock/metal direction than the last CD. “I am really
inspired by some of the other metal female artist, and
I want to tour and see other parts of the world. I know
the UK, Europe, and other parts of the world are open to
female hard rock/metal artist. I am hoping this EP will
gain me friends and fans in other parts of the world.
We started introducing more keys and other things in
this EP. I finally got my own studio up and running. This
has allowed me to spend more time with this EP, and
do more things that I wanted to do. I wanted a fuller
sound than the last CD. I think there is more of me in this
EP. I look forward to opening up more and making more
connections,” she smiles.
Leather Leaf also roped in Harem Scarem’s Harry Hess
to take care of the mastering. “It was really cool working
with Harry. We sent him the tracks and we got to hear the
improvements he made. It was really cool that we sent
him tracks from our studio to his and we could hear the
improvements. We do a basic mix here, and then we can
send the track to him to let him do his magic,” she tells
me with excitement.
Naturally Melissa loves all of the songs but she
thinks’ that her favourites are ‘Barely Alive’ and ‘This
Haunting’. “In fact, those two songs are being looked
at by Reverbnation for some national features already.
I think I was really excited that my studio got up and
running. My guitar player Maximillian Montiel was also
able to help out quite a bit with studio software, and he
really helped me out on growing the production. I would
say he and I basically wrote this EP on our own. He has
been a great partner and has contributed to helping me
grow this project further. I am more into the songwriting
than I am technical studio work and programming. We
have learned so much and yet we are always growing,”
she explains to me.
Leather Leafs live shows have been going well
and Melissa plans on not playing as much in Austin at
this point and moving to other cities. “I am looking to
expand our shows, and looking at a possible tour at this
point. I am really excited about getting out and meeting
new people, and new musicians in different scenes
everywhere. I don’t have much personal family so my
audience and my friends are my family. I want to hear
more from fans so I can make those connections with
them. They are important to me. I want to hear more
about what they want. As musicians you always want to
make money with your music, but the greatest reward is
when you know you did something that connected with
someone else,” she explains.
The recordings took place between Westfall
Recording, Eclectica Studios, at the band’s own personal
studio at home and most of it they did at home.
“Producer Anthony Santos helped us from Westfall
Recording, and Tim Dolbear from Eclectica Studios both
helped us out. We learned much from these guys. ‘On
the Radio’ and ‘This Haunting’ was recorded at Westfall.
Vocals for ‘White Picket Fence’ were recorded at Eclectica
Studios. Everything else was recorded at our home studio.
Overall, Tim went out of his way to teach us a lot about
recording at home and things to do, and not to do. All
of our work touches a regular studio before we release
anything. We had Harry Hess check out and help on our
songs, and we also had other people help in the project.
Adrian Peritore did the bass lines for ‘This Haunting’ and
it was awesome because his is the former member of an
eighties band called The Motels. Also, Kenny Sharretts
stepped in to help us with drums for ‘This Haunting’ and
‘On the Radio’. It was a big learning curve but one that
definitely made this EP a step in the right direction,” she
says with satisfaction.
Another full Leather Leaf CD is in the works, and the
band will just continue to work on growing as artists and
moving forward. “We are looking to grow our shows and
just keep moving forward. Never give up on your dreams
and who you are. I want to see the world and all the
beautiful people in it. I want to see the world and all the
beauty it holds,” concludes Melissa.
Check Leather Leaf out at leatherleafrockband.com

From Antwerp, Belgium we find combat metal artists
FIREFORCE, who have a new twelve track CD out now
called ‘Annihilate The Evil’ which runs in at just over fifty
minutes long and is the band’s third release. Fireforce
are: Filip Lemmens - lead vocals, Erwin Suetens - guitars/
backing vocals, Thierry van der Zanden - guitars/backing
vocals, Serge Bastaens - bass/backing vocals and Jonas
Sanders on drums.
The first ‘heavy’ band that Fireforce guitarist Erwin
Suetens saw on TV was AC/DC and he was immediately
mesmerized by the power of the music. After that first
encounter he learned about Black Sabbath and the
nwobhm scene. For his eighteenth birthday his mother
wanted to buy me a special gift and he asked for a
motorcycle. “I got an electric guitar,” he laughs. Since
then he has never have let it go. “After a while I started
my first band but that wasn’t too serious. When I started
my third band, things got more serious and when I joined
Double Diamond I got acquainted with the real scene.
But it is now with Fireforce that the crazy world really
started. And I have to say: I like it,” says Suetens.
Like most budding musicians, Erwin has a lot of
musical inspirations and he cites the nwobhm scene, along
with German power metal bands, and the American bay
area thrash and power metal bands, as well. As a lot of
other bands from all over the world. “There are so many
good bands around… It’s the same about musicians. Just
to mention a few I like a lot: Rhandy Rhoads, Jeff Waters,
Gus G. in his early Firewind period and many more… The
album is, just like almost every Fireforce album, inspired
by history. Great battles and historical events that helped
to change the world a bit, or not,” he laughs. “Every song
is a story about heroes, traitors, immolation and war
stupidity,” he adds.
In his down time away from music Erwin’s main
interests is history. From Alexander the great until
modern history. “When we’re on tour, I’m always looking
what points of interest are nearby. Maybe a fort, a
battleground, a castle, graveyards and musea. The other
guys know that very well and sometimes I drag them
around to see a specific place and tell them all about it.
Our most impressive visit we did until today was Omaha
beach. And the American cemetery there. We all had a
frog in our throat when we saw the beach were so many
lives were lost,” he sighs.
Fireforce are no ordinary power metal band and they
play combat metal, they play hard, fast, and aggressive
with melody. “We have no normal high pitched power
metal vocals but a singer who sounds like he was in
battle,” laughs Erwin. “Take a listen! And we try to do
our best to offer a show that people won’t forget. They
will see the battle on stage,” he enthuses.
The new album ‘Annihilate The Evil’ consists out of
twelve brand new songs,
and a CD only cover tune.
“Like I told you before, it’s
all about history. We have
a lot about the Second
World War, Vietnam, the
middle ages and the
eighteenth and nineteenth
century. Read the lyrics to
find out more! It’s a great
album loaded with melody
and with a lot of neckbreaking riffing and a lot of catchy choruses to shout
along to! The cover song we did is ‘Gimme Shelter’, a
Rolling Stones classic but it’s very metal now,” he
explains to me.
All the songs on the album are Erwin’s babies, and
it is a very varied album, not in style but in songs. Fast
ones, mid-tempo and even a slower one, but not a real
slow or off course. “Because that will never be on a
Fireforce album! If I really have to choose I would go for
‘The Boys from Down Under’, ‘Revenge In Flames’, ‘The
Iron Brigade’ and ‘Thyra’s Wall’. But just because I feel
it like this today, tomorrow would be a different choice,”
he advises.
Fireforce will try to do some touring in 2018. More
news about that to come.” For the release of the album
we will play only one show in Belgium and a few in
Holland. The Belgian one will be a special one with all the
show elements to create a real battlefield on stage so the
fans will really have something to remember. We hope
2018 will bring us again, like in 2016, all over Europe, UK
included. Would be nice to play the US once,” he tells me.
The new album just like their ‘March On’ and
‘Deathbringer’ albums, were recorded in Germany, at
the ‘Prophecy Studio’s’ in Kempten (Bavaria) under
supervision of RD Liapakis, the singer of Mystic Prophecy
and Devil’s Train who is one of Erwin’s best friends. “He’s
the only one I allow to make some changes in one of my
songs if necessary. He’s very to the point, very honest,
very funny, and very good at his job. I really value his
opinion, and he does value mine! The engineer was
again Christian Schmid, the most relaxed and competent
engineer I know. When he says to play something again,
you can be sure it’s necessary! We did the recording in

a month, and needed some weeks to do some extra
backings, editing and mixing,” he explains to me.
The next album Fireforce the band are already
writing, they have also just released the first video for
the song ‘The Boys from Down Under’ with another video
planned as we speak. “I will not tell you which one, it’s
still a secret, will be released on September eight. In
November we will play the big release show in Antwerp
and we’re planning the dates for 2018. We have a third
video prepared and, if we feel the time is right, we will
release it somewhere at the end of the year. I like to be
surprised for what the future brings,” he chuckles. “After
all those years of playing and gigging I expect nothing
but hope for everything,” concludes Erwin.
Check Fireforce out at www.fireforceband.com
www.facebook.com/Fireforceband/

THE SKY OPENED UP

From Newcastle Upon Tyne, we find the incredible
THE SKY OPENED UP, a diverse heavy metalcore outfit
who have a new seven track CD out now called ‘The
Blood In My Veins’ which runs in at just under thirty
minutes long and is the bands second debut release. The
Sky Opened Up are: Daniel Sewell - vocals, Keiran Wake
- bass, Adam Milne - drums, James Sexton - rhythm
guitar, Aaron Wiggett - lead guitar.
As a kid singer Daniel Sewell got into bands like
Linkin Park and Fall Out Boy through listening to some
of his sister’s CDs, then she bought him a guitar for
Christmas because he always wanted one. Sewell didn’t
even touch it for years because once h got it he didn’t
know what to do with it. “At some point as a teenager I
decided to stop letting it gather dust, I got a beginner’s
guitar playing book from one of my friends, and the rest
is history,” he tells me. Daniel’s musical inspirations are
the likes of Metallica, Linkin Park, Avenged Sevenfold
and Fall Out Boy and he has very fond memories of
going through big obsessive phases with each of those
bands. “I’d say that the inspiration behind the album
and the songs would be bands like Parkway Drive, The
Ghost Inside and Bury Tomorrow. Bands like those have
definitely had a massive influence on The Sky Opened
Up’s sound for sure.”
Outside of music, in his down time Daniel is quite
partial to fitness and working on improving his body
and his health. “Any of my friends reading this will laugh
because it’s something I’ve been neglecting for some
time because of different things getting in the way,
which really bothers me, but I swear I’m working on it,”
he laughs. “One thing I love very much is travelling and
seeing new places. It’s something I don’t do enough and
when I do, I can’t get enough of it,” he smiles.
The Sky Opened Up always takes pride in putting
on an enjoyable and energetic show. They try their best
to branch out of the ‘metalcore’ subgenre a little and
include different influences, and keep it interesting. On
a local level, the band are using it to playing with a
lot of bands in the hardcore/beatdown genre which are
just straight up heavy. “It is cool don’t get me wrong.
But we like to take the more melodic route. We have
heavy songs for sure, but I’d say a lot of our stuff is very
melody driven,” he explains to me.
On a lyrical level, ‘The Blood In My Veins’ is based on
negative life experiences;
people trying to get the
best of you, people trying
to put you down, personal
issues like depression
etc... “A big one for me
was spending a few years
in university doing a
computer security course
which I felt pressured to
do and its part of what
shaped some of the lyrics
on the EP, but I don’t regret it because I made some
good friends and the negative experience of it made me
stronger in the end. For example, the title track ‘The
Blood in My Veins’ encapsulates that idea, that feeling
of making it out of something difficult, stronger than
you were before,” he enthuses.
Sewell is torn between ‘See Through My Eyes’
and ‘By Your Side’, two tracks he cites as personal
favourites. ‘See Through My Eyes’ is a song that he is

proudest of vocally. “When I compare it to things I’ve
done in the past, it really puts into perspective how
much I feel I’ve improved as a singer.’By Your Side’ is
the refined and final product of the first original song
we ever wrote as a band, and it’s so surreal to be able
to hear it as it is now. That being said, the guitar solo
in the title track ‘The Blood in My Veins’ will always be
something that makes me smile when I hear it,” he says
with satisfaction.
The Sky Opened Up hasn’t played in a while due
to having no guitarists for some time. “We’ve spent
the time since then revisiting and refining our songs,
making sure they’re the best they can be, and finding
guitarists that will stick around! (We’ve managed that
now thankfully.) I personally had to dedicate an awful
lot of time to the final year of the degree I was doing
as well, and I was actively playing in a second band at
the time. We’re playing the O2 Academy in Newcastle
soon, and we’re currently rehearsing as much as we
can. We’re beyond excited for that,” he tells me.
The album was recorded at Teesside University
in Middlesbrough, and the bands long-time friend
and previous guitarist Joel Fryer recorded, mixed and
mastered it for them. “He’s easily one of the best
musicians I know, and he really knows what he’s
doing as a producer,” admires Sewell. The process took
roughly about five or six months to complete. “There
were different things going on in the band and there
were more setbacks and delays than we would’ve liked,
but it’s very relieving and rewarding to have it out
now,” he adds.
The lads are going to play as many shows as they
can, starting with the September show at the O2
Academy supporting their friends in Perceptions and
Sworn to Secrecy, alongside Foxcatcher. “We’re going
to get this EP out there as much as we can, but there’s
way more where that came from. There are already
plenty of song ideas in the works, and the addition of
new guitarists is making for some very interesting ideas
being bounced back and forth during rehearsals. Stay
tuned,” concludes Daniel.
Check The Sky Opened Up out at
https://twitter.com/theskyopenedup
www.instagram.com/theskyopenedup/

SORROWS PATH

From Greece we find heavy stoner metal artists
SORROWS PATH, who have recently released a killer
eleven track CD out now called ‘Doom Philosophy’
which runs in at just under an hour long and is the
band’s second following the well received debut a
few years ago. Sorrows Path are: Stavros Giannakos
- bass, Angelos Ioannidis - vocals, Fotis Mountouris drums, Kostas Salomidis - guitar and guitarist Giannis
Tziligkakis.
The guys formed the Sorrows Path back in 1993
as teenagers with a big passion for doom metal who
wanted to express themselves freely through their music
and lyrics! Like every young musician the lads had their
idols and they were really inspired and enthused with
the idea of a unique band! “We all had experience from
past bands but we never had released anything before.
So the flame was even bigger and we never quitted with
the band even after some tragic circumstances,” says
guitarist Kostas Salomidis.
Back in the nineties the band were inspired by
doom bands like Solitude
Aeturnus and Candlemass.
As the years passed, they
tried to achieve their own
style and after releasing
our first full album ‘The
Rough Path of Nihilism’
most of the reviews were
talking about a unique
band that was born with a
unique mixture of doom
metal with power, gothic,
progressive and oriental elements. The lyrics for their
latest album ‘Doom Philosophy’ album are based on the
philosophy of death. “They talk about the human being
that understands its mortal limits and discards any thin
desires, like fame, glory and worldly goods. And there
we meet with the philosophy of death that guides every

human to his salvation. We had already developed the
human pain in our two previous works, so the
philosophy of death brings the desired salvation,”
explains Salomidis.
Sorrows Path really believe in what they say, they
are a sincere, straight and honest group who don’t have
vain intentions like money or fame to lead then or this
would just be against their philosophy and point of
view. “If you would like to check a true metal band that
is not just copying the sound or attitude of other big
bands then the time has come to check Greeks Sorrows
Path! And what is more, check the last words about our
lyrics and philosophy...this is the most essential when
we talk about art,” Kostas tells me.
Sorrows Path’s second album ‘Doom Philosophy’
was contains eleven songs and the big difference
between the two albums was the guest appearance
of well known multi instrumentalist Snowy Shaw, who
listened to ‘Empty Eyes And Blackened Hearts’ video
from the bands previous album and liked it very much.
“He honoured us with his vocal presence on ‘Everything
Can Change’. Plus, the huge honour that Edgar Rivera
did for us - the ex-Solitude Aeturnus guitarist, a band
that also influenced Sorrows Path very much in the
beginning,” marvels Kostas.
The album was recorded, mixed and mastered at
Fragile Studio, in Athens, Greece by Vangelis Yalamas,
who also has a guest appearance on the album playing
bass in an instrumental song. “As a producer he also
recorded some vocal and synth parts for the album! The
whole process lasted for about six months but we had
a big delay because we were in a search for a new label
after our previous label didn’t respond as we expected
releasing the new album,” explains Kostas.
For the future Sorrows Path want to be on the road.
“We will also start recording our next album. We want
to release new material every three years from now
on,” concludes Kostas.
Check Sorrows Path out at
www.myspace.com/sorrowspathmusic
www.facebook.com/sorrowspath
www.reverbnation.com/sorrowspath

MASTERS OF DISGUISE
From Germany we find power metal/speed merchants
MASTERS OF DISGUISE, who have a new ten track CD
out now called ‘Alpha / Omega’ which runs in at just
over fifty five minutes long and is the bands second full
album. Masters Of Disguise are: Alexx Stahl - vocals, Kalli
Coldsmith - guitar, Wolle Buchinger - guitar, Mario Lang bass guitar and drummer Jens Gellner.
It was around 1984 when guitarist Kalli Coldsmith
saw Iron Maiden and Judas Priest on German TV. Two
years later, after his first live experiences and being
amazed by the exploding metal scene around him back
in the mid eighties, he felt the urge to play the electric
guitar. “It was the time when metal became faster and
more extreme and speed and thrash metal arose on both
sides of the Atlantic Ocean. After two years learning
to play by myself, I finally found a couple of guys who
wanted to start a band and so we played covers, wrote
our first own songs, etc. We disbanded after a year or so
and I became lead guitarist in one of the abundant local
thrash metal bands here in Germany. Some bands and
years later, I came into contact with Chris Logue and the
rest is history,” smiles Kalli.
The most important influences for Coldsmith as
a guitarist are definitely Wolf Hoffmann and James
Hetfield. “I love the way Wolf expresses himself when
playing lead guitar and how Mr. Hetfield used to play
rhythm guitar back in the eighties,” he tells me. For the
whole Masters Of Disguise thing, Coldsmith had to add
some guys with whom he toured and shared the stage
with. “They surely had an impact on what the musical
direction for MOD turned out to be, like Chris Logue
and Kenny Powell,” he adds. The inspiration behind the
album was to evolve the sound of MOD, trying to diverge
from the beaten paths a little and achieve a different
approach in terms of songwriting. In the past, he has
always tried to imagine how Savage Grace would sound
nowadays. “Meanwhile, I don’t wanna think about
Savage Grace and Chris Logue’s songwriting approach
any more, but rather about bringing in my own style
and predilections. Nevertheless, we recorded another

yet unreleased song by Mr. Logue, because we still had
one left in stock,” Coldsmith tells me.
Kalli has wonderful family and he tries to spend as
much time as possible with them. “Beside family and
music, there’s not much I’m really interested in. Since I
write songs for two bands I play in and I also produce,
record, mix and master most of my bands, there’s not
much time left for anything else than music. You need
to take care of your equipment and there’s always
rehearsals, song writing sessions, gigs, not to forget the
famous dayjob. So in the end, there really isn’t any time
left for other things,” he says.
Masters Of Disguise started as a touring band with
Chris Logue who wanted to revive his old band Savage
Grace in 2010. Kalli visited him in Los Angeles and after
a rehearsal and a couple of drinks in the legendary
Rainbow bar and grill, the guys decided to give Savage
Grace a chance. After a European tour in 2010, they also
talked about a new record and further gigs as the new
official Savage Grace line up, but unfortunately, they
disbanded, Chris left Germany and he has never been
seen (or heard) again. Having written enough songs for
a record, the guys decided to carry on under the Masters
of Disguise moniker. “The thing that makes this band so
special is that we really were part of and had deep insight
in the conceptual world of a legendary US metal band.
Any younger band playing US metal style today would
surely die for the tons of impressions we encountered
during our time in Savage Grace. The other outstanding
thing for Masters Of Disguise is our singer Alexx Stahl,
who definitely belongs to the best metal singers in
Europe. The more albums we record together, the better
he gets which has a huge impact on the intensity of the
songs,” he enthuses.
The album is called ‘Alpha / Omega’ and contains ten
tracks with one bonus track only on CD. The bonus track
is the bands version of Exciter’s ‘Blackwitch’. “As I tried to
point out earlier, the songwriting has been different this
time and in the end, the songs are more ‘original Masters
Of Disguise’ than before. Most songs are fast, with a
breakdown here and there. Lyrically, the album deals with
different subjects, but the central themes are persecution
and renewal. Persecution in terms of persecution of
witches or what happened and still happens in the world,
e.g. Syria. Renewal for shaking off what happened in the
past or for Armageddon as in the Revelation,” Coldsmith
explains.
All the song for Kalli are something special. “To
me, the title track of the album, ‘Alpha / Omega’, is
the strongest song on the album. First, I think it really
nails it musically. On the one hand, it has this genuine
US speed metal approach with guitar riffs that are fast,
catchy, and brutal at once. On the other hand, we have a
slower section with harmony guitars which is really epic.
Lyrically, ‘Alpha / Omega’ deals with the end of the world
as stated in the Revelation of John. Alexx and myself
split the vocal parts in this song. I’m the evil character
and Alexx the good divine one, which can easily be
distinguished by the sound of our voices,” he laughs.
“Alexx does a great job when he ‘preaches’ verses from
the Revelation in the slower epic section and you could
imagine sitting in a cathedral listening to the priest’s
sermon,” explains Coldsmith.
Unfortunately, Masters Of Disguise have not had
many live shows this year. “Our singer Alexx is very
busy playing in other bands that allow him to earn a
living from, so we are a little limited as far as live shows
are concerned. We could try and hire other singers for
Masters Of Disguise, but Alexx is an outstanding singer
and a good friend and it’s hard to find someone who
could replace him in any manner. So we decided to keep
going on together but with far less live shows than in the
years before. But we believe that in this team with Alexx
on vocals, the Masters Of Disguise deliver the best speed
/ power metal possible,” he tells me.
The drums were recorded at Empire Studios by Rolf
Munkes in one week during the end of November 2016,
the rest was recorded at Kalli’s own little Kalliphonia
studio between February and May 2017. “Usually, I write
most of the songs, so it is my job to produce the whole
thing since I have a vision how the songs should sound.
Rolf also co-produced the album which means that
it’s always good to hear a second opinion from a third
person. He also did the mix and the master and I think
that he did a tremendous job! Rolf owns one of these
huge analogue desks any musician loves to have his
music mixed with and I think, we achieved a nice warm
and analogue sound,” he explains to me.
The bands label Limb music and the band will be
promoting the album over the next couple of months
and they will also release a video when the album is
available. “As I mentioned earlier, we won’t be able to
play many shows, so it’s very important that “Alpha /
Omega” contains superb material that will keep up the
interest in Masters Of Disguise, although we won’t be
able to promote the new songs in many live situations. I
think that this could be possible with such an album up
our sleeves. Besides, we will be hooking up together in

the rehearsal room by the end of the year, jamming to
a couple of ideas and hoping that we can go on playing
speed metal for the world,” concludes Kalli.
Check Masters Of Disguise out at
www.masters-of-disguise.com
www.facebook.com/mastersofdisguise

IMMORTAL SŸNN
From Denver, Colorado we find hard hitting metal
artists IMMORTAL SŸNN, who have a new eleven track
CD out now called ‘ Above The Law ‘ which runs in at
just over an hour long and is the bands second release.
Immortal Sÿnn are: Chase McClellan - lead vocals, Tony
Z - guitars/backing vocals, Miguel Ruiz - guitars/backing
vocals, Andrew Cope - bass guitar/backing vocals, Axel
Berrios - drums.
Guitarist Tony Z began listening to music with
his grandfather at a very young age. They had an old
Wurlitzer jukebox at their house with a lot of country
45s on it, which he would always play while working
in the kitchen or during parties. His mom would always
play bands like Foreigner, Warrant, and Giant in her car
while she was driving Tony to school. “So that’s how I
got my start with those bands. The first time I gained
interest in playing guitar was viewing the movie ‘Back To
The Future’. After watching the ‘Johnny B. Goode’ scene,
I knew that is what I wanted to do. My career choice
was solidified even further after watching AC/DC: Live
At Donnington for the first time my freshman year high
school, and seeing Kreator live in concert for the first time
my senior year,” Tony explains to me.
Like most musicians, Tony has a wide range of
inspirations ranging from the first written records of
music thousands of years ago, to contemporary artists
such as Taylor Swift. “I try to incorporate a little bit of
everything into my songs when I write, but not stray so
far as that it would no longer be considered metal,” he
says. The main inspiration for the album was a line in a
Charlie Chaplin speech in his movie, ‘The Great Dictator’.
It is where Tony drew inspiration for not only the title,
but the overall theme of government corruption and
the need to pursue one’s individuality and stressing the
importance of unity among all mankind. “I also wanted
to throw in a couple of heavy metal clichés to keep a
few of the songs more light-hearted, which is why there
are passing references to Satan in ‘Metal And Blood’
and ‘Dark Abyss’. Both of those songs, I believe, are
token tongue-in-cheek metal numbers that used to be
commonplace among many of my heavy inspirations
from the eighties,” he tells me.
In his down time away from music Tony is into a
number of things. “For a while I was heavily involved in
the political arena, even being elected as a delegate for
Dr. Ron Paul during the 2012 US presidential election.
In the past couple of years, however, I’ve somewhat
ablactated myself from that scene in order to focus
more on music. Other than that though, I enjoy studying
foreign languages in my spare time. I have a degree
in Spanish from Regis University, and spent a number
of years studying Latin, Greek, German, and various
other languages. I’m also a fan of American literature,
and enjoy studying works from Thomas Paine, Thoreau,
Hawthorne, Emerson, and others,” he says.
One of the main differences with Immortal Sÿnn is
each member’s age range.
“A lot of bands out there
seem to have members
that are no more than a
couple of years apart, but
some of us are nearly a
decade apart,” Tony is
currently the oldest band
member at twenty nine
and guitarist Miguel Ruiz
is their youngest and he
has just turned twenty. He
joined when Immortal Sÿnn when he was sixteen. “I
think that having people at different stages in life with
different experiences can really add something unique to
the overall sound and aesthetic of the group. We are all
from different parts of the country as well, and in Axel’s
case, not even from the USA (he’s from Mexico) which
also lends to unique experiences that can come through
in the music. I went to Catholic school for twenty three

years, and everything I learned there has been so
engrained within me, that it sometimes just comes out
subconsciously; hence, having a snake as our mascot,
wrapped around the word ‘Sÿnn’, or sometimes dropping
theological concepts in our lyrics,” Tony enthuses.
The new album ‘Above The Law’ has been a
something that Tony has worked toward since he first
started the band in 2004. “In fact, some of the songs
were written while I was still in high school. ‘Blind Soul’
was the first song I wrote with the original line-up my
junior year. ‘Dark Abyss’ was another one that I wrote
way back then. I can remember sitting in Spanish class,
bored, took out a pen and paper, and wrote the lyrics that
are on that song today. There were times when it was
difficult to think of lyrics for a couple of the songs. I knew
what theme I wanted, but didn’t know where to begin,
so I passed off the task to the other guys, and they came
up with some great stuff. As I said earlier, I have studied
other languages in the past, and if I couldn’t think of
something to write in English, I’d just put something in
another language; hence, why the chorus for ‘Novus Ordo
Seclorum’ is in Latin,” he explains to me.
Tony loves the track ‘Blind Soul’, because it was the
first song he ever wrote for the group. “I was determined
to get it on there. Originally, the other guys really
didn’t care for the song. They couldn’t understand why
I wanted something written so long ago, with a weird
song structure to be on our album. They also didn’t think
that it flowed very well with the rest of the songs. I was
insistent though, as I had been attached to that song for
so long, and tried to get my other bands (in the years that
Immortal Sÿnn was on hiatus) to play it to no avail. They
eventually came around though, and we have received a
lot of positive feedback on that track. It stands out for a
lot of people because it is different than everything else
on the record, and, if nothing else, grabs their attention
because of that fact,” he enthuses.
The bands live shows always go well and they gain
new fans at each one. “There have been times where
people tell us that we are better than the headliners
whom they originally came to see. Back in high school,
I used to spend hours upon hours studying various
music videos and live concert videos to see how I could
incorporate that into my live show one day, and it paid
off. People are always entertained by my antics on stage,
whether it’s throwing a guitar in the air or crawling
around on the floor. The other guys really get into it as
well, and we have a few moves that we are working on
in unison as ‘photo-op’ moments. As far as what we are
hoping to gain, we want to always put on a good show,
have people leave happy, and spread the word so that we
can continue to gain fans,” he adds.
The album was recorded at by Brian Knop at
Maximum Level Audio in Aurora, Colorado. The process
wasn’t always easy, and it took significantly longer than
Tony was hoping. He began recording in July of 2012
shortly after he took the band off of the hiatus it had
been on for six years. “We finished recording in May
of 2017. One of the main reasons that it took so long
was that after I reformed the group, I didn’t have all the
members in place. The only full-time guy I had was Alex
Giebler, our singer at the time, who followed me into
Immortal Sÿnn from Devoutcast after I left that group. I
had at least a dozen or so people come and go from the
group throughout the recording process, which hindered
our time in the studio. Brian and I ended up recording
a lot of the bass tracks ourselves because of it, and he
played drums on a few tracks as well. Eventually, though,
I did get a solid line-up together and we were able to
finally complete the record,” he says with satisfaction.
Right now Immortal Sÿnn are focusing on getting
this album out to the masses and playing as many good
gigs as they can and gaining new fans. “We recently
had a huge influx of new fans joining our various social
media pages due to the Taylor Swift trial that was here in
Denver this past week. I went down there to check it out
while wearing my Immortal Sÿnn shirt, and every news
network in the country had their cameras trained on me.
We are planning to tour in Sweden at some point in the
Spring of 2018, so we are looking forward to that. Some
of the bands that we are going to be playing with over
there are coming to Denver later this year to do a show
with us. Eventually I would like to play at Wacken. That
has been one of my main goals since I started the band.
Other than that, we plan to keep moving forward and
BOLIDO
bringing
metal to the world,” concludes Tony.
Check Immortal Sÿnn out at
facebook.com/immortalsynnmusic,
reverbnation.com/immortalsynn,

From Chile/Puente Alto, Santiago we find hard rock/
power metal duo BOLIDO who have a fantastic hard
hitting catchy and very diverse eleven track CD out now
called ‘Heavy Bombers’ which runs in at just under fifty
five minutes long and is the band’s second CD. Bolido
are: Vic Deimos - bass guitar/vocals and Johnny Triviño
- vocals/guitars/drums and together the guys evoke so
much energy that it puts full band outfits to shame, what
I like about Bolido is the whole natural feel of the albums
songs and their diversity, they make the whole album
sound effortless and intense.
Singer guitarist and drummer Johnny Triviño has
listened to rock music for as long as he can remember,
and the only superhero in his childhood was Angus
Young. Later on in high school his father gave him a
drum kit for Christmas and he started to play covers in
school bands. He then started to compose his own songs
and soon the idea of becoming professional, and his
musical journey began... For bass guitarist Vic Deimos
music was always present throughout his childhood, the
crucial moment however came was when a friend of his
played him a U2 cassette while they were playing table
tennis... and he was hooked. Vic then started to get into
bands like Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin, The Police amongst
others. When he was thirteen he started to play guitar,
mostly folk songs, then he discovered Iron Maiden and
he picked up the bass guitar.
Johnny is essentially inspired by seventies and
eighties bands like Queen, Judas Priest, Blue Oyster
Cult, Saxon, etc... Musicians like Steve Harris, Neil Peart,
Glenn Tipton, Kai Hansen and many others inspire him.
“I also inspire myself reading and watching movies or
in historical events,” he tells me. “For this album I think
the principal idea is the duality of human nature, in both
music and lyrics and I tried to express a wide range of
emotions such as resilience, anger, hope, joy, it’s very
diverse, a light and shade experience,” he tells me.
There are many artist and bands that helped Vic find
his musical identity, bands like Judas Priest, Rush, Thin
Lizzy, E.L.O., Queen, The Beatles, etc... His Inspiration for
this album is essentially to give to the listeners a moment
of joy and enthusiasm, and a reason to keep on fighting.
“Find yourself and delight with your own capabilities, a
celebration of life itself. I was also inspired by the works
of Chilean filmmaker and artist Alejandro Jodorowsky,”
he says.
In their down time away from music Johnny is an
aviation enthusiast, and he likes aero modelling, painting
and sports and also enjoys wildlife. “Chile has many
wonderful landscapes so usually I take the time to go
trekking and camping and is a good way to rest the ears
for a while,” he explains to me. Besides Music, Vic main
interests are trekking, biking, cooking, nature, cinema
and the universe.
Musically, the principal difference between BOLIDO
is their approach towards
the genre they excel in.
They are clearly an old
school heavy metal band,
but instead repeating the
same formula song after
song the guys are not
afraid to push the
boundaries and are always
trying to add something
new. “It gives us our own
character and makes us
original not just a clone, and when we are on stage we
try to be closer to the audience, and not just only play our
songs. We try to make a more interactive show, we make
the people sing and be part of the music itself, some kind
of symbiosis between the band and the fans,” explains
Johnny.
The new album is a progression, and is more varied
than the bands first release. It has heavier moments
but at the same time the album has many nuances and
catchy melodies. “In terms of sound and production is
clearly superior to our debut.
Guitarist Max Taylor left the band after the recording
and during process the band was closer in terms
of composition and arrangements, it makes ‘Heavy
Bombers’ very diverse and we are very proud of this
album,” says Johnny with satisfaction.
Johnny produced the album, the guys took all the
equipment to a beach house and they made it just like
old days, with the drums in the corridor, the vocals in
the bathroom and things like that. They took their time
in order to get the best performances and it took them
about six months to record all the tracks and the whole
process about a year. “As with many new bands, we take
care of everything from engineering to the album cover,
it was a lot of fun and sometimes stressful but we ended
up with a great and honest album,” he adds.
The band are going to keep on promoting themselves
and the album, they want to find a new line-up to start
to work on new material and get back on the road. “We
want to keep growing as musicians and composers, we
have a lot of ideas and projects and we’re working hard

to try to make them real. It would be fantastic have the
chance to share our work with our fans all over the
world; the response to the album has been great we’re
very excited and full of energy. The word ‘Bolido’ means
‘high-speed object’ in Spanish, so just like our name
we are aiming high and we will never slow down,”
concludes Johnny.
Check Bolido out at
http://bolidorockchile.wixsite.com/bolidorocks
www.facebook.com/bolidoficial

CRIMSON GUARDIAN

From Oregon, United States we find hard rockers
metal outfit CRIMSON GUARDIAN who have a new
thirteen track CD out now called ‘Sands of Time’ that
runs in at just over under seventy five minutes long
and is the bands third release following an eight track
release and an EP. Crimson Guardian are David - vocals/
guitars/leads, Alvin- leads/guitars, Sean Quinnett drums and Jose Payne on bass.
Singer and guitarist David Jones tells me that he
was more or less born into
it. His brother was a piano
player and his mom
listened to classical music.
“Dad was a huge country
music fan, so music was
always around from the
time I was little and there
was always something
going on musical or
performance wise,” says
David. He was in all the
school performances, even a few with vocal solo spots,
so from a very early childhood he was exposed to a
verity of musical styles and appreciations. Later on out
of college he started getting more and more involved in
the local music scene, took music theory and
appreciation and got an under grad degree in music,
and then David move to Las Vegas for a spell then over
to LA, all in attempts trying to explore the musical
possibilities. “I eventually came back home and started
to focus more on healthy living but also really focused
on my musical aspirations. It’s been one wild ride, late
nights, early mornings, lots of comings and goings, at
times somewhat over whelming but in all I would not
miss any of it for anything. I’m hungry and it seems I
always want more. I guess when you have such a deep
rooted passion for music and live performance, you
never really get tired of it no matter how crazy it gets.
You just got to stay focused on your goals and direction
and really work at it so you don’t louse site of your end
goal,” he tells me. The guys in the band naturally have a
lot of musical inspirations, and David’s brother and his
love and passion for music inspired him through his
impromptu piano style and his major key playing. “I was
always blown away of how he could tickle the keys,
cross his fingers, and do scale runs like there was no
tomorrow. Take a well accomplished lead player and
that is what you have in my brother. There’s others too,
mainly anyone who was/is passionate about their music
shows it has well arranged song structure and presents
themselves in larger than life were huge influences. Did
not matter what type of music it was, it could be pop,
country, R&B rock, if it was good it inspired,” David
explains.
The inspiration behind the bands album ‘Sands
of Time’ started when they were going through a
transitional phase, they had a considerable lineup
change, the guys in the band were each having their
own personal challenges as well, but fully dedicated to
the music and the vision at that time. “Since our line up
changed we found ourselves taking about a good year
and a half to restructure and get up to a decent playing
level. It’s at that time I picked up the guitar and started
to do both vocals and guitar at the same time. We also
found ourselves back in the recording studio brushing
up some older tracks and placed a few new ones on a
homemade CD so we had a current sound and vibe. It is
at this time that the ‘Sands of Time’ concept took shape.
The journey and evolution of the music, the guys, and
being able to just plain play is like the sands of time, I
don’t know how else to describe it, its epic,” he smiles.
When David is in downtime and not at his main work

he likes to unwind with a spot of gardening. “Strange I
know but cleaning out a flower bed is very relaxing to
me. I’m able to block out everything and just focus on
what I’m doing and I can see the immediate results of a
clean well glommed flower bed and precisely trimmed
shrubs. It’s a simple joy but it helps me calm down and
every fall for the last twelve or so years I go hunting for
deer and elk. I’m not a naturalist or anything like that;
I just enjoy my outdoors its a good check and balance
to the hype of the music world. The last couple of years
I’ve gotten into cutting firewood its refreshing to know
you’re exercising and preparing for the winter months,”
he enthuses.
Crimson Guardian are four different guys with vastly
different backgrounds. Some of them have families
and children, and some of them don’t. “The guys are
all hard working men juggling a verity of personal
and professional items just like anyone else and we
go through ups and downs get upset with each other
and work it out,” he says. The guys in the band always
wanted to play music and be in a band but never
really got the chance, and so the level of dedication
is extremely high and each band member contributes
to the music one hundred percent of their ability and
have the room to breathe making the sound their own.
Which helps Crimson Guardian stand apart from the
other groups around.
The lyrics are true to personal struggles and the
arrangements are simplistic to the ear but when you
actually sit down and try to play there really complicated
and you have to be on your A game when jamming the
tunes. “We like to keep the music towards the hard rock
edge of things mixing a little of new influences with
old to span the spectrum of listeners. We are also clean
and drug free and a couple of the guys have a pretty
good faith based practice. So ya were different from the
bottom up and in a way that’s kind of cool. We really
don’t hang out much outside of the music but when we
get together it’s our escape from everything else and
it becomes this living breathing element on its own.
Sometimes scary, sometimes a disaster, and sometimes
this amazing collection of musicians who are just wow,”
he smiles.
The band’s new album ‘Sands of Time’ started as
a concept idea and the band went through a pretty
dramatic lineup change from their first go round and
the style and feel of the music changed as well. “We
got heavier and faster, focused more on the rock/metal
element and got back to the basics of just locking it
into the pocket with some heavy fat riffs. As most bands
there is a constant lineup change so some of that came
into play in writing the album,” David explains to me.
The album is a very long journey in the making that
spans over twenty years of dedication and hard work,
for example, the lyrics from ‘Traumatized’ were written
a long time ago but never put to music. ‘Year of the Rat’
is an old title but rewritten with new lyrics and ‘Broken’
came out of the transitional aspect of not giving up or
quitting. ‘Metal Injection’ was just an inspirational snip
to help the band focus the direction of the new album.
The track ‘Sands of Time’ is an epic journey starting of
slow and powerful then shifting directions and going
total speed/thrash and ending with some pretty thick
chucks with an end solo that is reminiscent to the
Egyptian culture, and ‘Beyond the Never’ wraps up the
album with an epic power house of rhythm that says
that the album started at one place through the journey
we went through Hell in the track ‘Underworld’. The
guys encountered obsidians along the way, and ended
up going beyond the vases of the universe, the end
result is that ‘Sands of Time’ for the guys and for the
listener, takes you on an epic musical journey.
The album was recorded in a medial sized
independent recording studio (Roadrunner Studios)
about forty five minutes south of the bands HQ. “The
whole process was produced by me with the studios
mixing engineer and we kept it on the down low so that
outside influences could not distract us in the creative
process,” says David. Back in early 2015 he called the
studio and started a dialog and then in November of
2015 he went into the studio to lay the foundation
for the rhythm tracks and scratch vocals. Then gave
a rough take to the guys to work on the parts and
later in March of 2016 they got back to laying down
the other parts, drums, bass, rhymes and leads. “The
process took longer than expected because we ended
up redoing bass tracks and some rhythm/lead tracks, so
an extra forty to sixty hours of tracking were done plus
editing. The final preparation took the longest, by this
time the studio had other projects going on and we had
to lessen to every track note by note, make notations
of things to fix, pencil in time and go make the edits
just to burn a soft copy and lessen all over again,” he
explains to me. This took about four or five months and
by the end of October 2016 the band had finished the
recording process and collaborated with the graphic
artist. “By mid November we were talking with the
CD manufacturer and setting up distribution. We were

hoping for a two week before Christmas release but
were not able to do so until 12/30/2016. So a good
year was spent in the studio arranging the tracks and
recording the album,” explains David.
The guys have a lot of pans in the fire for the
future; they are finishing up our second video for ‘Metal
Injection’ which will be out by the time you read this
article. Networking with venues and bands to the north
and south of us in hopes of pulling together a run here
in June – August. We have been submitting tracks to
just about everywhere we can think who might be
interested in playing us live on the radio or for reviews,
and if all goes well we will be headed back to the studio
this coming fall/winter to re-record the Kingdom of Pain
album and start moving forward with the next record.
“Were really pushing it hard to become a regional band
so we can bring the music to the people, see new places,
make new friends, and drink some good domestic local
beers,” David concludes
Check Crimson Guardian out at:
http://www.crimsonguardian.us
https://www.cdbaby.com/cd/crimsonguardian1
https;//www.reverbnation.com/crimsonguardian
https;//www.facebook.com/crimsonguardianofficial

GITARON

From Beveren-Waas, Belgium we find hard n’ heavy
rockers GITARON, a creative and hard working duo who
have a new sixteen track double CD out now called ‘You
Own The World’ which is the bands third release that
also includes a multimedia disc. Gitaron are: Gio Smet
- guitars/bass guitar/lead vocals and Michael Bauwens
- drums/keyboards.
Ever since singer and multi instrumentalist Gio
Smet was a kid his father was very much into hard
rock and heavy metal music. He played all the records
from bands like Deep Purple, Black Sabbath, Dio, Iron
Maiden, Helloween, Queen. “I guess you can say I got
really sucked into it,” says Smet. He remembers saying
to his father that he wanted an electric guitar. He told
Gio he would buy him one when he was a little older.
But then his father sadly got sick and died a few years
later. Gio however never gave up on his dream to play
the guitar and be in a band. He bought his first guitar;
it was a Mexican Fender Squier Stratocaster, when he
was fourteen years old. Since then he has practiced along
with tons of favourite songs. “A few years later, I was
playing in my first band, which was a cover band. I really
learned a lot in my first band. And after a few years later,
in 2006, I started Gitaron,” he tells me.
Gio’s main musical inspirations are classic metal
bands such as Iron
Maiden and Helloween.
“As for the album, I
believe
we
play
straightforward
heavy
metal,
no
further
nonsense. The songs are
pounding and really grab
you by the balls. The idea
of
including
guest
musicians came to me a
few years back. I made a
wish list of musicians a really wanted to perform on the
songs. Everybody reacted in a very positive way and
they all wanted to be a part of the project. Also, I always
had a found interest for medieval times. That can be
found in our lyrics. We wanted to do something special
for the fans, since they had to wait a long time for this
new album. That’s why ‘You Own the World’ has become
a triple album, including the ‘Mental Visions’ album
from 2009 revisited, a disc with new songs and a bonus
disc that shows the early days of the band,” he explains
to me.
In his spare time away from music, Gio tries to spend
a lot of time with his family. “That’s the most important
thing for me in this world. My wife and I have four kids,
so that takes a lot of our time. I read a lot, and see lots
of movies. I also play and sing in an oldies cover band
called Back-Flash. It’s something completely different
from Gitaron, but I really enjoy playing songs from the
good old times. Also recently, I published my first book.
It’s a psychological thriller/horror story. I’ve spent a lot of

hours in writing and started to work on the second book
as well,” he smiles.
The main thing about Gitaron is the fact that they play
straight forward, pounding heavy metal. No nonsense,
just pure, head banging music that grabs you by the
balls and then some. Gio believes that every artist has his
influences, but everyone does things the way they want
to. When he works on new songs, he goes along with
whatever makes that special click. “That click that you
realize you’ve accomplished to create a special feeling or
emotion with the song, just the way you wanted it to be.
I also focus a lot on the right sound. I use different types
of guitars and settings to create the right feel and sound
for a particular song. That’s something I can work on for
hours. Also, Gitaron is totally independent from labels or
producers. We like to have everything in our own hands.
For example, myself and Michael recorded, mixed and
mastered the entire album ourselves,” he tells me.
Gitaron’s new album ‘You Own the World’ was a
project with lots of national and international guest
musicians. It really was an intense period of planning
for Gio with every musician, since they all play in their
respective bands. “We had very great personalities in our
studio and shared some very special times with them. It
was very hard work, but it was all worth it,” he smiles.
Since the bands fans had to wait a very long time for the
new album, and the fact that Gitaron celebrated its tenth
anniversary, the guys decided to make it a triple album.
“The first disc has the new songs on it, the second disc
has the entire ‘Mental Visions’ album from 2009 revisited
and we included a third multimedia disc with lots of
specials on it. The album is the perfect package for every
Gitaron fan and for everyone who wishes to get to know
the band. I am overjoyed with the result,” says Smet.
Before Gitaron started the project, Gio and drummer
Michael Bauwens invested in building their own studio.
They wanted to be in total control of the recordings,
mixing and mastering. “It was a hell of a job and a
learning process. But I’m very happy we did it that way,”
he smiles. It took the guys around two years to finish the
album. “The planning with our guest musicians took a
very great deal of our time of course. We had to respect
everyone’s planning with their respective bands. There
was no pressure in our process. We set no specific release
date. The album just needed to be done in 2016, since
that’s the tenth anniversary year.”
Preparations for new songs have already started. “It
could be some guest musician’s return to work again
with us, or that we reach out for other musicians. It’s a
state of total freedom for the band. We do what we want,
with the right people we like. We don’t play live shows
anymore, so we’re totally focused on being a studio
band. I believe our fans don’t need to wait as long for
new tunes to come out. We always try to be innovative
in everything we do, as we like to have different thinking
patterns than most bands,” concludes Gio.
Check Gitaron out at www.gitaron.eu
www.facebook.com/Gitaron

HERA

From Alexandria, Egypt we find female fronted
progressive metal artists HERA, who have a killer new
ten track CD out now called ‘Jarhaiin’ which runs in at
just under forty five minutes long and is the band’s debut
album. Here are based around the talents of singer and
multi instrumentalist Heidi Habib.
Growing up Heidi had a lot of family issues as
a kid and she never fitted in at school where she was
continually bullied. During the weekends she would
go out to nightclubs behind her mother’s back when
she was underage at fourteen years old. Heidi founded
her first band called ‘Crack’, playing original songs;
she then competed at the Battle of the Bands 2000 in
Dubai, UAE. She won ‘Best Band of the Year 2000’ for her
single, ‘Arabian Lie’, and then BMG Records (UK), flew in
their sound-engineer to record the song and it was an
international it which gained a lot of radio airplay
The band name was later changed to Nephelium and
the musical style was atmospheric Black/Death metal.
‘Beyond Comprehension’ was an exclusive SINGLE
(Unreleased) sixteen years following ‘Arabian Lie’ with
the original band.
Tragically, her father was killed a few months later
when Heidi was seventeen. She then left to Alberta,

Calgary, and joined a tech-prog-band called Aeon, and
together they recorded a four track EP which still remains
unreleased. Her mother then faked a brain tumour, and
Heidi ended up back in Egypt. Whilst there she formed
three bands called White Oleander, Resonance and Chaos
Theory, covering Dream Theater, AC/DC, Guns ‘n’ Roses,
Muse, Led Zeppelin, Jeff Buckley, Akira Yamaoka as well
as Heidi’s original music.
Heidi witnessed people getting killed every day
during the 2011 Egyptian Revolution whilst she was
living in Alexandria. Her own best friend placed a sword
placed around his neck trying to bring Heidi food. “The
Police and Government Justice system overthrown, not
having any self-protection, children getting raped and
killed, addicted on heroin and glue on the streets, people
dying from cold, hunger and poverty every day. Your own
families killing each other, I used to go to the sea, and
contemplate and I spent long hours staring at the moon
and stars,” she relocates. The inspiration behind the songs
is Heidi own personal pain, self-isolation, nightmares,
dreams, messages to follow and take certain paths. “The
turmoil of being torn back and forth from religion, evil,
sins and temptation,” she says with compassion
In her down time away from music, Heidi enjoy’s
sunbathing, meditating in the red sea, the delta the
mountains of Dahab and Sinai. “Treating myself to dirty
pleasures, pampering myself and I enjoy cooking, it
takes my mind off troubles and I have a fear of watching
movies,” she tells me. Heidi is a courageous and spirited
lady and she loves partying, but also tends to selfisolate, for long periods of time. “I enjoy listening to old
records of Oum Kalthoum, Dalida, Turkish drama series
and old-traditional Turkish music, cooking Egyptian/
oriental cuisines, and I love Hebrew/Jewish music and
culture. Recently, I developed a new hobby/interest in
crimes and murder, a ten year-long vendetta of sadomasochistic blood and torture. Tying a man and making
him writhe on the floor like a raped beast. Blindfolded
and gagged and shoot ‘Abahk’ Official music video,”
Heidi tells me.
For Heidi happiness doesn’t exist and there is no
such thing as a happier place in life unless YSL or Coco
Chanel adopts her. “You can train yourself to find ways
to minimize negative after-effects on your mind by
finding a routine activity - focusing on it and remaining
consistent. Being around a destructive society makes
you constantly on-guard and not easy to trust anyone,”
she advises.
Hera is a Goddess of Love and Vengeance, light and
dark, a poisonous and
virtuous manifestation of
Heidi’s own self. “The
Goddess of Marriage,
Love, Childbirth, and also
Goddess of Evil and
Destruction. I sing and
play all the music in my
band,” she explains.
During
the
album
‘Jarhaiin’ Heidi talks
about love, death, pain,
addiction, god, evil, temptation, lust, faith, losing faith,
seeking and finding the truth. “Hera is a controversial
oriental metal band and it is the only Arabic female
fronted metal band that put its personal safety/neck at
risk. I lost my home, rights and privileges several times
trying to teach others about acceptance. Hera - ‘LTTBK’.
My collaboration with Kobi Farhi, Singer and Frontman
of Israeli Band (Orphaned Land), ‘Hera’ also has a
double meaning (Arabic: Cat),” she clarifies.
During the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, people were
suffering appalling conditions, they had no food to eat,
no money to take from the bank and financial outlets
and banks were being robbed, attacked, shops and
stores sabotaged. “Life was horrible, chaotic, people
living in constant fear, but also simple and lovely. I held
on to primitive survival, sending messages to close
friends and loved ones,” she tells me now. The North
African revolution destroyed individuals on different
levels and angles with a society that was actually killing
itself, with venom from its own mind and emotions,
poisoning themselves and others with hate, vengeance,
hunger for money, destroying the concept of love, mercy
and forgiveness. “An amalgamation of resentment and
hate amongst friends, loved ones, families and peers all
trying to kill each other. It’s a no-win war,” she sighs.
The album was recorded between 2011 and 2015
of which Heidi produced and engineered the album
at Hera recording studios, between Egypt, Paris and
Dubai. “The time-process is subjective, the first three
songs were recorded between 2011 and 2013, and the
seven other songs were recorded in one shot, in 2015.
The songs were recorded as they moulded themselves
into my real life story,” she explains to me. “I let Hera’s
fans experience that with me. I needed time to heal, as I
eventually had severe anxiety, paranoia and depression.
I felt now is the right time to release ‘Jarhaiin’, and
give it it’s true worth. I’m taking this period to focus on

myself and enjoy life, go to the beach and drink a lot of
vodka and tequila, swim naked, “she smiles.
‘Jarhaiin’s’ currently a digital album available for
online-purchase only and once updates for live shows
come up fans will be the first to know through the usual
social media sites.
Heidi is currently writing Hera’s second album
and searching for band members to join full time for
live shows and touring. She is also negotiating with
international record labels and A&R reps, the table
is open. “It took a lot of time for this to happen as I
needed to prepare myself, to return as a singer, after
a decade of stepping off. I had a bloodbath suicide in
2006 which left me impaled for a decade, lost sensation
in my arms. ‘Jarhaiin’ are my two wounds. I feel now
the time is perfect to make a comeback. It’s gonna’ get
dirty and fierce, stay metal,” concludes Heidi bringing a
close to our chat which I think you will find was quite
eye opening.
Check Hera out at www.heraofficial.com
www.facebook.com/herabandofficial
https://twitter.com/HeraOfficialUAE

BURNT CITY

From Sydney, Australia we find melodic progressive
metal artists BURNT CITY who have a very diverse new
six track album out now called ‘Resurgence’, which runs
in at just at just under thirty minutes long. Burnt City are:
guitars - Aydin Zahedi, vocals - Gus Monsanto, drums George Kollias, bass - Mike Lepond and Bob Katsionis on
keyboards.
The first time that guitarist Aydin Zahedi heard the
sound of a guitar it blew him away, it was so expressive,
that he found most exciting thing, and ever since then he
wanted to play guitar. He borrowed an old broken nylon
string from one of his friends, fixed it and started the
journey and after about five years of playing nylon strings
he got his first electric. Aydin spent most of his time in his
room playing guitar and jamming along to his favourite
songs and writing down his own original riffs and ideas.
“I played as a guest musician and sessions guitarist
for several bands, and finally after failing many time to
record and play my ideas with different musicians, I was
able to record an EP with some of my favourite artists
which was an amazing experience,” smiles Aydin.
Aydin has a long list of musical influences and he
cites Queen, Pink Floyd and Eagles as having the most
impact on him when he was a kid and it was these bands
who were also one of the main reasons why he wanted to
play music in general. Later on as he started playing the
aforementioned nylon string guitar, he got into different
kinds of music and some of his favourites included John
Mclaughlin, Al Di Meola and Paco Delucia. “By the time I
started playing electric guitar I got into Malmsteen, Paul
Gilbert, Steve Via and Joe Satriani and then I have been
dragged into Thrash Metal and after that Progressive
Metal. for this EP Dream Theater, Helloween, Annihilator
and Symphony X were my main influences except for the
song Metamorphosis which I was influenced by the song
‘Fuel for hatred’, when Satyrcon released their video clip
my friend came to my place and showed it to me, as soon
as he left I started writing some ideas and by the end of
that day it was done,” he tells me.
In his down time away from music, Aydin enjoys
nature, science, history and
video games and he
dedicates as much time as
he can listening to audio
books, reading articles and
books related to science
and mostly cosmology. “I
try to learn something new
every day; I also took many
online courses related to
these topics. This was a
passion
since
my
childhood; I had a small lab at home and made my own
telescope to watch the night sky, as for the video games,
I love RPG and survival games and my favourite franchise
is Resident Evil,” he enthuses.
This new album is a collaboration project, and
the way each member had their influences on the
songs is very interesting. Aydin wanted a progressive
metal music style that you can bang your head with, a

balance between progressive and power metal, basically
everything that he liked in one package. “Besides that,
no-one ever seen this line up before, each one of the
members are well known in their own style of music and
the result of their collaboration is amazing,” he says with
satisfaction. Aydin named the EP ‘Resurgence’ because
he failed many times recording these songs. “I lost all the
recorded songs twice for various reasons, so I gave up
completely in 2014, but since I am very stubborn, I tried
again and finally I was able to finish it,” he smiles.
Aydin contacted Gus Monsanto, George Kollias, Mike
Lepond and Bob Katsionis on Facebook and he sent them
demo songs and told them about the project and they
honoured him by accepting to play on the EP. “I truly feel
blessed having the chance to work with these awesome
musicians. George was the first person that I contacted,
and then Mike, and then Gus, at this stage I was looking
for a keyboard player, and Gus suggested Bob and he
told me about his experience with Bob at Revolution
Renaissance, and I contacted Bob and he accepted to
play the keyboards,” he smiles.
Each member recorded their parts in their own
or trusted studios, George Kollias and Bob Katsionis
recorded their parts at their own studios, Gus Monsanto
recorded the vocals at Sonido in Rio de janeiro, Mike
Lepond recorded the bass in Le Chateau Bow Wow
recording studio in New Jersey, whilst Aydin himself
recorded all Guitars in his own room with a an Axe FX-II,
Ibanez Prestige RG652FX, ESP M-II standard and an ESP
Horizon FR-II.
He also recorded the DI Signals and sent it to Alex
Macedo at Fullsound studio and they reamped the
Guitars and basses. “For my Guitars we used Mesa
Boogie Rectifier and EVH 5150 III. The EP has been mixed
and mastered by Alexandre Macedo at full sound studio
in Rio de Janeiro. I produced the EP myself, it took about
two years, Members were busy touring and making even
small changes was extremely time consuming since
we had to send files wait for the person to listen to it
find another time to make changes and sending it back
again,” he explains.
For the future Aydin is hoping to find local musicians
to play some gigs and start touring. “I have full album in
hand which I am going to start recording hopefully with
local musicians; otherwise I will release the album the
same way. Finding musicians to play and perform at the
same level of the EP line up is a huge challenge, but not
impossible, beside the album currently I am working on
some singles with well known musicians which I won’t
spoil just now, I promise it is a nice surprise,” Aydin
concludes. Check Burnt City out at
www.burntcityband.com
www.Facebook.com/burntcityband

INVISIBLE MIRROR

From Switzerland we find melodic power metal artists
INVISIBLE MIRROR, who have a superb new ten track
CD out now called ‘On the Edge of Tomorrow’ which runs
in at just over fifty minutes long and is the bands second
album. Invisible Mirror are: Chris Schwarz - lead vocals,
Ricky Bonazza - bass, vocals, Claude Magyar - guitars,
Clode Savage - guitars and Seba Dixon - drums.
‘Frozen River’ is a powerful melodic song with a
soaring chorus, powerful vocals and musicianship. ‘Life of
a Stranger’ is pure melodic rock with superb vocals and
musicianship. ‘Hungry for Love’ is a catchy hard hitting
ditty that is sure to get fans singing along, whilst ‘Strike
Back’ continues the vibe with a heavier fiery edge.
‘Conspiracy of Minds’ is a fantastic up-tempo melodic
based power metal number with fab vocals from Chris
Schwarz that are right up there with Bruce Dickinson. ‘The
Loner’ is another fabulous track, it’s a long song hitting in
at almost seven minutes long and is played with finesse.
The soaring ‘On the Edge of Tomorrow’ is a powerful track
and is musically technically superb, it’s one of the albums
longer tracks, atmospheric, melodic and progressive rock
based.
‘Different Ways’ is another fine catchy guitar drenched
number with powerful chorus. The melodic ‘Believe’
has a more atmospheric Queensryche style vibe and is
one of those songs that you can just get lost in, superb
songwriting and musicianship whilst ‘Beyond the Sky’ is
another soaring song with fantastic melodies.
For as long as he can remember bass player Ricky

Bonazza has always been around music. His old man plays
guitar and the young Bonazza was constantly exposed to
his music, with bands such as the Beatles, Bon Jovi, Inxs,
Deep Purple and of course a lot of Italian music. “My dad
had a lot of guitar books so later on I grabbed his acoustic
guitar and started going through all these books,” says
Ricky. Although he enjoyed playing guitar, he has always
been a rhythm guy, and so he wanted to play drums.
Unfortunately circumstances did not allow it so Bonazza
just picked up the next instrument in the rhythm section,
the bass. “That though did not stop me from playing
drums or guitar. I started my high school band, we played
a few shows and I soon wanted to do more. The stuff I was
writing back then was kind of complicated, so I couldn‘t
find any musician to record it,” he explains to me. “I was
like, you know what? I‘m just gonna do it all myself,” He
then went on and recorded all the instruments, composed
all the songs and that‘s what eventually became the first
‘Invisible Mirror‘ album.
Like most artists Ricky has so many influences to
name a few he cites, Led
Zeppelin, Deep Purple, Iron
Maiden,
Pink
Floyd,
Metallica, Helloween etc...
As major early influences.
Regarding the new album
musically, Invisible Mirror
as a band wanted to create
a powerful, raw, dynamic
and natural sounding
record, kind of modern
vintage,
combining
multiple elements of the metal hard rock genre. The guys
wanted to write more to the point and in your face
material and get away a little bit from the progy side of
the band. “Lyrically it‘s inspired by life and all the stuff
that comes with it,” he laughs.
Some of the songs are inspired by true events and
some of them are about real life situations. “The opening
track ‘Frozen River‘ for example is about memories who
are gone forever and can‘t be relived, whilst ‘Conspiracy
of Minds‘ deals with mental illness and how your mind
can get all messed up and affected by the influence of
society, politics, abuse etc...” explains Bonazza.
Ricky finds it hard to get involved in activities
something outside of music. However he is a huge San
Francisco 49ers fan. “So obviously I‘m watching a lot
of American football during the season and I also play
football and work out,” he adds. Other than that music
pretty much takes up his time whilst the other guys,
venture out. Guitarist Claude Magyar rides his mountain
bike a lot, and guitarist Clode Savage enjoys working
out too, whilst drummer Seba Dixon used to skydive and
singer Chris Schwarz is into his motorcycles.
Ricky started the band as a one man show project and
he wrote and recorded all the instruments for Invisible
Mirror’s self-titled ‘demo album‘ which is available
worldwide. “I felt the material was very strong and has a
lot of potential so I started to form a band,” he explains.
After a couple of line up changes and some very successful
shows the band singed up a record deal with the Italian
label Wormholeddeath and immediately started to work
on the new album. “We have a clear vision of what we
are doing and what we are going to do in the future. It‘s
really important to us to know where we stand and where
to go. I think what makes us different is one, we always
stay true to ourselves and what we do, it‘s not a one way
street, we always try to evolve, experiment new things,
combine different elements in our music, but still trying to
keep it real and honest. Second if you come to our show,
you‘re not just going to see another live band, you are
part of this band and the show, it‘s a one hundred percent
authentic and you‘re in the same boat as us,” he enthuses.
For this record Invisible Mirror wanted to work with
producers from the outside, so they brought ‘Connie
Andreska‘ (ex-Mystic Prophecy) and ‘Dani Löble‘ from the
legendary ‘Helloween‘ on board. “With Connie we would
basically work on all the arrangements, guitars, melodies,
vocals etc. and with Dani, we worked on drums and
rhythms to the very last detail. That was a very interesting
and instructive experience which also took a little bit of
time,” explains Bonazza.
Once the band had completed pre production they
then went to Parma, Italy to start the first part of the
recordings. “After we finished the drums and guitars
we went to Connie‘s studio in Germany to complete the
bass, vocals and all additional recordings. The mixing and
mastering was also handled by Connie. It‘s such a raw,
powerful and dynamic record. We paid a lot of attention
to make this record feel alive, trying to make it breathe.
For example, we literally did not use any drum triggers or
sound replacements etc...” he adds.
Invisible Mirror are hitting the road soon, here in
Europe, we‘ll be playing twelve shows in five different
countries and they will be touring right the way through to
the end of the year to support ‘On the Edge of Tomorrow’.
“Away from the road there‘s no time for a break,” he
chuckles. “We will also be working on new songs and

new ideas, will release more videos, so we‘re very excited
for the future,” concludes Ricky, bringing an end to our
conversation.
Check Invisible Mirror out at www.invisiblemirror.com

Check Drowned Ten out at www.drownedten.co.uk

DROWNED TEN

Based around Scotland and Portugal we find moody
groove based metallers DROWNED TEN who have a
new energetic thirteen track CD out now called ‘Stand’
that runs in at just under fifty minutes long and is the
band’s debut release. The Drowned Tenare Chris - vocals/
guitar, Rogerio - drums, Aaron - bass and Radu - guitar.
Each band member has all have been into music for a
long time individually, and when singer when guitaist Chris
started writing the music for Drowned Ten. The rest of the
guys heard the songs, and thought that they would love to
be part of this band. Drummer Rogerio got in touch with
Chris through Facebook asking if he could join the band,
and when Chris saw where he lived, he thought well if he
wants to join then he can as long as he can travel. He then
found out that a friend of his guitarist Radu wanted to join
also, and bass payer Aaron is one of his closest friends, and
he always liked Chris’ music, so his arm was twisted to join
up and Drowned Ten were born.
The guys influences are a mixture of all Rock and
Metal music from the seventies, from Black Sabbath to
Pantera, Eric Clapton to My Dying Bride. “The songs on
‘Stand’, were really all made with these influences in
mind, and I’m sure you can hear the influence ooze them
through it. Most of the guitar sound was a mix between
Zakk Wylde and Dimebag sounds mixed,” says Chris.
Family is the most important thing outside music for
Chris, and of course that’s
where their own space is.
Aaron is a computer guy,
something of which Chris
also dabbles in, building
them, maintaining them,
website stuff. “We are all
avid gamers also, Xbox
and PS4. Main games you
will find us on are more
FPS (first person shooter)
games, like Warframe and
C.O.D. I also have a big family of dogs, which keeps us
active, and they are really like my kids. Rogerio loves to
go on trips to different places when he, with his family
mainly. Radu spends a lot of time with his family and
enjoying socializing,” he explains.
Drowned Ten are more melodic in vocals where the
music is heavy, dark, and brutal, they have a split sub
genre category, where some people say they are doom
metal, and others site progressive metal. “We actually
don’t label ourselves as Doom or Prog, we are just a
Metal band. But we don’t mind what people can put us
in, any sub genre they want to, it makes no difference to
us. As long as they like and enjoy what they hear, and
head bang with us,” says Chris.
The new album ‘Stand’ is Chris’ brainchild,, he off
from work due to illness and he had some time to make
most of the album. which was made within two months,
and was originally made for fun. “It grew with interest
from the public, once it was uploaded to SoundCloud.
Our record company MSH Music Group, contacted myself,
and the rest they say is history,” he tells me.
The album was performed, recorded, mixed and
produced by Chris and it was all done at his home studio.
“I have my own home recording studio, and I actually
did sound engineering at college, so I put my knowledge
to good use. The recordings didn’t take long at all on
average one to two songs a week and before I knew it,
I had an album with a couple of extra songs which have
been shelved, as they don’t fit this album at all, and need
more input from the band,” he explains.
The guys are we are always looking to do gigs, and
will play anywhere. They are currently writing the second
album, and waiting on some festivals getting back to
then for the next year. “So expect the new album out
before the end of the year. We ideally would love to be
out touring the UK soon, and looking to make our way
over to the USA soon, as we have a big part of our fan
base is in South America. And really thanks to the fans for
supporting us and believing in our music. We wouldn’t be
doing what we do without them,” Chris concludes.

From Chicago, Illinois we find heavy rockers
SCREAMKING, who have a killer new twelve track
CD out now called ‘Tyranny of the Sea’ which runs in
at just over fifty minutes long and is the bands second
album. Screamking are: Joe Lawson - lead vocals, Rafael
Hernandez - guitars, Jason Michalik - guitars / vocals,
Clint Pagel: - bass / vocals and drummer Scott Rothschild.
Guitarist Rafael Hernandez started playing music at
the age of nine having his dad as an influence and a jazz
musician. He then settled on electric guitar after going
through every wind and brass instrument that they had
in the house. “Our house hold was always filled with a
variety of music and musicians. I was introduced to metal
through early bands like Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin,
Kiss, Deep Purple, UFO, MSG and Jimi Hendrix and then
later on Ozzy, Iron Maiden and heavier bands such as
Slayer, Testament, Death, Sepultura, Carcass,” he tells
me. Singer Joe Lawson started playing guitar at fifteen
and he was influenced by Motley Crue’s album ‘Shout at
the Devil’. “I started writing and singing my own songs
at the age of sixteen. I was introduced to metal through
bands like Metallica, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, King
Diamond and Ozzy. I later took lessons from an opera
singer in Chicago Illinois then studied with Robert Mason
of Warrant and Lynch Mob,” explains Joe.
Rafael ‘s inspirations nowadays are musicians like
Steve Vai, Joe Satriani,
John Five, Zakk Wylde,
George Lynch, Yngwie
Malmsteen.
“When
writing for the new
album the story of
ragnarok became the
main theme of the record
unintentionally with the
song End of the World
and then we realized we
had written two other
Viking themed songs, ‘I am a Viking’ and ‘Tyranny of
the Sea’ that became the title track for the album,” he
marvels. Lawson’s inspirations are Rob Halford, Bruce
Dickinson, Ronnie James Dio, King Diamond and
Ronny Munroe. “The inspiration behind the album for
me was Rafael presented the song ‘End of the World’
to me which was the Catalyst for our writing of the
new album,” Joe tells me.
In his down time outside of music and besides work,
Hernandez’s interests are the sports Hockey, Baseball,
Football, and he is a huge Chicago Cubs, Black Hawks
and Bears fan. “I’m also into Art and more recently
photography...” Joe’s interests the mixed martial arts of
Hapkido, Krav Maga and Jujitsu, also guns and tactical
training.
Screamking is a hybrid heavy metal band and what
makes the band unique from other bands is the fact
that they use elements and multiple genres of music
incorporated into their style. Other than the Viking
themed songs mentioned earlier, there are other song
subject such as ‘Cannibals of Sacrifice’ which touches
on the rituals of the ancient druids. ‘War Horse’ which
is about the legend of Crazy Horse of the Lakota Sioux
tribe. ‘Instrument of Death’ is about contract killers or
mercenaries. ‘Halo of Fear’ is about a person’s struggle
with their faith and mortality. ‘Faith Weapon’ which is
about religions using their faith as a weapon. ‘Embrace
the Hate’ is about being betrayed by someone close to
you. ‘Shadow of the Horn’ is about the evil that lurks in
the shadows in the world. ‘Feeding on the Predator’ is
an anti-bully anthem and the final song ‘Bloodstains’
touches on the corruption of governments leading to
the bloodshed of their own people, so a whole range of
diversity playing out.
The album was recorded at Divine Underground
Studios and produced by Rafael alongside Joe and the
writing and recording process took about one year
to complete. Next up Screamking ARE planning on
performing live shows in support of the album. “We have
also started writing new material for the next album,
‘Thee Indomitable Spirit’ is the current running title,”
concludes Rafael.
Check Screamking out at www.screamkingofficial.com

DIMORFIA

From Thessaloniki, Greece we find symphonic
progressive power metal outfit DIMORFIA, who have
a new nine track CD out now called ‘Utopia’ which
runs in at just under forty five minutes long and is the
bands second album. Dimorfia are: Maria Loti - lead
and backing vocals, Kimon Patelidakis - rhythm/lead
guitars, Nikos Giogas - rhythm/acoustic/lead guitars, Kleo
Xenitidis - bass guitar, Stathis X - keys and George Baltas
- drums/percussion/lead and backing vocals.
Drummer George Baltas started playing the drums at
the age of eighteen and it was then when he realized
that that was what he wanted to do for the rest of his
life! Back then Baltas was listening to any kind of metal
music from Black Sabbath to Nile. “Later on I realized
I wanted to play any style of music possible and then I
started playing in as many different bands as I could!
This is what I do to this day,” he tells me. Guitarist Nikos
Giogas loved the guitar from the first moment he heard
rock music. “I loved her sound, but also the image in the
hands of a guitarist on the stage. So when I was still a
kid, I decided to study guitar and I dreamed of creating
my own band so we can write our own music and play
live in front of a large audience. In Dimorfia I found what
I was looking for as we share the same dream together,”
says Giogas.
Bass player Kleo Xenitidis got into music from a
very young age. “Music has entered my blood and soul
like a virus. Since then it’s the only kind of music I love
to hear and play,” he smiles. Singer Maria Loti started
falling in love with music at the age of fifteen, whilst
she was on vacation at a summer camp when a friend of
hers gave her his guitar and he taught Loti how to play
the classic riff of ‘Smoke on the Water’. “I was so excited
and I started some guitar and music theory lessons. Then
I realized that was the thing that I want to do in my
life. So I continue my studies and I took three degrees
in music theory. But my passion always was to sing so I
started classical singing courses inspired by my favourite
symphonic metal bands and after six years I took a
diploma in classical singing,” Maria tells me.
Keyboard man Stathis X believes the world of music
is separated from the rest
of the world by a fine line.
“Anyone who succeeds in
passing it does not turn
back, he escapes. I
managed to pass this line
at a very young age when
my parents urged me to
start piano lessons. Metal
was
one
of
my
destinations,” he enthuses.
When guitarist Kimon
Patelidakis was ten, he took the first steps on the guitar,
at his father’s instigation. “I stopped after two years
because I had no particular motivation. Two years later,
and at the age of fourteen, I started to listen to heavy
metal and with two friends we decided to create our own
band. It was then that I started playing guitar again and
I have never abandoned it since then,” he explains to me.
George’ biggest influences in regarding to his
drumming life are artists like Gavin Harrison, Benny Greb
and Neil Peart. “Especially Gavin is my master! As for
the album’s lyrical concept, it’s about good and evil and
how they interact with each other! Musically we wanted
for the listener to be able to create mental pictures! We
wanted to create a certain atmosphere, sort of speak, and
I think we achieved our goal,” says George. Nick’ main
influence are bands from the eighties such as Manowar,
Judas Priest and many more. “However, I always try to
add classical guitar elements to my music, as I feel they
give a more special feel to the songs. The central idea
for Utopia was to make an album with original sound
and I believe that to a certain extent we have done it
as we combined in an extraordinary way our different
influences.”
Kleo Xenitidis has too many influences to mention,
however his favourite bands are old and classic like
Iron Maiden, Motorhead, Slayer, Sepultura, Death, Dark
Tranquility and many similar bands. “With ‘Utopia’, we
tried to combine the sound of different genres of metal
such as power and progressive and I believe that to a very

significant extent our result has left us too satisfied,” he
explains to me.
Maria has been inspired by several music kinds. “My
main influences are based on power, symphonic, epic
metal, classical and Celtic music. Some of my favourite
bands are Therion, the old Nightwish, Helloween, Dead
can dance, Trobar de morte, Omnia and many others.”
For Stathis X his inspiration depends on the type of music
that he wants to play. “It changes, evolves and takes the
form I want. It is not static. It’s not just my listening but
my emotions. Utopia was born through good mood and
love for the music we all have as a band,” he adds.
Kimon’s favourite bands and the main influence on
how he tries to write music are Blind Guardian, Nightwish,
Helloween, Stratovarius, Therion and many more bands
of the power metal genre. “It excites me when heavy
riffs get together with melodic vocals and orchestral
arrangements, and I think that ‘Utopia’ combines these
elements in an amazing way. Guitar players who have a
significant influence on me are Jeff Loomis, Kiko Loureiro
and Andy James,” explains Patelidakis.
George does not have much time for other activities
besides music. “This is also my job, not just my hobby
but when I have some spare time I like spending it with
my girlfriend, watching TV series and movies and going
out for a beer or something,” he adds. Nick works as an
engineer in a construction company. “Except for music I
spend my free time in skiing, cinema and drinking quality
beers,” he smiles. Kleo likes to spend his free time with
his family and his friends. “I really enjoy travelling with
my family because they give us the opportunity to get to
know new places and cultures,” he says. Except music,
Maria likes the theatre a lot and she is taking courses in
acting. “In my free time I like travelling, watching movies
and hanging out with friends.” Apart from music Stathis
X deals with many things and that’s one of the reasons
he can not finish anything of them, “But who cares
anyway,” he smiles. Kimon has studied Biology at the
University of Thessaloniki and until recently he taught as
a biology teacher at a private college in his city. “Beyond
my family, my work and music, the rest of my free time
(as much as I have left), I dedicate it to reading books and
playing board games with friends,” he tells me.
Dimorfia is a blend of different elements. “This is what
we wanted from the very beginning. We combined metal,
classical, folk and electro music to create something that
sounds unique to us, hoping that other people would feel
the same way. We didn’t want to make a production in
the way that other bands do. We tried to find the best
way possible for us. Hopefully, this is what makes us
different from other artists,” explains Baltas.
This album is a product of true love, sort of speak.
“We all love metal music but we wanted to do something
more than that. Every song is a story. The first songs are
a small concept on their own, they’re about sin but the
album in general is not a concept. I used a lot of science
fiction characters for the listeners to identify with. In
general, I could say that this album is my soul-searching
confession, my personal bet,” he says.
Baltas loves the title track from the album. “This
song represents the band in the best way possible! It
has very beautiful melodies, great orchestration, very
powerful lyrics and a great epic chorus!” For the live
shows Dimorfia are currently rehearsing. “The songs are
demanding and have many technical difficulties so we
need to be fully prepared before we hit the road. We’re
hoping to gain more experience, beautiful memories and
if possible, more people to listen to our music and like it
as much as we do. Fingers crossed,” smiles George.
The album was produced, recorded, mixed and
mastered at Blueberry Productions Co. by Kofinas Kostas.
George Baltas was the co-producer and the whole
process took us about a year and a half for the band to
complete.
Dimforia are currently promoting the album as much
as possible. “Later on the next year we’re planning to
start working on the second album which may be a
concept album,” concludes George.
Check Dimorfia out at www.facebook.com/dimorfia/
https://twitter.com/dimorfia_band/

RIFFMAN & STEEL

From Dry Ridge, Kentucky we find hard rock trio
RIFFMAN & STEEL who have a superb new nine

track CD out now called ‘Industrial Steel and the
Roots of Metal’, out now through Metal on the Ridge
Records. The album runs in at just over forty minutes
long and is the band’s debut release and the songs
are intense, heavy and melodic coupled with brilliant
playing, and whilst there is a strong eighties musical
feel, Riffman & Steel also surge with enough power
metal that is sure to fit them alongside many of the
heavier current bands out there today, there is a lot
of energy running through the album, the title of the
album says all you need to know.
The album is basically a concept album following
the tale of metal itself and how it came from its roots
to the modern era that we now live in. The title track
‘Industrial Steel’ was the first song that singer and
bass player Tim Steel wrote that actually made it
onto a record, and it’s a song that is very close to
him because it’s the story of how he has seen metal
music grow over the years ‘Birmingham’ is a favourite
track of guitarist Edward T. Riffman’s because he put
the most amount of time in the studio working on
it, “I’m really satisfied with how it came out on the
album, very epic,” champions Riffman The guys are
joined drummer Max The Madman Allen.
Singer and bass player Tim Steel grew up with
music; he lived it and grew up in the eighties
listening to heavy rock, and found himself dreaming
about wanting to be a rock star. It’s taken many years
to get a solid a band together and it finally came into
fruition when he met guitarist Edward T. Riffman at
their local guitar centre and he was the first guitar
player that Tim had met that really had an interest in
writing original songs, and not just doing covers in
bars. “So it’s been a lot of fun writing and performing
my own songs over the last couple years,” smiles Tim.
The first band that sparked Tim’s musical interests
and got him thinking
about rock music was
the Monkeys. He heard
them when he was nine
or ten years old and then
later on in his teenage
years he started to
gravitate
towards
seventies hard rock
bands,
discovering
bands
like
Boston,
Journey
and
Reo
Speedwagon, then in 1981 his brother took him to a
concert that Tim found to be his true calling in music.
“It just so happens to be a little band by the name of
Black Sabbath, who had just recently got new
frontman Ronnie James Dio, after that I was listening
to countless metal bands and the next band I heard
sometime later on that would truly make me want to
be start a band was Guns n Roses, or more honestly
Axl Rose, who inspired me to want to front my own
band,” Tim explains to me. When the guys started
writing back in 2007 they wrote the song ‘Industrial
Steel’, and from there on the guys hashed out the
idea for the concept album which they have just
released.
In his downtime away from the band Tim is a
massive car petrol head. “Classic cars, and hot rods,
it’s been my other passion besides music since I was
in high school. It’s my livelihood when I’m not doing
music and I build custom hot rods for people, and
do mechanical work. I also enjoy drag racing when I
have free time on the weekends. The song ‘Cruzing’
off the record, a bonus track, is about the Chevy
Camaro and its fiftieth birthday. I wrote it because
I’m excited to see that muscle cars have made it into
the modern era,” he tells me.
Drummer Max Allen enjoys pro bass fishing, and
would love to also become a pro angler. He met Tim
Steel at a local car show, and they chaps talked for
a little bit. “I told him I play drums on the side, and
next thing I know I’m drumming for the band on an
album. I’m also going to school soon to learn how
to build custom cars and get a degree in the field of
Automotive Restoration,” says Max.
When Edward and Tim founded the band, they
both knew that they wanted to do their own original
songs. “It seems like around here, Kentucky, not too
many people are really into hard rock and heavy
metal and lots of folks around here are into Country
music or just wanting to play covers. I found that
when I started to develop the guitar for the album
that a lot of our arrangements were a little bit
different than what you might hear on the radio. We
don’t tend to follow any trends. We are not afraid to
be different, or weird for that matter. Riffman & Steel
is original,” enthuses Edward.
The new album ‘Industrial Steel and the Roots
of Metal’ is the band’s first official release and it is
based on their very first EP that they did back into
2007. “At the time we were selling it out of the trunk
of my car at our shows. It was really low quality and

not all that great. This record is a way better version
of that EP, with an added bonus track. It has a lot of
different elements from hard rock, to heavy metal,
and even jam, and blues,” says Tim.
The guys recorded the album at xlolix studios in
Dry Ridge, Kentucky and the studio is run by a friend
of the bands, who got them a great deal on studio
time. “The time at the studio actually introduced
us to Melissa Biddle, the owner of Metal on the
ridge records,” says Tim. The album was mostly self
produced with help from mixing engineer Tim Biddle
and from start to finish took about a year and half to
get to the final record out to the public and stores.
At the moment the guys are planning a summer
tour to support the record, and they are already
working on new material for their next release.
“We have roughly about fifteen songs ready in
demo mode and with any luck we should be back
in the studio this fall laying down tracks,” concludes
Riffman.
Check Riffman & Steel out at www.riffmansteel.
com

POWER 5

The band’s newest album is a two CD digipack.
The first CD is called ‘Talisman’ and it comprises of ten
brand new songs. The second one is ‘Best of POWER 5’
and contains fifteen songs that are from the six previous
albums. “With this album the band celebrates twenty
years of existence. For the first time in our history we
tried a crowd funding campaign to raise funds for the
recording and production of our CD. We were delighted
when this campaign was successful and our fans
managed to fund the whole thing,” smiles Olin.
The recording, mixing and mastering took place at
the Czech studio Metalgate. The recording took about
two weeks, during this process the band is usually
accommodated right in the studio and works hard all
day. “We really enjoy this because we are all together, we
focus on making music and we have much fun doing it.
You can see some pretty funny videos from the studio on
the Power 5 youtube channel,” he adds. The mixing and
mastering took over three months and it was done by our
friend Libor Kukula, the owner of the Metalgate studio.
The band has already shot one professional and one
amateur music video for the new album and they plan
to shoot some more videos for other new songs. “We
will also start with preparations for our 21st anniversary
concert in 2017. We really enjoy our anniversary
concerts because there are lots of friends, lots of fun and
celebration and we also get many nice presents.
As for the farther future, we will surely start again
with composing new songs. We don’t know exactly when
but we know we will enjoy it very much,” concludes Olin.
Check the band out at www.power5.cz
www.facebook.com/power5band

NICKY BALDRIAN PLAYLISTS
From the Czech Republic we find power metal artists
POWER 5 who have a new ten track CD out now called
‘Talisman’ that runs in at just over fifty minutes long and
is the bands seventh studio. The album also features a
second ‘Best Of’ disc, and what I like about ‘Talisman’
is that it a right power house, full to the brim of catchy
fiery melodic rockers full of atmosphere and spirit, and
what’s makes the album even more pleasant is that the
songs are not sung in English, and you know what, it
doesn’t matter, everything works very well and you still
get pulled in by the melodies on songs like the melodic
neo-classical frantic beat of ‘Obzory’. The band are Olin
Skrabal - vocals, Milan Skrabal - drums, Lukas Langer guitar, Jiri Jagos - bass and Martin Valcik - keyboards.
Singer Olin Skrabal was growing up in a musical
family where he often played pop music from abroad.
His two uncles played drums and because of them he
also learned to play this instrument. Today he is the
singer of Power 5 but drums help him come up with
ideas, arrangements and also to get rid of some negative
energy. “I think that I am inclined to music by my nature. I
also have quite good musical memory,” he tells me.
Olin is inspired and loves the first albums of
Queensrÿche, Fates Warning, Dream Theater, Skid Row
and Rush. From contemporary music he enjoys Circus
Maximus, Thunderstone and Stratovarius, mostly the
albums that were composed by Timo Tolkki. For the new
album Olin got a lot of inspiration from movie ‘Farinelli’.
“It is from baroque era and it is about the life of the most
famous singer of 18th century. He was a eunuch and there
is nobody today who can match his vocal range. Not even
Michael Kiske - my favourite metal singer. In the movie
they had to combine voices of two singers, man and a
woman to imitate Farinelli‘s vocal range. In the movie
there are some fragments from Handel’s compositions
that I really liked. I used one of them with my own lyrics
as an intro to our new album,” Olin explains to me.
Outside of music Olin’s enjoys playing ice hockey and
fishing which he finds quite relaxing. “I also do some
gun shooting; you can see that in my youtube channel
‘Olin power’. Apart from those hobbies I also have a fourwheel that I like to ride,” he smiles.
Power 5 are quite different because their lyrics are
in the Czech language.
“There are many Czech
bands whose lyrics are
English but we like to be a
bit exotic. Some people
like it some don’t but that
is usually like this when
you do something out of
the ordinary. I think that
our music is a bit similar to
what Timo Tolkki did with
Stratovarius. There are
many fans who like such music but not many interprets
who compose music like this. The band also has very
good instrumental players so we are able to play fast riffs
and guitar/keyboard solos. We also strive to have strong
and memorable choruses,” he explains.

1- Accept - The Rise Of Chaos
Fave song: Carry The Weight
2- Styx - The Mission
Fave song: Gone Gone Gone
3- Alice Cooper - Paranormal
Fave song: Holy Water
4- Rex Brown - Smoke On This
Fave song: Crossing Lines
5- Honeymoon Suite - Hands Up
Fave song: One Step Closer
6- Cheap Trick - We’re All Alright!
Fave song: Listen To Me
7- Gillian Welch - The Harrow & The Harvest
Fave song: Dark Turn Of Mind
8- Quiet Riot - Road Rage
Fave song: Shame
9- Marty Friedman - Wall of Sound
Fave song: Self Pollution
10- EZoo - Feeding The Beast
Fave song: Colder Than Cool
11- Seether - Poison The Parish
Fave song: Misunderstood
12- Brad Paisley - Love And War
Fave song: Last Time For Everything
13- Riverdogs - California
Fave song: Ten Thousand Reasons
14- Mr. Big - Defying Gravity
Fave song: 1992
15- Ten - Gothica
Fave song: Travellers

